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FOREWORD 

Charles Piper was a part time optical designer and for
mer amateur telescope maker when he bought his first 
Stereo Realist. Until joinin9 the Stereo Club of South
ern California in 1966, he made stereograms purely for 
his own amusement. In 1969 and 1970 he began writing 
a monograph on stereo which he felt was needed to help 
new members of the club get started on the right foot. 
A few excerpts of this material were printed in the 
3-D NEWS in 1970-74, and in 1975 one page selections 
became a regular feature. When stereographers outside 
the club saw 3-D NEWS and asked for reprints of THE 
TECHNICAL PAGE back to Installment #1, it was decided 
to make the back issues available at cost to all inter
ested stereographers. The author is a graduate of 
M. I. T. and a Registered Professional Engineer. 

Charles A. Piper 
26810 Fond du Lac Rd. 
Rancho Palos Verdes CA 
90274 
September 1979 



PREFACE TO THE FOURTH EDITION 

Technical Page reprints were first distributed 
just as they had appeared in 3-D News. 
Beginning in 1979 the reprints were put together 
in booklet fonn with a Table of Contents, Index, 
and Glossary. · 
Since the last edition several changes have taken 
place in the Stereo Scene: Realist has given up 
Stereo business altogether, including both manu
facture of masks and repair of Stereo Realist 
cameras. George Skelly dba Sigma Stereo Systems 
has acquired rights to manufacture of both Realist 
(now called Sigma) masks, and Emde masks and 
associated mounting equipment. 
Henry Erskine's stereo equipment business was 
acquired by Walter Heyderhoff, and later sold to 
David Starkman and Susan Pinsky dba Reel 30 Enter
prises, P.O.Box 2368, Culver City CA 90231.· 
Your Editor is repairing all makes of stereo 
cameras as he was doing before the demise of 
Realist. 
For the present edition Installment #65 has been 
completely rewritten, and minor corrections or 
updates have been made in a number of other 
installments. 
Finally, there is now a complete step-by-step 
treatment of photography of the Moon in stereo, 
which should no longer be the exclusive province 
of the professional astronomer. 

Charles A. Piper 
24 December 1988 
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THE TECHNICAL PAGE CHARLES PIPER, EDITOR INSTALLMENT #1 
This column is being initiated for the benefit of New Members. If it is well re
ceived, it will become a regular feature of 3-D NEWS. Let us have your comments. 
HISTORICAL NOTE 
Stereo is a very old concept; it was recognized by the ancient Greeks and studied by 
Leonardo, who pointed out the subtle differences between the views seen by the two 
eyes. Between the invention of photography in 1839 and World War I in 1914, at least 
100 different stereo cameras were designed and manufactured. A particularly signifi
cant one of these was the HOMEOS, introduced by Jules Richard of Paris in 1913. De
signed by Colardeau, it was the first still camera to use 35mm "movie" film; it took 
two 4-perforation (4P) pictures, separated by a space of 8 perforations (the Colar
deau progression). The appearance of Kodachrome film sparked the imagination of · 
Seton Rochwite, who turned stereo photography from a professional specialty into a. 
popular hobby with his invention of the STEREO REALIST in 1945. He changed the for
mat to a nearly square SP shape and added state-of-the-art mechanical and optical 
features. All of today's 35mm stereo cameras, except the VERASCOPE F40, the 7-P ILO
CA, and the BELPLASCA, are direct descendants of the STEREO REALIST. 
GETTING STARTED IN STEREO 
The simplest way to get started in stereo is with a 35mrn stereo camera, commercial 
photolab mounting, and a hand viewer.* Commercially mounted slides can of course be 
projected also. Later you will do your own mounting; still later you may branch out 
into slide bar, hyperstereo, etc. For now let's concentrate on the standard stereo 
camera. Learn to load your camera. Practice with an expired roll of film until you 
can load without looking. You must wind off a few frames before taking your first 
picture; if in doubt, wind off three frames. Practice holding the camera, framing 
the picture in the-viewfinder, and squeezing the shutter. Ignore the rangefinder for 
now. If your camera has a spirit level, use it. Any picture which has recognizable 
horizontal or vertical subject matter, such as trees, builaings, or the horizon, must 
be taken with the camera level side-to-side. You may tip the camera forward or back
ward, but keep it level side-to-side. On subjects with no vertical reference, tip 
the camera if you like. 
THE IMPORTANT DEPTH OF FIELD SCALE 
Next locate the depth of field scale. This is the most important single control on 
the camera. It tells two vital things: first, will your picture be sharp from the 
nearest to the farthest subject matter, and second, will your _picture be projectable. 
Find the near and far points of your subject·matter on the scale, for example,. 7 ft 
and infinity (INF). Set your focus control so that the zero mark is midway between 
the near and far points of your picture. You must use a small enough aperture so that 
all of your subject range is between the two numbers representing the aperture. For 
example, your picture will be sharp from 7 ft to INF if you are focused at 15 ft and 
your aperture is f/5.6 or smaller. And now the second point, is your picture going 
to be projectable? A picture which has too much depth between the near and far points 
will not project properly and will cause eyestrain. Make sure the near and far 
points will fit between the f/5.6 marks . For instance, you can take a projectable 
picture from 7 ft to INF, or from 5 ft to 20 ft. Never shoot any subject matter 
closer than 5 ft if you intend to project it; it will have exaggerated depth. 
LET'S SHOOT STEREO 
Now for some actual picture taking. Load a roll of slide film into your camera 
and shoot some landscapes. Watch your depth of field, watch your picture subject 
depth, and watch your horizons. S-q-u-e-e-z-e your shutter slowly. Use your range
finder only for determining the distance to near and far points so you can make prop
er use of the depth of field scale. Make your final focus setting on the basis of 
your depth of field scale. For example, if your subject is a landscape with a model 
in the foreground at 7 ft, your focus should not be set at 7 ft but rather at 15 ft 
so that everything from 7 ft to infinity will be in focus. 

*For the ultimate in simplicity, see aiso #78 

Rev 6/79 
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THE TECHNICAL PAGE CHARLES PIPER, EDITOR INSTALLMENT #2 

REMOUNTING CARDBOARD SLIDES 
Commercial photo finishers mount stereo slides in cardboard mounts which are OK for 
typical outdoor subjects and for hand viewing. However for projection, and for 
competition you will want your slides mounted in glass with metal masks and metal 
frames. (Tape is more difficult, try frames first.) So your first mounting task 
will be to remount the best of your cardboard slides in glass. Today we shall discuss· 
the. limited objective of remounting cardboard slides so they can be projected. Mount
ing in general, and special topics, such as cropping, will be discussed in a later 
installment. 
TQQLS AND MATERIALS 
0Jtain the following tools 

Scissors 
Tweezers 
Lighter fluid 
Kleenex 
Paper towels 

and materials: 
Sable or camel brush 
EMDE masks, Normal, Medium, 
Stereo glass 
Metal frames 
Self adhesive labels 

Close 

Your work surface can be a clean sheet of white paper 1811 x24 11 on a flat well lighted 
surface. About your tools: Make sure your tweezers are smooth and will not scratch 
your film. If they are rough, try some very fine emery cloth. Make sure your brush 
is scrupulously clean. Don't handle the bristles unnecessarily. A dirty brush can be 
cleaned with detergent and water and the bristles wrapped in paper towel to dry 
straight. 
DEMOUNTING FROM CARDBOARD 
Your first operation is to cut your film chips free of the cardboard mounts. Cut 
vertically· through the cardboard 1/16 11 outside the window on each side. You will 
then be able to get the chip out. Keep your fingers off the image area! Don't mix 
up right and left chips. If there is any dirt or cement adhering to the chip, clean 
it off with lighter fluid on a bit of Kleenex. Handle the chips in the sprocket area 
only and use your tweezers. 
CHECK FOR CORRECT MASK 
If your subject was a landscape, place the chips in an EMDE nonnal mask. Don't fold 
the mask yet! Check it in a hand viewer. If the picture seems to be "coming out of 
the frame" try the chips in a MEDIUM or CLOSE-UP mask. 
LABELS ON THE MASK 
When you are satisfied with the looks of your picture, dust the mask and fold it. 
On the side from which you intend to view the picture, attach a self adhesive title 
label, upside down. On the opposite side of the mask, right side up, place a self 
adhesive address label. 
GLASS AND FRAMES 
You are now ready for glass. Breathe on two pieces of slide glass and wipe them 
firmly with coarse paper towel. Examine for bubbles or blemishes. Dusk your mask 
again, dust the glass, put them together, and examine in a hand viewer. If you don't 
see any dirt, slide the sandwich into a metal frame and crimp down the end. 
GLASS REPLACEMENT 
If you should ever need to take the slide apart to clean or replace the glass, you 
won't have to worry about the labels because they are on the mask. Also the slight 
extra thickness helps to keep the glass from touching the chip and causing Newton's 
rings. 
GOODBYE CARDBOARD MOUNTS 
You are now ready to proJect your picture and see what it can really look like when 
properly mounted. You will never have a cardboard mount again. Later we shall talk 
about mounting in glass from "scratch". 

If your first efforts don't meet with success, give me a call. Maybe I can help 
you. 

Rev 6/79 
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THE TECHNICAL PAGE CHARLES PIPER, EDITOR INSTALLMENT #3 

INTRODUCTION TO SLIDE BAR STEREOGRAPHY 
The fundamental approach to making a stereogram of a small stationary object is to 
use an SLR camera on a slide bar. The procedure is to take one picture of the sub
ject, move the camera sideways a small distance, and shoot a second picture. The two 
resulting 8-P pictures are then cropped and mounted in a standard 5-P mask for pro
jection or viewing. 
SLIDE BARS Slide bars are occasionally available used, but are hard to find. P focus
ing rail, available from Spiratone, or the focusing rack from a 4-track bellows, 
makes a very good substitute. Or if you are handy with tools, you can even make your 
own as explained below. Slide bar is the perfect way to shoot flowers, mounted in
sects, or table tops. It actually produces better pictures than a stereo camera be
cause there is no lens or shutter matching problem, and you can select the right fo
cal length lens. Also interchangeable 35mm camera lenses are of better quality than 
the lenses on stereo cameras. 
LENS SELECTION To make a flower close-up select an 85mrn lens and mount it on your 
SLR camera. This is the best focal length for most realistic projection on a screen 
at the monthly competition or a Salon. 
FILM AND LIGHTING Kodachrome films give the best results with flowers, especially in 
their rendition of whites. Either strobes or photofloods may be used. For photo
floods, a double pole double throw switch is useful to operate two lamps in seri~s 
for focusing and in parallel for shooting. Make sure to get some backlight on your 
flower. It is the backlight shining through the petals that wins ribbons. 
SET UP MUST BE SQUARE Set up your tripod and slide bar so that the travel of the 
slide is exactly square with the camera direction. Provide yourself with a st~el 
tape to measure the subject distance. A small ruler fastened to the slide bar will 
help in figuring baseline separation. If your slide bar has a scale, it is best to 
ignore it. Most are incorrect, and give baselines too long. 
CALCULATE BASELINE · In framing your subject, remember you ·are going to trim to five 
perforations. When you have everything set, measure the distance from the camera 
lens to the nearest part of the subject. Divide this number by 40 (approximately). 
Say your subject distance is 12 inches. Dividing this by 40 we get .3 inch. Any
thing from 1/4 to 1/3 inch would be OK. This is the total distance from the left 
frame position to the right frame position. If you are working both ways from cen
ter, take half of this value each way. 
DO NOT TOE IN Shoot the left picture, wind the film, slide the bar to the right the 
correct amount, and shoot the right picture. During all this the slide bar must not 
rotate with respect to the tripod. Do not attempt to toe in the slide bar or the 
camera. It will only cause distortion and run the risk of jiggling something so the 
chips won't register. 
A HOME MADE SLIDE BAR 
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For a home made slide bar, get a 411 x 411 

piece of 5/8 plywood. On the center 
line one inch in secure a 1/411 T-nut, or 
the insert from a 1/411 masonry plug. 
This takes your tripod screw. Along the 
opposite edge glue a strip 3/811 x 3/8 11

• 

This is the camera backstop. Cut a slot 
1/411 x 211 the proper distance from the 
backstop to pick up the camera's tripod 
socket. A 1/4 11 bolt and a 1/4" wing nut 
complete the design. 
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THE TECHNICAL PAGE CHARLES PIPER, EDITOR INSTALLMENT #4 

ARE YOU SEEING IT IN STEREO 
Before taking up the general subject of mounting, let us test your ability to see 
stereo mounting, to see pseudo mounting, to see the stereo window, to see vertical 
errors. At first you will verify your conclusions with a gauge. Eventually most of 
you will be able to see correct mounting without the gauge. 
BUY OR MAKE A MOUNTING GAUGE Copy the sketch below onto a piece of 1/32 inch clear 
plastic. Use a scriber or a sharp needle. The lines 0 and F are made by scribing 
along the left edges of both windows of a standard mask. The distance between lines 
F (for Foreground) and B (for Background) is 1.75mm. Where you put the horizontal 
lines is not important so long as they are parallel to the bottom of the gauge. When 
this gauge is inserted in the hand viewer with a slide, it will tell you everything 
you need to know about the accuracy of the mounting, and will teach you to see the 
errors in your mounting. 
~TEREOSCOPIC OR PSEUDOSCOPIC Select a set of chips of a landscape with subject mat
ter from 7 ft to INF. Place these chips shiny side down in a Realist Distant mask, 
and look at it in a hand viewer. Interchange the chips left for right, and look at 
it again. You are co~paring stereoscopic mounting with pseudoscopic mounting. Make 
sure you can tell the difference. r~ote that turning the slide over is like 1ookin~ 
in a·mirror. It does not change stereo to pseudo. With the chips mounted stereo in
sert the gauge in the viewer along with the slide and measure the width between the 
two images of a distant object. It should not be greater than the distance O to B on 
the gauge. Measure the distance between the two images of a foreground object. It 
should not be less than the distance 0 to F. 
WINDOW LOCATION Now slide the chips together, so that the foreground images are 
closer together than O - F. Remove the gauge and study the slide. Can you see that 
the picture is coming out of the window? Repeat this until you are sure you can see 
the subject coming out the window. Spread the chips so the foreground images are 
farther apart than O - F. Remove the gauge and study the picture. Can you see that 
the foreground object is behind the window?· By closing first one eye and then the 
other, note that your right eye sees more at the. left of the picture, and vice.versa. 
Your right eye is seeing "around" the left edge of the window, while your left eye is 
seeing "around" the right edq.e of the window. 
ADJUSTING AND CHECKING VERTICALS Remove one of the chips and trim 1/32 inch off the 
bottom of it. Put it back in the mask and push it to the bottom. Using the horizon
tal lines on your gauge, note the difference in height of something in the center qf 
t.he slide. Now remove the gauge. Can you see the error? Look carefully at the top 
and bottom of the slide, closing one eye at a time. Without using the gauge, restore 
the trimmed chip to its correct height as follows: grasp the mask above the chip with· 
the thumb and forefinger of the right hand, and below the chip with the thumb and · 
forefinger of the left hand. To move the chip upward in the mask, grip firmly with 
the right hand while flexing the mask so it bulges toward you. Now loosen your grip 
with the right hand, and grip tightly with the left hand, meanwhile letting the chip 
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return to its flat condition. 
You will have moved the chip up
ward a tiny amount. Check in 
the hand viewer. \~hen you think 
you have the chip centerea, 
check it with the gauge. Prac
tice until you can locate the 
chip by eye alone. For Rotation 
Error, see Installment #7 . 

Optional step construction 
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THE TECHNICAL PAGE CHARLES PIPER, EDITOR INSTALLMENT #5 
STEREO MOUNTING FROM "SCRATCH" 
Before starting this phase of your training, it is important that you master the exer
cises given in installment #4. If you are in doubt, go back and practice them some 
more. Don't give up the use of your gauge until you are sure you can see the various 
errors without it. Don't despair, you will eventually learn! Then you will discard 
this "crutch". 
ADDITIONAL TOOLS 
To do a thorough job of mounting from scratch you will need the following in addition 
to the basics listed in installment #2: Headband loupe 2X to 4X, Film cutter, Blower 
brush, Staticmaster brush. 
LEARN THE L/R WITNESS MARKS 
First learn to identify the left and right chips by the witness marks made by your 
stereo camera. Examine the film gate of the camera with a loupe. There will be a 
notch in one frame, or some other small difference. This not only identifies left and 
right, but also identifies your camera make. 
REVERSE ROLL BEFORE CUTTING 
Order your film lab to return your film uncut. Reverse roll the processed film and 
leave it rolled up until it has acquired a slight reverse roll, shiny side in. This 
is important. Do not omit this step. Cut apart the chips, placing all lefts in one 
pile, and all rights in the other. ·If you get mixed up, look at the witness marks! 
Use a sorting box if you like. 
TRY EMDE MASKS FIRST 
Any picture taken with a standard stereo camera, according to the rules stated in 
installment #1 will mount perfectly in one of the standard EMDE masks, either NORMAL, 
MEDIUM, or CLOSE. EMDE masks are best for beginners because they hold the chip on 
all four corners, and surround the chip front and back, the better to prevent Newton's 
rings. Also they are less subject to manufacturing variations. A slide made with two 
cameras, or with a slide bar, can be brought to terms more easily with a REALIST mask, 
about which we shall talk more later. 
CHECK CHIPS IN MASK 
Put your first two chips in a NORMAL mask. Verify th.at they do not bulge out. If 
necessary, cut a ljttle from one end of both chips, with your cutter. Check in a 
hand viewer. Is the foreground behind the window? If you are not sure, check it 
with a gauge. If the foreground is coming out the window, change to a MEDIUM or 
CLOSE-UP mask. Verify the verticals. If they are incorrect, cut a little off the 
top of the chip which is too low. Bend down the prongs of the mask to hold the chip 
where it belongs. 
THE IMPORTANCE OF CLEANLINESS 
when you are happy with your chip location, dust both sides of the mask with your 
staticmaster and fold the mask. Affix the title sticker on the front. upside down, 
and your name sticker on the back right side up. Clean two pieces of glass by breath
ing on them and wiping with hard paper towel, not KLEENEX. Dust again and assemble 
your sandwich. Lay it on the table and examine with a loupe on both sides. To remove 
dust, raise the top glass and use the blower brush. Now give your sandwich a final 
check in a hand viewer. Slide the sandwich into a metal frame and iron down the open 
end. If the slide has much shake, iron down all around the frame with a blunt tool 
such as a manicure stick. Spot the slide for projection and you are finished! 
GAUGING WITH A MASK 
NOTES: If you do not yet have a gauge, a good make-do for checking foreground spacing 
is another mask of the same type you are using. From the left edge of the left window 
to the left edge of the right window is the least spacing you must have between the 
two images of your foreground object. 

If you need a mounting gauge, ·you can get one from Ree 1 3--D Enterprises, Box 2368 
Culver City CA 90231 for about $5 
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THE TECHNICAL PAGE CHARLES PIPER, EDITOR INSTALLMENT #6 
QUIZ ON INSTALLMENTS #1 - #5 
l. When was the first 35mm stereo camera produced? a) 1913, b) 1927, c) 1945 
2. Who was responsible for the mid-20th century revival of stereo? a) Eastman Kodak, 

b) Franke & Heidecke · c) Seton Rochwite . 
3. What means assures that a stereogram will be sharp from near point to far point? 

a) Steady Tripod, b) Depth of Field Scale, c) Fast Shutter 
4. What means assures that a stereogram will be projectable? a) Mounting in Glass, 

b) Projector Adjustment, c) Depth of Field Scale 
5. For subject matter from 7 ft. to INF and a standard stereo camera, the maximum 

usable aperture is: a) f/3.5, b) f/5.6, c) f/11 
6. You are taking a picture with a standard stereo camera. The depth of field scale 

says you need an aperture of f/11. The picture so taken will project satis
factorily. TRUE FALSE 

7. You are shooting with a standard stereo camera. The depth of field scale says 
you need an aperture of f/4.5. The picture taken at f /4.5 will project satis
factorily. TRUE FALSE 

8. You will get a projectable picture provided the depth of field scale does not 
require a smaller aperture than a) f/3.5, b) f/5.6, c) f /11 

9. A stereo c~mera must be level side to side for all subjects. TRUE FALSE 
10. To avoid camera motion the shutter release should be operated as fast as possible. 

TRUE FALSE 
11. Cardboard slides can easily be remounted in glass. TRUE FALSE 
12. Commercially mounted slides of close-up subjects are usually satisfactory. TRUE 

FALSE 
13. Landscapes ordinarily mount i.n a NORMAL mask. TRUE FALSE 
14. It is all right to handle film chips with your bare fingers provided you do not 

perspire excessively. TRUE FALSE 
15. Cardboard slides are OK for projection. a) Always, b) Never, c) Sometimes 
16. The best substitute for a slide bar is a) Move your tripod over, b) Shift your 

weight from one foot to the other, c)· A focusing rail 
17. Slide bar is an ideal way to shoot flowers and mounted insects. TRUE FALSE 
18. Undistorted table tops can be shot with a standard stereo camera. TRUE FALSE 
19. For most lifelike rendition in slide bar close-ups the lens spacing should be: 

a) one-half the lens focal length, b) one inch per foot of subject distance, 
c) 1/30 to 1/50 of the subject distance. 

20. For ease of mounting, slide bar close-ups should be "toed in". TRUE FALSE 
21. Toe-in always results in some keystone distortion. TRUE FALSE · 
22. Name the four most conunon stereo mounting errors. 
23. Which of the following errors cannot be detected with a mounting gauge? 

a) Pseudo mounting, b) Vertical error, c) Incorrect window 
24. When a picture is coming out of the window, the chips are: a) Too close together, 

b) Too far apart 
25. Persons who possess normal intelligence and normal stereo vision can be taught 

to 11 see 11 most mounting errors. TRUE FALSE 
26. A person who is unable after instruction to "see" stereo mounting errors should: 

a) Give up stereo, b) Have another person check all his mounting, c) Trust to 
luck, d) Use a mounting gauge always 

27. If you are unable to detect pseudo mounting by eye, how could you positively 
verify that you don't have the chips reversed? 

28. How do you get the curl out of film when returned uncut? 
29. Your film chips shot on imported film fit so tightly in an EMDE mask that they 

bulge out. What should you do? 
30. The title sticker goes on upside down because slides normally go in a projector 

upside down. TRUE FALSE 
31. A blade of grass looks to be coming out of the window and you do not have a gauge. 

How can you check it to be sure? 
Rev 2/83 
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THE TECHNICAL PAGE CHARLES PIPER, EDITOR INSTALLMENT #7 
ANSl~ERS TO QUIZ, MORE. ON MOUNTING 
If you missed any of the 10 starred questions, you had better go back and study them, 
they are important. The answers: 1.(a); 2.(c); *3.(b); *4.(c); 5.(b); *6.(F); 7.(T); 
8.(b); 9.(F}; *10.(F); 11.(T); 12.(.F}; 13.(T}; *14.(F); 15.(c);.16.(c}; 17.(T); 18.(F) 
*19.(c); 20.(F}; 21.(T}; *22. Pseudo Mounting, Vertical Error, Incorrect Window, Ro
tation Error;23.(a);·*24.(a); 25.(T); *26.(d); 27. Use Witness Marks; 28. Reverse· 
Roll it; 29. Trim the Top; 30.(T}; *31. Use another mask as a gauge. 
ROTATION ERRORS We promised in Installment #4 that we would take up rotation errors. 
They can occur any time you are not using a standard stereo camera, and are "hand" 
adjusting" the chips for register. To see rotation error, trim a little off the top 
and bottom.of a pair of chips and insert them in a Realist mask. Pull the tops to
gether 1/32 inch. Look at the slide in a hand viewer. To make the rotation error 
visible, insert your mounting gauge in the viewer with the slide. ~Jhen the two pic
ture images are "fused", you will notice that the horizontal lines on the gauge are 
not fused. Each horizontal line on the gauge will be double, and the two images will 
not be parallel. One line image will slant to the left and the other to the right. 
HOL-1 TO SEE THEM Another way to see the rotation without a ga.uge is to hold another 
mask in the viewer so that its bottom edge passes horizontally across the center of 
the picture. While keeping the picture "fused", move the mask around. You ~ill no
tice that there are two images of the bottom of the mask, a sort of "ghosting". Read
just the chips to their correct parallel position in the mask and look again. The 
images of the horizontal lines of the gauge are now parallel, and will be in coinci
dence if both chips are at the same height. Or, using the spare mask as a straight 
edge, you will note as you move it around, its two images are always parallel, and if 
there is no vertical error, the two images of the straight edge fuse into one. To 
see rotation errors with no visual aids, look at the bottom edge of the picture with 
one eye at a time. You will see more in the lower left corner of one chip, and more 
in the lower right corner of the other. 
NEWTON'S RINGS If you live in a dry climate·, you can expect to have some trouble 
with Newton's Rings. These are caused by the shiny side of the film touching the 
cover glass. There are three general methods for preventing Newton's Rings: (a) keep 
the film from touching the glass, (b) use lightly roughened glass (NEWLO for example) 
which breaks the glass/film contact, or (c) dust the slide with lycopodium powder_, 
which keeps the film from touching the glass. The first solution is the best as it 
cures the problem, rather than treating the symptom. 
CHOICE OF MASKS It is best to avoid Realist masks if you have severe Newton Ring 
problems, but if you do use Realist masks, make sure the film is always put in the 
mask shiny side down. This places the metal of the mask between the shiny side of 
the film and the cover glass. Never try to mount film which has a curl. Flatten it 
by reverse rolling it overnight. 
EMBOSSING About 99% of all Newton Ring problems can be controlled by using Emde 
masks, and embossing a "frame" around the windows before folding the mask. Get a 
"window screen tool 11, which has a couple of small rollers mounted in a wooden handle. 
With the unfolded mask laid on a moderately yielding surface such as a desk blotter, 
make a 11 frame 11 around a 11 four sides of each window on the inside of the mask. ifow 
when you fold the mask, the slight defonnation will keep the glass away from the 
film. 
FILM CURL Occasionally a pair of chips which have been projected many times will 
acquire a "permanent" curl. To cure this, carefully wash the chips in clean water 
with a small amount of wetting agent. When they are dry, the curl will usually be 
gone. To straighten a chip which is not too badly curled, wrap it around the outside 
of the tube in which your uncut film is returned, wrap some of the separator paper 
around it and leave it a few days until it has a reverse curl. 
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THE TECHNICAL PAGE CHARLES PIPER, EDITOR 
STEREO PROJECTION - GENERAL PRINCIPLES 
PROPERTIES OF LIGHT 

INSTALLMENT #8 

Now that you have gained some familiarity with stereo from the standpoint of shooting 
and mounting the picture, you will want to learn something about projection. Stereo 
projection as normally practiced makes use of the properties of polarized light. All 
light consi~ts of vibrations transverse to the direction in which the light is traveling. 
It is like movi.ng one end of a long rope up and down, creating "waves" in the rope. 
Light, as generated by an incandescent filament, or by the sun, has waves moving up and 
down, crosswise, diagonally, and at all angles. Thi.s light is called unpolarized. 
POLARIZATION 
Certain crystals possess the property of being able to "polarize" light, that is to 
transmit that portion of the light which is vibrating in one plane, and reject all the 
rest. It is as if the rope mentioned above passed through a grill having vertical bars. 
The rope could vibrate up and down, but not in any other direction. 
APPLICATION TO PROJECTION 
So stereo projection consists of projecting the images of the two chips through two 
polarizers oriented at right angles. The two images are both on the screen at the same 
time but we view them through polarizing glasses so that each eye sees one image but not 
the other. The two polarization directions used in all standard stereo equipment are the 
two contrary diagonals, upper left to lower right, and upper right to lower left. 
DEPOLARIZATION BY SCREENS 
The screen mus~ be made of material which does not "depolarize" the light, that is it 
does not change the polarization established at the projector. Stereo screens are 
normally metallized. Beaded screens won't work for stereo because they depolarize. 
DEPOLARIZATION BY SLIDES 
Also one must be careful of slide materials, either film bases, ·or cover glasses, which 
depolarize. Strain-free glass, and acetate film bases are O.K. However estar base 
films, and many transparent plastic materials depolarize. 
PROJECTOR DESIGN 
The most recently designed projectors, such as the COMPCO, pass the light from the pro
jector lamp through the condensers, the slide, the polarizer, and the lens, in that 
order, so depolarization by the slide is not a problem. Older projectors, Realist 
and TDC, pass the light through the condensers, the polarizer, the slide, and the lens. 
Thus the slide could depolarize the light again after the polarizer has it all "lined 
up." Such projectors must be modified to be able to handle slides shot on any film 
whose base material depolarizes, even a small amount~ 

PROJECTION PERSPECTIVE 
Most 35 mm stereo cameras shoot a 24 nun x 23 mm picture with a 35 mm lens. Therefore 
to view this chip in correct perspective, the eye point should be about 35 mm from the 
film. This condition is satisfied in hand viewers. When the image is projected on a 
screen, we shall see it in correct perspective only if we view it from a distance about 
35/24 of the height of the screen or,say 9 or 10 feet for a 70 11 x 70" screen. Since 
most of the audience is normally sitting 20-30 feet away, clearly the perspective will 
be wrong. 
THE EFFECT OF DISTANCE ON ACCEPTABLE DISTORTION 
When the subject is far enough from the camera that it does not show prominent relief, 
or when the subject is one whose shape we do not have memorized, these distortion effects 
are ordinarily overlooked. However when the relief is clearly visible at the camera 
distance, and the subject is familiar, like a human face, the distortion is objectionable. 
So if you want a projected picture to look truly "natural", you should shoot it with a 
long focus lens if you are working closer than 10-15 feet. Experiments have also shown 
that the most pleasing stereo portraits are made with two cameras mounted as close 
together as possible and equipped with 85 mm lenses. 
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THE TECHNICAL PAGE CHARLES PIPER, EDITOR INSTALLMENT #9 
STEREO PROJECTION IN PRACTICE 
PROJECTOR ADJUSTMENTS: Stereo projectors possess a focus control, a means of moving 
the two images horizontally, and a·means of raising one image while lowering the 
other. These controls are provided for adjusting the projector to the screen, not 
for tuninq each slide. 
HORIZONTAL CONTROL AND WINDOW PLACEMENT: The two images should be projected so that 
the frames coincide. This places the stereo window at the location of the screen. 
This is natural, and is acceptable to most people. Or the images can be slightly 
separated with the right frame no more than 4 inches to the right of the left frame. 
In the view of this writer, the frames should not be crossed, i.e. with the right 
frame to the left of the frame. This places the stereo window out in space between 
the viewer and the screen, is very unnatural, and turns off people who are not used 
to stereo. To summarize, place the window at about the screen location and leave it 
alone. Do not change it for each slide. 
VERTICAL CONTROL: The vertical control should be set for the test slide and left 
alone. If it becomes necessary to change the vertical control to permit a badly 
mounted slide to be viewed, the control should be returned to nominal before showing 
the next slide. 
PROJECTOR FOCUSING: The projector must be adjusted so that both images are sharp all 
over. Most focus problems are caused by misalignment of the slide carrier or lens 
mounts. To detect and correct such problems, place a sharp, glass mounted slide in 
the carrier and focus the projector. 
CHIPS NOT FOCUSING TOGETHER: If the images do not come into focus together, verify 

. that both projector lenses are screwed in tight and in the same plane by laying a 
straight edge across the front of both lens barrels. If the images are still not 
tracking, the slide carrier is not square with the optical axis. As a temporary fix, 
focus for the chip which requtres ·lesser lens rack-out, and focus the other by un
screwing its lens. 
TOP AND BOTTOM NOT TOGETHER: When the top and bottom of the picture do not come into 
focus at the same time, the slide carrier is tipped forward or backward in relation 
to the optical axis. This type of problem can only be corrected by squaring up the 
slide carrier, (not by tipping the screen). 
SCREEN ANGLE: The screen.angle affects image brightness. The screen should be tipped 
forward for greatest brightness at the rear seats. 
CONDENSER PROBLEMS: Non-uniform screen brightness can be caused by incorrect conden
ser assembly, or by incorrect or missing condensers. If you have a hot.spot in the 
center of the screen, you may have the wrong condensers. When you stand at the 
screen and look directly into the projector with no slide in the carrier, you should 
see an enlarged image·of the filament of the projection lamp. This image should fill 
up the entire aperture of the lens. If it does not, your condensers are not strong 
enough. They may have been replaced with something from surplus having the right 
diameter but the wrong focal length. · 
LAMP PROBLEMS: When one projector lamp burns out, replace them both. Don't combine 
lamps from two different manufacturers. The brightness and color may be different. 
Quartz iodine lamps, if available for your projector, may be a good buy. They cost 
about twice as much, but they burn longer, and don't change brightness or color as 
much during life as the plain tungsten types. It is very annoying to lose a lamp 
during a show. One way to prevent this is to put in fresh lamps at the start of a 
show. Also you might compare the filament of a new lamp with one which has been op
~rated 10 - 15 hours. Use a hand magnifier. This way you will become familiar with 
the looks of a lamp which is about to fail 
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THE TECHNICAL PAGE CHARLES PIPER, EDITOR INSTALLMENT #10 

SLIDE CROPPING 
A major challenge faced by a new stereo exhibitor is the judge's comment: "This slide 
would be worth another point if it were cropped." Cropping left or right is easy; 
cropping top or bottom requires precise manipulation, while cropping both horizontally 
and vertically is tricky and can be downright frustrating. 
CROPPING HORIZONTALLY 
To crop a small amount at either side you need only mount the chips in a narrower format 
mask. Place the chips in a MEDIUM or CLOSE UP Realist mask and shift them back and 
forth until you get the effect you want. One or both chips may extend beyond the 
embossed depressions in the mask. In this case, mark the chip with a scriber at the 
edge of the depression, then remove it and trim it off with your cutter. To keep the 
chip from sliding around, put a dot of Elmer's glue on the two top corners. 
USE OF EMDE ULTRA CLOSE UP MASK 
For moderate cropping you can use an EMDE Ultra Close-up (4-P) mask. Prepare a test 
mask from the bottom half of an EMDE 4-P mask as follows: Mount two 4-P chips of film 
in the mask and scribe a verti ca 1 1 i ne on the mask· a 1 ong both sides of both chips. 
Remove the chips, and with a razor blade slot the outside corners of all four ears so 
a wider chip can be slid back and forth. Now to crop any picture to 4-P, put the chips 
in the test mask and adjust them to your liking, and mark the chips where the lines are 
on the test mask. You may now remove the chips, trim them with a cutter, and mount 
them permanently in a new 4-P mask. 
SEVERE HORIZONTAL CROPPING . 
For more severe horizontal cropping, still using an EMDE mask, you may break off the 
top part of another identical mask and place it over your picture. Slide it sideways 
to get the effect you want. Cut off the overhanging end of the cropping mask, or to 
center the picture exactly, cut off both ends equally. Secure the mask with a piece 
of 3-M slide mounting tape. 
CROPPING VERTICALLY 
To crop a slide vertically it is necessary to overlay the· slide with another identical 
mask, which is raised or lowered to get the desired composition. Crop an EMDE slide 
with an EMDE mask, a REALIST slide with a REALIST mask, otherwise the corners may not 
match. It is desirable for the cropping mask to have exactly the same outside di
mensions as the slide, then it cannot move in the frame. Keep the left end of the 
cropping mask at the left end of the slide. That is you may reverse the cropping mask 
top for bottom, but not side for side. To crop an EMDE slide, take another whole EMDE 
mask, flatten down the ears nearest the fold, and lay it over your slide, right side 
up for bottom cropping (or reversed top for .bottom for top cropping). Scribe and cut 
off your cropping mask top and bottom.· A small paper cutter is handy for doing this. 
Check your sandwich in a hand viewer. If your cropping mask doesn't register, discard 
it and make another. 
CROPPING WITH A REALIST MASK 

When cropping a REALIST slide unfold and flatten a REALIST mask, and proceed as before, 
and remember, never reverse the mask side for side. 
PLAN YOUR CROPPING 
If you know when taking the picture that you are going to crop vertically, compose 
so you will crop the bottom, thus raising the picture on the screen. 
CROPPING BOTH WAYS 
YOur Editor does not recommend cropping both ways unless the horizontal cropping can 
be accomplished merely by selecting masks. In this case, the horizontal cropping is 
done first, and then the vertical cropping by overlaying another mask of the same type. 
Also he does not recormnend offsetting a cropping mask both horizontally and vertically. 
This gives two round and two square corners, and looks amateurish. 
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THE TECHNICAL PAGE CHARLES PIPER, EDITOR INSTALLMENT #11 
INTRODUCTION TO HYPERSTEREO 
From the standpoint of stereo vision it is fair to say that a human being can fully 
comprehend with the unaided eye only those subjects from a few inches to a few tens of 
feet distant. Very small objects we cannot bring into focus, and very large objects 
exceed our "stereo infinity", which is only a few hundred feet. Thus our perception of 
shape is directly related to the di.stance between our eyes. Things that are very small 
or very large compared to our eye spacing we do not see to best advantage. 
To overcome this problem for very small objects we use two viewpoints very close to
~ether. See Installment #3, March 1974 "Introduction to Slide Bar Photography". To 
best comprehend very large, distant, subject matter we need to expand the baseline 
from 3 inches to 3 feet, to perhaps 300 feet or more, depending on the subject matter. 
There are two ways to fully comprehend Grand Canyon. One is to study a 10 foot long 
scale model, and the other is to examine a hyperstereo picture of it. 
STEREO BAR PICTURES 
With this background let's discuss how hyperstereo can be accomplished and what subjects 
appear to best advantage. The first thing to bear in mind is that our comprehension 
grasp is multiplied by the same factor as our eye spacing. Thus two cameras at the 
ends of a 5-foot bar increase our comprehension grasp about 20 times. Subjects from 
200 to 2000 feet are now comprehended the same as subjects from 10 to 100 feet by the 
unaided eye. An ideal subject for this spacing is a city photographed from the top of 
a tall buil.ding. Or you might try Delicate Arch (Utah), or Spider Rock (Ariz.). 
The reason for using two cameras and a bar instead of taking two successive pictures 
with one camera is twofold. Maintaining the two cameras parallel greatly faci. l i tates 
mounting, and for subjects in which anything is moving (clouds, traffic) two simul
taneous pictures are required. Any rigid bar to which two identical. cameras can be 
fixed with their axes parallel will work. The best is a section of thin-walled tubing. 
A dual cable release is recommended. If you fire one shutter with each hand, practice 
for a single click. If you hear two clicks, shoot it again; the two chips will not 
match if anything moved. Use 50 mn o.r 75 nun 1 ens es, no 1 ong 1 enses. Don 1 t have any
thing in the picture nearer than 50 times your lens spacing. 
AIRPLANE STEREOS 
How do we shoot Grand Canyon which is 10 miles in extent? First we must be 10 miles 
away from it in an airplane so we can get it in the viewfinder. What about lens 
spacing? Ten miles is 50,000 feet and l/50th of this is 1000 feet. If the plane flies 
400 mi-1 es an hour ( 600 feet a second), two pictures taken 1 to 2 seconds apart would do 
very nicely. Practice until you can wind and fire your camera in two seconds •. Select 
a seat ahead of the wing (first class is best); shoot only from the shady side of the 
plane; don't include any part of the plane in the picture. And stay with your normal 
lens. Be sure to use a haze filter, otherwise you will get a bluish picture of low 
contrast. Aim your camera straight out.from the plane, not fore or aft, and keep it 
fixed in relation to some object on the far horizon. Your first airplane stereos may 
not be Salon winners, but you will be astonished when you discover how much more depth 
infonnation the hyperstereos contain than you saw with the unaided eye when you flew 
over the scene. 
STEREOS OF THE MOON 
Stereos of the moon! Ridiculous! It's 240,000 miles away! Yes it is possible. From 
sunset to sunrise you ha.ve moved a distance equal to the diameter of the earth, 8000 
miles, or l/30th of the distance to the moon. So to get a stereo shot of the moon, take 
one picture of the full moon rising just after sunset, and set your alarm clock for an 
hour or so before dawn, when the moon will be setting. Take your second picture with 
the moon on the other horizon. With lesser spacing you will. still get a stereo picture, 
but it will not have quite the maximum stereo effect. Four to six hours between pictures 
is about the minimum for a stereo of the moon. You will need a medium power telescope 
and an adapter to hold your camera on it. Use high speed film and expose as long as 
you can without showing motion. 
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PROJECTING - Make it easy· on your audience. 
As we mentioned in Installment #9, a stereo projector has three adjustments: focus, 
up-down or vertical, and window or horizontal. A slide cannot be viewed or judged 
easily if the adjustments are too far off. On the other hand, the movement of the 
controls while the slide is on the screen causes some discomfort to the viewer. 
Because this problem and its remedies have been dealt with by many experts, the rest 
of this article is quoted from the writings of our three late stereo authorities:· 
Herbert C. McKay FRPS, Conr~d Hodnik FPSA, and Dorothea van Westrienen FPSA. 
McKay in his book THREE DIMENSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY presents the case for minimizing 
adjustments. (1) "The gravest tro~ble encountered by projectionists in the stereo 
field is a direct result of taking too·much care. This all comes as a result of 
the projectionist readjusting the projector for the mounting discrepancies of each 
slide. He carefully spaces them laterally and carefully aligns them vertically and 
by then it is usually time for the next slide. As a result the spectators' eyes are 
continually on the jump without them being aware of it. 11 

"This practice in turn results from the stress which has been laid upon the necessity 
for super accuracy in projection slides. Practically all of the stereo world has 
joined in this. I contributed by own small share of praise for accuracy and worked 
out systems for 'projection mounting'. Then through accident I discovered the 

. solution. I was unexpectedly called upon to give.a stereo exhibition-(using slides 
which had been routinely mounted, and adhering to the first law of projection:- Do 
not alter any projector adjustment while the image is on the screen.) With great 
misgivings I gave the exhibition, and then asked if anyone ha~ experienced any per
ceptible discomfort. Everyone replied in the negative. Later the slides used were 
checked for alignment. Lateral separation varied ten inches and the vertical align
ment was out a full three inches in one slide, and more than two inches in a few!" 
Hodnik and van Westrienen in their article ELIMINATING EYESTRAIN FROM STEREO SHOWS 
(2) show how to minimize eyestrain through shinuning. "Only one projector adjustment 
causes any eyestrain-the vertical control. 11 "The discomfort can be minimized by 
careful handling.of the controls." "How much better to eliminate the need for 
vertical adjustments whenever we can!" "How? By shimning the slides so that they 
will go into the projector with virtually perfect vertical alignment. The principle 
is simplicity itself; you 'level up' each slide that needs adjustment by putting a 
little piece of tape near one end or the other of the edge it rests on in the 
projector. 11 

"First you need a KEY SLIDE to measure against." "Once you have your key slide, 
you are ready to start shi11111ing. Put it in the projector and make all nonttal ad
justments. From this point on, do not adjust the vertical control." 11 Be sure to 
leave your stereo glasses off for all checking of verticals." "Put the first slide 
of the group to be shimned into the projector." "When the slide is not in line, 
sweep your hand up and down in front of one lens to see which frame is the hign 
one. 11 "Now as the slide you want.to shim comes out of the projector, keep it upside 
down and put about 1/2 inch of ordinary mask·ing tape on the edge under the high 
frame. 11 "With a little practice you will become quite adept at judging just where 
to put the tape and how much." 
I have given just the briefest highlights of the Hodnik/van Westrienen article, so 
you will get the point. I suggest you read the article. 
RP.ferences (l) American Photographic Publishing,· 1951 

(2) The Stereogram, March 1963 · 
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PERSPECTIVE AND DISTORTION IN STEREO 
Much of the plausibility and realism of photographic representation depends on pre
serving perspective. This is particularly true in stereo photography. It is not 
an exaggeration to say that in stereo photography, preservation of perspective is 
essential to realistic rendition. That is, the relative angles subtended by objects 
as seen in the picture must be the same as the relative angles subtended at the eye 
of an observer looking at the real objects. 
CHANGING PERSPECTIVE, 11 CORRECT" VI EWING 
Perspective in a scene changes as one moves nearer to, or farther from, the subject. 
However, the perspective in a picture is fixed. The relative sizes of objects in the 
picture do not change as the viewing distance is changed. A simple way to preserve 
perspective is to view the picture from a distance equal to the focal length of the 
lens which took the picture. For example, to view in correct perspective, a trans
parency taken with a 50 nun (2 inch) lens, one must view it from 2 inches, which 
requires a magnifier of 2 inch ·focal length, the same as the lens. The perspective 
of the picture is now the same as the perspective of the scene. 

----,...Camera --- -----( .::::::: --:... --:. - - - - -· 
Camera 
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PERSPECTIVE AND VIEWPOINT . 

30 1 

Viewpoint detennines perspective and nothing can change it. Let us imagine we are photo-
graphing a scene in which a 6 foot man is 10 yards from the camera and subtends a 
vertical angle of 120. Directly behind him is a 30 foot flagpole, 25 yards from the 
camera, as shown in solid lines in Figure 1. The man appears to be half as tall as 
the flagpole. We may enlarge or reduce the picture, or view it from any distance we 
choose; the man will still be half as tall as the flagpole. If we view the picture 
so that the image of the man subtends an angle of 12°, everything else in the scene 
will have correct perspective. 
TELEPHOTO AND WIDE ANGLE 11 DISTORTION" 
Suppose now we had taken the picture from viewpoint 2, 30 yards from the man, using a 
telephoto lens of three times nonnal focal length, as shown in the dotted lines in 
Figure 1. The image of the man on the film is exactly the same size as it was in the 
first case, because we are three times as far away and are using a three times normal 
focal length lens. However, there is now an important difference. The man now looks 
to be less than one-third as tall as the flagpole. If we view this picture from the 
same distance we viewed our normal lens picture, we say it has 11 telephoto 11 perspective. 
This type of perspective distortion, and its inverse, wide angle distortion, are 
acceptable in one eye photographs, and have definite uses. Not so in stereo. In 
stereo, perspective must be preserved, or the illusion of realism will largely be lost. 
REALISM IN VIEWING AND PROJECTING 
Standard stereo cameras have 35 mm lenses, and most hand viewers have approximately 
35 mm lenses. Thus perspective is perfectly preserved, and hand-viewed pictures show 
the most 11 realism11

• In projected stereo with the usual viewing distances, the screen 
subtends only about half the angle of the transparency in the hand viewer. Thus, 
perspective is distorted. For best realism on the screen, the picture should be shot 
with about 75 mm lenses. Table toppers and hyper stereo enthusiasts, please note. 
By the same token, a picture shot with 180 mm lenses will project poorly, and will 
look even worse in a hand viewer. 
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THE EYE AND THE CAMERA 
To understand stereo photography, its strengths and its limitations, it is important 
to compare and contrast the eye and the camera as optical devices. The common assump
tion that a stereo camera is equivalent to a set of human eyes has led to a number of 
misconceptions. This month we identify the pitfalls in this assumption. 
THE EYE. The eye is basically a pinpoint scanning device combined with an area light 
sensing capability. The eye sees clearly only in a small center spot called the fovea. 
The rest of the field of the eye is only sensitive to light, color, and motion. It 
provides inputs to tell the brain how to orient the fovea in order to examine the 
details of the subject matter. Because the eye has a single lens, it has many optical 
aberrations, which are held within acceptable limits only because the eye typically 
operates at a small aperture, say f/11, and only the center of the field is used for 
sharp imaging. 
STEREO EFFECT. Two ~yes can act together, their foveas oriented to the same object, 
so as to give an estimate of distance. The muscular reaction required to converge the 
eyes on the object is interpreted by the brain as a distance. The difference in con
vergence for two objects is interpreted as a difference in distance. See also #32. 

THE CAMERA. The camera, in contrast to the eye, is an extended area imaging device. 
It is designed to give a flat undistorted image perpendicular to the axis of the lens. 
The camera has no scanning ability, but it does have large useful apertures and large 
undistorted, sharply imaged fields. We thus see that an eye is not a camera, and a 
camera is not an eye. This distinction is significant for all photography, vital for 
stereo photography. 
HOW A CAMERA SIMULATES AN OBJECT. The camera produces an extended sharp image on a 
print or transparency. This image can then be placed in front of the eye. The eye 
can now perfonn a pinpoint scan of the image, just as .it would scan the real object. 
THREE DIMENSIONAL SIMULATION. We can simulate an object in three dimensions if we 
prepare two extended images of the object taken from two points s.eparated by a suit
able horizontal distance. These images should be of identical magnification, and 
could be made by the same lens, located successively in two separate positions but 
maintained parallel to a fixed direction in space. The images could also be made 
simultaneously by two identical lenses mounted with their axes parallel. In either 
case it is important that. the two images have as nearly as possible identic.al magni
fication in all parts of the picture. This can only be achieved if the two lenses 
have the same focal length and are oriented with their axes parallel. 
VIEWING THE IMAGES. Now, given a pair of left and right images, we place these images 
in front of·the observer, at such a distance as to preserve the perspective. He may 
now view these images just as he would view the objects themselves. Specifically, he 
scans the images so that an item of interest in each image is in the fovea of the 
corresponding eye. He is now viewing an object in the picture with the same subtended 
angle and magnification with each eye, just as he would have done if the real object 
had been before him. 
PERSPECTIVE IN STEREO. In our discussion of perspective last month, we noted that to 
preserve an illusion of reality we must view a picture so that objects subtend the 
same angle at the eye of the vtewer as they did at the camera. Correct perspe~tive 
preserves the relative distances of objects in the picture. In stereo tne proolem of 
representation has another element, namely apparent size. In one eye photography the 
viewer's only clue to real size is his recognition of the object and his mental 
conception of its size. However in stereo the viewer gets a direct clue to the size 
of the objects in the stereogram. He sees a subtended angle, and, due to the two-eye 
nature of the representation, he also senses the apparent distance of the object. He 
therefore senses an apparent size. It turns out that in stereo we must preserve 
perspective, but we are free to adjust the apparent size according to how we select 
the separation of the lenses recording the images. This results in hyper stereo with 
enhanced separation, and hypo stereo with decreased separation. 
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ADVANCED SLIDE BAR I - SHOOTING THE PICTURE 
Slide bar photography was introduced in installment #3 of THE TECHNICAL PAGE. Because 
of the opportunity slide bar offers for individuality and self expression, and because 
of the large number of medal winners made by this method, we now address the finer 
points of slide bar work. Let us review the principles underlying a realistic slide 
bar picture. First you must preserve perspective. For projection viewing this means 
that the lens-to-film distance should be 75-85mm_. The picture may look flat in a hand 
viewer. Baseline separation should be 1/30 to 1/50 of the lens-to-subject distance. 
Everything in the picture must be in sharp focus. Finally the two pictures must be 
exact mates; the two camera positions must be parallel, and square with the slide bar. 
Five types of errors frequently seen in slide bar pictures are: excessive separation, 
insufficient depth of field, incorrect lens selection, lack of parallelism, and mixed 
chips. 
EQUIPMENT 
The preferred camera for slide bar work is a single lens reflex. Since you will crop 
from 8 to 5 perforations, it is helpful to have pencil marks on th~ ground glass for 
a 5-P format. You can use a NORMAL mask as a marking template. It is best to have 
several lenses 45 to 85rrm, with stops to f/22. Unless your lens is a macro (long helix) 
type, you will need bellows or extension tubes. A focusing rail will substitute for 
a slide bar if you do not have one. 
SELECT YOUR LENS 
Measure the width and depth of your setup. Table I will help you select the best lens 
and estimate the depth of field. Since you may be operating with some lens extension, 
true aperture will be less than that shown on the aperture ring. This increases the 
depth of field, and it increases exposure time. The table tells your exposure increase 
and field depth for indicated f /16 and f /22. For best results keep the focal length 
within plus or minus 20% of the value shown, and DO pay attention to the depth of field. 
DETERMINE STEREO BASELINE 
With your camera set up square with the slide bar, frame your picture on the ground 
glass. Measure from the lens to the nearest part of the subject. Divide this number 
by 40. This is the total separation between the two camera points. Study the ground 
glass carefully at both positions to make sure any props that are supposed to remain 
hidden behind the subject do not peek out. Do not toe-in the camera to keep the image 
fixed on the ground glass; you have excess film you can trim when you mount. 
MAKE THE EXPOSURE 
Use clear photofloods and Type A film, or strobe and daylight film. It is important 
that nothing move between exposures except the slide bar. If you jiggle the camera 
between exposures, shoot again. Do not mount a strobe to the camera; the shadows will 
change between frames. 

TABLE I 
f /16 f /22 

Subject Best Required Exposure Field Field 
width lens extension increase depth depth 
inches mm nm times inches inches 

1.0 44 40 x3.5 .43 .60 
1.4 52 32 x2.5 .65 .90 
2.0 58 26 x2.0 1.0 1.4 
2.8 64 20 xl. 7 1. 7 2.3 
4.0 70 14 xl.4 2.9 4.0 
5.6 74 10 xl.3 5.2 7.2 
8.0 77 7 xl.2 10. 14. 

11. 79 5 xl. l 18. 25. 
In our next installment we shall discuss the all important subject of cutting and 
mounting slide bar pictures. Many pictures have failed between the camera and the 

i.-. projector. 
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ADVANCED SLIDE BAR II - CUTTING AND MOUNTING 
Last month we discussed lens selection, stereo separation, and exposure for slide bar 
close-ups. We now take up cutting and mounting, the place where many otherwise suc
cessful table-tops bite the dust. As for all work you mount yourself, you will want 
the processor to return the film uncut. Reverse roll the film and leave it until it 
has a slight curl in the opposite direction; overnight is usually sufficient. Once 
the film is straight, hang it up until.you are ready to mount. Use a film cutter, not 
scissors. 
IDENTIFY LEFT AND RIGHT 
If you have been reading this column long, you know that pictures made with a standard 
stereo camera are automatically witness marked left.and right by the camera. Not so 
with slide bar; you are on your own! Take a look at the two slide bar frames of one · 
subject. In one frame the subject will be a little right of center; this is the frame 
made with the camera in the left position, and will become the left chip of the stereo. 
pair. It is a good plan to witness mark the left chip now by notching it in the 
sprocket area; after it is trimmed to final size it will ·not be obvious whether it is 
a left or a right. Pictures shot with toe-in, which we do not reconunend, provide no 
such simple method of telling left from right, and often appear at Club competition 
with two lefts mounted as a pair. 
PRELIMINARY TRIMMING AND FRAMING 
Before you can get the 8-perforation chips into a stereo mask, you will need to trim 
them some. Hold the chip in front of a NORMAL mask to see where you want to frame the 
picture, then trim it on both sides 1/8 inch or so outside the picture. If you prefer 
the .composition, you can aiso use a wider or narrower mask. Insert the partly trimmed 
chips in a Realist mask and examine in a hand viewer, with a mounting gauge. Adjust 
the chips so that the foremost object is a little behind the window. Verify that the 
images of the most remote object are not farther apart than the outside lines on the 
gauge. 
VERIFY VERTICALS AND ROTATION 
Unless the camera jiggled between exposures or the slide bar was not tightened or your 
epiphyllum drooped from the heat of the lamps, there should be no vertical or rotation 
errors. In any case it is a good idea to check with a mounting gauge. If you find a 
vertical error, raise the lower chip. Check for rotation by noting whether the hori
zontal lines on the gauge appear as a ghostly flat X. Lacking a gauge, look at the 
lower left corners of both chips, then at the lower right corners. If the corners 
are out in opposite directions, you have rotation error. Correct it by separating the 
tops, or the bottoms, of the two chips. Pictures that have been shot with excessive 
separation and toe-in will have the lower corners out as if there were rotation error. 
However the problem cannot be corrected because the tops will be off in the opposite 
direction. This is the reason not to toe-in. 
FINAL TRIMMING 
When you are happy with your composition, you should trim the chips to the exact width 
of ~he depressions in the mask. This is easy if you did the preliminary framing in a 
TEST MASK: to make one, cut two chips exactly five perforations wide from scrap film 
and seat them carefully in a Realist mask. Scribe a vertical line on the mask from 
top to bottom along both sides of each chip. Now when you prepare a picture in this 
mask, you can scribe the chips to exact size using the lines on the mask. It is con
venient to have NORMAL, MEDIUM, CLOSE-UP, and 4-P test masks. The latter is made from 
the bottom half of an EMDE 4-P mask with the ears slit after the verticals are scribed, 
so that untrimmed chips will fit in. After composing, scribing, and cutting to final 
size, you can mount the chips permanently in either a Realist or an EMDE mask. Don't 
forget that in ~ Realist mask the chips go shiny side down. To discourage Newton 1 s 
rings I often compose and trim in a Realist test mask, and finally mount in an EMDE 
mask. Let's see some better mounted close-ups at the next Club competition! 
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. SHOOT THE AQUARIUM TANKS FOR TI DE POOL PICTURES OF SALON QUALITY 
Several years ago I was shooting the tanks at the Boston Aquarium. Just after my 
strobes fired, I heard a voice behind me "lots of luck~" I turned to face a well 
dressed young man with a Canon f/.9 camera around his neck. He explained that ''it 
is not possible to photograph these tanks; many peo~le have tried. 11 The purpose of 
today's article is to unlock the secrets of aquarium tank pictures. Once you under
stand the principles, tanks are easier to shoot than tide pools, and a lot more like
ly to make a Salon. 
WHERE YOU LOSE THE LIGHT Briefly there are three things you must understand, all 
related to exposure, and you will need to work out the mechanics of avoiding reflec
tions, holding your camera steady, etc. I shall quote the principles, and you may 
use my tips on mechanics or invent your own. The first principle is that there is a 
great light loss in sea water. In most tanks it is nearly one stop per foot of . 
water. If your camera and strobe are 2 feet from the subject, the light has to trav
el 4 feet. If you used the simple guide number your picture would be about 4 stops 
underexposed! In addition, there is loss where the light passes in and out of the 
tank. This can amount to 1/2 to 1 stop. Finally, the refraction of the water 
causes the range to read low. t~hen the apparent range is 3 feet, the range is 4 feet. 
EQUIPMENT AND MECHANICS For stereo pictures your best bet is a KinDar or Hyponar, 
preferably modified to eliminate vignetting; for flattie pictures any SLR will do. 
A standard stereo camera doesn't work too well because it doesn't focus close enough 
and the lens spacing is too wide for close subjects. To light the picture I use two 
700 BCPS strobes (G. N. 30 on ASA 25 film). The camera is fastened by its tripod 
socket to the center of a double flash bracket with a strobe at each end. To sup
port the whole assembly I use a Kalimar vacuum pod with a ball joint (you want the 
model that is 4"· high). To keep stray 1 ight out of your lens, you may use a col
lapsible rubber lens hood touching the tank glass. I focus my modified Hyponar with 
fixed auxiliary lenses of -1, -2, and +1/2 diopter, and can tell from the auxiliary 
lenses the distance, and hence the aperture to use. If you are using a varifocal 
attachment on your KinPar, you may wish to calibrate it so you can use it to esti
mate distance. You may use the table below, or estimate the round trip distance the 
light travels, and allow 1 stop per foot over the guide number, or you may divide 
the guide number by the value shown in the last column; And one other precaution, 
your camera must look straight into the tank. No angle shots; one picture will be 
larger than the other. Carry a towel to wipe the glass of the tank. 

SUGGESTED APERTURES FOR KINDAR AQUARIUM PICTURES· WITH TWO 700 BCPS 
STROBES AND FILM OF ASA 25, 64, 200. ALSO GUIDE NUMBER DIVIDER. 

AUX. APP. TRUE ASA ASA ASA DIV. 
LENS DIST DIST 25 64 200 G.N. 
PWR. i ri. in. f / f / f / by 
+0.5 8.1 10.8 18-22 28-36 2.4 IMPORTANT NOTE: 
o.o 9.0 12.0 15-19 24-31 2.5 

-0.5 10.2 13.6 12-16 20-26 2.7 Unless modified, liypo-
-1.0 11. 7 15.6 10-13 16-21 28-36 3.0 nars begin vignetting 
-1.5 13.7 18.3 7.5-9.6 12-15 22-27 3.3 at about f/11, and 
-2.0 16.6 22.1 8. 5-11 15-19 3.8 KinDars at about f /16 
-2.5 21.0 28.0 9-12 4.9 
-3:0 28.6 38.2 4-5.6 7~8 

FLASH BRACKETS If you cannot find a flash bracket suitable for tank pictures, and 
I could not, make one from a piece of aluminum. It should be about 13 11 x 1 1/2 11 x 
3/32 11 thick, with a ball joint and an accessory shoe at each end. Raise one of the 
shoes on a standoff 311 high to give you a high and a low light, or put one shoe 
below the bracket, for the low light. 

Rev 8/79 
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KNOW YOUR STEREO CAMERA - GENERAL Rev. 1 
Perhaps you have taken pictures for years with your 35mm RF or SLR camera and never felt 
any need to know how the camera worked except for loading and unloading. In stereo it 
will help quite a bit to know a little more about your camera, particularly if you 
intend to do your own mounting. The format and winding progression adopted by nearly 
all modern 35mm stereo cameras derives directly from Seton Rochwite's Stereo Realist, 
which in turn derives from the Homeos, first produced by Jules Richard in Paris in 
1913 (thus antedating Oskar Barnack's Leica). Motion pictures, then as now, were made 
on film 35mm wide, having a picture width of 24mm,. and sprocket perforations every 
4.75mm. Tne film ran vertically, and one frame was 4 perforations, resulting in a 
picture 24mm wide and 19mm high. Colardeau, the Chief Engineer at Richard, designed 
a stereo camera to take two such frames simultaneously on a horizontally running film. 
Since one wishes to space the lenses about the same distance apart as the human eyes, 
Colardeau selected a spacing of 3 frames or 57mm. This leaves two blank frames between 
the two stereo mates. As we shall see, this permits the entire film to be used, and 
wastes only one frame at each end. To see this, let us number all the frames on the 
film, and let's designate the two pictures of each pair thus: A Left, A Right, etc. 
The Colardeau progression lays out the exposures as shown below. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
AL BL AR CL BR DL CR EL DR FL EK FR 

Each transport moves the film forward two frames. Frame No. 2 is wasted, and one frame 
is wasted at the end. The Stereo Realist, and all other modern 35mm stereo cameras, 
use exactly the same idea, but one frame is 5 perforations instead of 4. This results 
in a stereo spacing of 15 perforations or 71.25mn, and makes the format nearly square. 
The spacing of human eyes averages 65mm, Colordeau's camera having a little less, and 
Rochwi~e's camera a little more than this value. 
The only other 351TUTI stereo format in common use today is found in the Richard Verascope 
F40, the Belplasca, and the old Iloca. These cameras make a decidedly horizontal 
picture 7 perforations wide, and use the following. layout of frames, and a transport 
operating 7 holes and 21 holes alternately. The frame spacing is 66.Smm. See #77. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
AL BL AR BR CL DL CR DR EL FL ER FR 

CREATING THE STEREO WINDOW 
l~ith the camera frames located on 71.25mm centers, and looking straight ahead, the 
picture areas covered wi 11 not be quite the same. The right frame wi 11 see 71. 25mm 
(l inches) of subject matter at the right which the left frame does not see, and vice 
versa. This so called "ghosting" is psychologically disturbing, and one remedy is to 
trim off the ghost areas. A better remedy is to move the lenses a little closer to
gether. Therefore the lens spacing is reduced to 70mm, whereupon any subject matter 
more than 7 feet distant no longer exhibits ghosting. Note that we do not tip the 
optic axis, which would distort the picture shape, but we merely slide the lenses 
together to eliminate the ghost. The boundaries of the two images now coincide in 
space like a large window frame located 7 feet from_ the camera. Thus we have created 
a "conceptual window" which we are looking through, and anything more than 7 feet away 
is beyond the window. If we take a picture of something closer than 7 feet, the ghost 
bands reappear, and we must fall back on trimming off the offending areas. This we do 
by using a mask which cuts off the outer edges. In effect we are moving the conceptual 
window closer, so it is nearer than the subject matter. The stereo r.amera is thu$ most 
satisfactory for subjects 7 feet and beyond, i.e., 30 times the lens spacing. For 
nearer subjects the pictures can be made acceptable by trimming, but a better solution 
is to reduce the lens spacing. Many classic stereo cameras provided adjustable lens 
spacing for this reason. 

~ 
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KNOW YOUR STEREO REALIST 
Last month we discussed the rationale for the standard format which is shared by 
nearly all present 35mm stereo cameras. The most common stereo camera, the Stereo 
Realist, has a die cast body, die cast lens board, and die cast internally moving 
focal plane. The viewfinder is midway between the lenses and has no parallax. The 
split image rangefinder is separate. A flip-up plastic lens cover fits over both the 
lenses and the viewfinder. 
LENSES 
Most Realists have Cooke triplet type 35mm f/3.5 lenses, but a few have 35mm f/2.8 
triplets or Tessar type 35mm or 36mm f/2.8 lenses. Stqps to f/22 are provided on all 
models, but most f/3.5 models vignette somewhat at the smallest apertures. The f/3.5 
lenses typically have excellent central definition, but considerable fall-off at the 
edges, and so require f/8 or smaller for critical sharpness from corner to corner. 
The f/2.8 triplets don't vignette, and sometimes have better edge definition than the 
f/3.5 triplets. The f/2.8 Tessar type lens, used on the Custom Realist, is the 
sharpest lens available on a 35mm stereo camera. It does not vignette, and is sharp 
corner to corner at all apertures. Focusing on the Realist is produced by rotating 
a knob at the top of the right end. On later models there is a depth of field scale 
on the index plate. The focusing knob is actually a drive nut engaging a transverse 
horizontal shaft. This shaft drives two bell cranks, supporting either end of the 
focal plane against two return springs. In the bottom of the right focal plane win
dow is a notch which produces a witness mark on the top of the right chip as held for 
hand viewing. This is different for each make camera, and serves to identify both 
left/right, and the camera make. The internally moving focal plane is somewhat sub
ject to hangup, detectable as backlash in the rangefinder. 
SHUTTER 
The shutter of the Realist is behind the lenses and is built into the body. By 
means of a two-speed escapement, speeds of 1 to 1/150 sec, T, and Bare provided. 
Models with f/2.8 lenses are marked 1/200 instead of 1/150, but the mechanism is 
identical. The shutter is not coupled to the wind mechanism, and is cocked by a lever 
which is very hard to reach if the camera is on a tripod. 
TRANSPORT 
The Realist transport is operated by pressing an unlock button, starting the wind, 
releasing the button, and winding to lock. Later model Realists have double expo
sure prevention, as well as means to defeat it. On all models it is possible to 
transport the film without operating the shutter. Flash synchronization is provi
ded via a hot shoe, which regrettably is -not standard size and requires an adapter 
for use with a standard flash or strobe. 
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 
The Realist is an excellent camera, capable of high quality work. It does take some 
getting used to because of the tricky wind sequence and separate cocking. Also the 
rangefinder windows are located where you would normally place your fingers, so take 
care. The lens assembly of the Realist provides some pluses and some minuses. The 
lens cap covers the viewfinder and so prevents pictures with the cap closed; it 
opens to a horizontal position and so serves as a lens shade of sorts; it can be 
closed with a sky filter or a type A filter in place. Other accessories, such as 
polarizers and lens shades aggravate the vignetting on f/3.5 models, and moreover 
must be mounted to the aperture ring by a push-on adapter. This obscures the aP.er
ture settings, prevents closure of the lens cover, and complicates the use of polar
izers. The use of polarizers can be simplified by a custom modific~tion Seton Roch• 
wite will make for about $100. A closure light leak in many Realists just below the 
focus knob can easily be corrected with a gasket. The leak is manifested as a ver
tical red streak in the right chip on some frames. Understand your Realist, work 
within its limitations, and make Salon quality pictures. 

Rev. 8/78 
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KNOW YOUR KODAK STEREO CAMERA 
The camera most recently using the name Kodak Stereo is an American Standard format camera 
for 35 mm film. It is but the latest in a long line of stereo cameras manufactured by 
Kodak, or by the Blair Company (originators of the Hawkeye trademark) which Kodak acquired 
in 1899. The earliest such camera on which I have been able to get data was called No. 2 
Stereo Kodak, used #101 roll film, 3-1/2 11 x 611

, and was manufactured from 1901 to 1905. 
The last Kodak stereo camera before the mid-century stereo revival was, interestingly, 
called Stereo Kodak Model 1, also used #101 roll film, and was manufactured from 1917 to 
1924. Today's Kodak Stereo, manufactured from 1954 to 1959 has a brown molded phenolic 
body and a sheet metal back. With its central.ly located parallax-free view finder, 
built-in spirit level, and scale focusing, it is an extremely easy camera to use, partic
ularly for a beginner. 
OPTICAL EQUIPMENT 
Lenses are 35 nun Cooke triplet type, of aperture f/3.5 with click stops to· f/22. Central 
sharpness is excellent, but there is considerable edge fall-off. Critical sharpness from 
corner to corner requiresf/8 or smaller. These Kodak lenses do not vignette at any 
aperture, although some other f/3.5 stereo camera lenses do. Focusing is accomplished by 
rotating the coupled front elements in their helical mounts. This method has the advan
tage of focusing with very small lens movement. Also, with front element focusing the 
field of view does not contract at close focus as it does with integrally focused lenses. 
The rotating front elements carry a depth of field scale, and a zone focusing scale. The 
aperture stop control is located on the top front portion of the body where it is easily 
seen by the operator. Built-in Series V adapter rings are provided on the lens mounts. 
The view finder of the Kodak Stereo is a real joy to use. The whole area can be seen by 
eyeglass wearers, and there is a large easily visible spirit level with fluorescent 
liquid. 
SHUTTER 
The Kodak Stereo's shutter·is a single speed escapement·providing 1/25 - 1/200 sec and· 
Bulb, and is coupled to the transport. There is also a manual shutter cocking lever on 
the bottom of the camera. Bec~use the cocking lever is near the tripod socket it becomes 
inaccessible if the camera is on a tripod having a large platform. Flash sync is pro
vided with the usual Kodak bayonet receptacle. An adapter is required for use with PC 
cords. 
FILM TRANSPORT 
Film loading is simple; the film tongue is merely placed in an opening in the wind drum. 
A prong picks up a film.sprocket hole and completes the threading. Film transport is 
accomplished by turning the wind .knob until it locks, about one turn. This action also 
cocks the shutter. The wind knob stays locked until the shutter is fired. The Kodak 
Stereo also boasts a rewind crank, which speeds up film changing. 
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 
Clearly the Kodak Stereo's designers thought a great deal about user convenience. However, ' 
in spite of all the pluses, the camera does have a few minuses. If the camera has a 
weakness, it is the plastic body which can be broken, and whose threaded holes can be 
stripped. Even so, there are many Kodak Stereos that have been dropped and later epoxied 
back together for a new lease on life. The top and bottom covers are rather thin aluminum, 
and have paint-stencilled rather than engraved legends, and so will not take much abuse. 
There is no accessory shoe, but some users have solved this problem by fastening a replace
ment type shoe to the central raised portion of the top cover using epoxy. The rotating 

... 
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lens mounts complicate the use of polarizers. Among the pluses not previously mentioned 
is the transverse tension-spring in the film gate which helps up/down registration. The '[' 
polished pressure plate and roller never scratch the film. Also the back is hinged, and 
snaps shut securely and light-tight. If you haven't used a Kodak Stereo, you should try 
it. 
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THE STEREO WINDOW 
Questions which have been addressed to your editor at Club Meetings suggest that some of 
the Members did not get a clear understanding of the stereo window from Installment #18, 
and that perhaps a whole installment should be devoted to it. 
WHY A STEREO WINDOW? 
The medium of stereo photography, by whatever method the picture is viewed, attempts to 
place bef-0re each eye of the viewer the exact same image which that eye would have seen 
of the real object. You may ask, what does that have to do with a "stereo window"? 
A good question. Any photograph reproduces only a limited portion of a scene, as de
termined by the coverage of the lens .and film. A flat photograph on paper simply stops 
at the edge of the paper. But in the stereo medium the "picture" conceptually extends 
from the foremost object all the way back to infinity. Where are the edges of the 
stereo picture as represented on the two film frames? The solution which has been 
adopted is to present to each eye of the observer what he would have seen looking through 
a window. This results in a 3-dimensional "picture" with no ambiguous margins. Refer
ring to Figure 1, let us assume a camera photographing a scene through a hole in a solid 
black wall some distance in front of the camera. Only those portions of the film marked 
Left Image and Right Image will receive light; the rest of the film will be blank. When 
the two pictures are developed, turned upside down, and viewed by an observer, he will 
experience the same sensation as if he had stood where the camera is, and looked through 
the hole in the wall. 
HOW TO CREATE THE WINDOW 
In the real world there is of course no wall, and no opening. All the rest of the dis
cussion about windows involves making and viewing pictures which look as if they had 
been made as shown in Figure l. A standard stereo camera therefore records the two 
images which would have been seen through a window about 5 feet square, located 7 feet 
in front of the camera. The edge masking takes place at the f_ilm plane rather than at 
the 11wal1 11 

•• The camera has its lenses slightly closer together than the film frames as 
suggested in Figure 1. We now address the question of how to mount and view the 
pictures. This is simple if all parts of the scene were more than 7 feet from the 
camera, i.e,, beyond the "conceptual window". In viewing the two frames we have the 
sensation of viewing the real objects through a window located 7 feet away. Our viewing 
mask places the two frames about the same distance apart as our eyes, 62.3 rrun, so we can 
look straight· at them without looking cross-eyed, or wall-eyed. Do not be concerned 
that this is not exactly the distance {71.25 mm) which existed between the frames when 
the picture was taken. This merely means that we always have a tiny amount of hyper-
stereo when using a normal mask. · 
THE PROBLEM OF CLOSE-UPS 
What happens if we photograph something closer than 7 feet? The situation is depicted 
in Figure 2. The dotted lines show the location of the film frame edges designed to 
place a conceptual window at 7 feet, and we have several objects at about 5 feet. 
Object A appears in both frames, but object B is seen only by the left frame, and 
object C only by the right frame. How do we correct this problem in which the camera 
is giving the viewer conflicting information. The answer: we trim off the portion of 
each chip containing the ambiguous information •. This trirrming moves the conceptual 
window in Figure 2 from its original position shown by the solid lines, to the new po
sition shown by the dotted lines. The·way this is done is shown in Figure 3 where the 
chips are now right side up as they would be viewed. The 11 trinuning 11 is done by mounting 
the chips in a close-up mask which covers up the outside edge of each chip. If you 
examine a close-up mask you will note that the centers of the w~ndows ar~ the same . 
distance apart as in a normal mask 62.3 mm. We are merely placing the pictures straight 
in front of the observer, again ignoring the small hypostereo effect it creates. Main-

. taining this center distance fixed also does something for us in projection; it obviates 
the need for changing the horizontal control on the projector every time w~ change from 
a normal to a close-up slide. 



INSTALLMENT #21 (Continued) 21-2 
At this point it is appropriate to take up the use of close-up masks for cropping a 
normal slide to a narrower format. In Figure 4 we show a pair of chips mounted in a 
close-up mask for format cropping. Note that the chips are centered with respect to 
the windows; the same areas have been removed from each chip. What does this exercise 
tell us? It tells us that what makes a close-up mask is not how wide the apertures 
are but where the chips are located with respect to the apertures. 
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QUIZ ON sTEREo 
If you are using this column as a textbook, you may wish to check your knowledge. All 
the questions below have been covered in this column, installments 7-21. 
1. Film should be flat before mounting (a) for ease· in handling (b) to prevent dis-

tortion (c) to prevent Newton's Rings. · 
2. Polarization is used in stereo projection to (a} prevent glare (b) increase color 

saturation (c} separate left and right images. 
3. For stereo projection it is essential that the screen be (a) metallized (b) beaded 

(c) lenticular. 
4. For best projection perspective a stereo picture should be taken with lenses of 

tmfl focal length (a) 35mm (b) 85mm (c) lSOmm. 
5. Persons unaccustomed to stereo projection usually feel most comfortable if the 

stereo window is placed (a) in front of the screen (b) at the screen (c) behind 
the screen. 

6. When the top of the screen is in focus, the bottom is out and vice versa. The cause 
is probably (a) slide carrier misalignment (b) incorrect screen tilt (c) incorrect 

~ camera focus. 

~ 

7. The advantage of a quartz iodine lamp is (a) lower power (b) longer life (c) clearer 
picture. .., 

8. The principal reason for using hyperstereo is (a) to better show the shapes of 
distant objects (b) to win Salon acceptances (c) to create shape distortions. 

9. The perspective in a stereo photograph depends only on (a) the focal length of the 
lenses (b) the lens spacing (c) the location of the camera. 

10. A camera produces sharp images over a large field, but the eye sees clearly only in 
~ one spot (a) true (b) false (c) it depends on aperture. 

11. The lens axes in a stereo photograph should be (a) converging (b) parallel. (c) 
diverging. 

12. For best slide bar close ups (a) the lens focal length should be as long as possible 
(b) the lens focal length should be 75-85nm (c) the lens to film distance should be 
75-85mm. 

13. The principal cause of underexposure in aquarium tank pictures is (a) light loss 
through the water (b) reflections.off the glass (c) rangefinder errors. 

14. Stereo camera lenses are spaced a little closer than the centers of the frames 
(a) to create toe-in simulating human eyes (b) to make the camera more compact 
(c) to create a conceptual window in space. 

15. The advantage of having the finder of a stereo camera between the lenses is (a) to 
avoid parallax (b) to occupy the otherwise unused space (c) to make the camera 
easier to hold. 

16. A lens cap which also covers the viewfinder (a) saves parts, thus simplifying the 
camera (b} helps prevent blank frames (c) would be larger and more difficult ·to lose. 

17. Front element lens focusing (a) is more accurate than integral focusing (b) is less 
accurate than integral focusing (c) avoids change of field size with focus. 

18. The main purpose of a stereo window is (a) to avoid ambiguous margins in the two 
pictures (b) for esthetic effect (c) for fmpact. 

19. The conceptual window in stereo is (a) provided by the front lens of the viewfinder 
.(b) dependent on the spacing between film chips (c) fixed by the design of the camera. 

20. To move the stereo window back, one should (a) separate the chips (b} bring the chips 
together (c) use an EMDE mask. 
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ANSWERS TO LAST MONTH'S QUIZ 
1) c 5) b 9) c 
2) c 6) a 10) a 
3) a 7) b 11) b 
4) b 8) a 12) c 

13) a 
14) c 
1.5) a 
16) . b 

PROJECTOR ALIGNMENT, OUT OF FLAT SLIDES 

17) c 
18) a 
19) b 
20) b 

This note is an attempt to clear up the JllYSteries of the often argued subject of how 
to get all-over sharpness in projection. Projection lenses are designed to give a 
flat image of a flat transparency. Any deviation from flatness in the transparency 
will give rise to a a deviation from flatness in the image. Moreover if the projector 
magnification is M, the curvature of the image is M times worse than the curvature of 
the transparency. Thus in Figure 1 the 1% curvature of the slide results in a 75% 
·curvature of the image. 
COCKED SLIDE CARRIER 
What about a flat transparency which is not square with the optic axis? The situation 
is shown in Figure 2. The tilt of the image is multiplied by.the magnification. A 
slide tipped 1% of its height will give an image tipped by 75% of its height. 
DEPTH OF FIELD, EFFECT OF TIPPING THE SCREEN 
What saves the day in both of these cases is the depth of field. The depth of field 
of a projected image is analogous the depth of field of a camera having the same 
dimensions as the projector, so the abo.ve sftuations would still give reasonable sharp
ness for viewing. However, let us suppose a given projector won't bring the top and 
bottom of a slide into focus at the same time. Can we correct it by tipping the screen? 
The answer is no; tipping the screen 10° or 15° will have no effect on focus because 
the movement is less than the depth of field. We must correct the slide carrier. 
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REVIEW OF FUNDAMENTALS 
This column has been presented more or less regularly since January 1974 for the pur
pose of indoctrinating new members (old members also, if they feel the need) in the 
technical intricacies of stereo. If you still don 1 t understand any of the principles, 
read the ear.lier installments and try the quiz in #6. My recommendations on titling 

and spotting are intended for the benefit of the Club projectionist who is not fami
liar with your slide, and would rather not know whose it is. Traditional "Aids and 
.Standards 11 recommendations on titling are a nuisance to the projectionist. 
DEPTH OF FIELD 
Your depth of field scale is the most important single control on your stereo camera, 
for two reasons. First, all the material in your picture should be sharp, so your 
eyes can scan it fore and aft just as they would scan the real scene. Second, you 
must limit the depth, i.e., horizontal displacement of corresponding points in the 
two chips, so the slide will be projectable. Keep the subject matter between the 
f/5.6 marks on the depth of field scale, and you will have no problems. 
PAY ATTENTION TO HORIZONS 
Because· sloping horizons are a lot more difficult to correct in stereo than in 
11 flattie 11 slides, make sure your camera is level if the subject contains any hori
zontal or vertical cues, such as buildings or trees. 
TITLING AND SPOTTING 
Incorrectly titled and spotted slides can drive a competition chairman or projectionist 
up the wall~ PLEASE CONFORM TO THESE RULES. 

1. As a slide goes into a projector, the shiny side is toward you and the 
picture is upside down. The title faces you right side up. 

2. In the upper right hand corner is a thumb spot, and a slide number to 
agree with your entry form. Your name is NOT VISIBLE on this side. 

3. On the dull side your name appears right side up when the slide is right. 
side up. 

SLIDE BAR SEPARATION AND PARALLELISM 
For optimum results the spacing between camera positions should be 1/30 to 1/50 of the 
distance to the nearest part of the subject. The two camera positions should be 
parallel, i.e., not converging. These rules apply as well to any and all stereo 
pictures, including both hyper (very long distance), and hypo (extreme close up) 
stereos. A stereo camera is of course a compromise, and works best for a subject 
whose foreground begins 8 to 12 feet from the camera. 
THE STEREO WINDOW 
Everything in a stereo slide is seen through a conceptual stereo window. A subject 
whose two images are farther part than the frame centers of the mask appears behind 
the window, and vice versa. Learn to 11 see 11 the window, and keep your subject matter 
behind it. Exception to this rule should not be taken lightly, and should always 
be physically plausible. 
REVERSE ROLLING OF FILM 
Before attempting to mount an uncut roll of film, reverse roll it until the curl is 
removed. This will go far toward avoiding Newton's Rings. 
LEFT AND RIGHT WITNESS MARKS 
A pseudo mounted slide, i.e., left and right chips reversed, is the 11 give away" of an 
unskilled mounter. To help you tell left from right, the makers of nearly every 35mm 
stereo camera (except Verascope) have provided witness marks. Usually there will be 
a notch in one film gate but not the other. Learn the witness marks of your camera, 
and avoid the "give awai'. 

Corr. 8/78 
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ALIGNING SLIDES FOR PROJECTION 
If a stereo picture truly presents to each eye of the viewer the same exact fmage it 
would have received in viewing the real scene, there is no distortion, and no cause 
for annoyance or fatigue. To the extent that this provision is violated, the viewer 
may experience eyestrain, fatigue, and in extreme cases even disorientation or nausea. 
Also alignment errors are distinctly less acceptable in projection than in hand 
viewing, for reasons which are not clearly understood. Alignment errors arising from 
camera design or adjustment, e.g., unequal image size or vertical alignment, sho~ld 
be corrected by a competent technician. Similarly, projector problems such as unequal 
lenses should be corrected. Most other errors are due to the materials or techniques 
used in mounting, and are under the control of the photographer. The most annoying 
error is probably rotation or twist, followed by vertical alignment, and horizontal or 
window errors in that order. The keystone distortion due to toe-in or to use of angle 
lenses or beam splitters creates a misalignment which is a combination of twist and 
vertical error. 
Twist error re.sults from a chip fitting loosely in the mask, or from disparity between 
chips which were shot individually, such as with a slide bar or hyperstereo set up. 
Vertical error can be of two kinds. Due to part tolerances the center line through 
the mask apertures may not be parallel to the top of the slide; the two mask apertures 
will therefore not be at the same height on the screen. This can be corrected by the 
projectionist or by shimming (See Installment #12). If the two. pictures are not at 
the same height in the mask apertures, due to camera error, or to loose fitting chips, 
the top and bottom edges will be ambiguous and annoying. Finally, if the chips are 
located in the mask too close together, or too far apart, the 11 window11 will be wrong. 
To prepare a show in which adjustments of the projector will be minimized, we offer 
the following tips. All slides should be checked by projection before the show. 
Slides which have been made with a stereo camera, of subjects more than 10 feet away, 
an~ mounted in a NORMAL or DISTANT mask should project perfectly if care is exercised 
in mounting. In a Realist mask, make sure each chip is seated in its nest. If there 
is any vertical play, the chips should be raised as high as possible. Slide th~ mask 
temporarily into an EMDE glassless frame and put it in the projector. Check for twist, 
by covering first one lens, and then the other. If you see any twist it is best to 
correct it. The amount of twist most viewers can tolerate is only about 1/411 to 1/2 11 

from side to side of a 4811 picture. You can check for verti ca 1 mounting error by · 
looking at the top and bottom edges, and you can check for vertical part tolerance 
error by reversing the mask side for side; the image of the mask aperture should not 
move up or down. Most viewers can accept only 1/4" to 1/211 of vertical mounting error, 
but will tolerate 1/211 to 3/4" of vertical part tolerance error. If there is excessive 
mounting error, correct it. If there is excessive tolerance (reversing) error, discard 
the mask. If you do not use a mounting gauge for horizontal (window) alignment, you 
may do it by projection. When the two frames coincide on the screen, the two images 
of the most remote object should not be more than 411 apart on a 4-foot screen. 
When you are satisfied with the stereogram in its mask, secure the chips and put it in 
glass. The chips may be.secured with a dot of Elmer's glue on two corners or by 
bending down the ears of an EMDE mask, or by embossing the metal of a Realist mask 
down into the sprocket holes. You can use tape, but it tends to ooze, and loosens in 
the heat of projection. Before closing off the slide either with a metal frame or with 
tape make sure that the top edge of the mask and of both glasses are flush. If using 
tape, tape that side first. Recheck in the projector for part tolerance (side to siqe) 
vertical error. If there appears to be an error, tapping the top edge of the slide 
against the table may correct it. If there is still more than about l/2"-3/4" error 
it is best to remount. If you check all your slides before the show, even the old 
timers will be pleased, and there will be no squawks from the neophytes. Best of all, 
there will be no projector adjustment require~ but focus. 
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MAKE SURE YOUR SLIDES ARE PROJECTABLE 
By far the most severe test of the stereo alignment properties of a slide is to project 
it. This is the reason why stereographers who hand view exclusively are usually quite 
hapoy with cardboard mounts. It is also the reason why slide bar pictures and hyper- · 
stereo pictures, which looked great to the maker in his hand viewer, so often elicit only 
grumbles from judges when they are projected. Many of us have been brought up on (and 
adhere to) the theory that "If a little is good, a lot is better". In stereo photography 
there are two places where the adage might better read "If a little is good, less is 
better". The two places I refer to are: fore and aft depth in a stereo close-up, and 
baseline separation in a slide bar close-up. The overwhelming majority of poorly pro
jecting stereo close-ups have either too much fore and aft depth, or too much baseline 
separation. 
THE STEREO SYSTEM GROUND RULES 
A standard American format 35mm stereo camera.will make perfectly projectable pictures of 
subjects from 10 feet to infinity. The NORMAL or DISTANT mask will place the stereo 
window at 7 feet, so unless the maker misses his estimate of distance by more than 3 feet, 
he is still safe; nothing will come through the window, and the slide will project 
perfectly. A skilled maker will operate right down to 7 feet, but beginners had better 
not plan on having anything in the picture closer than 10 feet. 
SAVING {?) A SLIDE 
We now address the first trap the beginner falls into. He has learned that there are 
MEDIUM and CLOSE-UP masks. So the first time he shoots a picture with some foreground 
at 4 or 5 feet coming through the window, he decides to save it by putting it in a MEDIUM 
or CLOSE-UP mask. For purposes of hand viewing. this does save the picture, but, if there 
is any distant material in the pictu~e, it still won't project. There is too much fore 
and aft depth, and when the projectionist places the foreground objects in register on 
the screen, the distant objects are too far apart. If the near subject matter ·is at 
5 feet, the farthest subject matter should be no farther than 10 feet, if the picture is 
to project well. And don't even try to take a picture with a stereo camera at closer 
than 5 feet if you intend to project it. 
CLOSE-UPS 
What about slide bar close-ups? This is where the real problems in projectability crop 
up, even with experienced makers. Let's go back and look at the stereo camera. The 
space between the lenses is 2-3/4 inches. The normal lower limit of good projectable 
pictures is about 10 feet or about 45 times the baseline. The window location is at 
7 feet or 30 times the baseline. Therefore if you want your slide bar close up to be 
just as projectable as your landscape, plan on _a baseline l/40th or l/SOth of the dis
tance to the subject. The object is·to be able to mount the picture so that the 
effective viewing window is closer than the subject, so as to keep everything behind the 
window, but not to get the window closer than 30 times the baseline, which would cause 
projection problems. It should be easy to see that if you have a slide bar with a 
millimeter scale, and you take one millimeter each way of center for each inch of dis
tance to the subject, you are using a baseline only l/12th of the distance to the subject. 
It is four times too much! Instead, measure the distance to the subject in millimeters, 
ooint off two places, and set that amount either side of center. For example, with a 
subject distance of 200 nun, set the slide bar 2 mm each way. With some risk on pro
jectability you might go to 3 mm, but not more. 
DON'T TOE IN 
Finally, don't toe in your camera. A simple explanation of the reason is that when you 
swing the camera, one end of the film is moving closer to the subject, making a larger 
image, while the other end of the film is moving away from the subject, making a smaller 
image. In the other position the magnification errors are reversed, so the effect is 
doubled. It will create eyestrain, and you won't know why. 
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YOU CAN LEARN FREE VIEWING 
Free viewing, or the art of seeing a stereo picture without the aid of a stereoscope, is 
a skill most people can learn with a little practice. When you have acquired it, you 
can .view old fashioned stereo cards "free hand", you will be able to "read" the stereo 
illustrations occasionally appearing in PSA Journal and other magazines, and you will be 
the envy of your acquaintances who have not acquired free vision. Your practice and 
preliminary training will consist of learning to "fuse" various pairs of images from a 
repeating pattern. 
THE WALL PAPER PHENOMENON 
At least one hundred years ago several astute observers noted that one may look at pat
terned wall paper, and by converging or diverging one's eyes varying amounts, make the 
wall appear to be nearer or farther away. When the wall appears near, the patterns appear 
small, and when the wall appears far away, the patterns. are very large. Since patterned 
wall paper is no longer common, we shall do our practicing with a sheet of postage stamps. 
PRACTICE WITH STAMPS 
Obtain a horizontal strip of at least 5 postage stamps. In what follows, I shall assume 
you are using standard U.S. Postage stamps which are about 13/16 inch wide. If you are 
using some other width stamps, these exercises will differ in some minor details. It is 
convenient to fasten your strip of stamps to a strip of cardboard to serve as a stiffener 
and a handle so you can hold it up by one end. You should mentally, {or on the cardboard) 
number the stamps from left to right 1 - 5 {do not write on the stamps themselves). All 
the exercises will consist of fixating one stamp with the left eye, and another stamp 
with the right eye. It is convenient to hold the strip in one hand and a pencil in the 
other hand. With the pencil touching stamp 3, look at the pencil and the stamps, and 
while fixating stamp 3, move the pencil fore and aft and note that the image of the pencil 
doubles when it is before or behind the stamps. Take note of this phenomenon as we shall 
be using it to locate the apparent image plane. 

EXERCISES - CONVERGING OR CROSSED VIEWING 
Next, bring the pencil a little closer to your eyes so that your right eye sees the pencil 
pointing to stamp 3, and your left eye sees it pointing to stamp 4. After you have fused 
the stamp images, you can verify that the apparent distance of the stamps is the same as 
that of the pencil, using the technique outlined above. Now try looking with your left 
eye at stamp 4, and you right eye at stamp 2. When fixating on stamps 4{left) and 
3{right), you will be perceiving the strip of stamps as one fourth closer to your eyes 
than they really are, and one fourth smaller. When fixating on 4{1eft) and 2(right), 
the stamps will appear one third smaller. 
EXERCISES - DIVERGING OR PARALLEL VIEWING 
Finally, and this may be a ·little more difficult, fix your right eye on stamp 4, and your 
left eye on stamp 3. To learn this the first time, hold the pencil about 15 inches away, 
and the stamps 10 inches away. Now when you fixate on the stamps, you will perceive them 
as 50% increased in size, and 50% farther away. When you can repeat the experiment with
out the aid of the pencil, see if you can fixate 2{left) and 4(right). Finally, when you 
can fixate 2{left) and S{right), you have perceptually pushed the stamps back to infinity, 
and made them of infinite size. 
VIEWING STEREO CARDS AND BOOK ILLUSTRATIONS 
All stereo cards, and most stereo book illustration call for parallel viewing, (infinity 
position) but a few are arranged for crossed viewing. If you will look at the Stereo 

·Supplement in the December 1975 PSA Journal, you will see a sample of each. The baby 
picture is {probably inadvertently) mounted for crossed viewing. The illustrations in 
most stereo texts such as Herbert McKay's "Three Dimensional Photography", and Kaiser's 
book, Morgan and Lester's book, etc., are arranged for parallel viewing. 
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THE CARE AND FEEDING OF YOUR STEREO REALIST 
If you are the type photographer who dusts off his cameras for summer vacation, and 
can't remember what film is in his camera from last summer, this month's column is for 
you. We shall talk about normal maintenance, checks you can make, and precautions in 
the use of your Realist. 
NORMAL MAINTENANCE 
Normal maintenance consists mainly of cleaning. Dust out the inside of the camera with 
a blower brush, or with a small artist's paint brush. Wipe the outside of the camera 
with a damp cloth (wrung out very dry} to remove water soluble surface dirt~ The most 
important step in cleaning is the lenses and other optical surfaces, and no step is 
more fraught with danger. Don't ever wipe any optical surface with your pocket hand
kerchief. If it has been in your pocket, and you are outdoor~, it is probably already 
full of grit. Usually all you need to do to the lenses is dust them. Dust both out
side and inside, with the shutter open on 11 T11

• A lens that is really dirty, or has 
finger marks or salt spray on it, must be cleaned. The safest thing to use is a fresh
ly opened cotton tipped applicator slightly moistened in water. Roll the applicator 
so that grit picked up will be rolled away from the glass, and work from the outside 
toward the center of the lens. Use a second clean applicator to finish the job. If 
the dirt won't come off with water, use rubbing alcohol or lighter fluid. Be care
ful, coated optical surfaces scratch easily. Lacking cotton applicators, you can use 
a small piece of paper hand towel wrapped· on a toothpick, or of course lens tissue. 
CHECKS YOU CAN MAKE YOURSELF 
Verify that the rang~finder is 11 0N 11 at infinity. Very small errors, (i.e. coincidence 
at 50ft instead of at infinity}, can be ignored. If you have to use your camera and 
the rangefinder is off, trust the focus wheel. Most important is that the rangefinder 
does not show backlash. Make this check with the back on, and with the rewind button 
at 11 A11

• A camera with backlash showing on the rangefinder needs an overhaul, and is 
likely to produce out of focus pictures. Check for free operation of the wind knob. 
With the rewind button on 11 R11

, it should be possible to turn the wind knob in either 
direction with the tip of one finger. If you feel any grittiness or "toothing", the 
transport needs overhauling. Similarly check for free operation of the rewind knob. 
If you have an old outdated roll of film, you can check the operation of the trans
port and counter. When the film is transported, it should stop with a clean, defi
nite click. A dull thud means the parts are dirty. When rewinding, stop as soon as 
the wind knob stops turning so you will not roll the tongue in and spoil your test 
test film for reuse. The back latch should require some force to close, and the back 
should be free of play. If any of your pictures ever have a pink vertical streak on 
the right side of the right chip, the back closure is leaking light. In most cases 
a gasket is required to stop tbe leak. Listen to the shutter, especially at 1 sec. 
If it hesitates, your shutter needs an overhaul. Rotate the aperture rings. They 
should be free of grittiness, and should be neither too loose nor too tight. 
PRECAUTIONS 
Don't snap the lens cover shut, let it down gently and it will last longer. If your 
Realist is a 3.5, avoid vignetting by avoiding f/16 and f /22, and using f/11 sparing
ly. The 2.8 Realists don't vignette. Always wind your shutter with a definite, 
single stroke. If the Realist shutter is wound about 2/3 over and returned before 
reaching the stop point, the shutter will not be set, but more importantly, the blades 
will open as the lever returns and expose the film. This happens on all models, and 
is an idiosyncrasy of the design. While shooting rapidly be very careful that you don't 
accidentally move the focusing wheel. Finally, make sure your fingers, and the flap 
of your everready case are not in front of the lens. It is easy to forget if you 
haven't used your camera since last summer. Before you go out on your sa.fari, go back 
and read Installment #1 of this series 
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UNDERSTANDING AND USING SMALL STROBES 
The electronic flash gun, commonly called a strobe, is now so small and so inexpen
sive that no one should be without one .or two. A small strobe is good for artifi
cial lighting from a few inches to about 30 feet. A small strobe is also ideal for 
outdoor flash fill. Because the flash is so brief, typically 1/1000 of a second, 
a strobe is not nearly so blinding as a flash bulb, and moreover·, a strobe will do 
very nicely to stop motion when a shutter could not do it. The small strobe usually 
operates from two or four AA cells, either alkaline flashlight type or rechargeable 
cadmium. I prefer the throwaway type batteries myself because they have higher 
capacity, and with some spare batteries in my gadget bag, I am never out of flash 
because of dead batteries. Small strobes are available with thyristor automatic 
exposure control, which relieves the user of exposure calculation, but are usually 
not as flexible as the manual type and cost about twice as much. To calculate the 
exposure for the strobe, you may use the calculator dial on the strobe, or use the 
Guide Number. The GN is the product of the distance from the strobe to the subject 
times the camera f / number, and is constant for a particular strobe and film speed. 
For example, ~any small strobes have a GN of about 30 with ASA 25 film, or 48 with 
ASA 64 film. 
CHECK YOUR CAMERA 
If you are using an old stereo camera, you should verify that it is synchronized for 
strobe (X delay), and that the two shutters open together. You can check this your
self if you are mechanically inclined: Set the aperture wide open, remove the cam
era back, connect the strobe to the camera, and face it toward a white surface. 
Look through the shutters from the back while opera~ing the shutters at the highest 
speed. The strobe will "stop" both shutters the instant. they are wide open, if the 
delay is correct, and the shutters are together. If either is not fully open at the 
time the strobe fires, your shutter needs to be adjusted. If you should be using a 
focal plane camera for slide bar work or KinDar etc.,the same test will verify that 
the strobe is firing while the shutter is wide open. Remember that for slide bar 
work the strobe should not be on the camera, which is moving between frames. 
CALCULATING FLASH FILL 
The object of flash fill is to light the darkest shadows with a quarter to a half 
as much light as that reaching the highlights, thus reducing the excessive contrast 
which would otherwise exist, especially in backlighted subjects.· This is particu
larly easy to do with strobe, because the amount of strobe light reaching the sub
ject does not depend on the shutter speed. The strobe is essentially instantaneous. 
Therefore to make a flash fill picture, assume first you are going to shoot it with 
flash only, but plan on about two stops underexposure. When you have decided what 
aperture this requi.res, check the existing light with your light meter. Your light 
meter calculator dial will give you several choices of aperture and shutter speed. 
Select the combination which has the aperture you want for the flash fill. You will 
get a perfect picture with just enough flash to fill the shadows, but not enough to 
affect the highlights at all. Your picture will make backlighting look easy! 
THE PROBLEM OF RED EYE 
A strobe mounted close to the camera lens is much like using a flashlight to probe 
an open window in a dark house. Whatever is inside is clearly seen. A dark adapted 
eye is a wide open window in a dark house, and its contents, the pink retina, is 
clearly revealed. If someone else were holding the flashlight in the example, the 
prober would not see the inside of the house as well. Similarly, if the strobe is 
a few inches off the camera, the retina is usually not seen unless the subject is 
close and is looking straight at the camera. 
OTHER USES FOR AUXILIARY FLASH 
Put some sparkle into a backlighted wat.erfall by using strobe for part of the light 
source. Shoot any subject with a moving luminous object, like a child with a spark
ler, or a welding torch, or a grinding wheel, and fill in the background with your 
strobe after your long exposure has registered the moving light source. 
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A PRIMER ON FILMS : I KODACHROME 
Your Editor doesn't pretend to be able to name all the kinds of film available, much less 
describe the strengths and weaknesses of each film and provide recommendations for its 
use~ However I have been asked to write something on films as there are Club Members who 
know even less than I, and would appreciate any help. So here goes. First let me para
phrase Dr. Albert Sieg (Eastman Kodak chemist and big wheel in PSA) speaking at the 
Phoenix Regional Convention. "I am sure there must be other kinds of film, but in my 
world the only kind of film is Kodak." Most amateurs begin photography shooting Koda
chrome 25, and may continue with it throughout their photographic lives. I don't wish 
to fault this, but I should like to introduce some of the other films. 
REVERSAL FILMS 
We shall be discussing reversal films only, and of just two classes, the Kodachromes: 
ASA 25 and ASA 64, and the Ektachromes: ASA 64, ASA 200, ASA 160, and Ektachrome infra
red. A reversal film differs from a negative film (e.g., Kodacolor) in that it makes a 
direct "positive" of the subject matter, rather than a negative which must be printed to 
produce the final picture. The term "reversal" means that after the film has been de
veloped, the developed portion of the emulsion is dissolved and removed. The remaining 
unexpose~ emulsion is then developed and becomes the final picture, hence the term "re
versal". 
KODACHROME FILMS 

·The first oractical color film was created in 1930-35 by two musicians, Leopold Godowsky 
and Leopold Mannes, who worked at Rochester long enough to perfect Kodachrome, and then 
returned to their music. The film had an ASA speed of 10, and was superseded by Koda
chrome II, and Kodachrome X, which have now been replaced by Kodachrome 25 and Kodachrome 
64. All of these are balanced for daylight. The remarks which follow apply to the cur
rently available Kodachromes, but all Kodachromes share certain "family characteristics 11

, 

which have become a little less obvious with each improvement in the formulation. 
First, some generalities: Kodachrome is the finest grain reversal film available to 
amateurs, and each "improvement" has reduced the· grain still further. How~ver, the 
finest _grain results are produced with fresh film, processed promptly. Most film tends 
to become more grainy as it gets older, and as more time elapses between exposure and 
development. Kodachrome is intended to produce "pleasing" (rather than faithful) skin 
tones, at the expense, sometimes, of other film characteristics. Even sallow skin looks 
"healthy" on Kodachrome. 
There are several other characteristics of Kodachrome films which are significant enough 
to be worth noting. Kodachrome has comparatively little latitude, and therefore quite a 
lot of "snap". Only those portions of a scene which are within about 2 1/2 stops (6;1 
brightness) will be reproduced with fullest detail. Also Kodachrome separates adjacent 
highlight values very well, but separates adjacent shadow values poorly. This means 
that Kodachrome excels in separating the subtle highlig·ht tones in a white flower petal, 
or separating a whi_te cloud from the sky background. 
But it is in the area of color rendition that Kodachrome's personality is most noticeable. 
Kodachrome is more sensitive to the red end of the spectrum than to the blue end. This 
has several. consequences: skies tend to purple rather than cerulean blue, distant haze 
(blue and violet) is reduced, and greens are darkened. These features are related in a 
general way to the reproduction of flesh tones noted above. Shadow areas tend to be 
blocked up because of the exposure scale characteristic noted above, and when the shadows 
are lighted only by the blue sky, the low blue sensitivity contributes to the blocking. 
If a oolarizer set to·maximum is used with Kodachrome to shoot a clear deep blue sky, the 
sky. may be too dark in relation to the clouds. In the past, the ASA 64 versions of Koda
chrome have tended not to have as much color saturation and latitude as the ASA 25, but 
these problems seem to have been corrected. 
NEXT MONTH: EKTACHROME FILMS 
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A PRIMER ON FILMS: - II EKTACHROME FILMS, FILM STORAGE 
Ektachrome films have recently been 11 improved11 and renamed. Ektachrome 64 replaces Ekta
chrome X; Ektachrome 200 replaces High Speed Ektachrome Daylight (ASA 160); Ektachrome 
160 replaces Hi'gh Speed Ektachrome Tungsten. All of these films are somewhat more grainy 
than Kodachrome, but are entirely satisfactory for stereo, even hand viewed. It is in the 
area of color balance and exposure latitude that Ektachrome films score best. Ektachrome 
film gives skies a believable cerulean tint, which darkens with a polarizer, but does not 
go purole. Conversely it doesn't cut haze, and should not be used without a haze filter 
(lA or 2A). Greens are bright and vibrant on Ektachrome. Coniferous trees show detail 
you would not see on Kodachrome, and deciduous .trees look downright luminous. Because 
Ektachrome responds to a highlight-to-shadow range of about 3-1/2 stops (12:1 brightness), 
and does not particularly favor highlight separation, it handles shadows very well, even 
blue shadows. You may still not like the rendition of flesh tones, although the renai
tion is 11 warmer 11 than that of Ektachrome X. A sallow complexion may look 11 poorly11 on 
Ektachrome. Also, you may not like the color or texture of white flowers on Ektachrome. 
SOME SUGGESTIONS ON FILM USE 
Try Ektachrome 64 for landscapes, and use either a haze filter or a polarizer. Try Ekta
chrome 200 for "party pictures'' with strobe lighting. For close-ups of people or flow
ers with daylight or strobe try Kodachrome 25 or 64. For flower close-ups with flood 
light, now that Kodachrome II type A is discontinued, your best bet may be Kodachrome 25 
or 64 and a filter, rather than to use blue floods. These remarks are not intended as 
recommendations, merely as suggestions; each person must decide what films best express 
what he wants to say. 
EKTACHROME INFRARED 
Finally Ektachrome is made in a special formulation, Ektachrome Infrared, formerly 
called Aero Ektachrome. ~t translates colors, and was originally intended for aerial 
assessment of vegetatipn. The film is sensitive to blue; green, red, and near infrared, 
and is used with a deep yellow filter which removes blue. Because of the way in which 
the dyes are associated with the film layers, greens are reproduced as blue, reds are 

-reproduced as yellow, and infrared is re-produced as red. Healthy green vegetation, 
because .of its chlorophyll, reflects considerable infrared, which ·reproduces as red. 
As vegetation loses its chlorophyll in the fall (or due to disease), it takes on more 
and more pastel tints of pink, finally becoming almost white. Also Ektachrome Infrared 
is a considerably higher contrast film than ~ktachrome 64. Three general classes of pic
tures which acquire a lot of impact when shot on Ektachrome Infrared are: street or 
industrial scenes with little or no green vegetation, landscapes with much green vegeta
tion, and fall color scenes. The scenes without vegetation undergo very little color 
change, but much contrast enhancement. The green landscapes become predominantly rea, 
and can be quite spectacular. Finally the fall color scenes, containing leaves with 
dying chlorophyll, take on many interesting pinks, and can be ethereal.. If you feel 
you are in a rut, try some Ektachrome Infrared! 
STORAGE OF FILM 
Unexposed color film has a limited life and therefore all film is dated. The date shown 
is the date after which you may not get optimum results, assuming the film was stored at 
ordinary room temperatures. That is,the film does not suddenly go to pot the day after 
the expfration date. At the temperature of your refrigerator, the rate of film aging is 
several times slower, and at the temperature of your deep freeze, film aging is essen
tially suspended. Kodak designs its film to reach its 11 peak 11 about 8 - 10 months after 
manufacture, with expiration at 16 months, assuming room temperature storage. You may 
therefore get. best results if you deep freeze your film 8 months or so before expira
tion, thus stopping its aging at the peak of performance. (Peak performance is mainly 
understood as best color balance.) Unfreeze just the amount of film you plan to use 
immediately. Be sure to leave it at room temperature for several hours before opening, 
to orevent condensation. For more data on film aging see Harry Farrar's article in · 
the S4C NEWS for May 1976 
If you have never used anything but Kodachrome 25, it is time you. tried Ektachrome! 
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RATIONALE AND GOALS OF STEREOSCOPY - A TUTORIAL 
This month's Technical Page attempts to tie togetner those principles of stereo per
ception which relate to stereoscopy, here defined as the photographic representation 
of a 3-dimensional subject by means of two photographs taken from two separated points. 
VIEWING A REAL SUBJECT 
The visual message from a stereogram should resemble insofar as possible the visual 
message from the real subject. Among the elements of this message are: 

o Perceived shape of the subject in three dimensions 
o Perceived size of the subject 
o Perceived distance.of the subject 

THE VISUAL CLUES IN THE REAL WORLD . 
The non-stereoscopic clues include shadows, light reflections, occlusion (covering) 
of one object by another, recognition of the object, atmospheric haze, and for close 
objects, accommodation or focus of the viewer's eyes. The principal stereoscopic clue 
is parallax, the difference between the images received by the two eyes; it gives the 
viewer his best estimate of the distance to the subject. Convergence, the other 
stereoscopic clue, is the act of orienting the two eyes to a nearby object. Accommo
dation and convergence are always interrelated in the real world; not so in stereoscopy 
as we shall see. 
NEARBY SUBJECTS 
For nearby subjects the viewer has strong clues due to ·acconunodation, convergence, and 
parallax, which provide him with excellent independent estimates of size, shape, and 
distance. 
INTERMEDIATE SUBJECTS 
For intermediate subjects, accommodation and convergence clues are much weaker, and the 
viewer has only parallax as a clue to distance. The viewer's perception of individual 
shapes, other than frontal silhouettes, is less certain; they resemble cut-outs located 
at ·the appropriate distances. 
DISTANT SUBJECTS 
Finally, for subject distances of more than a few.hundred yards, parallax also disap
pears; only the non-stereoscopic clues remain. One can relate size to distance, but 
cannot distinguish a 10-foot object at 500 yards from a 20-foot object at 1000 yards, 
without other clues. 

·SUMMARY - REAL WORLD VIEWING 
There are three ranges of distance, providing three levels of perception. From a few 
inches to perhaps 6 feet we have acconunodation. convergence, and parallax inputs, and 
can make quite accurate assessments of size. shape, and distance. In the intermediate 
range, from 6 feet to perhaps 200 yards, we have mainly parallax. At the near end of 
this range volumetric shapes are strongly registered, but at the far end all objects 
have become essentially silhouettes. In the distant range there are no stereoscopic 
clues to distance. 
GOALS OF STEREOSCOPY . 
Stereoscopy tries to reproduce the visual clues of the real world. Which of the clues 
remain in stereoscopy? All of the non-stereoscopic clues except acconunodation are pre
served. The stereoscopic clues parallax and convergence are still present, but may be 
scaled up or down in making the stereogram. By scaling we shall be able to extend the 
range of stereo vision above and below.that of the real world through stereoscopy. 
Guidelines will be suggested for how this extension can be carried out. 
ORTHOSTEREOSCOPY 
The first goal of stereoscopy is the correct reproduction of shapes and sizes. This is 
called orthostereoscopy. It is quite simply achieved by taking two pictures from cam
era points the same distance apart as human eyes, and viewing the pictures, left to 
left and right to right, so that perspective is preserved; that is so that each pic
ture subtends the same angle at the eye of the viewer that it did at the lens of the 
camera. 
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HYPOSTEREOSCOPY, HYPERSTEREOSCOPY . 
In extending stereoscopy we shall still wisn to preserve the perception of shapes. 
This can only be done if we preserve perspective. What this means in practice is that 
we may achieve a larger image only by moving in, or a smaller image only by moving back. 
To use a very short or very long focal length lens would distort the perspective, and 
thus distort shapes and· depths in the stereogram. This is the long familiar wide angle 
and telephoto distortion phenomena, and of course stereo is not going to make them go 
away. See note below. 
BASELINE 
The other important factor in scaled or extended stereo is baseline, the spacing 
between camera points. Perceived sizes are inversely related to baseline changes. 
Perceived object size will be ·doubled if the baseline is halved. Stereograms taken 
with reduced spacing, thus magnifying the perceived size, are called hypostereograms. 
For stationary subjects they may be taken·with a single camera and a slide bar. For 
subjects which may move, one must use equipment which will take two pictures at the 
same instant, such as a KinDar. Stereograms taken with increased spacing, which re
duces the perceived size9 are called hyperstereograms, and are made with two synchro
nized cameras, or with one camera which is moved between exposures. Hypo- and hyper
stereo make possible the perception of shape of objects much too small or much too 
large to be viewed stereoscopically with the naked eye. An insect can be viewed in 
hypostereo as if it had been greatly increased in size. Grand Canyon can be viewed in 
hyperstereo as if it had been reduced to a scale model. 
REAL WORLD vs STEREOSCOPY 
How do the visual inputs of stereoscopy relate to those of the real world? In the 
intennediate range of distances, 6 feet to 200 yards, stereo is much like the real 
world. Stereoscopic input is principally parallax; shapes are preserved; sizes are 
preserved. At distances less than 6 feet orthostereo is not entirely satisfactory, 
particularly for projection, where it is in conflict with the 1:50 criterion for good 
projection. Also, accommodation, and its customary relation to convergence, is lost. 
However, hypostereo works very nicely, and pennits stereo viewing of even minute sub
jects. In the distant range, orthostereo is indistinguishable from real world view
ing; stereoscopic clues to distance are lost and all objects have become flattened to 
silhouettes. Happily, hyperstereo can restore depth perception. 
GUIDELINES 
The above discussion can be summarized in the following guidelines for stereograms on 
35nun film in Realist or Verascope fonnat: . 

o For hand viewing a stereogram taken with 35rnn or 40nun lenses, 
a standard viewer with 3511111 to 4011111 lenses will give true 
perspective and true orthostereo. 

o For tru~ perspective in projection at 20 ft. from a 6 ft. 
screen, the camera lens should be about 80mn. These focal 
length guidelines apply to all stereo pictures including 
hypo and hyper. The frequent violation of them results in 
exaggeration of depth. 

o Best perception of volumetric shapes is associated with maxi
mum parallax, i.e. , maximum baseline, but the baseline 
should not exceed 1/50 the distance if the picture is to be 
projectable. For hand viewing 1/25 can be tolerated. 

o The perceived· physical size is inversely related to the base-
line. To make a 611 doll look like a man, use 1/411 baseline. 

Note: Herbert McKay, in 11 3-Dimensional Photography 11
, once promulgated the mistaken 

PEPAX rule, that distortions caused by use of extra long lenses can be corrected by 
a proportional increase in baseline. This is of course not true, but is often 
quoted by old timers. See also Installment #13 of this column on perspective. 
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MOUNTING FOR PROJECTION, THINGS TO WATCH OUT FOR 
This month's column was brought on by some examples of bad mounting, bad cropping, or 
bad slide bar technique, exhibited at a Monthly Competition. Nearly all really 11 bad 11 

stereograms suffer from lack of attention to those things which are unique to stereo, 
~ather than to bad exposure, bad composition, etc., which are common to all photog
raphy. If you are having problems, go back over the previous installments and quiz. 
WHAT CONSTITUTES PROJECTABILITY ? 
There are subtle differences between the left and right members of a stereo pair, 
which provide the viewer with clues as to s.hape and distance. The key word here is 
subtle. Two pictures which are not almost identical can never make a projectable 
stereo pair. The corresponding images of any object in a 35mm stereo slide must be 
at the same height within .005 11 (.12nun), which is 1/20 of the height of a capital 
letter on this page. The horizontal displacements of the corresponding images is 
what gives the stereo effect, but it must not be overdone ! The apertures of a stan
dard mask are 62.3mm apart, and the two images of the foreground object must be at 
least this far apart, if the object is not to come through the window. However, and 
this is important, the images of the most distant object should not be more than 
63.Smm apart for best projection, or 64nun for acceptable hand viewing. 
STANDARD STEREO PICTURES 
Pictures shot with a standard stereo camera will project properly in a DISTANT or 
NORMAL mask, if the foreground material is no closer than 10 feet. Pictures with 
foregrounds no closer than 5 feet, and backgrounds no farther than 10 feet will pro
ject more or less acceptably in a MEDIUM mask; with more distant backgrounds, such 
pictures can still be hand viewed, but will project poorly because of excessive in
finity separation. Don't ever try to project any picture made with a standard cam
era if there is any subject matter closer than 5 feet. A picture which requires a 
CLOSE-UP mask to get the foreground behind the window should be hand viewed only ! 
SLIDE BAR PICTURES 
If you have been getting bad judges' comments on your slide bar work, go back and 
read INSTALLMENTS 3,15,16 again. The important points are: lens-to-film distance 
approx. 85nm, baseline spacing 1/40 of subject distance, camera positions strictly 
parallel, strobes off the camera. The most common error in slide bar stereography is 
a flower close-up or-other table top in which sane out of focus background,material 
appears with excessive separation. The safest way to avoid this is to hold camera 
displacement down to 1/50 of the distance from the lens to the foreground subject 
matter, and avoid distant background material showing any pattern or shadows. Other 
errors are lenses too long or too short, and the use of toe-in. 
CROPPING 
A cropped picture should not look butchered or tampered with. For cropping at top or 
bottom the biggest problem is maintaining the cropping line the same height in tx>th 
chips. The only satisfactory way is to overlay the slide with an identical mask 
displaced up or down as required. Never try to crop with masking tape; it just won't 
fly ! Cropping a small amount at the sides is easily accomplished by using a CLOSE
UP or 4-P mask. For more severe cropping, use an identical mask displaced horizon
tally. Do not try to crop both vertically and horizontally by displacing a cropping 
mask in both directions. The two round and two square corners are a dead giveaway. 
ROTATION ERROR 
Rotation error can easily occur in any non-standard stereogram or one which has been 
cropped, copied, derived, etc.; it is murderous to an audience. With the slide in a 
projector, and your glasses off, cover first one lens and then the other. The image 
will rock back and forth if there is rotation error. For correction of rotation error 
using a hand viewer, learn one of the methods outlined in INSTALLMENT #7. 
Let's have better non-standard stereos at the next Club Competition 
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THIRD QUIZ ON STEREO 
This month we have a quiz on topics covered the past year, and some previously 
discussed topics not yet fully understood by all Members. 
1) A 111 x 111 slide is projected to fill a 50 11 x 50 11 screen, and the bottom of 
the slide carrier is out of square 3% or .03 11

• To get an overall sharp image we 
must : (a) tip the top of the screen 3% or 1.5 11

• (b) tip the bottom of the screen 
30% or 15.11

• (c) square up the slide carrier. 
2) J-bw can you know when taking a picture with a standard stereo camera that it 
will be projectable? (a) keep the subject matter between the f /5.6 marks on the 
depth of field scale. (b) use a small aperture, such as f/11. (c) .use a tripod. 
3) How much baseline separation should be used for slide bar close-ups? (a) one 
millimeter each way for each inch of distance. (b) 1/30th to 1/50th of the dis
tance to the nearest object. (c) at least two inches. 
4) Given a pair of stereo chips, how can you tell without mounting them which is 
left and right? (a) there is no way to tell. (b) look for the witness mark on 
one chip. (c) the chip toward the light will be darker. 
5) How can twist or rotation in a stereo slide be detected? (a) see if it hurts 
your eyes. (b) project left and right chips alternately. (c) note the up/down 
differences in the lower corners. 
6) A landscape with some foreground grass coming through the window will always 
project OK if mounted in a MEDIUM or CLOSE-UP mask. (a) true (b) false 
(c) sometimes 
7) On slide bar close-ups, the camera should always be "toed in". (T), (F). 
8) With practice most people can learn to free view a stereo c~rd. (T), (F). 
9) If the rangefinder on your Stereo Realist doesn't agree with the focus wheel, 
it is safer to trust the focus wheel. (T), (F). · 
10) A vertical pink streak on the right chip of a Realist picture usually means: 
(a) you should have used a lens shade. (b) your right lens needs to be recoated. 
(c) you have a light leak at the back closure. 
11) Your 3.5 Realist shows dark corners on shots with a lot of blue sky. How can 
this be avoided? (a) don't shoot pictures with a lot of sky. (b) get another 
camera. (c) don't use the two or three smallest stops. 
12) For outdoor flash fill the proportion of strobe light to sunlight should be 
about: (a) equal. (b) 1/3 to 1/4 strobe 1 ight. (c) 3/4 strobe 1 ight 
13) To avoid "red eye" in flash pictures: (a) don't photograph light-skinned 
persons. (b) make sure the subject doesn't look at the light. (c) mount the 
strobe off the camera. 
14) As a rule which films give the more pleasing skin tones? (a) Kodachromes 
(b) Ektachromes 
15) As a general/~M1~h films give better rendition of green foliage? (a) Koda
chromes. (b) Ektachromes. 
16) As a general/~M~~h films give best tone separation in flower close-ups? 
(a) Kodachromes. (b) Ektachromes 
17) To best capture the shape of Grand Canyon in stereo one should use: (a) a 
very long lens. (b) the PEPAX rule. (c) shoot hyperstereo from an airplane. 

· 18) To best capture the shape of an insect in stereo one should: (a) use a very 
long lens. {b) use a very short lens. {c) use a normal lens and the correct base-
1 ine spacing of l/30th to 1/50th of the distance 
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INSTALLMENT #35 

ANSWERS TO THIRD QUIZ 

YOU, THE NEl.J MEMBER, MAY HAVE 
WAITED FOR THE CORRECT TECH- · 
;H CAL ANSWERS TO LAST MONTH 1 S 
QUIZ. YOU WILL FIND THE AN
SWERS ACTUALLY STAND OUT IN 
YOUR MIND ABOVE THE WRONG AN
SWERS, IF YOU HAVE TAKEN THE 
TROUBLE TO STUDY THIS PAPER 
REGULARLY. IF NOT, WHEN YOU 
HAVE SOME FREE TIME, INSTALL
MENT #27 SHOULD BE REVIEWED. 

1. a b c 2. a b c 3. ab c 
4. a b c 5. a b c 6. a b c 
7. T F 8. T F 9. T F 

10. ab c 11. ab c 12. ab c 
13. a b c 14. a b 15. a b 
16. a b 17. a b c 18. a b c 

CONSTRUCTED STEREO 

WHAT YOU HAVE JUST EXPERIENCED 
IS THE TECHNICALLY SIMPLEST 
WAY TO GENERATE A STEREO MES
SAGE, SANS CAMERA, FILM, OR 
DEVELOPMENT. TO PREPARE YOUR 
MESSAGE, ALL YOU NEED IS A 
TYPEWRITER IN GOOD MECHANICAL 
CONDITION AND A LOT OF PAINS. 
TYPE YOUR MESSAGE ONCE WITH 
ALL SPACINGS NOMINAL FOR THE 
LEFT FRAME. TYPE THE RIGHT 
FRAME WITH THE 11 HIDDEN 11 r1ES
SAGE OMITTED. FINALLY, SHIFT 
THE PAPER TO THE RIGHT A TINY 
AMOUNT' rm MORE THAN A FOURTH 
THE WIDTH OF ONE LETTER, AND 
TYPE IN THE MISSING WORDS. 
THE NEXT LEVEL IN CONSTRUCTED 
STEREO IS STEREO DRAWING, 
UHICH IS A FINE ART IF CARE
FULLY DONE BUT HURTS YOUR EYES 
IF BADLY DONE. IN THE FUTURE 
DO YOU CARE TO TRY YOUR HAND 
AT THAT GAME? 
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SWERS, IF YOU HAVE TAKEN THE 
TROUBLE TO STUDY THIS PAPER 
REGULARLY. IF NOT, \~HEN YOU 
HAVE SOME FREE TIME. INSTALL
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ALL SPACINGS NOMINAL FOR THE 
LEFT FRAME. TYPE THE RIGHT 
FRAME WITH THE "HIDDEN II MES
SAGE OMITTED. FINALLY·, SHIFT 
THE PAPER TO THE RIGHT A TINY 
AMOUNT, NO MORE THAN A FOURTH 
THE WIDTH OF ONE LETTER, AND 
TYPE IN THE MISSING WORDS . 
THE NEXT LEVEL IN CONSTRUCTED 
STEREO IS STEREO DRAWING, 
HHICH IS· A FINE ART IF CARE
FULLY DONE BUT HURTS YOUR EYES 
IF BADLY DONE. IN THE FUTURE 
DO YOU CARE TO TRY YOUR HAND 
AT THAT GAME? 
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QUIZ ANSWERS, USEFUL TIPS 
First, for those of you who have not yet learned free viewing, the answers to the 
quiz in #34 are: 1 (c), 2 (a), 3 (b), 4 (b), 5 (b) or (c), 6 (c), 7 (F), B(T), 
9 (T), 10 (c), 11 (c), 12 :b), 13 (c), 14 (a), 15 (b) 16 (a), 17 (c) 18 (c). 
TIPS ON SHOOTING 
PLAN YOUR CROPP ING: t~hen shoo.ting a 1 ands cape you know wi 11 have to be cropped to a 
more horizontal format, lower your camera angle so the part to be cropped will be 
at the bottom and the remaining part will project at the top of the screen. 
UNIPODS: If tripods are forbidden, or to carry one would be a nuisance, use a uni
pod; it will be nearly as good as a tripod, and extremely portable. Use your uni
pod as a tool to bend over or knock down foreground stalks of grass etc. whic.h will 
otherwise come through the window. QUICK FOCUS: To set the best compromise focus 
for depth of field, instead of removinq the camera from the shoo~ing position to 
look at the depth of field scale, just set the ra~gefinder to the near object; then 
move it fialf enougn to coincide the far object.· This will save a lot of shots 
which won't wait for a lot of camera adjustments. AIRPLANE HYPERSTEREOS: When 
shooting hyperstereos from an airplane, sit ahead of the engines to avoid the in
visible but refractive exhaust plumes; point the camera exactly broadside to the 
plane's motion and fix on a distant object. 
TIPS ON CROPPING AND MOUNTING 
DON'T MIX MASKS: To crop any slide, use a mask of the same make; don't crop an Emde 
slide with a Realist mask or vice versa; the corners won't match. For the same 
reason don't try to crop both ways with one mask; you will have mismatched corners. 
MASKING SLIDE BAR WORK: When using a Realist mask to mount a slide bar shot, after 
deciding where you want each chip, mark each chip with a scriber and trim it off on 
both sides so it will fit in the embossing. Remount in an Emde mask to avoid New
ton's rings if you wish. SECURING IN REALIST MASK: To keep the chips from moving, 
iron down the metal into the sprocket holes with a blunt tool. VERTICAL CROPPING: 
To crop a Realist masked slide vertically, cut off the folded parts of another mask 
and then cut the mask horizontally through the middle. Lay the two pieces on your 
slide to crop the top and bottom as you wish. The embossings will keep your crop
ping mask registered with the slide. Tape in place. CHANGING GLASS: All slides 
get dirty on the inside of the glass due to condensation; to make it easy to refur
bish them, use only self adhesive labels, and put them on the mask, not on the 
glass. To refurbish you need only replace the glass. REUSE A FRAME: To reuse a 
frame without breaking off the lip, open the end which was originally closed and is 
not scored with lines for folding. When opening, straighten the first fold while 
holding the slide vertically against the table, and the second with the slide flat. 
REUSE AN EMDE MASK: To reuse an Emde mask, do not unfold ·it; instead spring it 
open enough to get a pair of tweezers in to lift the chips from the bottom corners. 
To insert new chips, spring it open, insert the top corners of the chip with your 
fingers, and the bottom corners with tweezers. REMOVE FINGERPRINTS: Many fresh and 
some old fingerprints can be removed either by applying lighter fluid with a cotton 
swab, er by washing the chip just as you would wash film you are developing. PRE
VENT NEWTON'S RINGS: With an Emde mask open flat on a slightly yielding surface, 
score a "frame" arouna all four windows using a blunt tool or a window screen rol
ler. If this doesn't work, use Newlo glass for the shiny side, or dust lycopodfom 
powder on the shiny side and blow off the excess. SAVE THE BACK OF THE EMDE MASK: 
When breaking off the front of an Emde mask to use for cropping, save the back half. 
Two backs will make a good mask, a little larger than a regular one, which may be 
just what you need for a particular slide. 
SEND ME YOUR TIPS 
Many people have discovered better ways of doing the little things which distin
guish the experts from the amateur. Send me your tips and I will publish them. 
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It is now over four years since the Technical Page first went to press as an aid in 
bringing new Members up to speed in stereo. And many of the current New Members have 
not had the opportunity to read some of the material contained in the early issues of 
the column. Accordingly our leader has suggested that the time was ripe for a review 
of fundamentals, not merely of stereo, but of photoqraphy in general. This month I 
shall try to recap some of the underlying principles of the art, and , in later is
sues touch on the mechanics of making a stereo picture. 
IMAGE FORMING - EYE AND CAMERA 
It is customary for non-professionals to make the casual assumption that a camera is 
some kind of mechanical recording eye, and by extension that a stereo camera is two 
mechanical eyes coupled together. There is just enough validity in this assumption 
to create many false conclusions, especially for stereo. The eye is in fact only a 
pinpoint imaging device with scanning capability. Except in the very center of the 
retina there is no resolving power at all, merely a broad sense of form and color. 
The eye sees therefore by scanning the scene a point at a time. The camera in con
trast makes an extended ima9e of good resolution throughout, which is viewed by the 
eye using the scanning technique. 
IMAGE "PERCEPTION" - STEREO 
A stereo image either in the real world or in photography exists only in the mind of 
the viewer. It is created by his brain using the inputs of his two pinpoint scanners. 
Accordingly stereo photography must provide the means for getting two sets of inputs 
to the brain of the viewer which are as nearly as possible like those it would have 
received from a real scene. This it does by providing two extended images which the 
viewer can scan as he would the real scene. Obviously they must be.sharp throughout 
so that wherever the viewer elects to direct his attention he will perceive as nearly 
as possible what he would have perceived from the real scene. The only thing we can 
not provide him is the sense of focusing for distance, because the camera images are 
located a fixed distance from his eyes. We do provide him with the sense· of conver
gence, and he must get used to the fact that focusing does not accompany it. 
DEPTH OF FOCUS - DEPTH OF.FIELD 
The image in a camera is produced by a pencil of light whose angle depends on the 
lens aperture, that is,each point of the image receives li9ht from all parts of the 
lens aperture. Where this pencil just touches the film a sharp image is formed. At 
other points nearer or farther from the lens only a small circular blur is formed for 
each point of the subject. The depth over which this blur is small enough to be 
considered acceptable is called the depth of focus. The smaller the cone of light, 
the greater will ·be the depth of focus. What we are looking for in stereo is for the 
depth of field from the nearest point of the subject to the farthest point to corres
pond to an acceptable depth of focus. This will only happen if lens focal lengths 
are kept short and apertures are kept small, the latter to restrict the pencil angle 
mentioned above. The camera manufacturer has thoughtfully included a scale on the 
focusing mount to tell you when the depth of field requirement has been met. To get 
a properly viewable stereo picture you need only conform to the requirements of this 
handy scale. 
PERSPECTIVE IN STEREO 
Whereas in planar photography we get only indirect inferences as to dimensions in the 
line of sight, in stereo the process provides us with the same depth perception input 
as if we were looking at the real scene. What, you may ask, does that have to do with 
perspective? In planar photography when we use a telephoto lens things in the far 
distance look too large compared to things in the foreground. We accept this and say 
the picture has telephoto distortion, but it doesn't change our ?erception of the 
solidity of the objects, because that is largely generated in our brain from our rec
ognition of the objects. However in stereo a specific depth message is delivered to 
the viewer. Therefore telephoto lenses will deliver a perceived shape which is too 
shallow and therefore unacceptable. The reverse will be the case if.we use too short 
a focal length. The rule must be in stereo: view the picture with the same included 
angle under which it was taken, whether hand viewed or projected. 
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THE MECHANICS OF MAKING A STEREOGRAM 
Surely the most important thing the stereo shooter, or any photographer, must learn 
is composing the picture in the finder. Other points which are significantly more 
important in stereo than in planar photography are: avoid excessively close fore
ground material, keep dust out of your camera, and keep it level. Of course you 
should always, particularly if you are a sometime shooter, make sure you haven't 
forgotten how to load, operate, and rewind your camera. 
COMPOSING IN THE FINDER 
The picture you will get will not be the one~ saw, rather it will b~ the one the 
camera saw; that is, what was in the finder. If you wear glasses, and can't see all 
of the viewfinder, try to switch to a camera you can use with your glasses on. 
Kodak stereo is one of the best; Revere and Wollensak are among the worst. Look 
for a picture theme in your finder. Outside of a studjo, pictures are where yo4 
find them, so be looking. Look for a rep~tition of shapes·, a dominant diagonal 
tension, an S-curve,an unusual configuration. Look for people or animals doing what 
comes naturally. When you have discovered something you think will make a picture, 
frame it as tight as you can without crowding it. Avoid unnecessary detail, avoid 
things which will compete with what you were trying to say. And always remember, 
the picture you get will be the one the finder saw, not the one you saw. 
FOREGROUNDS, HORIZONS 
How often have you taken a picture which would have been a winner if it hadn't had 
distracting, too-close, foreground, such as tree branches or grass. If the ·finder 
sees them, they will be in the picture. Is the horizon level? In ocean pictures 
the horizon is particularly prominent; thus it is sure to be noticed if it is off 
even a little. If you are troubled with horizons, you should get a camera with a 
level (such as Kodak}, or get a level put on top of your camera and use a tripod at 
all times. 
HOW TO HOLD STEADY 
Most people ca~ learn to hold steady for 1/25 or 1/50 sec. To learn whether you can, 
make yourself a series of pictures at 1/10, 1/25, 1/50, 1/100, and look at them with 
a glass. Know your capabilities. The best way I know to shoot without a tripod is: 
take a deep breath, take up all the slack in your shutter release, let out a little 
air until you feel comfortable and· hold y6ur.·~breath right there, as you SLOWLY 
squeeze, so that you don't know exactly when the click will come. Some profession
als can make sharp pictures at 1/10 sec! 
HAVE A CHECKLIST 
The best way to avoid forgetting some item is to have a mental checklist, like an 
airplane pilot. Say it out loud if necessary; no one will laugh when you go up to 
get your ribbon~ 
ARE YOU PREPARED ? 
Do you have enough film? Take more than you need. It will keep 10 years in the 
deep freeze, 3 years in the refrigerator. Was your camera dusted out before you 
started on your safari? Do the shutter speeds sound right? Do you have a spare 
camera? How about a changing bag for- taking out jammed films? 
PROCESS PROMPTLY 
Film lasts a long time before it is exposed, but the latent image is much more easi
ly damaged than the unexposed film. It is better to waste a few shots than to 
degrade the grain or color balance of a film by leaving it in the camera several 
months. Ask for your film to be returned uncut. Kodak provides stickers which say 
DO NOT MOUNT. They are good insurance against the processor accidentally mounting 
your film in cardboard when you wanted to mount it yourself but the instruction got 
lost. Finally, if you are fussy about your pictures, don't mess with cutrate 
processors. You never get more than you pay for. 
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fiOUNTING AND THE STEREO WINDOW 

We conclude this three part series on stereo fundamentals with a discussion of what 
is at once the most important and the least understood aspect of amateur stereogra
phy, the stereo window, and how it is affected for better or worse by mounting. 
THE STEREO WINDOW - WHAT IS IT? 
AN EXPERIMENT LOOKING THROUGH A FRAME 
If you will take the cardboard off the back of a writing tablet and cut away the 
entire center, leaving· a frame only an inch wi.de, you will be able to demonstrate 
the stereo window. Hold this frame up in front of your face about a foot away and 
look through it at the other side of the room. Now close first one eye and then 
the other. You have demonstrated in all its beauty and simplicity the stereo win
dow. Notice that your right eye sees around the left vertical side of the window 
so as to detect things the left eye cannot see. Similarly the left eye see around 
the right side of the window. 
SIMULATING THE TWO VIEWS 
Let us now imagine we have two pictures, one of which depicts exactly what is v1s1-
ble to the left eye, and one which depicts exactly what is visible to the right 
eye. If we view these pictures so that the left eye sees the left picture, and the 
right eye sees the right picture, we have the essence of the stereo picture as 
seen through the stereo window •. In principle this is all there is to it. Crea
ting the two pictures simulating what you have seen through the hole in the card
board is where all the difficulty arises. 
THE SIMPLEST CASE, DISTANT SUBJECTS 
Your stereo camera is so constructed that the distance between the lenses is about 
1/16 inch less than the distance between the aperture frames in the back of the 
camera. This has the effect of making two pictures which have exactly the same 
subject content as would be seen by a human being looking through a window 7 or 8 
feet away, first with one eye, and then with the other. The camera has create9 the 
"basic", or "normal", or "distant" window, the one through which we shall view a 
typical landscape. For mainly esthetic reasons we usually put these two transpar
encies in masks which straighten out the minor irregularities existing around the 
edges of the pictures due to the castings from which the camera was made. This in 
no way changes the window concept or its apparent distance, any more than if we had 
put a glass in our hypothetical .window and held it in place by a narrow smooth line 
of putty. So a NORMAL mask does nothing to the window except straighten out the 
irregularities in its outline. 
THE NEARBY SUBJECT - WHERE IS THE WINDOW 
We may now take a picture of something 5 feet away. The camera still tries to gi,,e 
us a pair of transparencies taken through a window 7 or 8 feet away, but we are · 
looking at a subject 5 feet away. How fs this possible? The answer is it is not. 
\Jhat the camera gives us is not realistic. What it apparently shows us could not 
have happened in the real world. We are confused. 
MEDIUM AND CLOSE-UP MASKS 
A medium or close-up mask will solve the problem. This mask has a slightly smaller 
window, narrower from side to side that is, but it trims off the outside vertical 
edge of each picture. It trims the right side of the righ~ chip, and the left side 
of the left chip. The MEDIUM mask creates a window 4 feet away, through which we 
can plausibly imagine we are looking at our subject. In the same manner the CLOSE
up mask creates a window which we perceive to be at about 2 1/2 feet, through we 
now imagine we are viewing our scene. 
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SPACE CONTROL/SIZE CONTROL 
We have seen in our study of orthostereo, hyperstereo, and hypostereo, that an object 
can be depicted at its real world size, or at reduced size and distance, or at in
creased size and distance. In a hyperstereo taken from an airplane, Grand Canyon can 
be reduced to a scale of 1:5000 or even 1:50,000. By using a small baseline on a 
slide bar, an insect can be magnified 10:1or100:1. 
Space control consists of combining in one picture two or more objects at different 
scales. Trick work you may call it, but perhaps you would like to know how something 
would look if it were magnified or reduced in size, other items remaining the same. 
If it is interesting enough, someone.may award you a ribbon or a medal. 
USING A SANDWICH 
The simplest way to achieve some degree of space control is to sandwich two stereo
grams. The relative sizes and distances ofobjects in the two stereograms can be 
changed by adjusting the spacing between the chips of one of the pairs. For example 
to depict a 3-foot tall man diving into a tiny childrens backyard wading pool, sand
wich a hyperstereo silhouette of the man with a normal shot of the wading pool. 
Since you want the man to be perceived as half normal size, you must shoot him with 
about twice normal baseline. 
Or you might wish to sandwich a hypostereo of an insect, shot with a hyponar, with 
a scene from a normal stereo camera. The hyponar has a baseline of 5/8 inch, com
pared with a normal of 2 3/4 inches, so it magnifies about 4 1/2 times. How about 
a l 1/2 inch mosquito! A precaution to be observed is always to combine pairs shot 
with the same focal length lenses so a.s to avoid tele or wide angle distortions. 
That is, up to a point a stereogram shot with a short lens may be acceptable, but if 
this is combined with a pair made with a long lens there would be trouble. 
CONTROLLING PARALLAX AND IMAGE SIZE SEPARATELY 
In the general case you wish to insert an object into a scene, but wish it to have 
an unrealistic scale. The eye accepts without· question that the object is at the 
distance indicated by its parallax. When we shoot a hyperstereo we are increasing 
the parallax by increasing the baseline. The same effect can be achieved with a 
nonnal stereo camera if we move the object to the left when making the right expo
sure, and to the right when making the left esposure. Of course we need a camera 
which permits intentional double exposures, but most stereo cameras do. AJl those 
items which are to appear normal size are shot with the stereo camera in the nonnal 
manner. Since the object whose size is to be controlled is being made by double 
exposure, care must be taken to avoid confusing "ghostly" overlaps. Light subjects 
against dark backgrounds work best. This process can be summarized as follows: 
To insert an "unreal" object into a picture, locate the object at the distance where 
its image size is what you want, and place it where you want it in the picture by 
deliberately controlling its parallax. This is depicted in the two sketches A and B. 
In A we have made the right exposure with the object displaced to the left, and the 
left exposure with it displaced to the right. The object appears at half size in 
the stereogram. In B, just the opposite has been done. 
Who will be the first to submit a lady sitting in a champagne glass, or the like? 
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KNOW YOUR REVERE/WOLLENSAK STEREO CAMERA 
We shall call it the R/W When discussing the mainly shared features, and use the 
individual trade names only for differences. The R/W is a partly German made 5-P 
ASA format 35mm stereo camera with a heavy die cast body, rigid lens assembly, and 
internal focusing. It is one of the most rugged ASA stereo cameras 
LENSES AND SHUTTERS 
The Revere 33 stereo camera is equipped with Cooke triplet f /3.5 lens.es and a behind
the-lens 5-leaf shutter with speeds from 1/2 to 1/200 sec., T and B, and apertures 
to f /22. An integral adapter is provided for Series IV filters. There is some ten
dency to vignette at the smallest stops. The Wollensak 10 Stereo camera has f/2.7 

r-"°"I triplet lenses and a similar 5-leaf shutter with speeds from 1/2 to 1/300 sec, T, 
and B, and stops to f/22. There is an integral adapter for Series V filters. 
Shutter speeds and apertures are conveniently click stopped~ and there is no vi
gnetting on the Wollensak. Both cameras have the shutter wind coupled to the trans
port, and allow· manual recocking. Focusing on the R/W is by a small wheel on top, 
coupled to a moving internal focal plane. X synchronization is provided on a hot 
shoe. 
RANGEFINDER AND VIEWFINDER 
The R/W has a superimposed image rangefinder, separate from the viewfinder, and both 
are located on top of the camera. To overcome parallax on close-in shots, a correc
tion lever is provided. There is a level vial in the bottom of the viewfinder win
dow, which however is a little.hard to see, and a little too sensitive. It is held 
in place only by cement and frequently breaks loose. Range- and viewfinder windows 
are very small, and are difficult for eyeglass wearers. The rangefinder holds its 
adjustment better than most stereo cameras, but the half-silvered mirror which pro
duces the superimposed image tends to deteriorate, making the coincident image hard 
to see. 
BODY AND TRANSPORT 
As mentioned, the R/W is· structurally rugged, except for the level vial. Film 
transport and shutter wind are accomplished by rotating the rather small knob 1 1/2 
turns to the left to a positive stop. Take care not to wind beyond the end of the 
film so as to tear it from the feed spool. When the calculated number of pictures 
has been taken, or the wind knob exhibits strong resistance, the dial under the 
wind knob must be set exactly on R. The rewind knob then can be turned. At the 
start of rewind the film tension is driving both the sprocket and the wind knob, and 
sometimes tears the sprocket holes. After 1/2. turn of packward movement, a clutch 
on the sprocket shaft disconnects the wind knob and the rest of rewind is freer. 
It is a good idea to 11 assist 11 the mechanism by turning backward on the wind knob at 
the start of rewind. If tearing persists,"have the camera serviced. 
OTHER REMARKS 
When manually recocking be sure to cock the shutter with a single, complete, contin
uous stroke to avoid accidental shutter opening which can occur with incomplete 
cocking. Use of polarizers on the R/W is cumbersome because push-on adapters must be 
used, which then turn with the aperture ring and speed ring. A custom built polar
izer which threads into the camera's non-rotating adapter ring is one possible solu
tion. A regular Ser.IV or Ser.V screw-in polarizer won't fit because the R/W does 
not have standard 11 series 11 threads. The shutter escapement of the R/W is subject to 
hangup by dirt, and is the bane of service men because it cannot be removed as a 
unit; it.must be disassembled piece by piece. A fairly conman fault on the R/W is 
failure of the diaphragms to track; compare the openings at f/22 as a check. 
The R/W is an excellent camera. It will make prize winning pictures if its user 
takes the trouble to understand and roll with its idiosyncrasies. Overall its de
sign is the best and most rugged of any of the commonly available ASA cameras. For 
pictures of ocean waves its 1/300 sec is hard to beat. 
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FOURTH QUIZ ON STEREO 
It is time to begin asking how many of our Members really understand stereo, and how 
many are operating by rote. There is nothing fundamentally wrong with operating by 
rote, but understanding what you are doing will enable you to do things no one has 
done before. If you operate by rote, the best you will do is improve on something 
someone else originated. Make your own choice! 
1. The perceived physical size of an object depicted in a stereogram depends mainly 
on: (a) lens focal length (b) camera baseline (c) ratio of focal length to base 
2. A flower is to be photographed in hypostereo with extension tubes and a slide bar. 
The flower is 411 across, and there is background material 411 behind the flower. 
Available lenses are (a) 40mm {b) 75mm (c) 120mm Which should be used? The base-
1 ine· should be (d) 1/811 {e) 1/411 (f) 1/2 11 

3. A hyperstereo is to be made of Yosemite Falls from Glacier Point, two miles away. 

-

A gna·rl ed tree 100 feet away is to be the foreground object. Lenses ava i 1ab1 e are: ..... 
(a) 35mm (b) 85mm (c) 135nun (d) 180mm Which should be used? The greatest base-
1 ine which can safely be used is (e) 1' (f) 2' (g) 5' (h) 10' 
4. On a flower close-up in stereo it is OK to have background material beyond the 
depth of field provided it is well out of focus. True False 
5. A standard stereo camera provides best comprehension of size and shape of objects 
(a) from 5 to 30 fee~ (b) nearer than 5 feet (c) from 20 feet to INF 
6. There are a number of clues to distance in a stereogram; of these the principal 
one is {a) shadows {b) convergence (c) parallax 
7. Hypo- as well as hyperstereo pictures provide best projectability combined with 
best comprehension of size and shape at a distance of (a) 30 to 50 times the base-
1 ine (b) 5 to 10 times the baseline (c) 10 to 30 times the baseline 
8. The most important goal of stereography is (a) maximum feeling of depth 
{b) accurate simulation of real world observer inputs (c) prevention of eye strain 
9. In viewing any non standard stereo picture, one tends to accept as true (a) the 
parallax infonnation co·nveyed by the stereogram {b) one's previous knowledge of the 
size and shape of the object (c) nothing which in any way contradicts known facts 
10. A stereo camera is equivalent to two human eyes; therefore the two lenses should 
be converged toward the subject True False 
11. The stereo window is (a) a perceptual fiction which can safely be ignored 
(b) essential to "plausible" stereo representation (c) not able to be changed after 
the picture has been taken 
12. The perspective in a stereo picture {a) may be changed by enlarging or reducing 
the picture (b) is fixed by the camera point and cannot be subsequently changed 
{c) Depends on the focal length of the lens 
13. For satisfactory projectability of a stereogram the main criterion is (a) depth 
of field of the lens (b) prevention of excessive parallax (c) holding both depth 
of field and parallax within limits 
14. The film image size of an object depicted in a stereogram depends mainly on 
(a) lens focal length (b) camera baseline (c) lens aperture 
15. Parallax, a major depth clue in a stereo picture, may be expressed as {a) the 
ratio of baseline separation to subject distance (b) the difference between homolo
gous infinity separation and homologous foreground separation {c) the angJe subten
ded by the baseline as seen from the subject distance 
16. A stereo i.e. solid image exists only in the brain of the observer True False 

! ' 
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DISCUSSION OF FOURTH QUIZ 
Our leader has suggested that in the future we publish not only the answers to a quiz, 
but also some explanation and reference to past text material, where applicable. 
1. (b). #11.hinted at the relation; #32 gave a more detailed discussion. The brain 
relates the size of any external object or image to the difference in its appearance 
as seen from the two eyes. The closer the eyes, the smaller the difference, the 
greater the perceived distance, and the greater the perceived size. 
2. 75mm; 1/4 11

• The best lens can be read from the table in #15. Or you can reason as 
follows: unless you are approaching 1:1 magnification, you al)ays want a lens of 75-
85mm. At a magnification of about 1/4 {1 11 image of 411 flower , your distance will be 
about 4 x 75mm or 300mm or 12 11

, so for satisfactory projection you wouldn't want more 
than about 1/4 11 baseline. 
3. 85mm; 2'. The projection perspective would be poor for any of the lenses listed 
except the 85mm. The 2' is arrived at by noting that you would like to have the base
line about 1/50 of the nearest subject distance. See #11, #26, #·32. 
4. False. The greatest single fault in flower close-ups is out of focus background 
material with excessive image separation. 
5. (a). See #32 for discussion. An intuitive explanation of the observed facts is 
as follows, assuming we are talking about a stereogram which can be projected: Uelow 
5 feet th~ difference between the images is so great they cannot easily be "fused". 
Beyond 30· feet the difference is too small for accurate assessment of shapes. 
6. (c). Shadows are clues even in "flatties". Convergence comes into play only at 
distances almost too close for good projection. 
7. (a). This is really the same question as 5, but turned around. At distances less 
than 30 times baseline, the picture is not projectable, so (b) and (c) are ruled out. 
8. (b). Striving for depth (large parallax) produces unreal, eye-straining results, 
and of course the best way to prevent eyestrain would be to keep your eyes shut. 
9. (a). This is an observed fact. The lady in a champagne glass is perceived as 
just that, a very small human being in a normal sized glass. 
10. False. See the discussion in #14, #37. An eye is a pin point scanning device; 
the camera is an extended imaging device. A human being has two eyes, the stereo 
camera has two lenses; there the similarity ends! 
11. (b). Unless a stereogram presents a believable pair of images to the two eyes, 
one is always aware that it is a "picture". But look at a properly mounted slide, 
especially in a hand viewer (to blot out the rest of the world), and you can almost 
believe you are part of the scene! (The window can of course be changed after.the 
picture is taken. See #5, #21. ) ----
12. (b). See #13, #14, #37. This is simple logic. The next time you watch a Holly
wood professional movie, note the difference between zooming in with the camera on a 
dolly, and "zooming" with a 11 zoom 11 lens. The zoom lens will never take the place of 
the camera on the dolly. 
13. (c). See #1, #26, #33. It is well known that a projected stereogram must be 
sharp throughout. (In the real world both foreground and background are sharp.) 
At the same time there must be parallax or there will be no stereo. 
14. (a). This is elementary and applies to all photography, stereo or not. 
15. (a}, (b}, (c). All three answers are correct. They are three different ways of 
expressing the same quantity. Master parallax, and you have gone far toward mastering 
stereo. 
16. True. It is a complex function of the visual cortex of the human brain. 
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OPTICAL FUNDAMENTALS 
This· installment is intended to contain enough optical theory to help you get a 
better handle oh your close-ups. vo·u may wish to skip the analysis, just use the 
results. 
APERTURE AND f I NUMBER 

A 

a 

F 
FIGURE 1 

Figure 1 shows two lenses of focal lengths f and F, each fanning an image of a remote 
point source of light. The intensity of the light at the image depends on the angle 
of the cone of rays converging on it. The lens of focal length f and aperture a 
embodies the same size cone angle as the lens of focal length F and aperture A, and 
will produce the same image brightness. To reflect this fact, the concept of fl 
number is used. The fl number is used thus: "The lens aperture is f/N",_where 

N = f /a = F/A (1) 

and characterizes the speed of the lens. We write f/3.5, which means that the focal 
length divided by the aperture is 3.5. We may also say that the expression "f /3.5 11 

numerically expresses the clear aperture of the lens. A 35mm lens of speed f/3.5 
has a clear aperture of 35/3.5 or lQrm. If we stop the lens down to f /8, it now has 
a clear aperture of 35/8 or 4.37nun. Let us also note that if we double the cone 
angle, we have quadrupled the light reaching the image, for the same reason that a 
circle of double the diameter has 4.times the area. 
OBJECT AND IMAGE ---Lens plane 

I-Object 

f 

FIGURE 2 
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In Figure 2 we have a lens of focal length f fanning an image of an object O. For 
reasons which.will become evident, we have identified the focal points P1 and P2 •. A distant point source to the left would be imaged at P1, while a distant point source 
to the right would be imaged at P2. 
NEWTON Is EQUATION ' GAUSS I EQUATION 
Using object and image distances measured from the focal points, we say, after Isaac 
Newton, British physicist (1642 - 1727): 

Ef 0 = E(D0 - f) = f 2 (2) 
It is from this ·equation that one constructs a camera's focusing scale, which does 
not depend on the lens design, but only on the focal length. For example, with a 
lOOrrm lens, f2 is 10,000. If the object distance D0 is 2 meters (2000mrn), f0 will 
be 2000 - 100 or 1900, and E will be 1000011900 or 5.26rmn. Thus to focus on an 
object at 2 meters, we must rack the lens out 5.26mm from infinity position. 
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The German mathematician Karl Friedrich Gauss {1717-1855) measured object and image 
distances from the lens, and is responsible for the fonnula: 

1/D0 + 1/Di = l/f {3) 
You may verify that {2) and (3) are equivalent. 
MAGNIFICATION 
In Figure 2 the ratio of the image stze to the object size, Li/L0 , is called the 
magnification, which for extreme close-ups can be greater than 1. By similar 
triangles we can read the magnification from the diagram: 

M = Li/L0 = Di/D0 {4) 

A more useful expression, based on the lens extension {Newtonian image distance) is: 
M = E/f (5) 

Thus the magnification is equal to the lens extension tn focal lengths. When a lens 
is extended an amount equal to its focal length, the magnification is 1:1. 
Equation (4) states that the object and image· distances will be the same if M is 1. 
Therefore at 1:1 both object and image are at a distance 2f from the lens, a point 
to remember. 
IMAGE BRIGHTNESS 
Image brightness· depends on the cone angle of the rays fanning the.image. If we rack 
out the lens, image brightness will decrease. It turns out that there are two ways 
of expressing the change. The brightness B as related to the brightness when one i·s 
focused for infinity is: 

B = f2/D~ = 1/(1 + M2) (6) 

When M is 1, the brightness is 1/4, so we should adjust exposure accordingly. The 
other way to handle the problem is to define a new effective f / number reflecting 
the amount of lens extension: 

N' = N(E + f)/f = N(l + M} (7) 

That is we replace the marked f / number , for instance f /8, with the new effective 
f I number_, f /16, and not worry about exposure increases. 
DEPTH OF FIELD ~· Do 
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For some distance before and behind the plane of best focus the fuzziness will be 
imperceptible. Numerically the fuzziness is equal to the angle Q in Figure 3. It is 
assumed that one wishes to view the picture at the same perspectiv~ at which it was 
taken. It is clear that the diameter of the circle of confusion at the depth of 
field limit is D09, and that the lens cone angle fs detennined by the f/ number at 
which we are operating. I shall state without proof that the depth of field is: 

D.O. F. = 2{D0 9){D0 /A} = 2D~9N/f (8) 
Since 9 is usually taken to be about 1/1000 for the average human eye, we may write 

D.O.F. = D~/SOOA = ND~/500f (9) 
Note that for hand viewing the depth of field is a lot less than for projection 
because of the difference in the viewing.perspective. Next month: Application 
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PLANNING YOUR CLOSE-UPS 
Last month we outlined the optical considerations which enter into the making of a 
close-up stereogram, that is, one in which the image and object are of comparable 
size. The results, including Figure 2, are repeated here for reference. The balance 
of this installment will address the manner in which these results can be used to 
Bl!!!. close-ups, instead of just working them out by trial and error. 

OBJECT AND IMAGE 
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SUMMARY OF LENS FORMULAS 

OBJECT AND IMAGE POINTS 
MAGNIFICATION 
IMAGE BRIGHTNESS 
NOMINAL f / NUMBER 
EFFECTIVE f /.NUMBER 
OBJECT DISTANCE 
DEPTH OF FIELD 
f / NUMBER REQUIRED 

PRACTICAL APPLICATION TO CLOSE-UPS 

NEWTON 
Ef = f2 

0 

GAUSS 
1/D0 + 1/D; = 1/f 

M = E/f 
B = 1/(1 + M)2 

M = D·/D 
B = f~/o? , 

N = f/A 
N' = {f + E)/A = N(l + M) 

Do = f(l + M)/M 
d = 20~9/A = 2D~9N/f = D~/500A 

N = 500df /D~ 

Let us now see what use we can make of the above optical principles. Suppose we wish 
to photograph a subject 2 inches (50n111) w.ide, and 1 inch (25mm) deep, with a slide 
bar, and we want to project it and have no shape distortion. 
MAGNIFICATION REQUIRED 
The first thing to do is estimate the magnification. The SOmm width of the subject 
will become about 20mn in the finished .stereogram. So the magnification is: 

M = Lill,, = 20/50 = .4 (1) 
Figure 2 was drawn at .4 magnification for illustrative.purposes. 
FOCAL LENGTH REQUIRED 
For correct perspective when projected, the angular size of the object as seen from 
the lens, angle S in Fig. 2, should be the same as the. angular size of a 70 inch 
screen as seen from 25 feet away. That is: 

20/D; = 70/(25)(12); Di = 85.7mm {2) 
Readers of this column will remember that we have suggested 85mn lens to film 
distance. If the lens to film distance is 8511111, and the magnification or lens 
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extension is .4, the focal length required is 85/1.4 or about 60mm. In general the 
optimum focal length can be expressed as: 

f opt = 85/(1 + M) (3) 
Let's assume we are using a 55mm lens, which happens to be the closest thing we have 
to 60nm. An error of 20% in image distance is not likely to be noticed. Our image 
distance will be 55(1.4) or 77mm. 
APERTURE REQUIRED 
Most stereographers agree that all parts of a stereogram should be sensibly sharp. 
This means that the circle of confusion of the nearest and farthest portions of the 
scene should not be detectable from the viewing point. We established last month 
and have quoted above that the depth of field when viewing at the correct perspective 
depends only on the object distance 0

0 
and the actual aperture A, but we usually 

express the aperture in terms of the rocal length and the f/ number. We then can 
determine what f / number we must use to achieve the required depth of field. For 
our example we need first to know the object distance. Since we are using a 55mm 
lens at .4 magnification, the object distance is equal to the image distance divided 
by the magnification: 

D0 = f(l + M)/M = 55(1.4)/( .4) = 192mm (4) 
In practice we could also measure the object distance. For no detectable·fuzziness 
in 25rrm subject depth when projected we require: 

N = SOOdf/D~ = (500)(25)(55}/(192)2 = 18.6 (5) 
This says that we require an aperture of f/18.6, so f/16 will be near enough. If we 
were to view the stereogram in a hand viewer, where the focal length is typically 
about 42mm, we would find that the depth of field is decreased in the ratio of 42mm 
to our image distance~ i.e. 42/77 = .55. Generally speaking the depth of field for 
hand viewing is about half of what it is for projection. For absolute sharpness · 
when hand viewed we would have to shoot our stereogram at f/(18.6)/(.55) = f/34. , 
This little exercise tells us that a subject 2 inches wide and 1 inch deep is at the 
limit of what will make a projectable stereogram if our smallest aperture available 
is f/16. For a satisfactory hand viewable picture we would need f /32! 
EXPOSURE REQUIRED 
Returning to our example, we require an exposure increase of (1 + M)2 = (1.4) 2 = 1.96, 
or about one stop. We might also have reasoned that all f/ stop markings on the lens 
have been increased in the ratio 1.4:1. Thus the stop we are using, f/16, is really 
f/(16)(1.4) or about f/22. 
BASELINE SEPARATION 
The most important thing to remember about baseline is: don 1 t overdo it. A stereo
gram with less than the optimum baseline will show a little less "depth", and the 
perceived size will be a little greater, but it will be projectable. A stereogram 
with too much baseline becomes unprojectable. It is always safe to use a baseline 
of 1/50 of the distance from lens to subject. An absolute upper limit would be 1/30 
for subjects with substantial depth. For very shallow subjects it is in theory 
possible to increase the baseline in the ratio of the background distance to the 

-subject depth. My own experience suggests, however, that one should not use more 
than double· the 1/50 to 1/30. no matter how shallow the subject is. For our example 
the subject di-stance is 192nm so 192/50 to 192/30 would be 4mrn to 7mm. Because the 
subject is shallow, we could go up to.perhaps lOmm, but not more, if we want to be 
sure of good projectability, and viewer comfort. 
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A DISCUSSION OF MASKS 
I imagine you all know that Realist and Emde masks come in Normal or Distant, Medium, 
and Close-up, but do you really understand what this means·? The designations si~nify 
that when a stereogram is made in a standard ASA (Realist etc.) camera, and cut into 
standard chips of exactly 5 sprocket holes width: 

o The Normal mask places the conceptual window at about 6 feet 

-

o The Medium mask places the conceptual window at about 4 feet ,.. 
o The Close-up mask places the conceptual window at about 2 feet 

The purpose is to simplify and automate the process of getting the subject behind 
the window, which is accomplished by placing the window in front of the subject. How 
is this done? 
HOW DOES IT WORK? 
It has nothing to do with the spacing between the mask apertures; all are a standard 
62.3mm center to center. It has nothing to do with the width of the mask aperture. 
To convince yourself of this, place an empty mask over a mounted stereogram, and 
slide it from side to side. As you do so you will be changing the width of the 
picture over wide limits. However you will note the conceptual window stays the 
same distance from you; it does not move. What then makes a close-up mask close-up? 
The answer: it is the relation of the chip to the mask aperture. Look carefully and 
you will see that the close-up mask crops the left side of the left chip, and the 
right side of the right chip. In a Realist mask you can easily slide the chips from 
side to side thus changing the conceptual window location. 
AN EXPERIMENT WITH A REALIST MASK 
Take a pair of chips of a distant scene and place them in a. Realist CLOSE-UP mask. 
Ignore the embossing intended to locate the chip in the mask, and instead center each 
chip over its own aperture. Put the slide in a viewer and note that the window is 
about 6 feet away. Now move the left chip into the embossing. Leave the right chip 
where it is·. Put the slide in a viewer and note that the window is now at about 4 
feet. Recenter the left chip on its aperture and now place the right chip in the 
embossing. ~~ate that the window is again at 4 feet. Finally seat both chips in the 
embossings and note that the window is now at 2 feet. Conclusion: The distance 
between the chips is what controls the conceptual window location. To move the 
conceptual window, you must move the chips in opposite directions. Moving them in 
the same direction merely changes the framing of the picture. To move the SUBJECT 
forward, bring the chips together; to move it back, pull them apart 
THE EMDE MASK 
The punched ears of the Emde mask tell vou where you have to locate each chip, which 
both prevents you from "goofing up", and also prevents you from "tampering" with the 
window. In contrast the Realist mask not only allows some vertical play, it also 
permits a large amount of horizontal play. Make sure you understand and appreciate 
both types of masks. If you are a beginner and haven't mastered the subject of masks 
stick with Emde. When you know what you want, get some Realist masks and tailor your 
windows to the effect you want. 
CLOSE-UP MASK FOR CROPPING 
Clearly nothing prevents you from using a Medium or Close-up Realist mask for framing 
a picture to a narrower format if you wish. Of course you are on your own when it 
comes to deciding where you should place the window. For a slide bar picture shot 
with an SLR, you may wish to experimentally frame the picture in a Realist mask, 
mark the chips at the embossings, cut the chips at those points, and then remount 
in an Emde mask because of its better control of accidental dislocation. 
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PROJECTABILITY AND PARALLAX, THE 10 TIMES RULE 
I am sure many of you have agonized, as I have, over how to be sure a stereogram, 
~articularly a slide bar close-up, will be projectable. This month we are going to 
try to take some of the mystery out of projectability. We shall show that if the 
stereo baseline is greater than 10 times the absolute lens aperture, parallax will 
limit projectability; if the baseline is less than 10 times the absolute aperture, 
depth of field will limit projectability. It follows that when the baseline is ex
actly 10 times the aperture, the parallax limit and the depth of field limit will be 
reached simultaneously. 
DISTANT SCENES 
\~hen the subject matter extends to infinity, it can be shown that if the camera is 
focused on a distance 1000 times the actual aperture of the lens, everything will be 
acceptably sharp from 500 times the aperture to infinity (the hyperfocal condition). 
If we call Cf the closest acceptable subject distance as limited by focus, cf must be 
greater than SOOA, where A is the actual aperture. -
We have pointed out a number of times in this column that for assured projectability 
the baseline should not exceed 1/50 of the distance to the foreground object. So if 
we call CP the closest object distance as limited by .E,.arallax, then C must be great-
er than SOB, where B is the baseline. It is clear from the two P expressions: 

Cf ts greater than SOOA Cp is greater than SOB 
that if B is 10 times A, the two limits are the same. 
CLOSE-UPS 
Let us now take up the case of a nearby shallow subject, and see how sharpness and 
parallax criteria are rel~ted. We pointed out in #44 that the depth of field for a 
shallow subject is df = D /SOOA. If we calculate the ~llowable subject depth as 
limited by near and far point £_arallax, we find dp = D /SOB. Again we may compare: 

df = D2/500A dp = D2/50B 
and note that if B is equal to lOA, the depth of field is the same as the allowable 
subject depth. 
THE GENERAL CASE 
I shall not burden you with further algebra, but merely state that the 10 times rule 
holds for all subject distances and subject depths. If you have a DEPTH OF FIELD 
scale corresponding to an aperture of 1/10 of the baseline, that scale is-also an 
ALLOWABLE SUBJECT DEPTH scale. Let us consider a standard ASA stereo camera with 
35mm lenses separated 70mm. At the actual aperture A = 70/10 = 7mm the Depth of 
Field scale is also a correct ASD scale. A 7mm aperture on a 35mm focal length 
lens is the same as f/5, because 35/7 = 5. You will now understand why I told you 
in #1 to keep your subject between the f/5.6 marks on your depth of field scale to 
ensure projectability. For those of you who may have questioned that seemingly 
arbitrary statement, it can now be considered as proved. 
SUMMARY 
tet us now wrap up· the principal lessons of this installment. A proper stereo pic
ture has overall sharpness, and the picture depth is sufficiently limited to permit 
projectability. When the baseline is exactly 10 times the actual lens aperture, both 
criteria are satisfied at the same time. If you have a depth of field scale, or a 
depth of field table, you may also use it to calculate allowable picture depth if 
you know the 10 times rule. If you have a KinDar or Hyponar, your picture depth and 
depth of field are the same at f/22. If you have a Macro Realist the 10 times rule 
is approximately satisfied by the fixed aperture provided. An ideal stereo box 
camera in ASA format would require an aperture of f /5. The usual non adjustable 
stereo camera has about f /4, probably arrived at by trial and error. The 10 times 
rule as developed here has not previously appeared in any text I have read. 
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BEGINNING STEREO - FOR NEW MEMBERS 
If you have just visited the Club and seen some stereograms projected, and feel you 
might like to get involved in stereo, this month's column is for you. 

SELECTION OF A CAMERA 
The principal 35mm stereo fonnat in use today is the Jlmerican or Realist, which produ
ces two 5-sprocket pictures on standard 35mm film. As mounted for viewing or projec
tion the stereogram has two approx. 1" square transparencies mounted on 2!a" centers 
in a slide 1 5/8" x 411

• Cardboard mounting· is. available from Kodak and other proces
sors. While there are no American fonnat stereo cameras now being made, there is 
quite a variety of used stereo cameras still available. The obvious first choice 
for a person who has never used any kind of 35mm camera is the Kodak Ster·eo, because 
it is so easy to learn to use. It has a plastic body, built-in level, automatic 
shutter wind, simplified loading, and is the only 35mm stereo camera with a rewind 
crank. For the more experienced stereographer, the Stereo Realist, while lacking a 
level, does have a rangefinder, speeds 1 - 1/150sec, and a metal body. 
Other stereo cameras you will see less frequently include the Revere and Wollensak, 
TDC Stereo Colorist I and II, Wilhelm Witt's Iloca II, Iloca Rapid (3 models), 
Wirgin Bros. Edixa (3 models), TDC Stereo Vivid, Stereo Graphic, and Universal 
Stere-all. The Iloca II was also sold by Sears Roebuck and Montgomery Ward as a 
"house brand". The Iloca Rapid was also sold as Realist 45. All of these cameras 
except the Iloca II have automatic shutter wind, a feature also lacking in the 
Stereo Realist. Only the Iloca Rapid and Edixa have rapid lever wind. Revere, 
Wollensak, and Vivid have levels, but not as good as Kodak's. The top Edixa has a 
light meter, which is not coupled, and is not accurate on low light levels. The 
Graphic and Stere-all are stereo box cameras, but will take excellent pictures. 
Always remember that it is the photographer who creates the picture; the camera is 
but a tool. 
LEARNING TO SHOOT STEREO 
The most important difference between stereo and planar photography is the dual role 
played by subject depth. First, all objects in the picture should normally be sharp, 
which can be guaranteed if you follow the Depth of Field Scale on the camera. Second, 
for a stereogram to be viewable, and projectable, without eyestrain, the subject 
depth must also be limited. 
That is, with a sufficiently small lens opening you may be able to get everything 
sharp from say 5' to infinity, but the resulting stereogram will "pull your eyes 
out" The way to know that you have not included too much picture depth is to look 
at your DOF scale a second time. If the near and far points of the subject matter 
will fit between the f/5.6 marks of the DOF scale, the picture will project nicely. 
If the subject extends to the f/8 marks, you may succeed in hand viewing it, but 
projection will be marginal. Finally, a subject which will not fit between the f/8 
marks can not be satisfactorily portrayed in stereo in any way at all; replan your 
picture. Watch out for close-in distracting material like grass or tree branches! 
The other caution in stereo is, keep the horizon horizontal. If you have a level, 
this is ·no problem; without a level it is helpful to compare the horizon with the 
bottom of the finder, or compare a building or tree with the side of the finder. If 
all else fails, use a tripod. If you know and like a particular film, stick with it, 
but if you are new to photography, try Ektachrome 64 for landscapes and Kodachrome 25 
for people pictures. 
The lens attachment of most use in stereo is a polarizer. On the Kodak Stereo, the 
Kodak Series V Polascreen, if you can still find it, is the most satisfactory. Point 
the handle toward the sun. If you can't find the Kodak polarizers, use Series VI, 
and a V/VI step-up ring. The threads on the Kodak are Series V. To allow for the 
polarizer shoot Ektachrome 64 at ASA 25. With the Realist, you may also go the 
Series VI route with a V/VI step-up ring and a Realist push-on adapter. 
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THEORY OF STEREO PHOTOGRAPHY - AN OVERVIEW 
The essence of stereo perception is to be found in parallax, which can be defined as 
the difference between two pictures of the same scene taken from two points separated 
by the distance between a pair of human eyes. To demonstrate parallax to yourself, 
close one eye and look at a scene containing nearby, intermediate, and remote objects. 
While keeping your gaze fixed on a remote point, move your head from side to side and 
note that nearby objects seem to be moving while more remote objects seem to be 
standing still. 
THE EYE 
Before we can talk about how these phenomena can be recorded photographically, we 
must digress to discuss how the eye works, and how a photograph is made. First, and 
most important, the eye is a pin-point scanner. It sees clearly only in a tiny area 
called the fovea centralis. The rest of the retina is sensitive to light, color, and 
motion, but has no resolving power. Thus the eye absorbs a scene by scanning it. 
THE CAMERA 
The camera has only superficial similarity to the eye. The central feature gf a ca~
era is its lens, which can produce sharp, flat images over angles of from 30 to 60 
or even more. A camera lens is designed to produce on its image side an undistorted 
image of a flat object perpendicular to the optical axis on its object side. 
THE PHOTOGRAPH 
How then is a photograph produced and viewed, given the properties of the eye and 
the camera? Let us imagine an observer facing north viewing a landscape, and let us 
further imagine a vertical sheet of glass running east and west between the observer 
and the landscape. If the observer closes one eye and with a crayon traces on the 
glass everything he sees in the scene beyond, he will have constructed an ordinary 
photograph of the landscape. The significance of photography as an invention is 
that it can "draw" the whole picture in an instant. Once the observer has the pie-

. tu re, he may remove the 1 ands cape and j u_st 1 ook at the picture. He may a 1 so open the 
other eye and look at the picture with both eyes. He is of course- viewing only what 
was seen by the one eye which was open while the picture was being made. And he has 
no very good clues as to the absolute size of anything in the picture. 
PERSPECTIVE DISTORTION 
Our hypothetical observer will also note that if he now approaches the picture more 
closely, the images of nearby objects and of distant objects both increase in size at 
the same rate. In the real world nearby objects would grow rapidly, and distant ob
jects more slowly. He is experiericing "telephoto distortion••. The observer will 
similarly experience "wide angle distortion" if he backs away from the picture. The 
conclusion is that the picture is 11 true 11 only when viewed from the distance at which 
it was taken. i.e. with the eye where the camera lens was. 
THE STEREOGRAM 
To produce ·a stereo picture our observer must remove and save the picture constructed 
or photographed as describe above, and substitute a fresh piece of glass. He must 
now close the eye which was open before, open the other eye, and again tra·ce the 
scene ori the glass. Using both pictures, so as to view the left picture with the 
left eye and the right picture with the right eye, he is seeing the scene in stereo. 
Everything is of the proper relative size and correct shape so long as he views the 
pictures at the correct perspective. Also he now senses the actual size and distance 
of all objects in the scene. A stereo camera does automatically just what we have 
hypothetically done with glass and crayons. Finally, what happens if our hypotheti
cal observer draws his two views from points 25" apart instead of 2~11 ? It is clear 
that each picture by itself will depict a scene in which relative sizes and correct 
shapes are preserved. The answer is that the resulting stereogram shows all dimen
sions perceptually reduced 10 times - a hyperstereo. Similarly, two pictures taken 
1/4 11 apart will depict everything 10 times enlarged - hypostereo. In summary, a 
stereogram should preserve perspective, and can enlarge or reduce size as baseline is 
decreased or increased respectively. 
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INTRODUCTION TO STEREO MOUNTING 
Most of the black eyes stereo has received over the years can be traced to bad mount
ing or to bad mounting combined with excessive picture depth. It is also fair to say 
that "good" mounting was seldom seen until the Realist system was devised using 35nun 
perforated film, and accurate metal masks were provided. 
~JHY ACCURATE MOUNTING? . 
Stereo vision detennines distances and shapes by using the minute differences between 
left and right eye views of a scene. These differences range down to the limit of 
resolution of the eye, 1/15° in angle. A stereogram should present to the eyes of 
the observer two photographs of the scene which preserve these differences on which 
stereo vision depends. Inaccurate mounting causes psychological confusion and eye
strain. 
~~HAT IS GOOD MOUNTING 
The two transparencies of a pair, which in the Realist system are about 1" square, 
should ideally be registered in the mask well enough so that no discrepancy can ·be 
detected between the vertical limits of the two pictures. This amounts to perhaps 
.002 inch. Two or three times this error can be tolerated, but is not desirable. 
In the horizontal dimension the most important consideration is correct stereo window. 
Conceptually everything in the stereogram should nonnally appear beyond the window. 
Incidentally a stereogram has more "impact" if the foreground material is close to 
the window rather than some distance behind it. Rarely, for shock effect, one may 
mount a stereogram with something coming through the window, if such a configuration 
would be physically meaningful. Finally, rotation errors, even very small ones, 
can not be tolerated. 
HOW TO ACHIEVE ACCURATE MOUNTING 
American Standard stereo cameras register the frames with respect to the sprocket 
holes. If this were not true, accurate mounting could only be achieved by trial and 
error, as wa.s the case on the 1 arger, o 1 der stereo formats. The ava i 1ab1 e ASA mas ks, 
Realist and Emde, secure the chip by its edges or corners; therefore the registration 
provided by the camera must be transferred from the sprocket holes to squarely and 
accurately cut outside dimensions. This can only be done with a cutter which locates 
the film by the sprocket holes. Never attempt to cut stereo pictures with scissors! 
STRAIGHTEN THE FILM 
Once the process is understood, the mechanics of mounting are quite simple. The film 
is returned by the processor uncut, and must first ·be straightened until all of the 
~url is out of it. To straighten it the most rapidly, it can be reverse rolled and 
left overnight. If time is no object, it is simpler merely to hang the film with 
a suitable weight to k~ep it straight. . 
CUT AND SORT 
Examination of the film will reveal that any two chips which are mates are three 
frames apart, and on cameras conforming to ASA standards, every right chip has a wit
ness mark produced by a notch in the focal plane of the camera. Left and right chips 
alternate on the film. A simple procedure for cutting is to place all left chips in 
one pile and all right chips in another. If you don't know where to place the next 
chip, stop and look for the witness mark. Any 35mm film cutter which has adjustable 
registration pins will be satisfactory; it need not have been designed for stereo. 
Once you have the registration pins· adjusted, it should not be necessary to change 
them until the film is all cut. On most stereo cameras the pin registration will be 
the same on every roll shot with that camera, while on a few cameras such as Iloca, 
each roll may be different. 
MASKS AND FRAMES 
If you know whether a particular shot was distant, medium, or close, you can select 
the correct mask immediately; if not start with a distant mask, and change to medium 
or close if the subject comes through the window. If you are new to stereo, try Emde 
masks first. The mask goes between two pieces of glass, and is enclosed in a metal 
frame. Don't try tape until you are more skilled. Put your labels (self adhesive) 
on the mask, not on the glass. 
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FIFTH QUIZ ON STEREO 
A. Elementar uestions 
1. Stereo differs main y from planar photography in that (a) stereo uses special film 

(b) some people cannot see stereo (c) subject depth must be limited in stereo 
2. As a rule one should keep the subject matter of a standard stereo picture (a) be

yond 10 feet (b) between the f/5.6 marks of the DOF scale (c) well lighted 
3. A stereo camera is equivalent to two eyes set in one box (T) (F) 
4. Preservation of perspective in stereo (a) is essential (b) may be ignored (c) is 

controlled during mounting 
5. Separating the camera points makes objects appear (a) larger (b) smaller (c) dis

torted in depth 
6. Using an excessively long lens in stereo (a) makes the subject look flat (b) in

creases depth (c) increases perceived size 
7. The stereo window (a) is the front lens of the viewfinder (b) should normally be 

in front of the subject (c) should be at infinity 
8. Name the three principal mounting errors 
9. Accurate mounting of standard stereograms is most easily achieved (a) by trial and 

error (b) by camera adjustment (c) by use of accurate masks and cutters 
10. If you have one chip of a stereo pair how do you tell if it is left or right? 
B. Advanced Questions 
11. A 4 inch lens is operating at 1:1 magnification. What is the distance from 

object to image ignoring lens thickness? 
12. A 50mm lens is operating at lOmm extension. What is the·magnifica~ion? 
13. A SOrran lens is extended 20mm. What is the required exposure correction? 
14. The.'object and image are 311 and 611 from a lens. What is the focal length? 
15. In a KinDar stereo attachment for Exakta the 35mm lenses are set for a fixed 

focus of 911
• How much are they extended from the infinity position? 

16. A stereo camera has the right chip focusing at infinity when the wheel says 15 1
• 

How much and in what direction must the focal plane be adjusted? 
,... 17. A stereo picture made with 35nun lenses. is projected on a 70 11 x 70 11 screen. 

How far back in the audience is the "orthostereo" seat? 
18. To make a 35mm stereogram which will give true shapes when viewed from 25 1 on a 

,_. 70 11 x 7011 screen what 1 ens should be used? 
19. It is planned to shoot Canyon de Chelly in hyperstereo fro~ a plane flying at 

120 miles per hour. The camera will be looking down at 45 and can shoot 3 
~ frames per second. How high must the plane fly? 

20. Verify that Newton's formula and Gauss' formula are equivalent by deriving one 
from the other. 

21. For a special stereo effect it is desired to combine a human being at 1/10 normal 
size and praying mantis at 10 times normal size. What camera baselines will be 
required? 

22. A Kindar has a lens spacing of 5/8 inch. How much giantism does it p~oduce? 
23. For what condition are focal depth of field and allowable picture depth for 

parallax the same? 
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ANSWERS TO THE FIFTH QUIZ 
1. (c) 2. (b) Both questions are directed at the need to limit parallax on the chip 

See #1, #4. 

3. (F) See #14, #37. 
4. (a) In flattie photography, the imagination of the spectator supplies depth infor-

mation. In stereo, the picture specifies the depth, and it should be correct. 
5. (b) This is hyperstereo. See #11, #32, #40. 
6. (a) The telephoto effect. It doesn't go away just because you shoot stereo! 
7. (b) See #21, #39. 
8. Vertical error, window error, rotation error. See #4, #7, #25, #33. 
9. (c) If you stay with the ASA (now ANSI) system, stereograms are self-mounting. 
10. If it has a witness mark, it is a right chip. See #5, #19, #24. (Exception: 

Kodak stereo has two marks on the right chip, one on the left) 
11. 16 inches. By Gauss' formula, both object and image distances are 2f. 
12. 10mm/50rnm or 1/5. 
13. {(50 + 20)/(50)}2 "'- 2 times. Or looking at effective f/ number {50 + 20)/50 is 

1.4, or about one stop. 
14. Use Gauss' formula. 1/6 + 1/3 = 1/f. So f = 2.inches 
15. Use Newton's formula. (35) 2;j(9)(25.4) - 35J = 6.33nun 
16. Use Newton's formula. (35) 2/(15)(12)(25.4) = .27mm, away from the lens. 
17. Assume chip is 24mm high. Use similar triangles. 35/24.= x/70, therefore 

x = 102 11 or Bl2'. Anywhere from 71 to 10' would look like "orthostereo". 
18. x/24 = (25)(12)/70, so x = 103mm. From 85nun to 125mm would be OK. 
19. The plane flies (120)(5280)/3600 = 176ft/sec. In 1/3 sec it goes 59ft. We 

should like to be (50)(59) ft from the subject, or 2900ft, measured slantwise. 
This would be 2900/1.414 or roughly 2100 ft altitude measured vertically. 

20. Starting with Gauss' 1/0
0 

+ 1/Di = l/f, we note that 0
0 

= f
0 

+ f; Di = E + f, 
therefore l/(f + f) + 1/(E + f) = 1/f. Clearing of fractions, we have 

0 . 
f(E + f) + f(f

0 
+ f) = (f

0 
+ f){E + f). After multiplying out most terms cancel, 

and we are left with f2 = Ef 0, which was the desired answer. 
21. Shoot the human being with 10 times baseline, and the mantis with 1/10 baseline. 
22. If we take normal as 2 3/4 inches, the giantism is (2 3/4)/(5/8) or 4.4 times. 
23. When the baseline is 10 times the actual lens aperture, the allowable picture 

depth and the depth of field are the same. This I call the TEN TIMES RULE. 

I have not given specific references for the advanced questions, but most of the 
material can be found in #44. I can heartily recommend that any of you who have 
passed high school algebra attempt to master the contents of #44 and of this set of 
exercises. Once you do this, you will have an advantage over any other stereo 
shooters who will necessarily waste a lot more time and film to get the results you 
will get on the first try. There is no substitute for knowing what you are doing. 
Knowing what we are doing is what makes us the Club to beat in competition! 
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KNOW YOUR KINDAR/HYPONAR (K/H) 
KinDar and Hyponar are two vintages of the same device, a stereo close-up lens assem
bly which fits the old Exakta VX, VX-IIa, VX-IIb, invented by Seton Rochwite of Ste
reo Realist fame. Ue distinguish between a stereo lens assembly, such as K/H, Stemar 
(for Leica), or Stereotar (for Contax}, and a field splitter stereo attachment such 
as Stereo-Tach, or Stitz. The former replaces the regular camera lens, and produces 
a geometrically correct stereo pair. The latter device, which attaches to the regu
lar camera lens produces a reasonable approximation to a correct stereo pair. In the 
general class of stereo lens assemblies, the K/H is unique in that it operates with a 
reflex camera so "what you see is what you get". 
DESCRIPTION, FOCUSING 
The K/H has two 35mm lenses set 5/8" apart in a lens board which fits the outer ears 
of the Exakta flange. For early vintage VX's, replace the old flange with one having 
outside ears. The focus is fixed at 9". Focusing for other distances is accomplished 
by placing a single large auxiliary lens in front of the K/H. The original KinDar 
1956, ~reduced by the Kinder Co. has a special front thread size and requires a spe
cial size of attachments. The later model Hyponar 1969, by Rochwite, has standard 
Ser. VII threads. 
PRECAUTIONS, USAGE 
To use the K/H one attaches it to the Exakta, first making sure the Exakta mirror is 
up. Always press the shutter release of the Exakta before attempting to install or 
or remove the K/H from the body. Depending on the subject distanc~ one then attaches 
the appropriate combination of auxiliary lenses. Most users fine focus by moving the 
camera toward or away from the subject while watching the image on the ground glass. 
For table tops the waist level finder is best. The pentaprism is better for por
traits. 
VIGNETTING 
Regrettably all the KinDars and Hyponars your Editor has examined vignette at the 

·smaller apertures. The KinDars are calibrated to f/45, but begin vignetting at f/16. 
Hyponars are calibrated to f/32, but begin vignetting at f/11 For the benefit of a 
few perfectionists, himself included, your Editor has designed and built lens assem
blies for the KinDar and Hyponar which totally eliminate vtgnetting at all apertures. 
If your K/H has not been so modified, make sure you limit your minimum apertur~s to 
the va 1 ues given above when you are trying for Sa 1 on honors. i~ot~ a 1 so the Depth of 
Field Table below. . 
USE OF VARIABLE CLOSE-UP ATTACHMENT 
In order to avoid the nuisance of the auxiliary lenses for focusing, some stereogra
phers are using a +l to +10 variable close-up attachment, preceded by a -4 fixed aux
iliary lens. We have tested several makes of varifocal attachments and find· that all 
of them degrade the image quality at any but the smallest apertures, and aggravate 
the vignetting problem. 
MINIMUM AUXILIARY LENS SET 
The minimum set of lenses I recommend for use with K/H is -.5, -1, -2. Using these 
singly or in combination you can make 0 to -3.5 in steps of .5. Put the strongest 
corrector on first. This set wi 11 cover the range from 911 to 41 

, \~hi ch includes the 
most useful range of the K/H. I don't recommend using the K/H at distances less than 
911

, but if you insist, your minimum set of positive lenses would be +.5, +1, +2. 
MOUNTING 
A die ~ut metal mask which can be used for K/H transparencies is the Emde ultra 
close up mask available from Reel 3-D or Sigma.· This mask holds a 4-P chip accu
rately without play. Unfortunately it places the conceptual window so far in front 
of the subject as to seriously reduce the impact of many stereograms. The remedy 
which I use is to take a short sliver from each inner corner of each chip. Adjust 
the registration pins of the cutter for a cut of 1/32 11

, but bring down the cutter 
bl~de only enough to produce a cut l/8 11 long. Tear out the piece. Flip the chip end 
for end and repeat. Same for the other chip. The chips can then be brought together 
to get the subject up to the window. By using this method you have avoided cutting 
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away any of the picture area in case your first cut was too generous. 
AUXILIARY LENS FOCUSING, PRO AND CON 
A large auxiliary lens in front of both lenses of the K/H not only adjusts focus, 
it also adjusts the stereo window correspondingly, which penTlits mounting subjects of 
various distances in the same mask. At the same time it introduces a toe-in (or toe
out) type of error. So auxiliary lens focusing is a mixed blessing. It changes the 
window thus obviating the need to crop the already narrow chip. But because of the 
toe-in error, one should limit the strength of any auxiliary lens group used. Read
ers Of this column will remember that for subjects containing any distant material we 
recommend that the baseline be about 1/50 of the foreground distance, and not to ex
ceed a maximum of 1/30. That is, the K/H can be used for subjects extending from 30 11 

to infinity, or in limiting cases, from 20 11 to infinity. To achieve these distances 
one of course will be using negative correcting lenses. 
DEPTH OF FIELD TABLE FOR K/H WITH VARIOUS CORRECTORS 
A few minutes study of the DOF table for K/H with different correctors will tell you 
a lot about the constraints required to make Salon quality stereograms with your K/H. 
FIRST observe the Maximum Depth for Projectability, and note how limited it is below 
10". There is no way to take a projectable picture of greater depth than that shown 
unless the baselTne is shortened. SECOND note the Vignetting Limits. You cannot use 
the KinDar at smaller stops than f/16, or the Hyponar at smaller stops than f/11 if 
you want to avoid noticeable darkening of the corners of your slides. Since you can 
not stop down to really small apertures, you must ruthl~ssly limit subject depths. 
The THIRD point to note is the maximum strength auxiliary lens you may use if you are 
to avoid unacceptable toe-in or toe-out distortion. For a maximum magnification dis
crepancy of 1/2% at the corners, limit your correctors to + or - 2 diopters. For 
maximum error of 1% at the corners, you may go to + or - 3.5. The FOURTH point to 
note is whether with your particular equipment you can handle the depth of your sub
ject with all over sharpness, and without vignetting. Suppose you have a KinDar and 
have -1 and -2 lenses. Limiting yourself to f/16 to mini~ize vignetting, you could 
handle 8.1" to 10.0" with no corrector, 10.3" to 13.511 with -1. and 13.9" to 20.5" 
with -2. If your particular subject happened to require 911 to 11 11

, clearly you would 
be in trouble. Hith no corrector your background would be out of focus unless you 
stopped down to f/32, which would vignette badly. Using -1 you would have the oppo
site problem. Of course with -.5 you would be in good shape .. As a second example, 
to shoot a subject from 611 to 811 with a Hyponar, there is ..no way! 

DEPTH OF FIELD AND PROJECTABILITY LIMITS FOR KINDAR AND HYPONAR 

l"1 Max Depth for Projectability ~1 
Aux. Near I Near Near Near Nomi Far Far Far Far 
lens f/32 I f/22 f /16 f/11 nal f/11 f/16 f /22 I f/32 

USE OF AUXILIARIES STRONGER THAN -3.5 tlOT RECOMMENDED 
-3.5 22.0 I 26.2 29.6 33.1 45.0 70.4 94.2 161. INF 
-3.0 17.2 I 19.6 21.5 23.3 28.6 37.2 42.9 52.9 I 85.4 BEST RANGE FOR 
-2.5 14.1 15.7 16.9 18.0 21.0 25.2 27 3 .6 4 - USING K/H -2.0 12.0 13.1 13.9 14.6 16.6 19.1 20.5 22.6 26.8 
-1.5 10.4 I 11.2 11.8 12.3 13.7 15.4 16.3 17.5 I 20.1 

TOE-IN -1.0 9.2 I 9.8 10.3 10.7 11. 7 12.9 13.5 14.3 I 16.0 TOE-IN 1· -0.5 8.2 8.7 9.1 9.4 ru 11.1 11.5 12.1 13.3 
ERROR 0.0 7.4 I 7.9 8.1 8.4 0 9.7 10.0 10.5 I 11.4 ERROR 

+0.5 6.8 7.2 7.4 7.6 8.1 8.6 8.9 9.3 i 9.9 
1/2% MAX. +1.0 6.3 I 6.6 6.8 6.9 7.3 7.8 8.0 8.3 I 8.8 1% MAX. 

+1.5 5.8 I 6.1 6.2 6.4 6.7 7.1 7.3 7.5 
7.9 l + 5.4 5.6 5.8 5.9 6.2 6.5 6.7 6 I 7.2 DEPTHS SHOWN 

+2.5 5.1 I 5.2 5.4 5.5 5.7 6.0 6.1 6.3 I 6.6 IN INCHES +3.0 4.8 I 4.9 5.0 5.1 5.3 5.6 5.7 5.8 I t} ____ -+3.5 4.5 . 4.6 4.7 4.8 5.0 5.2 5.3 5.4 
USE OF AUXILIARIES STRONGER THAN +3.5 NOT RECOMMENDED 

baseline. K/H magnifies Hyponar 
Note: Because of Its short ~Vignetting limit--! _J 
perceived sizes X 4.4 1gnett1ng limit KinDar 

~No vignetting limit Piper MODIFIED KinDar or Hyponar~~ 
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ALLOWABLE SUBJECT DEPTH AND BASELINE FOR SUCCESSFUL STEREOGRAMS 
Most stereographers appreciate that a stereogram with either too much subject depth 
or too much baseline will not project satisfactorily, and.in extreme cases cannot 
even be hand viewed comfortably. For a few simple cases it is easy to determine 
when taking the pictu.re that it will project. For examp.le, with a standard 35mm ste
reo camera, keeping the subject matter between the f/5.6 marks will ensure project
ability. Also for any subject extending to infinity, and shot with lens-to-film dis
tance of 35mm, paying strict attention to keeping the nearest foregroun9 object at 
1 east 50 baselines away from the camera, wil 1 ensure projectabil i ty. But it is not 
so obvious whether a particular KinDar setup will 11work 11

, or if it is too 11 deep 11
• 

Similarly it is not obvious how much baseline one may use to photograph a particular 
setup with slide bar. (It is of course safest to stay with the 1/50th ratio where 
possible.) The purpose of this installment is to clarify both of these situations. 
ALLOWABLE PARALLAX ON THE STEREOGRAM 
A projectable 35mm stereogram should not exhibit more than .?mm parallax; that is, 
the two images of the nearest object should not be more than .7nm closer together 
than the two images of a background object. A mounting gauge will tell you if your 
stereogram is projectable, but only after the picture is made. We would like to 
know before the picture is made. 
THE UNIVERSAL DEPTH AND PARALLAX TABLE FOR 35MM LENSES 

INF 
100 

50 
33 
25 
20 
16.7 
14.3 
12.5 
11.1 
10.0 

In general the allowable depth in a stereogram depends on the baseline. Thus 
for the same parallax limits as measured on the stereogram, the depth limits 
for Hyponar, slide bar, and standard stereo camera are quite different. Hap
pily it turns out that if one expresses the picture depth in units of the 
baseline, the depth limits become 11 universal 11

• Accordingly we have prepared 
a table of picture depths in baselines. Each line in the table represents a 
change in parallax of .35mm as measured on the stereogram. A subject whose 
foreground and background are two lines apart will show .7mm of parallax, 
the maximum for good projection, and one covering three steps will show 
1.05 parallax, the limit for comfortable hand viewing. 
GIVEN THE BASELINE, DETERMINE .ALLOWABLE DEPTH 

9.1 When operating with a fixed baseline, how can we tell if a particular setup 
8.3 and camera position will 11 \tlork 11 ? The answer is to be found in the universal 
7.7 depth table. Perhaps the simplest way to use the table is to prepare a scale 
7.1 marked in units equal to your particular baseline. For KinDar or Realist 
6.7 Macro the unit would be 5/8 inch or 16mm. Measure the near and far subject 
6.3 points in baselines and look in the table. A setup will 11 work 11 if its near 
5.9 and far points are 20 and 33 baselines, or 6.7 and 7.7 etc. If you hand view 
5.6 only, you can go from 20 to 50 baselines, or from 12.5 to 20 etc • 

. GIVEN THE SETUP, DETERMINE ALLOWABLE BASELINE 
This is the typical problem in using a slide bar. One should assume a baseline, and 
determine the near and far points of the subject in tenns of that baseline. For ex
ample, the near point is 10 inches, and the far point is 15 inches. We try a base
line of 1 inch. This gives foreground and background distances of 10 baselines and 
15 baselines. Clearly this won't 11 work 11

• as the two values are nearly four lines 
apart in the table. This says our first guess was nearly double the value we can 
tolerate. We should use 1/2 inch. The subject now extends from 20 baselines to 30 
baselines, and the table shows it is OK. A WORD OF CAUTION: The use of more than 
4 or 5 times the normal 1/SOth baseline may cause some "visual ambiguity" because 
each eye will see around the object, material the other eye can't see. 
Note for mathematicians: the table consists of the reciprocals of the numbers 0,1,2, 
3, .•.• each multiplied by 100. 
*Revised March 1986 
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SHOULD YOU BE USING A MOUNTING GAUGE ? 
A stereogram cannot be viewed comfortably, or projected, unless it is correctly made 
and correctly mounted. The Ameri-can (Realist) .stereo system provides automatic cor
rect mounting. But any stereogram made with other equipment must in general be 
adjusted. While experts adjust by 11 eyeballing 11

, less experienced workers should use 
a mounting aauge, preferably in a hand viewer. A mounting gauge, Fig.1, has verti
cal lines for checking window and picture depth, and horizontal lines for checking 
all other errors. To use the gauge, place the line on an item in the left chip, and 
then see where the item falls in the right chip. 
WINDOW, PICTURE DEPTH, AND PARALLAX 
Using a dot for foreground, and a cross for background, a slide with correct window 
and parallax must look like Fig.2. The space between the lines in the right chip has 
been exaggerated for clarity. Fiqs.3 and 4 show window errors, while Fig.5 shows an 
unusable slide, which must be remade, with less baseline. 
OTHER ERRORS 
The horizontal lines on the gauge will permit you to detect most other errors. In 
Figs.6-10 a dot represents any object. A slide with no vertical errors must look 
like Fig.6. Simple vertical error, Fig.7, due to lens misalignment, and twist er
ror, Fig.8, due to camera rotation, are easily corrected. Toe-in (keystone) error, 
Fig.9, due to non parallel camera positions, and magnification error, Fig.10, due 
to lens mismatch, can only be rectified by copying with an enlarger. 
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HOW TO "EYEBALL" FOR STEREO REGISTRATION 
Last month we discussed the use of a mounting gauge for detecting mounting errors. 
Most of the registration errors which afflict stereograms can also be detected and 
corrected with only a hand viewer if one understands the principles and knows what. 
to look for. 
HORIZONTAL ERRORS 
Window and parallax errors cause horizontal displacements in the image. Window is 
the conceptual aperture through which one views the scene. It possesses a definite 
size and location in space and so should be regarded as an integral part of the ste
reogram. The parallax is the difference between the horizontal separation of the two 
images of the nearest object and the separation of the images of the farthest object. 
Very simply, the nearest object should normally appear to be beyond the window, and 
the parallax should not be too great. 
WINDOW 
To determine if the foreground is beyond the window, look at the lower corners of the 
stereogram. In a correctly mounted stereogram, the left aye will see more of the sub
ject in the lower right corn~r, and vice versa. With practice you will instantly see 
whether the foreground is beyond the window. If you are in doubt, use a similar mask 
as a gauge. Insert the mask in the viewer along with the stereo~rallt'~ Place the 
left edge of the left window of the mask exactly on the suspect object. In the right 
chip the object will still be visible if it is beyond the window. If it is hidden, 
it is in front of the window. 
PARALLAX 
Once it is established that the foreground is beyond the window, parallax can be es
timated as follows: Look at the most distant identifiable item, such as the horizon, 
or a shadow on the backdrop, first with one eye and then the other. If the item 
moves in the frame more than about 1/16 of the width of the frame, the picture has too 
much parallax. 
VERTICAL ERRORS 
All of the other registration errors are detected by noting vertical discrepancies in 
relation to the top or bottom of the·mask aperture. If one chip shows more of the 
subject all across the top, and the other shows more all across the bottom, one chip 
is too low, or else the camera has a vertical registration error. When the two chips 
are registered at the bottom, but one shows more of the subject at the top, there is 
a magnif1cation or focal length error. 
TWIST 
Finally there are two errors in which the two top corners show opposite discrepancies, 
namely twist and toe-in. If the left chip is twisted clockwise, the top left corner 
will show less of the subject in the left chip. At the same time the lower left cor
ner will show more of the subject in the left chip. To correct it, separate the 
chips at the top or pull them together at the bottom. 
TOE-IN 
If the slide has a keystone error due to using toe-in. the top of the picture will 
appear to have clockwise twist and the bottom counterclockwise. Keystone errors 
can also be caused by using prismatic close-up lenses on a stereo camera, by using 
strong correcting lenses in front of a KinDar or Hyponar, or by "panning" from an 
airplane while shooting an aero hyperstereo. It is one of the most difficult errors 
to detect, and one of the most annoying to a viewer. 
A MASK AS A STRAIGHT EDGE 
With skill you can detect twist and toe-in using the bottom edge of a mask inserted 
into the viewer. Focus on the picture and note whether you see one or two straight 
edges. In a keystoned picture you will see two, then one, then two as you lower the 
mask across the stereogram. :fot everyone can learn this; it. is a 1 i ttl e tricky. 
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FOCAL LENGTH AND BASELINE IN STEREOGRAPHY 
Many stereographers are confused about what relation, if any, exists between. the 
camera lens focal length and the lens separation or baseline. A fairly widely held, 
but incorrect , theory holds that focal length and baseline should be kept propor
tional, e.g. both increased in the same ratio. This installment will attempt to 
clarify the subject. 
DEVIATIONS FROM ORTHOSTEREO 
Orthostereo exists when two conditions are satisfied: first that the stereogram is 
made with a baseline equal to the normal human interocular, and second that it is 
made and viewed at the same perspective. Briefly stated, an increase in camera base-
1 ine causes a proportionate decrease in all perceived distances and vice versa; 
shapes are not affected. A change in camera focal length or in viewing perspective 
is much more complex. The obvious change is in image size, but under many conditions 
perceived shapes, and relative sizes of objects are also changed. 
BASELINE EFFECT 
Baseline effect is. easy to understand and explain. Interocular spacing is the scale 
against which one judges all sizes and distances. When one looks at a stereogram, 
the brain interprets it as if it had been made with a normal interocular baseline. 
If the stereogram was in fact made with 5 times nonnal baseline, sizes and distances 
are perceived as 1/5 normal. With a shortened baseline, perceived distances are 
magnified. Shapes are not affected at all. 
FOCAL LENGTH EFFECTS 
As stated in installment #13, viewing a picture, stereo or mono, at the same per
spective at which it was taken preserves the relative sizes of the objects portrayed. 
Shooting a picture with a long lens, and then viewing it with normal perspective, 
distorts relative sizes, and has the perceived effect of compressing everything in 
the line of sight. Shooting the picture with a short lens expands everything in the 
line of sight. The same principle applies for viewing at different perspectives, as 
can be demonstrated by a simple experiment. ~ith a stereogram projected on·a screen 
start at the back of the room and walk toward the screen. As you do so, note that 
depths become shallower. ·For example, a stereo portrait shot with a Realist and 
then viewed at 25 feet on a 6 foot screen will appear to have exaggerated depth 
(long noses, exaggerated bosoms etc). If you will now approach the screen, at some 
point the shapes will look correct. This is the orthostereo point, where viewing 
perspective equals taking perspective. · 
PERMISSIBLE PERSPECTIVE DISTORTION 
Having stated the above facts, we must add that some shape distortion of distant, or 
isolated, or unfamiliar objects may be acceptable. Therefore if one understands when 
the distortions will not be noticed, one has additional flexibility in composing a 
stereogram. 11elative size of objects is not a problem if all subject material is at 
about the same distance from the camera, or if the objects are not so familiar that 
their shapes are memorized. Shape distortion of an individual object is not a prob-
1 em unless the object is clos.e (less than 50 baselines) to the camera. 
EXAMPLES 
Some examples of subjects in which perspective distortion will or won't be noticed at 
typical projection perspective (25 feet from a 6 foot screen): Distortion will be 
noticed 1na Realist portrait from 4 feet, a moth with 180inm lens at 15 baselines. 
The best remedy in both these cases is to reduce the baseline to 1/50 of subject 
distance. Distortion won't be noticed shooting the moon at 40X magnification, nor 
in shooting a hot air balloon at 300 feet with 3 times nonnal lenses and 10 times 
nonnal baseline. Hhen defenders of the PEPAX doctrine point to a picture shot by 
PEPAX rules which shows no distortion, it is merely one of those cases where per
spective distortion was not going to be noticed anyway, not because baseline was 
kept proportional to focal length. 

-

-
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SIXTH QUIZ ON STEREO 
1. A field splitter stereo attachment (Stitz, Stereo-Tach) produces two chips which 

are not exactly mates because of: (a) absorption in the mirrors (b) contrary key
stoninq in the two chips (c) incorrect perspective due to the format 

2. For distortionless stereo rendition the optic axes of any stereo camera or attach
ment must be parallel (T) (F) 

3. Many KinDar stereograms show dark corners because of: (a) inadequate strobe cov
erage (b) interference by foreign objects (c) vignetting at small apertures 

4. One should limit the strength of auxiliary lenses used on a KinDar (or any ste
reo camera) to avoid: (a) loss of resolution (b) distortion due to toe-in effect 
(c) incorrect perspective 

5. Which of the followinq subjects shot with a standard stereo camera having 70mm 
(2 3/4 inch) lens spacing will be comfortably projectable? (a) 10 ft to INF 
(b) 3 ft to 6 ft (c) 5 ft to 10 ft 

6. Which of the following slide bar subjects shot with 1 inch baseline will be com
fortably hand viewable? (a) 6 in to 10 in (b) 6 in to 9 in (c) 6 in to 8 in 
(d} 6 in to 7 in · 

7. Which of the following hyperstereos with 2 ft baseline will be projectable? 
(a) 50 ft to INF (b) 100 ft to INF (c) 50 ft to 100 ft 

8. Comparing the corners of a pair of stereo chips, the two left corners of the left 
chip show more subject matter, and the two right corners show less subject 
matter, than is visible in the corresponding corners of the right chip. Uhat is 
wrong? (a) lens mismatch (b) toe-in error (c) twist error 

9. In projecting a stereogram, when the foreground is made to coincide, the back
ground shows ghosting, and vice versa. What is most probably wrong? (a) too 
much parallax (b) projector is too close to screen (c) projector out of focus 

10.A certain stereo landscape lacks impact. What is most probably wrong? 
(a) no near foreground material (b) mounted with foreground too far behind win
dow (c) lighting too flat 

11.In a certain projected stereo portrait, depths all seem to be exaggerated. What 
is most probably wrong? (a) focal length of taking lens too short in relation to 
the projectfon perspective (b) focal length of taking lens too long (c) photo
grapher too close to model (d) photographer too far from model 

12.A subject shot with a KinDar (baseline 5/811
) will be perceived as: (a) larger 

(b) smaller (c) shallower (d) deeper than the same subject shot with a stereo 
camera (baseline 2 3/4"). 

13.While standard stereo cameras and Kindars both have 35nun lenses, stereo cameras 
make portraits which project with too much depth, while KinDar portraits are more 
pleasing. Why is this? (a) the reduced spacing of the KinDar compensates for 
the inadequate (35nun) focal length of the lenses (b) the "giantism" introduced 
by the small KinDar spacing is pleasing (c) distortion due to different taking 
and viewing perspectives can usually be tolerated at 50 baselines or greater, 
which for the stereo camera is 10 - 12ft, but for the KinDar is 3ft. 

14.Some people have modified a Heidoscop (an old 6 x 13cm plate camera with 75mm 
Zeiss Tessar lenses) to shoot 35mm roll film for use in portraits. Why are the 
portraits made with the Heidoscop so pleasing? (a) the Zeiss Tessar lenses are 
superior to the lenses in most 35mm stereo cameras (b) the cropping of the 
6 x 13cm format improves it (c) the 75mm lenses avoid the perspective distortion 
nonnally encountered when shooting for projection with 35mm camera lenses 

The answers to all the above questions will be discussed in a later issue. Mean
time study them and form your own opinions. Let's have better portraits . 
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DISCUSSION OF THE SIXTH QUIZ 

1. (b) One chip will exhibit qreater magnification on the riqht side, the other on 
the left side. Uhen they are viewed "parallel", there is a discrepancy between 
the images presented to the two eyes, and is greatest in the corners. 

2. (T) The only exception is the case where the opposite distortion is introduced in 
viewing, for example a field splitter in front of a movie camera, and the same 
field splitter in front of the projector showing the movie. (Bolex did it.) 

3. (c) We have pointed out in #17, and again in #53, that one must be extremely care
ful when using a KinDar for salon quality stereograms to avoid excessive small 
apertures, that is unless the lenses were replaced to correct the problem. 

4. (b) The single large lens placed in front of a KinDar, and the so called "close
up lens" sets placed in front of a stereo camera provide oppositely oriented 

. prism in front of the two camera lenses, which produces opposite keystoning. 
This is the same effect as produced by field splitters or by toeing in. 

5. (a) or (c) To prove this look at the f/5.6 marks on the depth of field scale on 
your camera, as noted in #1, #24, #26. Or you could use the table in #54, noting 
that 10 feet is about 45 baselines, 3 to 6 feet is 13 to 26 baselines, and 5 to 
10 feet is 22 to 44 baselines. 

6. (d) only. Reference to the table in #54 will make this clear. Note how shallow a 
picture shot at 6 inches will have to be if it is to be "good stereo". 

7. (b) and (c) The !/30th to 1/SOth rule.(#3, #15, #24, #26, #32, #45) will tell you 
(b) is OK. The table in #54 will show that both (b) and (c) will work. The 
table of course covers all cases, but requires you to know at how many baselines 
you are attempting to work. · 

8. (b) Study the charts in #55 and /or the discussion in #56. A subject with no good 
reference material near the corners (e.g. a slide bar shot of an insect using a 
lot of toe-in) may give you a vague sense that "something is wrong", without 
your being able to identify exactly what it is. 

9. (a) This is the most common problem in stereo projection. However, a bad screen 
or worn out glasses which no longer polarize satisfactorily may show ghosting 
even on slides which do not have excessive parallax. 

10. (a) usually, (b} sometimes.A conmen error is to try to shoot a sunset in stereo 
with no foreground material. Regrettably, all of the sky, which is where the 
sunset is, is at infinity.· Try to have something at 10 feet and something at 20 
feet, so arranged as not only to introduce additional picture planes, but also 
to contribute to the composition. 

11. (a) Shooting a portrait with a standard stereo camera and then viewing it from 
25 feet on a 6 foot screen always exaggerates depths. Note some possible solu
tions suggested by questions 13 and 14. 

12. (a) Note especially the discussion in #32. See also #52. Baseline is the funda
mental variable which controls size perception. It is what gives stereo photo
graphy the ability show "shapes" of extremely large or extremely minute objects. 

13~ (c) If you answered (a), you may have been laboring under a PEPAX misconception. 
Distortion of depths due to incorrect perspective is never corrected, but only 
made less noticeable by shortening baselines. One may also make the distortion 
less noticeable by increasing subject distance, which is why landscapes look 
OK in projection even if shot with 35mm lenses and projected at perspective 
which would be correct for 90mm lenses. 

14. (c} Once perspective distortion is eliminated by using the longer lenses, por
traits take on a wholly new character. Use of long lenses for portraits is what 
distinguishes the professionals from the amateurs. 

-
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STEREO FORMATS - SOME HISTORICAL HIGHLIGHTS 
In terms of total numbers, the overwhelming majority of stereo cameras ever built 
were "Realist" fonnat. Nonetheless, many other fonnats have been used over the 
years. This month for the delight of history buffs we discuss some of them. Of the 
dozens of formats used at one time or another, we have selected 7 for discussion. 
The sources for most of our information are: 

K. C. M. Symons: STEREOSCOPIC CAMERAS; Supplements to the Stereoscopic Society 
Bulletins, #21 (1968), #40 (1972), #50 (1975). 
Gilbert: COLLECTING PHOTOGRAPHICA 
Auer: ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF THE CAMERA 

3 1/4 x 6 3/4 

6 x 13 

45 x 107 

V-M 

Each of the fonnats we have singled out for dis
cussion was important in the history of stereo 
or was responsible for stereograms or cameras 
still in existence. The accompanying diagram 
shows full size a single frame from each of the 
following formats: 3 1/4 x 6 3/4 inches, 6 x 13 
centimeters, 45 x 107 mm; 35mm 7P, 35mm SP, 35mm 
4P, and Viewmaster. One or two other formats 
will be mentioned which are not on the diagram. 
Photography is generally regarded as having been 
"invented" in about 1838, and not long thereafter 
the early experimenters began constructing "cam
eras". Because the principle of stereo vision 
was well understood, both mono and stereo pic
tures were made, first with single lens cameras, 
and later with stereo cameras. Ottewill of Lon
don in 1850 was making stereograms on wet collo-
dion plates With a single lens and a pantograph 

arrangement to slide the lens back and forth. In 1852, Watson of High Holborn, also 
in London, was making stereograms with a camera containin9 two lenses, two bellows, 
and variable lens separation. The plate sizes used by these early stereographers is 
not known. In 1852, Ninet in Paris made stereograms on wet plates 12 x 24 cm in a 
cam~ra with 18 cm lenses and variable separation. 
It was in about 1853 that the first of our "important" formats appeared; namely 
3 1/4 x 6 3/4 inches, the ideal size for makinq stereo cards of the kind that were 
still being made as late as the 1920's and 1930'5. J. B. Dancer's 3 1/4 x 6 3/4 ma
hogany camera had 4 1/4 inch f/5.3 doublet lenses with rack focusina, and exposure 
was accomplished by removin~ the lens caps·, which were coupled together. The plates 
were loaded one at a time. He patented his design in 1856. This format has since 
been used in Goerz' ANSCHUTZ, Kershaw 1 s SOHO, the LIZAR, Thornton·Pickard's ROYAL 
RUBY, Rouch 1 s EUROKA, Lancaster's STEREO INSTANTOGRAPH, Gundlach's KORONA, London 
Stereoscopic's STEREO PANORAMIC, Butcher's STEREO CAMEO, Adams• YALE. There were 
also 4 3/4 x 6 1/2 and 3 1/2 x 5 1/2 fonnats. 
One of the earliest users, if not the oriqinator, of the 6 x 13 cm, and 45 x 107 mm 
fonnats was Jules Richard of Paris. Both these fonnats appeared about 1893 or 1894 
on Verascopes, and were the standard formats for many new stereo cameras oriqinatinq 
between that time and the mid 1930's. In Symons' list I have counted 85 models of 
6 x 13 cm cameras, and 88 models of 45 x 107 lll111 cameras. Some of the better known 
names besides Richard were: Cornu, Franke & Heidecke, Goerz, lea, Nettel, Plaubel, 
Ihagee, Gaumont; Voiqtlander, Zeiss, Ernemann, Leroy, Dumont, Steinheil, Colmont. 
r~any of these manufacturers made two or more models in both formats. For example, 
Richard made about 13 45 x 107's, and Cornu about 9. It is difficult to know how 
many of a particular model were made, but during this era everything was made by 
hand, as one can easily see by noting that nothing is interchangeable, sometimes 
not even screws. Rev 2/83 
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A most significant milestone in stereo history was aqain associated with the Rich~rd 
company~ namely the HOMEOS stereo camera, first still ca~era of any kind to use cine 
film, in 1913. This camera used four perforations of 35 mm film for each "chip", 
the same as one cine "frame". It was also the first stereo camera to use the Colar
deau progression, which lives on in nearly all ASA cameras. So far as_ I have b~en 
able to ascertain, no other siqnificant camera has used the 4P format, but it did 
serve to introduce 35 mm film to stereo. ~~ate however, that the standard 35 mm 
frame of 8 perforations (once called double frame) is equal to two cine frames, ~nd 
so when it is split with a mirror stereo attachment, each half looks like the chip 
from a HOMEOS. The HOMEOS is perhaps the stereo camera most sought after by collec
tors today. 
Following the development of Kodachrome in the 1930 -1935 time period, the Sawyer 
people of Portland Oregon put full color stereo within reach of the public with View
master. The V-M took the place of the old cardboard stereo views made from large 
format negatives, and in some ways was superior, even thouqh it has sometimes been 
regarded as a toy. The pictures for V-M were made by hired professionals using 
6 x 13 and 45 x 107 cameras (and others). The pictures were then reduced and put on 
16 mm film to make the 11 x 12 mm frames for V-M reels. Hhile the picture area is 
the smallest of any on the chart, it is not an exa~19eratio_n to say that V-M makes 
better pictures than the largest format, when that format was first used. Eventually 
Viewmaster hired.Gordon Smith, doing business as Stereocraft Engineering, to design 
the Vie\'A!laster Personal camera, which appeared in 1952. When you know the history, 
you can see why it was named the Personal. It _is an interestinq desiqn as it demon
strates the "close packinq" of 16 mm images on 35 mm film, whir.h must qo through the 
camera twice, after the manner of double 8 movies. It is also· a "monster" to repair. 
~11 of which brinqs us to the last chapter of our Historical Note, the Stereo Realist. 
Seton Rochwite's Stereo Realist (SR's SR), which uses 5 perforations of 35 mm film, 
appeared in 1947, and was the last significant milestone yet reached in stereo~ It 
has spawned many copies, with a total of some 400,000 individual cameras over a 10 
year period. These are the cameras most stereographers are using today. They in
clude CONTURA, ILOCA II, ILOCA RAPID, EDIXA, KINDAR, KODAK STEREO, LEADER, 0WLA, 
REVERE, STEREO COLORIST, STEREO VIVID, UNIVERSAL STEREALL, STEREO GRAPHIC, ~!DEON, 
and several lesser makes. The CONTURA and KINDAR were designed by Seton Rochwite. 
The LEADER uses ASA fonnat and spacing, but has a 1,1~4 transport, rather than the 
Colardeau 2,2,2. The Realist 45 was an Iloca Rapid, and the Iloca II was said by 
Sea}'.'s and Montgomery Ward as. 11 house brands". It is interesting to note in passing 
that Sears has sold stereo cameras as ·far back as 1897. In that year they offered 
a 511 x 811 mahogany body stereo camera made by Rochester Optical. It had sliding 
front, rack and pinion focusing, and achromatic lenses. It sold, with tripod, for 
$18.70!!! 

We should not close without mentioning "European" 35 nun stereo. During much the 
same time period in which Realist flourished, three fairly well known and one some
what less known camera· using about 7 perforations appeared in Europe. The three are 
the Verascope F40, the Witt Iloca (not to be confused with those above), and the 
Belplasca. The latter, which was the last of the European 35 1 s appeared in 1955. 
The fourth , lesser known camera is the Cornu Ontoscope. I am not sure exactly what 
its dimensions are. The Verascope transport ~oes alternately 6 2/3 and 20 holes, 
while the Belplasca goes 7 holes and 20 holes. The Iloca goes 7 and 21. It has 
occurred to me that the fact these cameras are not standardized may have contributed 
to the fact they lost the race to the Realist. Witt qave up the camera just men~ 
tioned in favor of his ASA models. For those who love landscapes and wide horizon
tal pictures in general, try one of these cameras. You will have to do your own 
mounting. One further note. After most of the stereo hoopla was over, the Italians 
invented a camera called the Duplex, made by a company called ISO. It used 120 
roll film, which goes through the camera vertically. The two chips, of nearly ASA 
fonnat, are side by side at a much smaller spacing than human eyes. Hence the 
camera is not ortho stereo. 
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WILL YOUR STEREOGRAM PROJECT - SOME REMINDERS ON SHOOTING AND MOUNTING 
After a respite of two months in which you have not received any DO'S and DON'TS, we 
return to the main theme of this column: creatinq better stereographers. This month's 
column is directed at two classes of makers. First are the beginners and "stereo 
loners" who have just joined the Club and just begun subjecting their stereograms to 
the acid test of projection viewing. Then there are the "experienced" stereo workers 
who joined long before the Club beqan emphasizing instruction, and who have never re
examined their mounting practices to see if they still pass muster in the "new envi
ronment". He shall talk about points to be observed in shooting, and points to be 
observed in mounting. 
SHOOTING THE PICTURE 
Your 35mm stereo camera focuses from 2 or 3 feet to infinity and has a depth of field 
scale to ensure that you will ~et everything in focus. This is all you need to get a 
good stereogram, right? WRONG!! Unless you keep all of the near to far subject mat
ter between the f /5 points on the DOF scale, your stereogram may be sharp, but it 
won't project. In particular, DON'T shoot a landscape with any foreground material 
nearer than TEN FEET if you want a projectable stereooram. Hhen you shoot a scene 
extending from 5 feet to infinity, you can qet the foreqround behind the window by 
using a MEDIUM mask. This will save the slide, right? WRONG!! It still won't pro
ject properly because it has too much parallax. The same comment applies to correct
ing the slide by pulling the chips apart. This may get the grass or tree branches 
behind the window, but it will do NOTHING to reduce the parallax. For a slide bar or 
hyperstereo, use the depth table in #65 
CUTTING 
If you are remounting cardboard slides made by Kodak, or other reputable processor, 
the chips will usually have been cut accurately. If mounting from scratch you will 
need a means to cut the film squarely, and registered with the sprocket holes. Each 
chip must be exactly 5 perforations wide to fit snugly in the mask. A Realist cutter 
is good if you can find one, otherwise use any 35mm film cutter having register. pins. 
If you try to cut with scissors you won't cut square enough, and your chips won't 
fit tight in the mask. 
MOUNTING: STANDARD STEREOGRAMS 
If you have shot the picture with a standard camera, observed the f/5 parallax rule, 
and have cut the·film accurately, all that remains is to insert the two chips in an 
Emde mask, and you have a perfect projectable picture. It is always a good idea how
ever to look at the -stereogram.in a hand viewer to verify that you-have the foreground 
just behind the window, and that you haven't interchanged the chips and qot a pseudo
scopic picture. 
MOUNTING: ALL NON-STANDARD STEREOGRAMS . 
For any pair shot with a slide bar, or with two cameras, or with any other non-stan
dard set-up, you should ·check a 11 of the dimensional requirements spelled out in 
#55 and #56. Verify by mounting gauge that the images of the foreground object are 
not too close together and that the infinity points are not too far apart. Then ver
ify that a horizontal line on the qauge passes through all ·the same points in both 
chips. If you have been working with two cameras on separate tripods, or makinq 
hyperstereos from an airplane, use Realist masks, and expect to have to adjust every 
pair for vertical errors, twist errors, and window location. Panning to keep the 
subject in the frame on airplane shots may Qive you enough toe-in error that you 
can't ever get a comfortable feeling mountinq. For any adjusting, trim a LITTLE from 
the side or end as required and slide the chip around in a Realist mask. Hhen you 
like what you see secure the chip with 3~ tape or Elmer's glue, or iron the mask 
metal into the sprocket holes. There is no reason why a non-standard stereoqram has 
to be badly mounted. ~~ake sure yours aren't. 
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THE REALIST TRANSPOPT AND THE NEW 10 HOLE FILM TONGUE 
If you keep your camera in tip top shape, and read manufacturers' instructions, you 
probably have no trouble with your Realist transport, and may feel you don't need to 
read this INSTALLMENT. However, the new shorter film tongue may throw you for a loss. 
r1AINTAIN YOUR CAMERA 
When your Realist is unloaded and set to Rewind, it should be possible to rotate the 
Wind or Rewind knob in either direction with the tip of one finqer. If either is 
tiqht, you may be headed for trouble, especially with the 36 exp rolls. In the Ad
vance position, when you rotate the sprocket in either direction with your finqer, it 
should come to a stop with a smart click. 
TWO KINDS OF REALI ST TRANSPORT 
The two vintages of Realist transport have different methods to keep the WIND knob 
from turning backward when on Advance. The old style has a one way spring clutch, 
and offers a little resistance to turning, but makes no sound. The new style has a 
ratchet stop which clicks. The old style requires overhaul much more frequently. 
DESIRABLE FEATURES OF THE REALIST TRANSPORT 
ThP..Realist transport is designed so that a frame begins and ends midway between two 
sprocket h"les, an advantaqe for mounting. Also, it "remembers" the frame sync as 
long as the film is intact. So if you stop in the middle of a roll, rewind three 
frames, and go forward again, you are still in frame sync. It is even possible with 
some care to rewind and later reload a film and have it return to the same frame 
sync, ~hich is essential for double exposure work. 
LOADINh 
It is probably in loadinq that the greatest number of transport problems start. 
Moreover, Kodak has recen~ly changed the film tongue from 20 holes to 10 holes, 
which (a) makes it more difficult to get 16 or 29 pairs, and (b) can cause loading 
problems if you use the old loading procedure. Here is THE TECHNICAL PAGE's recom
mended loading procedure for the new shorter tongue: Set the Rewind button to Ad
vance. Pull up the Rewind knob. Rotate the sprocket either way until it stops. 
While pressing the wind release button, turn the sprocket 5 teeth to the left. (This 
will be 2 teeth past the white dot, if your camera has one.) Rotate the take-up 
spool so that the slot is up. Insert the film cassette in its niche and·engage the 
Rewind knob .. Draw the film tongue to the right, under the sprocket guard, until it 
engages the sprocket. Keep your finger on the film so it doesn't skip on the teeth. 
When the sprocket has been driven to the right 5 teeth, it will click to a stop. 
Press the .wind release button and feed just enough more film through the sprocket so 
you can get hold of the tongue to force it into the slot in the spool. Be sure you 
keep the film tongue to the bottom of the spool. Advance the wind knob enough to 
take up the slack loop. Replace the back cover. Advance the film until it stops, 
and note that the Rewind knob is turning. You now want to run off two frames. Hold 
the rP.lease button only until the counter moves. After running off the two frames, 
set the counter to 11 111 and start shooting. 
PAY ATTENTION WHILE WINDING 
Get used to how far the knob turns for one frame; both near the start of a roll and 
near the end. Listen for the click when the transport stops. When the counter reads 
16 or 29, stop and rewind. Don't attempt to shoot another picture. You may just get 
an overlap and spoil both your last good frame and the one you tried to "sneak". If 
the knob stops turning, but you haven't heard a click, you have reached the end of 
the film, and if' you fire the shutter you will surely get an overlap!! 
IF YOUR TRANSPORT WON'T ADVANCE 
When your transport is dirty or binding, you may press the release button but still 
not be able to turn the wind knob, especially near the end of a roll. DON'T PANIC! 
Switch the rewind button to REWIND and then back to ADVANCE. If the knob still won't 
move, try starting the transport while on REWIND, then return to ADVANCE. If this 
doesn't work, rewind the film. Have your camera serviced. 

.... 
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HOW STEREOGRAPHY CAN ENHANCE YOUR PERCEPTION OF SHAPES 
There are certain upper and lower Hmits on the size of the object whose shape you 
can perceive and conceptualize with the naked eye. It is easy to perceive the shape 
cf a pencil, or of an automobile. It is more difficult to perceive the shape of a 
mosquito, or of Niagara Falls. It is still more difficult to perceive the shape of 
a pollen grain or of the Grand Canyon. These facts are related to the distance at 
which you normally view the object. At distances from 10 inches to perhaps 50 feet 
you perceive the shape of an object quite strongly. Using only visual inputs you 
could construct a solid model of an object located from·a foot to a few tens of feet 
away and expect it to be of the correct shape. The method by which stereography per
mits you to conceptualize the shapes of very large or very small objects is to con
struct an appropriate size photographic "scale model" located a few feet away in 
your viewing or image space. 
CONCEPTUALIZE THE VAST SCENES USING HYPERSTEREO 
Grand Canyon of the Colorado River, located in northern Arizona, is about a mile deep 
and 10 to 20 miles wide. As you stand on the rim and look into the Canyon, every
thing is at visual infinity. Nothing in the scene seems to have any depth. I once 
overheard at Yavapai overlook, "Nobody can tell me that canyon is any 5000 feet deep. 
Let's get back to Vegas where the action is." It is true that most people who have 
not taken the mule trip into the Canyon don't really have any feel for its true 
shape. ~ut, if you have seen a hyperstereo of the Canyon shot with a 500 or 1000 
foot baselfne, you "know" its shape. You know how much higher the North Rim is than 
the South Rim. You know how the depth of the narrow inner granite gorge compares 
with the depth of the vast pink limestone outer canyon. Even a topographic.map does 
not permit you to conceptualize these facts. The only practicable way to get the 
hyperstereo which reveals the structure of Grand Canyon is to shoot it from an air
plane. Sit ahead of the wing and point your SLR camera exactlv at right angles to 
the plane's motion. Aim down so the horizon is near the top of the frame, and hold 
steady on a distant reference point while you shoot two or three frames. The latter 
will give you a choice of baselines. Do not incluQe any part of the plane, or any 
nearby clouds. Use a haze filter, and shoot away from the sun. Your normal 50 or 
55 mm lens will give satisfactory perspective for projection or hand viewing. A uni
pod may help you keep the camera steady. 
COMPREHEND TINY OBJECTS USING HYPOSTEREO 
The major difficulty in perceiving the shape of a very minute object is not being 
able to look at it with both eyes, unless of course you happen to have a binocular 
microscope handy. Here again a stereogram at the proper scale is just wha~ you need. 
However, a stereogram of a very small object taken from a very short distance in
volves several technical problems not present in the hyperstereo case. These were 
discussed in #15, #16, #45. Provided the object is stationary, all the problems can 
be solved with a good slide bar and a macro lens or a bellows. (For a stereogram of 
a minute moving object you will need special equipment which we may take up in some 
future column.)* Measure what you want to include in the picture and calculate the 
magnification M you will need to fill a stereo frame. For proiection viewing the 
best focal length will be about 85/(1 + M), (or about·42/(1 + M) for hand viewing). 
The purpose is to keep the lens to film distance including bellows extension around 
85 mm so as to preserve perspective in the projected stereogram. You will usually 
want a baseline 1/30 to 1/50 of the subject distance. To keep the allowable parallax 
depth and the depth ~f field the same, use ·an actual aperture 1/10 of the baseline. 
This depth will be D /SOB, where D is the subject distance. and B is the baseline. 
Remember that your effective f / number for figuring exposures is (1 + M) times the 
indicated value. Some explanations: Actual aperture of a 35 mm lens set to f/16 is 
35/16 or 2.19 mm. If the maqnification is 1:1, i.e. M = 1, effective f/ number for 
exposure is 16(1 + M) = 16 x~2 = 32, so we are at f/32 for exposure calculation. 
The guidelines we are suggesting will let you· shoot a subject with reasonable depth 
and still get a comfortably viewable picture which is sharp all over. *See #93 
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HOW PHOTOGRAPHY AND STEREO REALLY WORK 
It is tempting to suppose that since a camera is something like an eye, and a stereo 
camera is something like two eyes, one therefore. 11 understands 11 how photography works 
and how stereo works. Actually it is quite a bit more complicated than that. 
THE WORK OF LEONARDO DA VINCI AND ALBRECHT DURER 
For centuries artists had struggled with the problem of how best to represent a real 
world scene on a flat surface. The solution which is now universally accepted in 
Western societies i's based on geometry rather than some arbitrary convention. It 
was developed in the late 15th century by Leonardo da Vinci in Italy and Albrecht 
Durer in Germany, among others. Our illustra~ion is based on Diirer's 1525 etch'ing: 
"Draughtsman Making a Perspective Drawing of a Woman", which hangs in the Metropol
itan Museum. It depicts the essentials both of the Renaissance artists' solution, 
and of the equivalent modern photographic solution. The artist has a vertical grid 
between himself and his model, and a similar grid on his drawing surface, and a 
marker for his fixed eye point. He copies on to each square of his drawing the in
fonnation which he sees through the corresponding square of his vertical grid. ~lhen 
the drawing is finished, he can place it where the grid was and view everything in 
the scene exactly as it was. 
SOLUTION BY PHOTOGRAPHY 
After the science of optics was invented, it became possible to construct the same 
image optically, with the camera obscura, and finally with photography to record it 
automatically. The dotted lines on the Durer etching show the photographic solution. 
You will notice that no mention has been made in this discussion of how the human 
eye is constructed, or how it works. DUrer did not know. All he knew was that the 
eye must be able to view the image in the same manner that it views the scene. 
THE STEREO REPRESENTATION 
We are indebted to Leonardo for pointing out the facts which made stereo photography 
possible as soon as photography had been invented. Leonardo noticed, as DUrer must 
have also, that the scene viewed through. the grid c.hanges as one moves his eye point. 
This is why Durer provided his marker. Leonardo also noticed that if we now can 
construct the two images corresponding to eye points a couple of inches apart, we 
shall have the essence of depth perception. Thus the only difference between stereo 
photography and flattie photography is that for stereo we shall need two ve~tical 
images corresponding to two different eye points in Di.irer"s arrangement. Here again 
note that no consideration has been given to the fact that a human being's eyeballs 
can be independently oriented up, down, or sideways·, can be parallel or convergent, 
etc. When we have constructed the two correct vertical images, the human eyes can 
deal with them in exactly the same manner that they deal with the real scene. 
WHAT ABOUT TOE-IN? 
This is just one more demonstration of the fact .that we do not need to toe-in two 
cameras to shoot a stereo picture. In fact if we did toe-in the cameras, this would 
correspond to constructing the images on two grids which are not in the same plane, 
and we should have to view tnem the same way to avoid distortion. ~ 
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SHOOTING CONSTRAINTS FOR PROJECTABLE STEREOGRAMS 
The projectability of a stereogram depends on proper shooting, followed by proper 
mounting. Mounting can be modified after the fact, but in shooting, you are allowed 
one chance only; errors require starting over. This month we have attempted to col
lect i~ one place all of the principal constraints on shooting a projectable stereo
gram. We divide the subject into five sections: General, Standard Stereo, Hypostereo, 
Hyperstereo, and the Universal Depth and Parallax Table, generalized from #54. 
PROJECTABILITY, GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 
If you· are not interested in the theory, you may skip this section. An American Stan
dard stereogram consists of two nearly identical transparencies about 0.9 11 square. The 
difference between the two transparencies is horizontal parallax, a ~rincipal clue to 
depth perception. Parallax can be defined in terms of the finished stereogram pre
pared for projection. Let us assume we have measured the distance from the foremost 
object in the left transparency to the foremost object in the right transparency, and 
this distance is "F". Let us further assume we have measured the distance from the 
farthest background object in the left transparency to its counterpart in the right 
transparency, and the distance is 11 811

• Distance B must be greater than distance F. 
If B is smaller than F the picture is pseudo mounted. For comfortable projection B 
minus F should be no greater than 1.4mm, or about 1/16", but if B minus F becomes zero 
there is no stereo! One cannot measure B minus F while taking the picture, and even 
on the stereogram it is not exactly easy. The object is to develop shooting proce
dures which will ensure in advance that B minus F is correct. 
Twist error and vertical error must be small enough so that registration can be 
achieved in the mask without exposing the edges of the film image. For most cameras 
the margin is 1.0 to 1.Smm. 
Finally the two images must have identical magnification. Practically this means that 
the two film images must be in the same plane when shooting. Except for special 
effects it is generally considered that all parts of a stereogram should be sharp, a 
provision not always observed in "flattie 11 photoqraphy. 
SHOOTING WITH STANDARD STEREO CAMERA FOR PROJECTABILITY 
To get a projectable picture with a Realist fonnat camera it is only necessary to ob
serve one rule, other than the things you would do if shooting 11 flattie". That is 
keep the subject between the f /5 points of the Depth of Field scale. This can be re
garded· as a consequence of the Technical Page's "Ten Times Rule", which says that when 
the camera baseline is 10 times the actual lens aperture (in inches or nun), the maxi
mum allowable subject depth (ASD) is the same as the maximum depth of fie1d (DOF). 
If you happen to shoot 7-sprocket 35mm stereo, keep the subject between the f/6 points. 
For ISO Duplex, keep the subject between the f /12 points. 

PROJECTABILITY OF HYPERSTEREOS 
Two common hyperstereo situations are the stereo bar with two SLR's, and the single 
camera on a moving platform such as an airplane. Optimum lens focal length is again 
80mm, but variations from 50mm to 135mm do not usually cause annoying distortions. 
For the stereo bar, the usual problems are vertical registration, non-simultaneous 
exposures, and too close foreground material. To work the vertical registration 
problem, note what is in the center of the split image rangefinder circle, and make 
sure it is the same on both SLR's. Shim w~th paper to angle orie of the cameras up or 
down. If the subject matter is visibly moving, the exposures will need to be exact
ly simultaneous. Use two cable releases, one in each hand, take up the slack on 
both, and fire them together. You must hear only one click. Since hyperstereos 
usually contain infinity, the second line of the table is the one which applies. 
We. see again our familiar principle, that the near point is 50 times the baseline. 
For the airplane case, try to estimate the required baseline, namely the amount the 
plane moves between exposures, as related to the distance to the nearest object. 
A baseline of 1/50th of the subject distance is best, but don't go above 1/30th if 
you can help it. You will need some kind of rapid wind and fire camera, a Robot, 
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or even better a 35mm SLR .with a rapid winder. Remembering that the two film posi
tions must be in the same plane, shoot perpendicular to the plane's travel, not for
ward or backward. To avoid keystoning, keep the camera pointed at a distant object, 
that is do not pan with the subject. A conunon problem is that the second picture of 
a pair is pointed a little below the first, because of the downward pressure on the 
shutter release for the first picture. It may help you to put the camera on a unipod 
and grip the unipod between your knees. On the floor it would pick up airplane 
vibration. Avoid getting any part of the airplane in the picture. 

PROJECTABILITY OF HYPOSTEREOS (rewritten 12/88) 
We showed in #54 a Universal Depth and Parallax Table for 35rnn lenses. This table 
can be used whenever the lens-to-film distance is about 35mm, but is not useful for 
other focal lengths. We have therefore extended the concept of universal depth and 
parallax by including additional columns to cover all of the more co111T1only used lenses. 
To make use of such a table one must think of subject depth as measured in baselines. 
Then entering the column for the appropriate lens-to-film distance one can read off a · 
number of combinations of near point and far point which will produce a 11 projectable 11

, 

or "hand-viewable" stereogram. Two steps in the column represents the ASD for project
ability, and three steps is the ASD for hand viewability. 

UNIVERSAL DEPTH AND PARALLAX TABLE FOR 35 to 175mm LENSES, MEASURED IN BASELINES 

35mm 50mm 70mm 105mm 140mm · 175r.i.m 
INF INF INF INF INF INF 
100 143 200 300 400 500 
50 71 100 150 200 250 
33 48 67 100 133 167 
25 36 50 75 100 125 
20 28.6 40 60 GO 100 
16.7 23.8 33 50 67 83 
14.3 20.4 28.6 43 57 71 
12.5 17.9 25.0 37.5 50 63 
11.1 15.9 22.2 33.3 44 56 
lG.O 14.3 20.0 30.0 40 50 
9.1 13.0 18.2 27.3 36 45 
8.3 11. 9 16.7 25.0 33 42 
7.7 11.0 15.4 23.1 30.8 38 
7.1 10.2 14.3 21.4 28.6 35.7 
6.7 9.5 13.3 20.0 26.7 33.3 
6.3 8.9 12.5 18.8 25.0 31. 3 
5.9 8.4 11.8 17.6 23.5 29.4 
5.6 7.9 11.1 16.7 22.2 27.8 

To use this table, select the column most nearly representing the lens-to-film dis
tance you will be using; that is , if you are using a 35mm lens with 15mm extension 
for close-up, the 50mm column would be the one to use. You can take a guess at the 
baseline you wish to use, measure off the near and far points of vour subject and see 
if they are within two steps in the table. EXAMPLE: You are using a 105r.un lens and 
your subject ex·tends from 45 11 to 60°. You guess 1!211 as your baseline. Thus your 
subject extends from 45/1~ = 30 baselines to 60/1~ = 40 baselines. You note in the 
table that this represents 2~ steps, therefore your guess is too high. A second 
guess using l~'· gives you 45/1~ = 36, and 60/1~ = 48, which are about two steps apart. 
Another approach woulci be note that tne ratio of near and far points is 60/45, so you 
look for values two lines apart whose ratio is 60/45 = 1.33. Thus 75/50 = 1.5, 
60/43 ~ 1.40, 50/37.5 = 1.33, the exact value you want. You want 60 11 to be 50 base
lines, so your baseline is 60/50 = 1.2 11

• Either of these answers would give you a 
comfortably projectabie stereo pair. 
If you would like to put all this on your computer, see #104-106 
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HOW MANY REALIST FORMAT CAMERAS? 
Would you believe 400,000? Several years ago a Dutch pressure group within the 
International Stereoscopic Union argued (incorrectly) that no 35mm stereo standards 
existed, and moved for a new "standard" approximately equal to European or wide for
mat stereo. Your Editor then pointed out not only that Verascope, Belplasca, and 
old Iloca formats are all slightly different, whereas 11 J1merican 11 formats are fully 
interchangeable, but moreover, that many more flmerican cameras were made. An esti
mate of the number of American cameras was prepared for I.S.U. We now present an 
updated and refined estimate of the number of Realist format cameras made. 
SOURCES OF DATA 
The principal source of data is serial numbers of individual cameras known to exist. 
Our original list reflected only those makes your Editor had repaired. We now have 
included essentially all makes shown in Ken Symons' list published by the Stereo
scopic Society. The procedure has been to identify the sma 11 est and 1 arges t know_n 
numbers in a series, and make an educated guess as to the total number contained in 
the series. Wherever our information is better (or worse) we ha~e indicated by 
footnotes the rationale for our·figure. I would like to hear of any numbers outside 
the ranges shown. It would be desirable to have actual records of manufacture, of 
course. If any of my readers have such infonnation, I would appreciate hearing from 
you. r~ address is at the bottom of the column. 
COMMENTS ON THE DATA 
All models of Realist use the same body casting and shutter, but there were several 
lenses, and some differences in detail. Revere and Wollensak are the same camera 
except for the lensboard and ~hutter assembly. Some Wollensak numbers are hyphen
ated thus 2-xxxx. We have ignored the hyphen. Iloca II and Iloca Rapid are dis
tinct designs. The II was sold under Sears and Montgomery Ward names as well as its 
own. The Rapid was also sold as Realist 45. Items marked with an asterisk repre
sent very small samples. Because Kodak and Realist comprise ·nearly two thirds of 
the cameras in the estimate, and because we have a good handle on the numbers made, 
the fact that the estimates on the lesser makes may be low should not significantly 
affect the total. 

MAKE 
Realist 

Kodak 
Revere 
~lo 11 ensak 
11 oca II 
I1 oca1 Rapid 
Vivid 
Col ori st 
KinDar* 
Stereall* 
Wirgin Bros/Edixa4 

NUMBERS KNOWN 
A0955 to A93738 
001309 to 025331 
004623 to 104265 
V-2808 to V-32032 
21893 to 24721 
310769 to 327346 
350126 to 358212 
02837 to 10933 
101328 to 118723 

2816 to 5104 
2495 to 5090 

Graphic* 1004701 to 1010340 
Videon I* 3266 to 3364 
Video2 II* 19538 
Owla* 3 8502 to 55716 
Contura* A143 

Notes: *Based on a small sample. 

NUMBERS ASSUMED 
AOOOl to A99999 
000001 to 030000 
000001 to 110000 
V-0001 to V-35000 
20001 to 25000 
300000 to 330000 
350000 to 360000 
00001 to 20000 

100001 to 120000 
0001 to 6000 
0001 to 6000 

1000001 to 1015000 
3001 to 4000 

19001 to 20000 
55001 to 56000 

AOOl to A300 

1. Karl Kurz of Stereocraft reports 20000 were made. 
2. Except for 8502, all numbers seen were 55xxx. 
3. Someone at a PSA meeting said 300 were made. 

TOTAL MADE 
100;000 
30,000 

110,000 
35,000 
5,000 

30,000 
10,000 
20,000 
20,000 
6,000 
6,000 
5,000 

15,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 

300 
395,300 

4. These cameras do not have a body serial number; 5000 is a guess. 
Charles A. Piper, 26810 Fond du Lac Road, Rancho Palos Verdes CA 90274 
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STEREO BARS AND LENS MATCHING FOR HYPERSTEREO 
For scenes in which the foreground subject matter is more than 30 or 40 feet away, an 
ordinary stereo camera will not produce a stereogram with much feeling of depth. Th~ 
answer of course is to go to moderate hyperstereo, using a longer baseline. You 
will need two SLR bodies, a rigid bar 3 to 6 feet long to hold them, and two lenses 
as nearly identical as possible. The object of this month's article is to discuss 
some of the details of the equipment. 
THE STEREO BAR 
The principal problems to consider on the bar are rigidity, portability, and means of 
support when shooting. After making several bars over the years, .I have come to the 
conclusion that the best shape for maximizing rigidity while minimizing weight is a 
hollow tube of light metal. Round aluminum pipe is easily available, but difficult . 
to fasten either to a camera or a tripod. The solution I finally hit upon is radar 
waveguide, ~hich is seamless rectangular tubing, quite precisely made. The necessary 
cross section depends on how long your bar is to be. The . 75"x 1.5 11 siie (RG-50/U} 
is OK for lengths up to 3 or 4 feet, while the l"x 211 s.ize (RG-49/U) is good for at 
least 6 feet. I have a bar 5 feet long of .923"x 1.718" (WR-159) which supports two 
Exaktas nicely. It weighs 2 lbs. Get your waveguide from a surplus place so you can 
buy a scrap just the length you need. To fasten the bar to a tripod, and the SLR's 
to the bar, sliding clamps work the best. That way there is no machining on the bar 
itself.The setup can be quickly broken down for transporting. Use a substantial 
tripod, nothing lighter than a Tilt-All. I have tried using two light .tripods, one 
under each end of the bar, but it takes too long to adjust the setup on uneven ground. 
THE LENSES, HO~J TO MATCH PAIRS 
The lenses for any stereo should have identical focal length within 1/2%; if they 
don't, the chips will not match well enough. The way I check lens focal lengths is 
to mount each lens in turn in the same SLR body and focus the image of a yardstick 
onto a finder prepared with vertical lines scribed near the two ends of the ground 
glass. Mark your finder with a very sharp pencil and a straightedge. You will need 
a flat vertical surface such as a wall or a sliding glass door. Tape your yardstick 
horizontally on the wall, and locate your SLR on a tripod so that the yardstick fills 
the width of your finder. To be sure you are oriented square with the wall, you can 
tape a small mirror to the center of the yardstick. You should now see the image of 
your camera in the center of the finder if you are "squared on"~ While keeping the 
tripod and SLR fixed, mount each lens in turn in the SLR, focus as carefully as ·pos
sible, and note where the two vertical lines cut the yardstick. 

EXAMPLE LENS LEFT RIGHT 
A 3-1/4 32-1/8 

DIFF. 
28-7/8 

B 3-5/8 32-1/4 28-5/8 
c 3-1/8 31-15/16 28-13/16 

Lenses A and Care close enough to use as a pair. Some dealers will let you take 
several lenses home for test. Four lenses should be enough to get a pair close 
enough to use for stereo. My experience is that Japanese lenses are far more uniform 
in focal length than German ones. 
SHOOTING THE HYPERSTEREO 
Pace off or estimate the distance to the foreground object and set your two SLR's 
l/SOth of this distance apart on the bar. Make sure that exactly the same object at 
infinity appears in the center of the rangefinder circle. Double check that you have 
both SLR's set to the same speed and aperture. Use two cable releases and listen 
fer a single click. There are many areas in the Southwest where a 3 to 6 foot hyper
stereo is the.ideal way to get the maximum understanding and impact of the scene. 
Among them are Canyon de Chelly from the rim, Yosemite from the rim, Sedona from the 
hills to the east, Bryce Canyon, Cedar Breaks, Zion Canyon from the rim; the list is 
really endless. I never go without my hyperstereo gear. 
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WELCOME TO NEL~ MEMBERS; WHAT IS THIS THING CALLED STEREO? 
We return this month to a familiar theme, the one we started with in #1. Many new 
Members have joined, some of whom have just now heard of stereo, and would like to 
get started. ftrnerican stereo consists of a pair of 1 inch square (5 sprocket) trans
parencies made on standard 35mm film, at the same time, in a 35mm camera having two 
lenses set about as far apart as human eyes. The resulting pair of 11 chips 11 are 
mounted in a standard mask 1 5/8 x 4 inches, and may be projected or hand viewed. It 
looks easy, and it is fairly easy, but there are some precautions which must be taken 
beyond just pointing and shooting, particularly if you want to show your slides (ste
reograms) at the monthly Club Meeting. 
YOUR 35mm STEREO CAMERA 
The most commonly available American format stereo cameras are the Realist and the 
Kodak. There are also Revere, Iloca, Vivid, Colorist, and several others. If you have 
a choice, the easy ones to learn on are the Kodak, Revere, and Vivid, which have 
levels and automatic shutter wind. 
FOR STEREO ONE MUST LIMIT SUBJECT DEPTH 
The most important thing about a stereo picture is that the subject depth must be 
limited. Fortunately nearly all stereo cameras have a depth of field scale, which 
can be used to work the subject depth problem. Many of yo~ may know how to use the 
device for controlling sharpness. When you are at a particular distance setting, a 
pair of index marks for each aperture show the nearest and farthest distance which 
will be in focus. In American stereo any subject whose near and far points will not 
both fit between the f/5.6 marks on the D.O.F. scale will have excessive subject 
depth, and will view and project badly. This is not in any way related to image 
sharpness. Rather it is caused by the corresponding (near or far) images being too 
far apart on the screen for proper fusion and avoidance of 11 ghosts 11

• Thus in stereo 
you may stop down to f/16 to get the foreground and background both in focus, but the 
picture still may not project properly. There is .!lQ. way to shoot a landscape with 
nearby subject matter at 5 feet. Likewise there is no way to include subject matter 
2 1/2 ft and Sft away. 
SLANTING HORIZONS CANNOT BE CORRECTED IN STEREO 
The other important consideration in stereo is keep your horizons level. In a flat
tie picture you can trim the print. A stereo picture with badly sloping horizons 
cannot be retrieved by any remounting procedure. The chips do not contain the neces
sary parallax information for a horizontally oriented stereogram, but only for a 
slanted one. If you happen to be shooting with a Realist, which has no level, make 
sure the front viewfinder mask is set squarely, and use the sides of the viewfinder 
as horizontal and vertical references. 
THE CAMERA SEES ONLY WHAT IS IN THE VIEWFINDER 
Finally try to convince yourself that the camera will .Q!!J..l record what was seen by 
the viewfinder, not the impression created in your mincras·you viewed the scene. 

·--·-------·-----~-

WHAT ABOUT MOUNTING 
Kodak will no longer mount your 351!!'? stereograrns, but· tt.ere are still a few suppliers 
who will. This is all the more reason for newcomers to stereo to learn as quickly as 
possible how to mount their own stereograms. There are two or three dedicated pro
fessional mounting tutors in the Stereo Club of Southern California who will help you. 
If you are having a problem, ask at the next meeting when the next workshop in mount
ing will be held. Meanwhile you might wish to re-read some of these installments 
dealing with mounting. See the Index. The most crucial piece of equipment you will 
need is a good cutter, which should have registration pins to pick up the film per
forations. All ASA stere~ cameras index exactly five sprocket holes, which means 
that once you have set your cutter, subsequent cuts are made by moving over five 
sprocket holes without changing the setting. The Wirgin Brothers Edixa and the 
Richard Verascope do not index on exact multiples of a hole, and so are ndt good 
cameras to use when just learning mounting. 
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SEVENTH QUIZ ON STEREO 
This month we are trying a new fonnat: essay questions instead of multiple choice. 
1. You are in Monument Valley shooting a butte framed in the fork of a dwarf tree 
5 feet away, and you are stopped down to f/11 to include everything in the depth of 
field from 5 feet to INF. Uill the stereogram project? Why? 
2. Under what circumstances is it permissible to tilt a stereo camera up or down? 
When is it permissible to tilt sideways? 
3. Your hand held landscapes shot at 1/25 sec are often blurred, but your hand held 
strobe shots of the banquet using a speed of 1/25 are sharp. Please explain. 
4. Your film, processed and returned uncut, has considerable curl. What to do? 
5. You have seen a slide program using dolls as models, shot on a table top. All 
depths seem exaggerated. What could have caused this problem? 
6. You have seen at the Club Competition what appears to be a slide bar table top 
shot with strobe, but the shfl<io~s seem to be jumping. What could be the problem? 
7. A slide sho~n at the Club has a pinkish vertical streak near the right side of the 
right chip. Hhat is the problem? How can it be remedied? 
8. A slide shown at the Club has a rich deep blue sky, but the sky is quite dark at 
the corners. llhat causes it? What can be done to avoid it? 
9. You accidentally overturned your sorting box when cutting Stereo Realist film. 
How would you sort out the lefts and rights without mounting every one? 
10. You saw at the Club Competition a sandwich with a moon superposed on a landscape, 
but the moon seems nearer than the clouds. What is wrong? How to fix it? 
11. You and your wife shot many of the same scenes on your vacation, she with a Ste
reo Realist, and you with a Kodak Stereo. When the 20 rolls of film come back, how 
can you tell which are yours and which are hers? 
12. Your pictures shot at the large aquarium tanks at Scripps Institute came back 
absolutely black, but you are sure you used the correct guide number for your strobe. 
What could have happened? How could you avoid this in the future? 
13. Your Stereo Realist received a heavy blow, and the rangefinder no longer agrees 
with the focus wheel. Until you can get the camera fixed, which do you believe? 
14. A newcomer to hyperstereo has problems mounting his airplane hyperstereos. If 
the top corners are registered, the bottom corners are not. What is wrong? 
15. One of your Club members shoots superb portraits using two SLR's side by side, 
with 85mm lenses. Is the realism in his stereograms the result of his equipment, 
or does he just have more poetry in his soul? Explain your answer. 
16. A Club member has just received an Award for a slide bar shot of a butterfly; 
however it seems to pull your eyes a little, and when you blink one eye and then the 
other, the picture·seems to jump at the corners. What is wrong? Explain. 
17~ What principally controls the perceived size in a stereogram? 
18. Explain why it is necessary to limit subject depth in a stereogram. 
19. Explain why the left and right films must be in essentially the same plane when 
exposed if you are to get a distortionless, projectable, non eye-pulling stereogram. 
20. Explain for the benefit of a new Member the meaning of stereo window. ilhat is it 
and why do we need it ? Hint: consider the floating margins. 
21. Explain the concept and rationale for a Universal Depth and Parallax Table. 
22. Can you explain why one cannot rotate and trim the chips from a picture shot w1th 
the camera tipped 45 degrees sideways and get a viewable stereogram? 
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DISCUSSION OF THE SEVENTH QUIZ ON STEREO 
1. The stereogram will have too much parallax to project comfortably whenever it is 
necessary to stop down below f/5 to make the depth of field. 
2. Tilt the stereo camera up or down all you want, particularly if the slide is to be 
hand viewed. When the viewer is tilted to match the camera angle, the observer will 
get a true "gut feel" for the situation. Tilting sideways is only permissible if 
there is no vertical or horizontal reference like a horizon or a building. 
3. Since typical exposure is .001 sec, considerable movement of the camera is required 
to register any blur. The amount of ambient light reaching the film during the 1/25 
sec the shutter is open will usually not be enough to. register an image. 
4. Unroll the film and reroll it in the opposite direction, and leave it at least 
overnight. If when you unroll it, it shows a slight curl with shiny side inward, it 
is just right. If it has a prominent reverse curl, hang it until ready to mount. 
5. This exaggerated depth is usually caused by shooting table tops with a standard 
stereo camera. The slides may look OK when hand viewed, but they still look like 
what they are, close-ups of dolls on a table top. For the show the dolls should be 
shot with a slide bar. The lens-to-film distance should be 75-lOOmm, and the base-
1 ine 1/30 to 1/50 of the subject distance for best realism and least distortion. 
6. It is so much easier to mount a tiny strobe in the accessory shoe of your camera 
than to set up a bunch of hot lights, you may think this is the best way to do slide 
bar. Urong! The two chips will have sharp modeling light coming from two different 
points, namely the two camera positions. The strobe must be off the camera, and must 
not move between frames, if you are to avoid jumping shadows. 
7. The pink streak is typical of many Stereo Realists. The leak is at the closure 
adjacent to the take-up spool. To verify, cut a piece of thin cellophane about 1/8 
inch wide and close the camera back onto it at various points up and down the closure . 

. A velvet gasket in the closure, or a build-up with silicone rubber will correct it. 
8. The dark corners are another classic problem with f/3.5 Stereo Realists and f/3.5 
Revere stereos. These cameras vignette at f/16 and f/22. The simple remedy is not 
to use f/16 or f/22. If you read this column regularly, you would not be using f/16 
to get depth of field, because you would know it would not project properly anyway. 
9. Before you attempt to cut your own film, examine the film gate of your camera and 
learn where the witness marks are which identify left and right. These witness marks 
plus the frame numbers printed along the edge of most Kodak film will even enable you 
to put the chips back in sequence order·if you should want to do so for any reason. 
10. The two pairs of chips in a sandwich have independent depth references depending 
on how much the members of each pair are separated. You must either separate the moon 
chips or move the landscape chips closer together to get the moon where it belongs. 
11. The film gate of the Realist has a notch in one frame only, whereas the Kodak has 
two notches in one frame, one in the other. Also the shapes and locations of the 
notches are different. 
12. If you used your rangefinder to determine subject distance and set your aperture 
by the published guide number, you were probably 4 or more stops underexposed. The 
reason is your rangefinder underestimates the distance in water by one fourth, and the 
water may absorb as much as one stop per foot, figuring the distance from the strobe 
to the subject and back to the camera. To get a correctly exposed picture, read the 
distance, increase the value one third, and allow an extra two stops per foot. 
13. Always believe the focus wheel. 
14. If you pan a Robot in an effort to keep the subject centered in the 5-P frame, 
you are creating a huge amount of toe-in error with all its usual problems. !~ow that 
rapid winders are available for most SLR's, there is no problem with framing because 
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the SLR's 8-P format allows so much room for cropping which you must do anyway. 
15. It's not poetry at all, just the geometry of distortionless stereo, and the well 
known fact that portraits are most pleasing when shot from 10 feet or so. Keep the 
viewing perspective equal to the taking perspective, and get back from the subject. 
16. The maker of the butterfly shot probably used too much baseline on his slide bar, 
and then toed in his camera. This is a formula for the most possible contrary key
stoning, i.e., one chip too large at the left, the other at the right. 
17. The perceived size, in inches or feet, is almost totally determined by the taking 
baseline. The larger the baseline, the smaller the perceived size. It is as if the 
brain of the observer increased or decreased all the dimensions in the situation so as 
to make the baseline 2 3/4 inches, no matter what it was actually. 
18. The two best reasons for limiting depth are to reduce parallax to an amount ob
servers can tolerate, and to minimize ghosting in projection. Parallax here means the 
amount your eyes must converge from fixating the background to fixating the foreground. 
If a highlight area of one chip and a shadow area of the other overlap on the screen, 
some of the highlight will "leak" into the shadow causing a "ghost". 
19. Since a properly designed lens behaves geometrically exactly the same as a pinhole 
let us imagine our two lenses replaced by pinholes, and let us call the line joining 
the pinholes the BASELINE. In a proper stereo picture any individual object must 
present images nf the same size in both chips in order to permit 11 fusion 11 and stereop·
sis. That is, the subject must be the same distance from both film planes. The sim
plest way this can happen is for both films ~o be in one plane, and that plane must 
be parallel to the baseline. 
20. i~hen one looks binocularly at a scene, the two eyes are looking at slightly dif
ferent portions of space, from slightly different viewpoints. The view which each eye 
sees is limited by the lack of resolution far from the center of the field. Thus the 
fact that the two eyes are not seeing exactly the same view doesn't really cause any 
problem because each eye is seeing a view which gradually "fades out" at the limits of 
the visual field. However the field in a stereogram has sharply defined limits, and 
the differences between the left and right eye views at the edges of the field are 
obvious. The question then is how to deal with the discrepancies so they will cause 
the least visual confusion. The solution which has been universally adopted is to 
limit each eye~ view to what would be seen through a window frame located betweery the 
eye and the scene. It is important that the window frame not intersect the subject, 
and the easiest way to ensure that it doesn't is to keep the conceptual window ahead 
of the subject. 
21. The percentagewise difference between the image locations in the two chips is what 
determines tolerable subject depth. Consider: if one were to double the dimensions in 
a picture taking situation: the baseline, the distance to the subject, and the depth 
of the subject, one would expect the percentagewise differences between chips to remain 
the same. Likewise, the usable picture depth will begin and end at the same objects 
as before. However, the depth in inches has doubled. For any particular situation 
the tolerable subject depth measured in baselines is the significant quantity. Thus 
a Universal Table can be constructed. · 

22. A difference exists between the two chips of a stereogram because the lenses are 
normally set apart on a horizontal line, just like the two eyes of a human observer. 
Comparing the right chip with the left, all objects have shifted a small amou~t to the 
left in a horizontal line. This horizontal movement is the information the train of 
the observer will use to visualize the scene. If you were to shoot a stereo picture 
with the camera tipped sideways 45°, the difference between the two chips would be 
that objects have moved along a 45°line. Nothing one can do with respect to trimm1ng . 
and remounting can change that fact. The pictu5e shot at 45° will look plausible only 
if it is hand viewed with the viewer tippec 45 to match the camera angle. 
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KNOW YOUR STEREO VIVID CAMERA 
The TDC Stereo Vivid is an odd.ball in many ways, but its adherents are so addicted to 
it that most would never part with it. It was designed by Gordon N. Smith of Pacific 
Grove CA, and manufactured by Karl Kurz of Portland OR. Uhile it makes two 5-sprocket 
chips in Colardeau Progression (see #18), instead of the usual lens spacing of about 
70mm, the Vivid has a spacing of· 65mm achieved by putting a loop in the film between 
the two frames. This comes closer to being orthostereo than Realist format cameras, 
but only a perfectionist would notice the difference. 
LENSES AND SHUTTER 
Lenses for the Vivid are the usual f/3.5 Cooke triplets, with apertures to f/16, but 
typically are not as sharp as those on Realists. The focusing wheel, by means of 
cranks and levers, drives an internally moving focal plane. The Depth of Field scale 
which is frequently out of adjustment or inoperative, shows too little depth at f/3.5, 
and too-much depth at f/16. When adjusted for the best compromise, it shows depth 
from INF to 8 ft when the aperture is f /8. The shutter is the comparatively primitive 
type sometimes called a "guillotine", consisting of two large metal blades, each with 
two holes. The blades move horizontally, one after the other. Speeds are B and 1/10 
to 1/100 sec with continuous settings in between. Speed calibrations hold up well 
even after long use. There is a flash sync circuit which is approximately "X" timed, 
but is only accessible via the old Stereo Vivid flash gun. To use a modern strobe 
you need to have a PC socket installed •. 
VIEWFINDER AND RANGEFINDER 
The viewfinder has a superimpo~ed rangefinder which holds calibration well, but can 
only be reset by taking the front casting off, a tricky and time consuming operation. 
There is a bubble level which is rather difficult to see, at the bottom of the small · 
superimposed field. To clean the optics of the finder, the top of the camera must be 
removed, which is also difficult. 
EXPOSURE CALCULATOR 
The single feature which most endears the Vivid to its users is the exposure calcula
tor. It is not a light meter, but it mechanizes the information from the maker and 
packed with the film. If you set the ASA film speed and the lighting condition, the 
calculator, which is directly coupled to the aperture control and shutter speed con-

. trol, tells you when you have correct exposure. That is, if you are using ASA 25 film 
in bright sunlight at a speed of 1/100 sec you merely turn the aperture wheel until 
the pointer shows correct exposure. Or you can set the aperture and adjust the speed. 
The flash scale intended for bulbs and ASA 10 film is useles~ for strobe. 

TRANSPORT 
The trickiest thing about the Vivid transport is that because of the film loop intro
duced to decrease the baseline, the film must be threaded UNDER the sprocket, other
wise the transport will never stop. People have sent me Vivids from the East Coast 
because they didn't read the decal on the bottom of the camera. There is a tension 
spring to keep the edge of the film against the bottom of the film gate to prevent 
vertical registration errors, a feature not found on all stereo cameras. 
OTHER GENERAL REMARKS 
In spite of its generally massive construction, the Vivid has strap hanger lugs which 
are open hooks (.not closed eyes} integral with the body casting and rather fragile. 
The back lock usually has a lot of shake, but has an internal baffle, so light leaks 
are not common. The rewind knob, which works well when it has not been tampered with 
has an internal ball which gets lost the first time an amateur takes the top off. 
If you can stand still for the 1/100 top speed, the Vivid may just be your camera. 
SERVICING 
The Vivid is one of the most challenging to the average service man because of the 
difficulty in getting it apart. It is here that the DOF scale is usually damaged as 
the technician is probing for the hidden screws which hold the top on and require all 
the controls to be in a particular position to get access to them. 
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STEREO MASKS: AN IN DEP.TH TECHNICAL DISCUSSION (See also #46) 
The Technical Page h~s never really addressed the subject of stereo masks in techni
cal detail so here goes. The two American foil m~sks: Realist, now called Sigma, and 
Emde, are made by Sigma 3-D Stereo Systems~ Box 10041, Torrance CA 90505. 
Both achieve the adjustment in window location required for medium and close-up 
shots by trimming the ·frame size and sP.parating the chips, while holding aperture 
separation constant so as to expedite projection. 
REALIST MASK, now called SIG~A . 
The Realist mask holds the two chips by means of a fairly tight horizontal S-fold 
acros·s the top and bottom of the mask. The chips may be 1 ocated 1 atera lly by sha.11 ow 
embossings or they can be ignored when hand "tuning" the window. Because of the dif
ficulty of making a fold in a precise location, Realist masks tend to vary as much as 
.010" in overall vertical dimensions, and perhaps .005 11 in aperture location relative 
to the outside dimensions. In summary the advantage of the Realist mask is that it 
permits the window to be adjusted, and will hold a slightly undersize chip just as 
effectively as a full size chip. The disadvantages are dimensional variations (the 
mask may be larger or smaller than the glass), and the need for taping or gluing to 
make a chip really secure. 
EMDE MASK 
The EMDE mask is a double size sheet of metal foil folded horizontally over the chip 
to hold it flat. Also th~ chip is rigidly registered to the lower half of the mask by 
an upset "ear" at each corner. Actual framing is provided by the upper half, whose 
apertures are slightly smaller than those of the lower half. The only dimensional 
lapse I have noted on EMDE masks is one box of Medium I have in which apertures in 
both upper and lower were made.with the "upper" punch set, clearly a factory set-up 
error. The greatest advantages of the EMDE mask are dimensional accuracy, and freedom 
from Newton's rings afforded by the sandwich construction. The disadvantages are that 
a chip must be precisely cut or it won't be located in an EMDE mask at all, and when 
one unfolds an EMDE mask it breaks. To insert and remove chips from an EMDE mask 
without unfolding it, see #36. 

TECHNICAL DETAILS . 
The two most important dimensional considerations in a mask are how it affects the 
conceptual window, and what size apertures it has. The location of the "conceptual 
window" (see #21) in space is determined by the total amount of displacement between 
the infinity points of the chips and the apertures in the mask. This total amount of 
displacement is the ~of the inward displacement of the camera lenses, and the out
ward displacement of the chips with respect to the mask apertures. For the two most 
common stereo cameras, the Realist and the Kodak, the inward displacement of the len
ses is: Realist: 1.55rmn, Kodak: l.17min, corresponding to a "basic camera window" 3.t 
62 11 and 83 11 respectively. If Members request it, I will publish data on other cam
eras. The size of the apertures is important if one wishes to use a close-up mask 
for cropping, bypassing the window function by not using the chip locators provided. 
USE OF THE DIMENSION CHART 
The accompanying chart shows for each of the available masks, the aperture size, cor
ner radius, "aperture displacement" (chip separation), and conceptual window location 
in space, for film exposed in a Realist, and for film exposed in a Kodak stereo. We 
include for comparison the cardboard mask provided by Kodak's mounting service. You 
will note that the window location 6811 for a shot taken on a Realist and mounted in a 
Realist Distant mask is about the same as for a shot taken on a Kodak and mounted in 
a Kodak cardboard mask. 64". 
Also included for general interest are the data on the EMDE "Ultra Close-up" 4-P mask 
when used to mount Exakta/KinDar stereograms~ Since the inward lens displacement of 
the KinDar is 3.13mm, corresponding to a basic camera window of 8.2611

, and focus is 
at q••, the mask needs no additional displacement. Actually the EMDE 2416M adds 1.37 
mm of displacement, which puts the window at 5.75", too far in front of the subject 
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for best impact. See #53 for one method of dealing with this problem. 
The EMDE 2427 European mask, also called NASA mask because it was first used in the 
space program, h~s slides rather than ears to locate the chips. It may be used with 
the 7-P Iloca, Verascope F-40, or Belplasca. It may be used also for 35mm SLR shots, 
which it crops ·to about 6.3 sprockets.The NASA mask is higher, using more of the film 
image, besides being wider. Its area is 1.3 times that of a Normal mask, and 1.8 
times that of the 4-P mask. Thus when slides are mixed in a show, the NASA slides 
have an impact advantage. Finally, note that the NASA mask has only a tiny amount of 
cropping provided by the upper fold of the mask, so you get exactly what you see. 

MASK APERTURE . DIMENSIONS AND WINDOW LOCATION 
(mm except as noted) 

v H R M 

EMDE Normal 2422M 
Lower 23.5 22.1 1.3 62.5 -.25 
Upper 23.0 21.6 1.0 62.5 

EMDE Medium 2421M 
Lower 23.5 21.5 1. 3 62.4 +.56 
Upper 23.0 20.9 1.0 62.4 

EMDE Close-up 2420M 
Lower 23.5 20.2 1.3 62.4 +1.78 
Upper 23.0 19.6 1.3 62.4 

Realist 
Distant ST21-20 23.0 21.4 1. 6 62.4 -.10 
Medium ST21-21 23.0 20.7 1.6 62.5 +.53 

Close-up ST21-22 23.0 19.5 1.6 62.4 +l.80 

Kodak Mount 23.6 21.1 .8 61.9 +.36 
EMDE Ultra CU 2416M 

Lower 23.4 16.6 1.3 62.6 +1.37 
Upper 23.0 16.1 1.3 62.6 

Emde European 2427 
Lower 24.2 27.8 1.3 62.l 
Upper 24.0 27.7 1.3 62.1 

*Window when used with KinDar or Hyponar on Exakta 
-

F Film centers -
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! M Mask centers _
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Window Window 
Realist Kodak 

76 11 107 11 

47 11 57 11 

29 11 35 11 

68 11 92 11 

47" 58" 
29" 33" 
51 11 64~' 

5.75 11 * 

For the mathematically inclined the window equation is W = fS/{Dc+ Dm)(25.4), where 
f is the lens focal length, S is the frame spacing, DC is the camera lens 
Displacement inward, D is the Mask chip displacement outward, and 25.4 is scale fac
tor. The camera is asWumed to be focused at the window location, an approximation 
which doesn't affect the result appreciably. For ASA format S is 71.25mn 
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HHAT CAMERA MADE THAT 35mm STEREOGRAM? 
Because most 35mm stereo cameras place a witness mark on the film, it is usually 
possible to identify the camera. I have·reproduced below, the s1gnatures produced by 
all the better known cameras, as seen on the stereogram mounted for viewing. Only 
the edge bearing the notch is shown. Most of these signatures are unique, except as 
follows: Chips with no mark and 24mm x 23mm are probably TDC Colorist I, if 21mm x 
21mm, are Kern Super Stereo. Old Revere has a slightly shallower notch than Univer
sal Stereall (.030" vs .05011

). Wollensak and late Revere have identical signature, 
but if the chips show vignetting, they have to be Revere. Also the Wollensak/late 
Revere notch is narrower than that on the TDC Vivid (.11011 vs .150"). There is no 
reliable way to tell old Iloca from Verascope F40 as both lack witness marks. 
Finally, I have not included data on Cornu Ontoscope, Windsor, and Leader. If any 
reader owns one of these cameras, I would appreciate hearing from him. 

!'1ITNESS MARKS (SIGNATURES) AS SEEN ON MOUNTED STEREOCiRAM 
LEFT RIGHT CAMERA LEFT RIGHT CA~ERA 

I I I 
I I ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
I I I 

,. 

.I 

l 
L I l I 
~ 

I l---v---1 
I I ~ 
~ I I 
I I I t 

I I 1-1 
l I L---J 

Colorist I 

Colorist II 

Contura 

Delta 

Super 

Duplex 

Edixa, early 

Edixa, late 

Graphic 

Iloca II & 
Tower 
Iloca Rapid 

Kern 

KinDar 

Leader 

r r---j Kodak, early 

I I r-J Kodak, late 

r-1 I I 0w1a 

,..... 

,,__ 

I 

I 

I ~ Realist 

I I I Realist 45 

~ Revere, early 

~ Revere, late 

.~ Stereall 

) f I 
V.d i eon ___ J l __ ____.I 

I ~Vivid 
Windsor 

~ Wollensak 
__ -.JA. __ _ 
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I1 oca, old . 
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PROPOSAL FOR A FREE-VIEWED STEREOGRAPH 
When shall we have a realistic 3-D print? The capability already exists!·!! No, I do 
not mean a new process lenticular autostereogram. What I do mean is a new stereo card 
deliberately designed to be free-viewed rather than viewed in a stereoscope. It con
sists of a 2 3/4" x 5" {70 x l27mm) card bear.ing two 2 1/4" {57mm) square prints. 
The prerequisites to make this dream a reality are that users learn free viewing, 
{beginners are allowed to carry a folding stereoscope), and that dimensional stan
dards for the free-viewed stereograph be agreed upon and observed by users. 
The rationale for this proposal, which I recommend to stereographers worldwide for 
all "new" cards, rests on the following: The Stereoscopic Society of Great Britain 
and the National Stereoscopic Society {USA) now have successful stereograph card cir
cuits in which the old format 3 1/2 x 7 cards are circulated~ Many users free view 
the old cards, even though the spacing is typically 70 - 75mm and occasionally goes 
to 85nm. The majority of users still require a stereoscope. However, stereo draw
ings, such as those prepared by Arthur Girling for the Stereoscopic Society Bulletin 
and Stereoscopy, using a more comfortable 63 - 65mm spacing, are free-viewed by most 
readers. I submit that if the stereograph print spacing were to approximate the av
eraqe human eye spacing, most stereographers could learn to free-view thew. Every 
nonnal person's eyes are able to point straight ahead or converge, but most peoples 
eyes will not diverge enough to read old stereo cards. What I am proposing is en
larging the two chips. of a 4-, 5-, or 7-sprocket 35nun stereo slide, but.keeping the 
homologous "far point" spacing at 63.Smm for all stereographs to avoid viewing with 
divergence. Nonnal frame spacing is 60.nm. This results in the finished stereo
graph depicted below, shown superposed on the old Keystone card. The three outlines 
are 4-, 5-,: and 7-sprocket 35mrrt chips enlarged for use on the card. In each case 
the degree of enlarqement is the maximum pennitted within the space on the card, 
without cropping any of the original subject matter. The approximate degree of en-
1 argement is as follows: 4-, and 5-sprocket, 2.57; 7-sprocket, 2.00. Full frame 35mm 
can use the 7-sprocket fonnat with only insignificant cropping. All of the necessary 
dimensions are shown on the figure. · 
Means for achieving and checking accurate mounting for the new stereograph format 
will be the subject of one or more subsequent articles. 

OLD 
CARD 6 i. 

PROPOSED STANDARD FOR FREE-VIEWED STEREOGRAPH 
(SUPERPOSED ON OLD KEYSTONE CARD) 

Dims. in nm/in 
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MOUNTING FREE-VIEWED STEREOGRAPH CARDS 
This issue is intended as a companion· piece to my proposal (#74) for a new, smaller 
stereograph card intended primarily to be free viewed. Any of you who have looked at 
the home made stereograph cards appearinq in the circuits will have noticed ho~r badly 
most of them are mounted , compared to the 35mm stereograms receiving ribbons in the 
Salons. The worker l"laking his own.stereograph cards has the same problems as the one 
shooting 35mm airplane hyperstereos. Each must adjust his picture with a gauge if he 
really wants to get it riqht. 
CONSTANT HOMOLOGOUS INFINITY SPACING 
I shall describe a mountin~ jig for the new· stereoQraph card and a procedure for 
mounting. The accepted practice on 35mm stereograms is to maintain constant .frame 
spacing in the mask in the interest of expediting projection. For a free-viewed card 
a preferable practice is to maintain constant homologous infinity spacing so as to 
expedite free-viewing. r~ jig will use the latter approach. 
THE T00LS FOR MOUNTING 
The jg, Fig. 1, has a baseplate and a fixed overlay bearinq the outlines of 4-, 5-, 
and 7-perforation stereographs, and corner holes for markin~ the print for trimming. 
Cutaways are provided for access to ad.iust and to tack the prints. The spacing qauge 
(Fiq.2) is a movable overlay showing maximum and minimum spacings corresponding to 
background and foreground. In addition to the mounting jig and its accompanying 
spacing gauge, you will need a small print trimmer, dry mounting tissue, and a small 
flatiron. 
NORMAL MOUNTING 
Tack to the back of each print a piece of dry mounting tissue sliqhtly larger than 
the print and trim the·excess. Insert a blank card and the prints in the jig and ad
just your composition. The horizontal lines of the jig must pass through the same 
items in both prints .. To set the backqround spacing, lay gauge 1 ine O on a distant 
object in· the left print. Adjust the prints so that line B falls exactly on the same 
object in the riqht print, taking care not to upset .the vertical alignment. To check 
the foreqround, place line O on the nearest object in the left print.· Its counter
part in the right print must fall a bit to the right of line F. If it does, mark the 
corners, remove and trim the prints, and return them to the ,jig. Rea 1 i gn the prints, 
tack them to the card, remove, and finish sealing. 
TO ADJ.UST THE WINDO'~ FOR MAXIMUM IMPACT 
If we need to ad.just the window, we move it forward by taking a sliver off both out
side edges, or move it backward by taking a sliver off both inside edges. The place
ment of the prints on the card, and the infinity spacing will not be.changed. See 
Figs. 3 and 4. If the foreground object in the right print is much to the right of 
line F, the stereograph may lack impact. To improve the impact, estimate the error 
at F, and remove (no more than) this amount from the inside.edges of both prints. 
Keep them toqether and trim both at once. Return the prints to the .iig, aligninl) 
them to the outside lines on the overlay .. To verify your work, remember that the 
distance between the images of the foreground object should be a tiny bit more than 
the spacing between the left edges of the prints. 
TOO MUCH PARALLAX 
If you found when gauging that the foreground object in the right print fell to the 
left of F, the subject is coming through the.window. Your stereograph has too much 
parallax, will always be hard to view, and should best be remade. If you do decide 
to keep it, move the window forward by taking a sliver off the outside ed9e of both 
prints. The sliver should be at least the amount by which you missed meetinq the 
gauge requirement. 
If you have followed all the above reconmendations, you now have a stereograph which 
is better aliqned and more easily viewable than many of those made by the profession
als in years past. 
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INSTALLMENT 176 
The purpose of this month's Tech
nical Page is twofold: to provide 
the NEW MEMBERS: some pointers on 
35nm stereo. and to introduce them 
to STEREO FREE VIEWING. To get 
"locked in 11 to free-viewed stereo. 
look at something in the distance 
over the top of this paper, then 
raise the paper into your field of 
view. The better way is to hold a 
card vertically between your nose 
and the paper so that each eye 
sees only its own column of text. 
YOUR STEREO CAMERA 
To get started in 35111n stereo. get 
yourself a Kodak Stereo. or a Ste
reo Realist. A Kodak with a slow 
shutter can usually be fixed. but 
one with a broken case (with any 
pieces missing). or one whose WIND 
knob will turn freely clockwise is 
in bad trouble. and may not be re
pairable. Host Realists, even ff 
they look bad. can be repaired. 
NEW THINGS YOU NEED TO LEARN 
If you already know how to shoot 
acceptable color slides. there are 
only a few things you need to learn 
to be able to shoot acceptable ste
reograms. You must learn a new 
way to use the depth of field 
scale, and to be more careful to 
avoid tilted horizons. And try to 
avoid outdoor scenes with fore
grounds closer than 10 feet. In 
most other respects. what you have 
been doing in color slides will be 
acceptable fn 35mn stereograms. 
DEPTH OF SUBJECT 
Measure or estimate the distance 
to the nearest and farthest things 
you want to include in your compo
sition, then set the focus control 
so as to bring these near and far 
points between the f /5 marks on 
your D.O.F. scale. The subject 
depth must be able to fit between 
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If you a 1 ready know how to shoot 
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only a few things you need to learn 
to be able to shoot acceptable ste
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way to use the depth of field 
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avoid tilted horizons. And try to 
avoid outdoor scenes with fore
grounds closer than 10 feet. in 
most other respects, what you have 
been doing in color slides will be 
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to the nearest and farthest things 
you want to include in your compo
sition. then set the focus control 
so as to bring these near and far 
points between the f /5 marks on 
your D.O.F. scale. The subject 
depth must be able to fit between 
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these marks if you are to get a 
good stereo which will project. 
For hand viewing only. keep the 
subject between the f/8 marks. 
TILTING THE CAMERA 
Because in stereo, slanted hori-. 
zons cannot easily be corrected by 
remounting. be especially careful 
never to tip your·camera sideways. 
if the subject contains any verti
cal or horizontal reference. Tip 
up or down if you wish, especially 
if you intend to hand view the ste
reograms. The psychological 
effect of looking at a stereogram 
of a chasm. while your head is 
tipped downward can be quite spec
tacular. even scary. 
PROCESSING AND MOUNTING 
Unless you are really a pro. and 
don't need any tips. you probably 
will want to have your processing 
done comnercially. Since mounting 
in stereo fs a little sophistica
ted, you won't wish to attempt it 
on your first few rolls. Unfortu
nately commercial mounting of ste
reograms frequently leaves much to 
be desired fn the matter of regis
tration accuracy. I would not 
reconmend any conmercial mounting 
except Kodak. Kodak has semi
automatic mounting machinery. and 
while their chip location in the 
cardboard mask is subject to some 
variation, their cutting is quite 
accurate. Thus you can use Kodak 
mounting. and at a later date re
mount in glass without worrying 
about cutting inaccuracy. 
REMOUNTING KODAK CARDBOARDS 
To remount a cardboard slide in an 
EMDE or Realist mask, cut verti
cally 1/16 inch either side of the 
chips and peel off the cardboard. 
Clean off any adhering cement or 
finger marks with lighter fluid, 
and put the chips directly into 
your EMDE mask. They will be reg
istered correctly. Or if you want 
to do some adjusting. try using 
a Realist mask. 
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EUROPEAN or WIDE FORMAT or 11 7-SPROCKET" 35mm STEREO CAMERAS 
The old Iloca, the Verascope F-40, and the Belplasca, while not as satisfactory tech
~ical ly as most ASA cameras, carry a lot of impact because of the larger image size. 
GENERAL DISCUSSION OF THE THREE CAMERAS 
The WIDE FORMATS do not conform to a single standard. The Iloca transport indexes 
7 and 21 holes; the Verascope, 6 2/3 and 20 holes; and the Belpalsca 7 and 20 holes. 
When cutting Verascope or Belplasca film you must reset the cutter for each cut. The 
EMDE European mask will take any of these chips because it provides no horizontal 
location, but the window must be adjusted for each stereogram. All of these cameras 
have about 65mm baseline and use singly interleaved transport progression. See #18. 
THE "OLD" ILOCA 
Specs: 45mm f/3.5 uncoated triplets, 1-1/300 Prontor shutters with self timer, scale 
focusing. The old Iloca is an extremely primitive camera whose transport just barely 
works, and which requires a film with 6-8 inch tongue. On some the focusing helices 
and diaphragm controls must be individually set. Lens resolution is satisfactory, 
but contrast is very poor. Caution: any attempt to load a short tongue film will 
tear up so much film inside the mechanism as to require camera disassembly. 
THE RICHARD F40 VERASCOPE 
Specs: 40mm f/3.5 coated triplets, 1-1/200 guillotine shutters, coupled RF, single 
frame or stereo. The Verascope, sold in USA as the Busch Verascope, is a hand made 
French camera with no interchangea&le parts. Lens resolution is poor. Changing 
between stereo and single frame at the wrong time will spoil some film. My advice: 
never use the single frame mode. This camera originally had no provision for sync, 
but but M sync was later added, sometimes as a retrofit. Conversion to X sync re
quires considerable rework of the shutter. Worst feature of the Verascope is its 
transport. Film takeup is contro11ed by a cork friction disc which eventually be
comes compressed and stops operating. Another problem is that because of poor fits, 
and poor alloy selection,parts fracture and running parts seize. The Verascope is 
a camera which definitely needs to be nursed and pampered if it is to do good work. 
THE BELPLASCA 
Of the three cameras the Belplasca is easily the one with the fewest faults. Its 
specs briefly: f/3.5 37.Smm coated triplet lenses, scale focusing, X and M sync, 
1-1/200 shutter speeds. The body of the Belplasca is rather light gauge sheet metal, 
and the back lock can easily be opened accidentally, so it may be a good idea to 
keep the camera in its case or tape the opening clip. The lenses of the Belplasca 
are far.superior to those of either the Iloca or the Verascope. They compare favor
ably with the best lenses on ASA cameras. !f you really are hung up on "WIDE FOR
MAT", try. to find yourse 1 f a Be 1p1 as ca, or you wi 11 spend as much on repairs as you 
do on film. 
DISCUSSION OF WIDE FORMAT 
In spite of the problems with these wide fonnat cameras, you are still far better off 
shooting with a Belplasca or a Verascope than hassling with registration of two SLRs. 
And, unless you are tryi.ng to shoot against the sun , the same even applies to the 
Iloca. As indicated at the top of the column, the thing which sells "WIDE FORMAT" 
is its increased area, not its shape. If one can judge by the shapes of the paint
ings in museums, where presumably the artist had his choice, vertical fonnats are 
appropriate to more art subjects than are horizontal formats. Generally speaking, 
people pictures require square or vertical formats, while landscapes almost always 
need horizontal formats. People pictures are the ones which most often have the ad
vantage in interest, story telling, and impact. On the other hand a landscape or 
other horizontal subject, may be better tolerated day after day over your fireplace. 
I don't remember seeing any vertical ."picture windows" designed by building archi
tects. 
In summary, if you love landscapes, you may get more of them into Salons if you shoot 
them in wide format. 
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THE VIEWMP.STER: IS IT REALLY JUST A TOY? 
At coffee after the Club Meetinq, or at a stereo dinner, you may hear the VieWJT1aster 
characterized as a toy. Club Members who are devotees of the VM will be seen to 
cringe, but they seldom speak up to defend their first love. SCSC now has enough VM 
shooters that perhaps there is justification for some VM activity in the Club. The 
Stereoscopic Society of London has had a VM section for many years. 
HHAT IS VIEWMASTER? 
Viewmaster stereo views, originated by Sawyer's, and now called Vie~aster International 
places 7 pairs of reduced (llxl2mm) stereo transparencies at opposite points of a 
circle whose diameter equals nonnal eye spacing. These "reels"· may be hand viewed 
or projected. After VM had acquired many serious devotees, a miniature camera was 
designed, which makes actual size VM views. This was called the VM Personal, and 
about 25000 were made, many of which are still in use. Later some 15000 of a sim
plified German design, the VM MarkII, were built. 
SHOOTING VIEWMASTER . 
Both VM's are designed to be as pafnless as possible. They contain an exposure cal
culator which does for you automatically what the instruction packed with the film 
says to do, e.g.:Hazy Sun, 1/100 at f/16. Both are fixed focus with 25mm (Personal) 
or 20mm (Marki!) lenses. All you do is set the calculator, aim and shoot. 
MOUNTING VIEWMASTER 
VM mounting is probably simpler than any other mounting system for stereo. But you 
need a cutter, and they are now scarce. Also VM personal and VM Marki! use different 
cutters, even though the chips are identical. The reason: the two cameras use dif
ferent layouts of the 72 pairs of chips you get from one 36-exposure roll of 35mm 
film. Mounting consists of punching out the chips.(which come out coded left and 
right) and inserting them in the cardboard reel. THAT IS ALL! 
VIEWING VIEWMASTER 
A simple hand viewer you 
tery viewers are scarce. 
gle 500 watt lamp, makes 
C.ENERAL ASSESSMENT 

can point at a source of light is still easy to find. Bat
A clever little projector, the Polamatic, which uses a sin

images up to 50"x50", which are viewed with glasses. 

If you would like stereo without tears, and do not contemplate !!lat manipulation of 
the transparencies, VM is your medium. i·Jhile VM will never· take the place of ANSI 
format stereo {Realist etc.), it does have a greater picture content (in lines reso
lution) than home movies or American television. And it is genuine 3-D. Objects 
have all the solidity of the real world. If you violate the rules on stereo depth, 
your stereogram will come out of the window, and you can't correct it. The remedy: 
observe the rules. Don't shoot any subject which has foreground material closer 
than 6 feet from the camera iocation. 
THE TWO VIEWMASTER CAMERAS 
Judging by the number of VM's appearing for repair, a higher percentage of them are 
still in use than of ANSI cameras. And this is not because of lower reliability. 
VM's are if anything more reliable than ANSI cameras. The shutters are so simple, 
1/10 - 1/100, or 1/30, 1/60 guillotine, that not much can go wrong except tampering 
by the user. The VM Personal, designed by Gordon N. Smith, is a complex mechanism 
built very solidly. The film passes back and forth making two rows of transparen
cies , interleaved the same as Realist. The VM Marki!, sponsored by Sawyer's Euro
pean branch, achieves the same density of pictures by passing the film through once 
"on the bias", and requires rewind, which the Personal does not. Of the two cameras, 
the Personal is the more reliable, particularly the exposure calculator. When it 
does finally require repair, the Personal presents a problem to the average service 
man because of its complexity. The VM Marki! wears out sooner because of its low 
priced construction and plastic parts. Try a VM, you might LIKE it. 
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THE POLARIZER, 1:JHAT IS IT? ~JHAT CAN IT DO? 
With some technical oversimplification we can say light consists of vibrations trans
verse to the direction of travel. Moreover the vibration usually has components vi
brating in all directions in the plane of the wave front. A polarizer is a device 
which will pass just the part of the energy vibrating in one plane and reject the en
ergy in the plane at right angles. The usefulness of the polarizer is in controlling 
the strength of any light that is already partially or totally polarized. The polar
izer can be oriented to reduce or totally extinguish the part of the light which is 
polarized. 
WHAT SOURCES ARE POLARIZED? 
There are two sources of polarized light often encountered in photography, the re
flection off from any transparent substance such as glass or water, and the light of 
the clear blue sky. In each of these cases a polarizer on the camera gives us a 
chance to control the strength of the existing polarized light component. 
REFLECTIONS FROM GLASS OR ~JATER 
The light reflected from glass or water is always somewhat polarized, ang is totally 
polarized at a certain angle. For ordinary glass this angle is about 33 from graz
in~ incidence. Therefore if y8u wish to photograph through a store window, find by 
trial the location at about 30 from grazing incidence where your polarizer held be
fore your eye will totally extinguish the reflection. ~·/hen you shoot from this point 
PRESTO the reflection is gone anq you see inside. Similarly for shooting into water. 
SKY LIGHT IS POLARIZED 
The light of the sky is sunlight which has been reflected (technically called scat
tered} off the air molecules by a mechanism akin to the one just described. Similar
ly there is a certain angle at which the polarizat~on is maxim.um. This occurs at the 
point where the light has been turned throHgh a 90 angle by its reflection off the 
air molecules. So that part of the sky 90 away from the sun will exhibit the great
est polarization. If we are shooting in the preferred direction, a polarizer will 
enable us to remove all of that part of the sky light which is polarized. Note that 
when very much of the sky light comes from scattering by haze or smog, the effect is 
greatly reduced. Light scattered by haze or smog particles is not polarized much. 
PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Polarizers intended for use on blind cameras have a handle which not only serves to 
rotate tne polarizer but also to indicate its plane of polarization. Maximum polar
ization occurs when the handle points as nearly as possible toward the sun. This 
will be the point where the shadow of the handle as it falls on the lens barrel is 
parallel to the axis of the lens. Most polarizers intended to be used on SLR's, 
where the polarization effect can be seen in the finder, have only a dot to show the 
preferred plane. To use the shadow method with one of these, stand your pencil on 
the dot so that it is perpendicular to the lens barr·e1 and note the shadow. 
THE NEED FOR 180° SWING 
In order to reach maximum sky darkening

0
for any sun position relative to camera angle 

the polarizer must be able to swing 180, i.e., from the left horizon to the right 
horizon.· The built-in polarizers which have been fitted to some Realist cameras have 
only a 90° swing. Most have been installed so as to work only for sun positions from 
the left horizon to the zenith, and are useless if the sun is to the right. (The 
handle on the Realist polarizer has nothing to do with the polarization direction.) 
These Realist polarizer0 will be mobe generally useful if the elements are reset to 
cover the range from 45 left to 45 risht. For total flexibility you of course need 
a polarizer which will swing a full 180 • e.g. EK Polascreen in Realist adapter ring. 
DON'T OVERPOLARIZE 
If you go to the maximum polarization with Kodachrome, the sky may be too dark. With 
Ektachrome which is more sensitive to ultraviolet this seldom happens; go the limit. 
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Eighth Quiz on stereo. 
1) At 25 feet from a 6 foot screen the nose of a stereo portrait seems too long. The 
problem: (a) taking lenses too long, (b) taking lenses too short, (c) baseline too 
long, (d) viewing distance too far · 
2) Stereo girlie pictures date back to (a) early 1860's, (b) 1895, (c) 1925, (d) 1945 
3) To shoot a projectable Stereo Realist landscape with foreground at 4 feet, (a) use 
the smallest f/stop, (b) use f /11, (c) use f /5.6, {d) assignment is impossible 
4) A novice recently loaded and operated a Realist per the owner 1 s manual. All he 
got was a few (10 per roll) irregularly spaced pictures. His problem (a) He held the 
wind release too long (b) The camera was out of order (c.) He didn 1 t get the film 
under the sprocket guard 
5) To best comprehend the shape of Grand Canyon, use (a) aerial hyperstereo (b) a 
long focus lens (c) a short focus lens 
6) A photograph reproduces a scene as it would appear (a) on the retina of an obser
ver (b) geometrically projected on to a vertical plane (c) when flattened according 
to an arbitrary convention from three to two dimensions 
7) In shooting a tabletop with foreground at 10 inches and using a baseline of one 
inch, t~e maximum background distance for a projectable stereogram is (a) 12.5 in. 
(b) 15 in. {c) 20 in.· Hint see #65. 
8) A large majority of all stereo cameras ever built were Realist (5-sprocket 35 mm) 
format (T) { F) 
9) For acceptable hyperstereo, the lenses should be matched within {a) 5% (b) 2% 
(c) 1% (d) ~% · 
10) With the Italian Super Duplex camera having 35 mm lenses about 111 apart, one 
could make a projectable stereogram of a subject having depth 3 to 6 ft. (T) (F) 
ll) The stereogram in 10) will make everything look about (a) 3 times normal size 
(b) 1/3 nonnal size (c) natural size · 
12) For most effective use of a polarizer you should shoot (a) into the sun (b) away 
from·the sun (c) 90 degrees from the sun 
13) A close-up mask means one with (a) narrower apertures (b) apertures closer to
g_ether (c) chip locations outwardly displaced (d) chips inwardly displaced 
14) In replacing the glass on a cracked Salon slide you noticed there was a semi
circular identifier at the top center of the right chip. The maker 1 s camera is a 
(a) Kodak stereo (b) Revere stereo (c) Realist 45 (d) Stereo Realist 
15) Some people can not learn to free view old stereo cards because {a) the prints 
are too widely spaced (b) too close together (c) they are near sighted 
16) In the free viewing exercise #76, the Editor 1 s name stands (a) above (b) below 
(cJ in the same plane, as the clear text message 
17) VP.rascope F-40, Belplasca, and old Iloca make identical 7-sprocket stereograms. 
(T) (F) 

18) Your light meter disagrees with the exposure calculator of a Viewmaster Personal. 
It is most likely that (a) your meter is off (b) the VMP needs service (c) the VMP 
calculator doesn 1 t work for high contrast subjects 
19) Perspective distortion means (a) the picture as viewed subtends a greater or 
lesser angle than it did at the camera (b) too long a baseline was used (c) the sub
ject was not appropriate for stereo (d) the camera was in motion 
20) Any stereogram, however made, should pass a mounting gauge test (T) (F) 
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DISCUSSION OF THE EIGHTH QUIZ 
1) The long nose is due to viewing the picture at a smaller subtended angle than 
that at which it was taken, i.e. wide angle distortion, so the answer is (b) or (d). 
2) (a) They were even hand colored with water color applied on the back of the print 
and protected by tissue paper. But they didn't hold a candle to today's Playboy. 
3) If you answered (d), you have been reading this column carefully. The closest 
safe foreground for a projectable landscape is from 8 to 12 feet. 
4) The probable answer is (c), and it has ·happened. ao 35mm camera will work prop
erly unless the film is engaging the sprocket or sprockets of the. camera. 
5) (a) is the only way. Aerial hyperstereo reduces the incredible scale of the 
Canyon to proportions a human being with 2 3/4 inch interocular can appreciate. 
6) (b) A camera held level makes a geometric projection of the scene on to the 
vertical plane of the film. Before the days of modern painting and drawing began 
about Leonardo's time, a picture was made by arbitrary convention • Note the way 
everybody is shown in profile in ancient Egyptian tomb art. 
7) (a) If the foreground and background distances measured in baselines are f and b, 
then 1/f - 1/b should not be more than .02 or 1/50 for projectability, and not more 
than .03 or 1/30 for use limited to hand viewing. 
8) True. Approximately 400,000 Realist format cameras were built. No other format 
stereo camera ever got into large scale production in the modern sense. 
9) (d) One half percent is about .004 inch in the height of a 35mm.chip. If this 
error is split equally at top and bottom during mounting, it will be tolerated. 
10) True. This is one of the best reasons for owning a Duplex 
11) (a) This is one of the reasons you might not like the Duplex; it produces 
giantism; it is not orthostereo. Portraits do not easily tolerate giantism. 
12) (c) When' light has been deviated 90° while being scattered by the air molecules, 
it is polarized to the maximum extent possible. Thus the polarizer can have the 
maximum filtering action against it in this direction. 
13) (c) Basically what a ciose-up mask must do is move the conceptual window back 
far enough so it no longer interferes with the foreground subject matter. One could 
either leave the transparencies fixed and move the mask apertures together, or leave 
the mask apertures where they are and separate the chips. The latter is the usual. 
14) (c) Consult the chart in Installment #73. 
15) (a) What the parlor stereoscope does for you is introduce some "base out" prism 
and a little magnification. 
16) (a) With practice nearly everyone can learn to read #73. 
17) (F) All make a stereogram of 6 to 7 sprockets, but all are slightly different. 
18) (a) Light meters get out of calibration. The exposure calculator on VM Personal 
and Vivid may become inoperative but is unlikely to go out of calibration. 
19) (a) What have been known as telephoto and wide angle distortion in flattie pho
tography just have another dimension in stereo. 
20) True. Some very bad stereograms have been produced by makers who thought ~ 
mounting gauge was only for landscapes shot with a Realist. Tch tch! Tch tch! 
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WHAT STILL CAMERAS FIRST USED 35mm CINE FILM? 
It has been pointed out that I was technically incorrect when I stated that the 
Homeos, a 4-sprocket stereo camera, first used 35mm film for ~till pictures. The. 
Homeos has priority on the date of its patent, but an~ther sti~l camera, ~h: Tourist 
Multiple (not stereo) was first offered for sale. This has triggered a m1n1 resea~ch 
project, the results of which are summarized in this month's column. Most of the in
formation quoted is from Brian Coe's "Cameras From Daguerrotype To Instant Pictures", 
Crown 1978, 232pp, 15.95; and Eaton Lathrop's "Century of Cameras" rev. 1981, Morgan, 
paper 12.95. orian Coe is Curator of the Kodak Museum in England, and his beautiful
ly illustrated book with explanatory drawings has recently appeared in Los Angeles 
supermarkets as a publisher's close-out at 8.99, a fabulous buy. 
35nun perforated motion picture film was invented in about 1890 by W.K.L.Dickson for 
the Edison Kinetograph. It was made by slitting and perforating 2.75 inch (70mm) 
Eastman film. The original format, 24 x 18mm, 4-sprocket, has survived unchanged to 
the present day. 
Between 1900 and 1912 at least three references to the concept of 35mm stills appear
ed, but no significant number of cameras was produced or sold. According to Thurman 
(Jack) Naylor, Lucien Bull made a laboratory 35mm camera in 1903; there was a British 
patent issued in 1908 to A. Leo, P. Audobard, and C. Baradat for a magazine load 35mm 
camera. According to Lothrop, an American named Smith offered a 35mm camera in 1912. 
In 1912 the American Paul Dietz applied for a patent on the camera which appeared on 
the market in early 1913 as the Tourist Multiple. It took 750 4-sprocket pictures on 
a magazine load of 50 ft of 35mm film which ran vertically. About 1000 were sold be
fore the War shut off tourism. The patent was issued 31 March 1914. 
On 20 Sept 1913 L.J.E.Colardeau and J.Richard received a French patent on the Homeos 
stereo camera, which appeared on the market in 1914. It used spooled 35mm film with 
paper leader and trailer to make 27 pairs of 4-sprocket pictures with the same inter-
leaving as on the Realist. · 
Having established the facts concerning first use of 35mm film, I thought I would like 
to trace the history until Oskar Barnack and Leica appeared. Before I learned about 
the Homeos I had espoused the 11 Leicalore 11 that Barnack and Leica were the progenitors 
of 35mm photography. 
In 1914 there appeared in USA the Simplex Multi-exposure camera, which could make 
either 800 4-sprocket or 400 8-sprocket pictures. This is the earliest documented 
use of today's 8-sprocket or "double frame" format. 
Designed about 1913 and introduced about 1915 was the Minigraph camera by Levy-Roth 
of Berlin. It took 50 exposures of single frame size. 
Patented in 1918 and appearing on the market in 1922 was the Sept by Andre Debrie of 
Paris. It was basically a 35mm magazine movie camera with single frame capability. 
In this mode it could take 250 single frame pictures. 
Patented in Dec 1922 and introduced in early 1923 was the Phototank, so-called be
cause of its shape. It was probably the first camera making square 24 x 24mm format 
pictures, later used in Tenax, Robot, and all American fonnat stereo cameras. 
This brings us to Oskar Barnack and the Leica, and the popularization of double frame 
35mm for "miniature" cameras. 3ased on a prototype made by Barnack in 1913, Leica in 
1923 produced 31 hand made models which attracted enough attention that Leica decided 
to go into production on the camera beginning in 1925. 
The rest is history:- Contax, Retina, Nettel, Tenax, Dollina, then Argus A, Argus C-3, 
Kodak 35, Perfex. • . • • • • 
If you like this type of column, tell me, and I shall do more of it. CAP. 
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LET'S HAVE MORE "PARTY PICTURES" 
Successful party stereograms are not easy to shoot, but for human interest they are 
the greatest. The equipment is important, depth must be carefully controlled, and 
you must be fast. 
CAMERA AND FILM (Rev 1988) 
Because the situation is not going to wait until you are ready, start with a camera 
which you can operqte rapidly, such as a Kodak Stereo, Iloca Rapid, or Realist 45. 
Other choices are Vivid and Colorist. Selection of film is no problem. You need 
a film fast enough to shoot up to 10 or 12 feet with a small strobe, and you want 
pleasing skin tones. An ideal film for these .. requirements is Kodachrome 200, whic~ 
now makes it easy. Kodachrome 64 was too slow, and Ektachrome 200 was too cold for 
pleasing looking skin tones, but we all lived with one or the other until K200. 
LIGHT SOURCES 
If your subjects turn away as you approach, because your flash bulb has been blinding 
them, you won't get another picture. Use a strobe, not a bulb, and keep the size and 
power low, both for handling convenience and for subject comfort. A number of small 
strobes with outputs of less than 1000 BCPS (beam candlepower seconds) are available. 
The choice between a manually set strobe and an automatic one is a matter of personal 
preference. The manual is usually more flexible and cheaper. The automatic involves 
less thinking, but may require you to use a particular f / stop. The most important 
characteristic of your strobe is its recycle time. With anything over 5 or 10 sec
onds, you will miss many of your best shots. Finally there is the choice of bat
teries. Alkaline cells have the most capacity for their size, ordinary dry cells the 
least. Cadmium rechargeable batteries may run out of power before the party is over. 
with throwaway batteries, you reach in your gadget bag for fresh ones. Throwaway 
batteries of both types can be recharged several times at a considerable saving. 
Mount your strobe off the camera to avoid redeye. (How soon can we have lithium cells) 
HOW DO YOU SHOOT THE PICTURE ? 
Most of your best pictures will be at 7 to 12 feet. For your first attempts, set 
your focus and f/ stop for 10 feet, and memorize what that distance looks like. You 
won 1 t have time for rangefinding. Make sure nothing is closer to the camera than 7 
feet. A white tablecloth, or the back of someone's head 4 or 5 feet away is what 
ruins most party pictures. To shoot a round table of people, select a spot where 
someone has left his seat, and shoot through the opening. Don't try to include the 
two people nearest you. To shoot the head table, wait until they are eating, and 
stand back. Shoot two or three and select the one you like best. To shoot the Mem
ber receiving the award, crouch down at a point where you can see both the faces and 
where you won't interfere with traffic. The low angle will help your picture. 
So much for the dog and pony show record. The pictures which will have all the ap
peal at a later date are the "candid" ones which caught the Member doing his thing. 
A stereogram of Joe clowning tells a lot more than the statement, "Joe is a regular 
clown". Make sure you save film for the "candids". Don't shoot it all up on the 
awards. Later you will wonder what to do with the award shots. Send them to the 
awardee. 
OTHER POINTS TO WATCH 
Any shiny surface directly facing you will have a burnt spot from the strobe. Get an 
obstruction in line with the reflection point. But a mirror at an angle can add in
terest to your composition. Try to get the faces of those people nearest you, even 
if it means speaking to get their attention. The back of a head spoils any picture. 
Remember that mo·st strobes show READY when they are still a half a stop below full 
charge; learn how yours works. As soon as you have your pictures mounted and edited, 
(you will throw out 50 to 75%), identify the people on a label. Next year you won't 
remember who the guests were. 
Good luck with your party pictures. You will be sorry you didn't start sooner! 
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SOME CAMERA CHECKS YOU CAN MAKE WITHOUT TOOLS 
Despite several requests, I have resisted writing anything in this column which would 
encourage a reader to attempt a do-it-yourself camera repair. My experience repair
ing cameras has shown that the non-professional (including most advertisers in SHUT
TERBUG) almost invariably goofs something up the minute he gets inside the camera. 
However, there are some checks you can make which will not jeopardize the camera even 
if done incorrectly. Most of the following applies to Realists. 
tiACKLASH IN FOCUSING; RANGEFINDER CALIBRATION 
With the transport on ADVANCE, and the sprocket turned to a stop point, replace the 
back on your Realist and look through the rangefinder while moving the focus wheel 
back and forth. ihe image should move smoothly, following the motion of the wheel. 
Hith the back off, or on REWIND, or between frame points, the test is meaningless. 
when the wheel is at INF, the images should be together, or very nearly so. 
LIGHT LEAKS DUE TO BADLY FITTING BACK 
The problem occurs on Realist, KinDar, and some other cameras. With the back closed, 
grasp the camera firmly so as to press the back against the body. Do this at each 
end. If there is~ play, especially at the spool end, you have a potential leaker. 
Even if the back has no shake, it may still leak at the closure if the two castings 
don't have a line to line fit. To check this, cut a strip of .001 11 plastic about 
1/411 wide from a grocery store produce bag {in rolls in most stores). Close and lock 
the back on this strip at various points up and down the right _side closure. If at 
any point you can pull out the plastic without stretching it, you have a leaker. 
FALSE SHUTTER OPENING DURING COCKING 
Many leaf shutters have an inherent tendency to open a bit during cocking, and this 
is usually prevented by a spring, (much weaker than the mainspring) which holds the 
shutter closed. If this spring is weakened or missing, the shutter may open a bit 
while it is being cocked. To check, look through the back of the camera toward a 
light while cocking the shutter.. Try cocking both slowly and rapidly. Note: the 
Realist has an unrelated problem, which is that if the motion of the cocking lever is 
reversed after the first little click, the shutter will open wide and then close. 
Also, the flag will come up RED. Don't override and use that frame, because it is 
probably spoiled anyway. 
IS THE STROBE SYNC CORRECT? 
While looking through the back of the camera toward a white surface, fire the strobe 
with the shutter at the highest speed. The shutter should be at least 80% open at 
the time the strobe 11 freezes 11 the motion of the shutter. If you see no light, the 
strobe has missed the time window altogether. 
IS YOUR REALIST SPACING IRREGULARLY? 
The film must make a firm non-slip contact with the sprocket. That is the reason for 
the sprocket guard. But if the sprocket guard is loose, you are in for trouble. 
Slide a fingernail under the sprocket guard, and if you can move it, you have a 
problem, one which cannot be fixed without taking the camera apart. 
DOES YOUR REALIST OR REVERE VIGNETTE? 
With the shutter open on TIME, look through the back of the camera toward a light. 
Orient the camera so that your line of sight passes through one of the outer corners 
of the frame, and through the lens. Now operate the aperture control and note the 
size and shape of the opening you see. All cameras have some drop off in light 
merely because the circular lens aperture is being viewed at an oblique angle. But 
also you are in effect looking through a hollow cylinder, or empty barrel if you will 
and at an extreme angle the opening looks like a pair of parentheses which are clos
ing together. If the aperture in the diaphragm is not in this 11 window11

, the light 
will fall off to zero before you have reached the corner of the frame. What happens 
on most 3.5 Realists is that at f/16 and f/22 the tiny diaphragm opening is no long
er within the space between the 11 parentheses 11

, once the line of sight reaches the 
corner of the frame. 
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AUTOSTEREO PRINTS - HOW DO THEY WORK ? 
If you are old enough to remember the autostereo prints which were made one at a time 
on special order 30 years ago, you may already know how the "Great New NIMSLO" system 
works, and won't need to read ·this article. · 
The basic problem in any stereo system is to present two sets of information to the 
two eyes of the observer. The observer in our case wishes to look at a print at a 
distance of perhaps 1011

, and see two different images with his two eyes. A way in 
which this might be done is suggested in Fig. 1. If an extremely large image I of 
the object 0 is presented to an observer, he will only be abl~ to see a small part 
11 a11 of the object at any one position of his head. When he looks toward the lens, it 

~ will appear to be entirely filled.with the light originating from point 11 a11 of the 
object. We can make a practicable stereo presenta~ion out of this idea ir we can 
solve two further technical problems. First we must place at point 11 b11 the infonna
tion we wish to direct to the observer's other eye. Second we must replicate this 
entire set-up many times horizontally and vertically· over the observer's field of . 
view. This sounds like a difficult order, and it is. The contribution NIMSLO are 
making (if any) is that they have sufficiently mechanized the process that it may be
come competitive with other forms of photography. 
The details are as follows: one prepares a camera with a number of lenses in a hori
zontal row (Fig. 3 right) to gather the information one will need to place behind the 
tiny lenses. In the past the number of camera lenses was typically 7, and sometimes 
as many as 9, but NIMSLO are making do with 4, although thejr promotional material 
used 7 lens positions. 
Fig. 2 shows the print material coated with clear plastic embossed with vertical 
striations to produce tiny cylindrical lenses about .005" wide. On older prints the 
lenses were larger. Fig. 3 left shows a greatly enlarged view of one of lenses and 
the disposition of image material behind it. The segments 1,2,3,4 are derived from 
the negative material produced by lenses 1,2,3,4 of the camera at the right. 
The resolution of this process is obviously limited by the size of the lenticules, 
since, as is made clear in Fig. 1, the observer will see no detail within one indi~ 
vidual lenticule, which will be flooded with light from one point in the image. The 
processor must optically chop each of the 4 to 9 negatives into several hundred vert
ical strips and place them behind several hundred vertical lenses on the surface of 
the print. If you are unhappy with the technical excellence of the presentation 
compared with a Realist slide in a hand viewer, consider how the print has to be made. 
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ALLOWABLE PARALLAX OR PERCEIVED SIZE/DISTANCE 
The terms which form the title of this month 1 s column are two alternative criteria 
which can be applied in establishing baselines for use in hypo- or hyperstereos. 
This column has usually used the first criterion ·because your editor feels it is eas
ier to comprehend. and implement. However, many Chic.ago ·and East Coast stereogrephers 
use the second criterion, following the lead of Lee Klinefelter and others. Our pur
pose today is to reconcile the two concepts. 
BACKGROUND 
The Stereo Realist camera and its imitators uses a baseline (interlens spacing) of 
about 70mm (2 3/4 11

), selected to be both an exact multiple of the chip width, and an 
approximation to normal human interocular. The lenses are displaced inward 1.25mm 
with respect to the film centers to create a stereo window at about 7 feet, which is 
about 30 ti.mes the baseline. However, users are advised to keep the foreground sub
ject matter 10 or 12 feet away, or about 50 times the baseline to play it safe. The 
NORMAL or DISTANT mask leaves the window at slightly less than 7 feet, where the 
camera placed it. 
THE 1/30 TO 1/50 RECOMMENDATION 
We believe the most important thing hypo- or hyperstereo does is pennit better per
ception of shapes, so we have recommended using as much, but not more, parallax for 
hypo or hyper shots as is tolerated in normal shots. That is, use a baseline 1/30 to 
1/50 of the distance to the subject, and mount in a NORMAL mask. 
THE PERCEIVED DISTANCE APPROACH 
If you have been reading this column long, you are well aware that the perceived 
size and perceived distance of any subject in a stereogram is inversely related to 
the baseline used, nonnal Realist baseline being taken as 70nun. If we assume we wish 
to mount our hypo- or hyperstereo shot in a NORMAL or DISTANT mask, use of a baseline 
1/30 of the subject distance will place the foreground right at the window. In other 
words, using a baseline of 1/30 of the subject distance is ta.ntamount to deciding one 
wishes to perceive the subject as being located at 7 feet. Now if we are using the 
perceived size/perceived distance theory, we would have proceeded as follows: Our 
subject is, let us say, at a.distance of 1 foot from the SLR on the slide bar. ~e 
wish to make it look 7 feet away, so it will be right at the window in a NORMAL mask. 
~e need to decrease the baseline in the ratio of 1 foot (the actual distance) to 7 
feet (the desired perceptual distance). Therefore, taking the normal Realist base
line as 70mm, we need a slide bar spacing of 70/7 or lOmm. That is, Smrn each way of 
center. How would we have come out if we had used the 1/30 parallax rule? Subject 
distance is 1 foot or 300mm, and we wish to use 1/30 of 300mm, which is again lOmm. 
THE PERCEIVED SIZE APPROACH 
To make a 711 high figurine in a space walk recreation look like a normal male (7011 

tall), we should divide the normal 70nun baseline by 10, which is the ratio of the 
7011 man to the 711 figurine. So we use a baseline of 7mm. 
THE CHOICE OF METHODS 
Both calculations will get you to the same place, provided you start from the righ_t 
point. A 1/30 baseline is equivalent to a perceived distance of 7 feet, and a 1/50 
baseline is equivalent to a perceived distance of 11 feet. For slide bar shots, there 
is not all that much reason to prefer the parallax method over the perceived distance 
method. tiut when you get into hyperstereos of distant scenery as shot from a moving 
aircraft, the parallax method seems to me to have a considerable· advantage. What 
distance do you want the terrain to appear to be in your hyper of Canyon de Chelly? 
Or what size do you want Grand Canyon to appear to be in your hyper? All you need to 
do is. use the maximum pennissible parallax in either case, and you are home free. 
Try the perceived distance theory for a while and see if you like it. You might, 
and if you don 1 t, you can always go back to the 1/30 to 1/50 rule. The really impor
tant thing is to get enough parallax into your stereograms so they will have impact, 
but not so much as to cause projection problems. Here's to better baselines! 
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WHAT IS THE CONDITION OF YOUR TDC PROJECTOR ? 
The typical problems with the TDC projector, not necessarily in this order are: lamp 
condition, polarizer condition, dirt· accumulation, optical alignment, changer opera
tion. 
LAMP CONDITION 
Using a tissue or a rag so as not to 1 eave fingerprints, remove ·the 1 amps by turning 
counterclockwise and examine them. As a lamp deteriorates over life, tungsten evap
orates from the filament and deposits on the glass bridge at the top and on the glass 
envelope. If there is much blackening of either, you may be in for a burnout. Look 
at the fi-lament with a magnifier. If the coils show any non-uniformity, burnout is 
imminent. Always keep a pair of spare lamps, and replace both when required. 
POLARIZERS 
To remove the polarizers loosen two screws about one turn and lift the assembly 
straight up. Test each side for extinction by crossing it with a camera polarizer 
or a pair of viewing glasses. If your polarizers do not extinguish properly, or are 
spotty, get replacements from Reel 3-D Enterprises. For light dusting, use 
a soft brush. For real dirt, remove the polarizer films and clean them in warm water 
and dishwashing liquid. Don't handle them except when in the wash water. Remove most 
of the water with a photo sponge and allow to dry in air. t~hen dry, reassemble. You 
can't put them in wrong because they are coded. 
OPTICAL ALIGNMENT 
The mirror behind each lamp should be adjusted so the image of the filament falls on 
the filament, with the image coils between the real coils. You check this by leaking 
into the projector from the front. Illuminate the lamp filaments with a small flash-
1 ight. The filament image should fill the entire aperture of the lens. If it does 
not, the condensers are probably not strong enough. The standard model has loose con
densers and heat glass held on'grC"Joved .. rdds' by·means of a·spring cljp. The shape of 
the groove on the rod te.lls you which way the elements go. Clean. these items with 
water and dry with a paper towel. Remove and clean the end elements of the projector 
lenses likewise. Screw the left lens in tight and leave the right a few turns loose. 
When setting up, first focus the left with the focus control, and then· focus the 
right by unscrewing its lens. After that all focusing is with the focus control. 

CHANGER PERFORMANCE 
The item which causes the most consternation on the TDC is the changer on the stan
dard model. This changer places the slide in a fixed groove at the bottom and moves 
it under a grooved spring at the top which is supposed to locate the top in the same 
plane as the bottom. If th~ spring is distorted or loose, the slide will not locate 
properly in the top spring and the slide will be cocked and jam. Operate the changer 
in daylight out of the projector to make sure that no matter how the slide is placed 
jn the starting end of the bottom groove it straiqhtens up when it reaches the spring. 
Make sure the spring is centered and has some but not too much tension. Sight along 
the outside of the changer and straighten anything which is out of line. v!hen in the 
projector, the changer must be free of shake, and must be perpendicular to the optical 
axis. Check this by using a square or by projecting a test slide and noting that top 
and bottom are in focus at the same time. If necessary, shim the changer so that it 
is perpendicular. Tilting the screen will not correct top to bottom focus error. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
It should not be necessary to do anything to the blower as long as it operates and 
produces a good stream of air. The noise of the blower is something you have to live 
with. The reason the TDC never burns up slides is that it is the only common projec
tor to have an adequate cooling sys.tern. The quiet projectors overheat. There are 
exact replacement quartz iodine lamps for most projectors. The advantage that they 
have is somewhat longer life and less light decrease with age, but they are not any 
brighter when compared with a new tungsten lamp. They cost quite a· bit more. 
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A REVIEW OF FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES AND CONCEPTS IN STEREO PHOTOGRAPHY 
A human being, and most predatory animals, perceives an object in three dimensions .by 
viewing it from two somewhat separated points by means of two movable pinpoint scan
ners called eyes. The two slightly different images are combined in the brain of the 
individual to generate depth information .. The baseball player connecting with the 
95 mile per hour pitched ball and the frog capturing the flying insect are using the 
same kind of information. 
when stereo (solid) viewing is to be simulated by photography, two extended images of 
the object are created by two separated lenses. When these two extended images are 
appropriately oriented before a human viewer, he is able to scan them by rolling his 
eyes, and so gather much the same information he would gather if examining the actual 
object. He is seeing the picture in stereo. People lacking binocular vision will of 
course not be able to see stereo photography. 
When the two lenses are (1) separated about the distance of human eyes, and (2) the 
images are presented to the viewer so as to preserve the apparent size or subtended 
angle of the object, one.has ortho-stereo. because great flexibility is possible in 
selecting lens separations and image magnjfications, many deviations from ortho-ste
reo are·possible, some of which have great artistic or scientific usefulness. 
So long as the subtended angle of viewing is the same as the subtended angle in the 
camera, which is described as preserving the perspective, the perceived shapes of all 
objects will agree with their actual shapes. However, the perceived size may be in
creased or decreased almost without limit, depending on the separation of the lenses. 
This separation or baseline is the tool used for hyperstereo and hypostereo. 
Hyperstereo, which uses baselines 2, or 5, or 10, or 100, or 1000 times human eye 
spacing pennits perception of an object, undistorted in shape, but reduced 2, or 5, 
or 1000 times in size. Thus, by means of hyperstereo, one can get a feel for the 
shape of Grand Canyon which would be.impossible· by any kind of actual viewing of the 
landscape. 
Conversely, hypostereo, which uses very short baselines, causes objects to appear 
greatly enlarged. The way to te·ll what a bumblebee on the wing really looks like is 
to shoot it with a strobe from a distance of a few inches using a fraction of an inch 
baseline. This is the principle of the Realist Macro, the Hyponar, and such lenses. 
Those of you who have used a variety of wide angle and telephoto lenses in flattie 
photography may at this point wonder what additional marvelous things can be done by 
varying the focal length of lenses in stereo photography. Perhaps regrettably, the 
answer is: not very much. What is called wide angle or telephoto distortion in flat
tie photography is even more obvious in stereo, and results in solid images which 
are either stretched or squashed in the fore and aft dimension. 
Variation of focal length, which is tampering with the shape of the object, is use
ful only to the extent that it is not noticed. That is, one may shoot a subject with 
half or double the ortho focal length for the purpose.of composinq the picture within 
the frame. Such shape distortion as this produces will usually be tolerated, 
However, when one is photographing an object whose shape is memorized, i.e. strongly· 
imprinted in the brain of the average viewer, even moderate variations in focal 
length are regarded as gross distortions. The best example is the shape of human 
head. Unless the stereo picture subtends the same angle at the viewer's eye that it 
did at the camera lens, one senses distortion. 
For stereo projection the audience typically sits too far from the screen for pre
serving subtended angles. This is of no consequence for landscapes, but is disas
trous for portraits. To keep a portrait shot with 35mm lenses from looking stretched 
when viewed from 30 ft on a 6 ft screen, move up to 10 feet, the orthostereo point. 
The other way to solve the problem is shoot the portrait with 85nm lenses. 
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STEREO CAMERA REGISTRATION PROBLEMS 
Stereo requires two images of exactly the same magnification, with the subject the 
same height in both transparencies, and both lenses focused on the same subject 
plane. Errors in mounting per se can be easily corrected. Not so with camera 
errors, which is the subject for today. 
DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM 
Since many registration problems occur on the Realist, we shall discuss the subject 
from the standpoint of the Realist mechanism. The two lenses are mounted to a lens
board whose dimensions are not very closely controlled, and the lensboard is located 
on the body only by the screws at the corners. The film is constrained vertically 
by the body casting, and fore and aft by the movable focal plane. 
On the last 40,000 or 50,000 cameras (out of about 130,000) there are adjusting 
screws in the focal plane which will permit adjusting one side in or out, but many 
Realists have no simple way to correct infinity focus aiscrepancies between lenses. 
Thus, even if the lenses were identical, any non-parallelism of the lensboard, or 
variation in the screw holes in the lensboard can cause registration errors. On top 
of this, occasionally two non-identical lenses get into the same camera. 
HOW ARE THESE PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED AND CORRECTED? 
This is not intended as a do-it-yourself exercise, but an attempt to explain how 
such problems can be corrected by a competent technician. The methods used by your 
Editor are outlined here. A piece of very fine ground glass is prepared to just fit 
in the film gate. Ordinary ground glass is much too coarse. Scribed on this ground 
glass are precise reference lines. All checking is done on this ground glass with 
a 20x magnifier; which will detect errors you would not see in a viewer. 
CHECKING AND CORRECTING FOCUS 
Using a very distant real target, infinity focus is checked. If both lenses come to 
focus together, but the focus wheel does not read INF, the focus setting is cGrrect
ed. If the lenses are not together, and the camera is a late model, the adjusting 
screws can be reset, after first soaking the sealing compound with solvent. 
CHECKING AND CORRECTING VERTICAL REGISTRATION 
With both lenses in focus one notes the vertical location of an object near the cen
ter. If one image is higher, either that image must be moved down, or the other 
moved up, or both. To move an image, one must move the lens. Moving a lens on the 
board requires disassembly and relocation of the mounting hole. It is a trial and 
error process, and may take several tries. 
CHECKING MAGNIFICATION 
To check whether magnification is identical, one must note the vertical extent of 
the two images. A larger image means the focal length of that lens is too long, 
and vice versa. 
CORRECTION OF MAGNIFICATION ERROR AND EARLY MODEL FOCUS ERROR 
These two items are taken up together because they are interrelated and interlock
ing. To change the focal length (image size) of a lens, one must change the spac
ing of the elements with shims. To change the infinity focus point (back focus) one 
must shim the whole lens out from the lensboard. The interlocking is because shim
ming lens elements will change both focal length and back focus. This is again a 
trial and error process. Thus if you had a camera many years with one of these 
problems, which were never corrected, you now know(a) that it can be corrected, and 
(b) why your friendly locaJ camera repair man didn't or couldn't correct it. 
OTHER CAMERAS 
Many cameras with bolt on lensboards have similar problems to those described here, 
but all must be attacked by the same fundamental principles. Registration on a 
Viewmaster mark II is particularly frustrating because the film goes through the 
camera diagonally~ 
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NINTH QUIZ ON STEREO (and photography in general) 
1. 35mm cine film was first used in a still camera by (a) E. Leitz (b) Paul Dietz 

( c) J • R i cha rd 
2. The strobe batteries with the most capacity are (a) "heavy duty" dry cells 

(b) cadmium rechargeable cells (c) alkaline cells 
3. 11 Redeye 11 in flash pictures is caused by (a) use of strobe (b) use of flash bulbs 

(c).mounting the flash gun on the camera 
4. Strobe sync must be checked by a professional using electronic equipment (T) (F) 
5. Shutter speed must be checked by a professional using electronic eqpt. (T) (F) 
6. Most stereo cameras which vignette do so at the (a) largest (b) smallest aperture 
7. The NIMSLO principle is (a) a breakthrough in stereo (b) the popularization of. 

an o 1 d process · i-t 

8. Using a baseline of 1/30 of the subject distance makes the subject appear to be 
at (a) 4 ft (b) 7 ft (c) 10 ft (d) INF 

9. A mounting gauge is helpful for standard stereograms but useless for slide bar, 
hyperstereo, and other non-·conventi ona 1 stereograms {T) ( F) 

10.To make a subject look twice as big one should use (a) double the focal length 
(b) half the focal length (c) double the baseline (d) half the baseline 

11.Quartz iodine lamps are 3 times brighter than ordinary tungsten (T) (F) 
12.If the top and bottom of the screen are not in focus at the same time (a) tilt 

the screen (b) check the projector slide carrier (c) remount the slide 
13.For 11 party11 stereograms you should use (a) small strobe and fast film to avoid 

blinding your subjects (b) flash bulbs and slow film to get better pictures. 
14.The reason to restrict your party picture depth to 7 to 12 feet is (a) strobe 

light drops off too fast to cover greater depths (b) projectability limits the 
usable depth in any case (c) to avoid reflections (d) to avoid redeye 

15.Any Stereo Realist will accidentally expose and spoil film if cocked improperly 
(T) ( F) 

16.0n most cameras other than Realist, false shutter opening during cocking is a 
malfunction which can be corrected by a technician (T) (F) 

17.Among all "God's creatures" only Man has b'inocular vision (T) (F) 
18.If your stereo camera produces two chips of different sizes (a) copy your chips 

one at a time and adjust the sizes (b) throw away the camera (c) have it checked 
by a stereo camera specialist. 

19.Vertical registration error in a stereo camera (a) is cause for discarding the 
camera (b) can possibly be corrected by a skilled technician (c) can be compen
sated for in mounting if not too severe. 

20.To be sure your stereogram will be projectable you should (a) use the smallest 
aperture (b) use the highest shutter speed (c) keep the subject matter between 
the f/5.6 marks of the DOF scale 

21.Projectability of a slide bar stereogram depends on (a) focal length of lens used 
(b) relation of baseline to subject distance (c) amount of lens 11 extension 11 

22.For underwater stereograms one need not follow the 11 rules 11 of baseline and paral
lax quoted for ordin3ry stereograms (T) (F) 

23.~aseline and parallax guidelines apply equally to all stereograms (T) (F) 
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DISCUSSION OF THE NINTH QUIZ 
1. (b) The American·, Paul Dietz, produced the Tourist Multiple in 1913. See #82. 
2. (c) Regrettably rechargeable cadmiums have less capacity than alkalines. 
3. (c) When the light source is at the camera, and the people's irises are wide open, · 

anyone looking straight at the camera will have redeye. 
4. (F) Strobe sync is easily tested with no equipment at all. See #84 

· speed 
5. (T) There is no way to accurately assess shutter/by "listening". Photographing a 

phonograph record or a falling ball is both elaborate and hard to do properly. 
6. (b) "Small aperture" vignetting is caused by improper mechanical design of the 

optics, usually inadequate diameter of one or more elements. 
7. (b) NIMSLO are hoping to popularize what used to be a "custom order" process. 
8. (b) The subject will appear to be at 30 times the nonnal camera baseline, which 

is 70mm. 30 x 70mm = 2100mm = 7 ft approximately. 
9. (F) Any stereogram which is to be projectable must be able to pass a mounting 

gauge test. Ignorance of this principle contributes to to the large number of. 
badly projecting non-standard stereograms. 

10.(d) Your brain assumes the picture was shot with standard baseline, and it "re
constructs" a 3-dimensional subject which would have generated the images now in 
the stereogram as viewed. · ---- · 

11.(F) Q.I. lamps last longer because filament evaporation is reduced. ~hen new, 
tungsten and Q.I. lamps of the same rating have the same brightness. 

12.(b) For a full explanation go back and read #23. 
13.(a) Flash bulbs are so bright they temporarily blind the subject. ~any people 

(including yours truly) deliberately avoid the flash bulb photographer. 
14.(a) There is 3 times as much.light at 7 feet as at 12 feet from a strobe. This is 

about as much as can be handled by the film for good "quality". 
15.(T) Regrettably this is true. Always cock your Realist with a single motion. 
16.(T) Revere and Wollensak shutters, when worn, will exhibit false opening, which 

can be corrected by readjustment. Prontor·shutters.have a spring to hold the 
blades closed during cocking. If the spring is missing the shutter malfunctions . 

17.(F) This is one of the most widespread of "old wives' tales", and is perpetuated by 
professors who should know better. Of all the animals and birds commonly seen, a 
majority have binocular vision. Birds whose eyes are on the side of the head have 
a second macula in each eye, oriented for binocular vision. 

18.(c) This is an annoying problem and hard to fix. 
19.(b) or (c) Trim all your chips or get your camera fixed. 
20.(c) You should have learned this before you shot your first stereogram. 
21.(b) The maximum parallax (= projectability) of !!!l, stereogram depends only on 

the ratio of baseline to subject distance 
22.(F) Much folklore has been promulgated on when parallax guidelines can be ignored, 

for example "natural vision focus", or the idea that for stereo movies the rules 
applicable to slides can be bypassed. A stereogram which has too much parallax 
will give projection problems. 

23.(T) If I am accused of belaboring a point, so be it. UATCH YOUR PARALLAX! 
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HOW TO CALCULATE YOUR SUPPLEMENTARY LENSES 
All of you who shoot KinDar, or Hyponar, or Realist Macro, or SLR slidebar, have had 
the problem of selecting a supplementary lens pack for a particular distance. The 
purpose of this month's column is to address the general problem. The solution is 
applicable to ~ny supplementary lens problem. 
GAUSS' FORMULA 
You will recall from #44 that Gauss' formula as applied to the system of Fig. 1 is: 

1/D
0 

+ 1/Di = 1/f (1) 
Opticians call the quantity 1/f the power of the lens in diopters, when the focal 
length is in meters. If focal lengths.are expressed in mm the power is 1000/f. 
From here on we shall write Gauss' formula thus: 

1000/D
0 

+ 1000/Di = 1000/f = P
0 

(2) 

Now all quantities are in diopters, or 1000 times reciprocal millimeters. 
DIOPTERS ADD 
If we stacR several lenses together (provided the spaci"ng is small compared to their 
focal lengths}, we can add their dioptric powers arithmetically, as you may have seen 
your optometrist do when testing you for eyeglasses. 
POWER TO BE ADDED 
To operate at some· other object distance DB' we shall need to add supplementary power 
Ps (plus or minus) to the right side of Eq ation (2) thus: 

1000/D~ + 1000/Di = P
0 

+ Ps (3) 

To determine the value of Ps we subtract Equation (2) from Equation (3} thus: 
1000/0~ - 1000/D0 = Ps (4) 

Here then is the fundamental relation ! Simple, isn't it ? Doesn't depend on what 
lens you were using, or where it was focused before the addition of supplementaries. 
EXAMPLES 

a) Your basic KinDar focuses at 911
, and you wish to shoot at 2411

• Remember that 
111 is 25.4 mm. 

1000/(24 x 25.4) - 1000/(9 x 25.4) = 1.64 - 4.37 = -2.73 
b) Your SLR with maximum extension focuses to 30 11 and you wish to shoot at 20 11

• 

1000/(20 x 25.4) - 1000/(30 x 25.4). = 1.97 - 1.31 = .66 
HOW ACCURATE MUST YOUR LENS PACK BE? 
The allowable error is about plus or minus .25 diopter. This means you should be 
able to change supplementary lenses by increments of .5 diopter. A negative assort
ment which will do nicely is -2, -1, -.5. A positive assortment: +2, +1, +.5. I do 
not recommend using more than 3 diopters total because of objectional keystone dis
tortion. I also do not reconunend using plus lenses at all on KinDar or Macro because 
it results in excessive baseline in relation to distance, and thus excessive parallax. 
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ONE WAY TO PHOTOGRAPH INSECTS 
This month's title .reflects my observation that there are nearly as many ways to pho
to graph an insect as there are insect photographers. 
The basic requirements are to get close to the insect, typically a foot or c1oser, 
and to be able to make very short exposures. Insects are almost never motionless 
except for the few minutes their wings are drying after. they emerge from the pupa. 
Three ways to get close to an insect are to crawl on the ground, to work on a steep 
hill where you can scan the ground above you while still standing on your feet, or 
to shoot insects visiting a tree or tall bush. This month's slide used the third 
method. The insect was dining from a hollyhock four or five feet from the ground. 
If you are fussy about composition, you will also wish to use equipment which gives 
you tight control of exactly what is in your picture frame. That is, reflex cameras 
are preferred. 
Three things which make an insect picture exciting and give it authenticity are: that 

· the insect is airborne, that you can see the antennae, and, if it is a moth or butter
fly, that you can see its proboscis or tongue. The tongue will either be extended, 
as much as an inch or more, into the heart of a flower, or rolled up like a clock 
spring close to the insect's head. When an insect is "collected", a euphemism mean
ing killed by a PhD lepidopterist, the first structure which disappears is the tongue, 
next the antennae, and then the terminal leg segments. I myself do not collect 
insects. 
I shoot live insects only, using a Hyponar attachment on an Exakta VX body, and two 
small (700BCPS) strobes. The strobes are at either end of a foot long bar which is 
fastened to the tripod socket, and angled toward the subject area. One strobe is 
positioned low, below the level of the lens, and the other above, so as to avoid 
strong shadows. Stereo doesn't really need shadows. For insects I usually use K25 
film, both because I need slow speed film to handle the strobe light, and because K25 
reproduces flowers and other high key subjects much better than Ektachrome. (Ekta
chrome is my choice for other "non-people" shots because its color rendition and lati
tude are so much better than Kodachrome). If you insist on using high speed film, 
you may need a neutral density filter. The thing which stops the insects' wings is 
of course the strobe at 1/1000 sec. The shutter speed on the Exakta must be 1/25 sec 
so the focal plane shutter will be fully open when the strobe fires. If you are 
shooting against the blue sky using f/22 for correct exposure of the insect, the sky 
will be underexposed enough to be a good background. The January sphinx moth slide 
was shot after dark so the sky is black. It was shot in the garden area between · 
buildings at Justin's Thunderbird ~odge, Canyon de Chelly. I positioned· myself at 
what I knew was the correct distance from the hollyhock and could see by scattered 
light from the motel rooms when the moth was approaching. Sphinx moths evidently 
navigate mainly by odor, since I don't believe they have any sonar like bats. 
To do what I do with Hyponar .could certainly be done with Realist Macro equipped with 
appropriate negative supplementary lenses, and everything else I have said would apply. 
The Macro has a fixed stop of about f/22, and the further advantage of full Realist 
format. You wouldn't need to restrict yourself to speeds as slow as 1/25 sec, in 
case you wanted to shoot against some fairly bright backqround and wanted to black it 
out completely by overriding it with the strobe. You could use the top speed of the 
Macro and still be sync 1 ed for strobe, and you would make skies totally black. 
If you haven't tried shooting insects the way they really are, you owe it to yourself 
to try my method. Let• s have an end to the "DEAD BUG SYNDROME". I think you wi 11 ·be 
as excited as I was when I saw things on my slide I could never have seen with the 
naked eye. The magic of stereo again. 
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TELEPHOTO AND WIDE ANGLE FOR YOUR 35mm STEREO CAMERA 
It has been pointed out a number of times in this column that large changes in focal 
length of stereo camera lenses usually result in an unacceptable amount of telepho
to or wide angle "distortion". However, moderate changes, say from 35mm to 25mm, or 
35mm to 50mm, don't produce much distortion, and do give an extra· measure of flexi
bility in framing the subject when you don't have a choice of camera location be
cause of geography or other obstacle. 
STEINHEIL WIDE ANGLE SETS 
Wide angle has been used on 35mm stereo cameras for many years. Steinheil made wide 
angle afocal attachments for Realist, Edixa, Iloca, and some other cameras. If you 
can find a Steinheil to fit your camera, you are in luck. The Realist Steinheil 
should preferably be used on the ~12.a Realist. The f/3.5 Realist vignettes to 
begin with, and the attachment aggravates the condition. 
A Steinheil can also be dismantled and the lenses adapted to other cameras. Have a 
machinist fit them to your camera. The most important criterion is that the rear 
element of the Steinheil must be very close (1/16 11

) to the front element of your 
camera; otherwise you may get vignetting. When you have your adaptation made and 
the image sizes equalized and vertical registration adjusted, witness mark your 
attachment lenses, and always install them the same way. Better still, leave them 
on the camera. Save the Steinheil finder and have it fitted to your shoe. 
OTHER WIDE ANGLE LENSES 
Lacking a pair of Steinheils, look for an identical pair of wide angle attachments 
with rear elements about 15 or 20mm in diameter. Attachments intended for f/2 35mm 
cameras may be too bulky, and may not have enough power to be of much help. Take 
the same precautions in fitting to avoid vignetting. 
CUSTOM TELEPHOTO MODIFICATION 
To shoot moderate telephoto with your ASA stereo camera, you need to get a pair of 
small afocal telephoto attachments of rear lens-diameter to suit your camera. Such 
items are sometimes found in Photography magazine ads or in old camera stores. Take 
the same precautions in mounting as with wide angle. 
FOCAL SCALE ADJUSTMENT . 
For either of these afocal attachments you will need to adjust your focusing scale 
by an amoun~ equal· to the square of the ratio by whic2 you have changed focal length. 
This derives from from Newton's formula, d. x d = f , which applies when you are 
measuring distances away from the infinity1focug point. Infi.nity focus· will not 
change, thus the term afocal, but the amount of lens extension away from the infinity 
point is modified by the square of the focal change. For a wide angle which changes 
the camera from 35mn to 25mm, a ratio of ~bout .7, the 10 foot point on the focus 
scale will now produce focus at 10 x (.7) = Sft. For.a telephoto which changes the 
35mm lens to 50mm, a r~tio of about 1.4, the 10 foot point on the scale will now be 
correct for 10 x (1.4)~ = 20 feet. In other words a wide angle attachment lets you 
focus closer with the same lens extension, and a telephoto restricts you on close 
focusing (just as you thought, right?). · 
ONE STEREOGRAPHER'S SOLUTION 
Your Editor goes on safari with an f/2.8 Realist equipped with a standard Steinheil, 
and an f/2.7 Wollensak custom fitted with two SAGA telephoto attachments made for 
the Polaroid Swinger. The Wollensak was chosen as the body for the telephoto con
version because of · freedom from vi ~metti ng, and the re 1 ati ve ease of the adapta _ 
ti~n. A few thousandths off the rear diameter of the SAGA push-on split ring and 
it was perfect as a push-in for the ~fol lensak with its retaining ring removed. In 
such a modification, there probably will be some initial discrepancy in image sizes. 
This can be corrected by adjusting the space between the front and rear elements of 
the attachment. If the rear element is not adjustable, you may need to use shims. 
It is faster to do all this diddling with a ground glass in the focal plane of 
the camera than by trial and error on film. 
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HOW DOES AN AFOCAL CONVERTER WORK ? 

#94 dealt with the use of afocal converters; this month we address the how and why 
of such attachments. Some of you may remember that before zoom lenses, 8nm movie 
cameras had a 3-lens turret marked 6.Smm, 1.3mm, and 25mm, or the like. For 13mn, or 
NORMAL, there was no 1 ens in the turret. Bui 1 t into the. body was a 13mm 1 ens, and 
in the turret, a pair of converters, technically Galilean telescopes. Many such 
Galilean telescopes are in common use today. An opera glass is a telephoto conver
ter, and a front door peephole lens is a wide angle converter. 
A WORD ABOUT GALILEO 
According to Donald H. Jacobs' Fundamentals of Optical Engineering telescopes were 
invented in Holland around 1600. In 1609 Galileo heard of the invention and immedi
ately applied himself to the task of duplicating it. Although he knew nothing of 
the details of such an instrument, he constructed one in the space of a day. 
THE GALILEAN TELESCOPE 
Fig. 1, from Jacobs, shows a Galilean telescope. A positive lens and a negative 
lens are placed with their focal points coinciding. Thus parallel light entering 
the system exits as parallel light, thus producing the afocal function. To under
stand this, remember the definition of the focal length of a negative lens: a pencil 
of rays converging toward the focus of a negative lens will be rendered parallel by 
by the lens •. T~e power of the telescope is the ratio of the focal lengths f 1/f 2. 
A telephoto converter is nothing more nor less than a Galilean telescope placed in 
front of the camera lens. 
THE WIDE ANGLE CONVERTER, A REVERSED GALILEAN TELESCOPE 
How do we use a Galilean telescope to reduce image size, i.e. to increase field 
angle ? Simple, turn it end for end. Remember looking through an opera glass back
ward? See Fig. 2. An intuitive explanation of how it works is as follows: the neg
ative lens produces a· reduced virtual image of the object 0 at I • This virtual 
image is viewed with the positive lens, producing the vJrtual imlge r2 at_ infinity. 
CONVERTERS FOR CAMERAS 
The proportions of Galilean telescopes for use as camera attachments are shown in 
Fig. 3, taken from Rudolf Kingslake, Lenses in Photography. It was mentioned in #94, 
but we repeat it here for completeness, to use the focusing scale of a camera with 
a converter, divide the object distance by the square of the converter power and set 
the scale.to this value. 

Fig. 1 ~-f2 j 
I . f 
~· --=-1 -·- . 

GALILEAN TELESCOPE 

(a) Telephoto attachment. (b) Wide-angle attachment. 

Fig • 3 Typical afocal telescopic attachments. 
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FOCUSING: MOVING LENS vs MOVING FILM PLANE, INTEGRAL vs FRONT ELEMENT 
You may have noticed that the.Stereo Realist is focused by moving the film ga~e back 
and forth by means of a linkage, whereas the Kodak Stereo is focused by rotating the 
front lens element. Total movement of the front element of the Kodak is much less 
than the movement of the film gate in the Realist. ~hat goes on here? This month 
we explore the subject. 
INTEGRAL FOCUSING BY MOVING THE LENS 
For cameras with a single element lens the only kind of focusing possible is to 
change the distance from the lens to the film plane by moving one or the other. 
When the lens consists of three or more elements the most obvious method of focusing 
is to move either the whole lens or the. film plane. In a view camera it is often 
possible to move both. Whether to make the lens movable or the focal plane movable 
in a 35mm stereo camera is a trade-off. Moving the lens requires typically some 
kind of helix mechanism which involves precision machining, and complicates the 
structure of the lens/shutter assembly. Moving the whole lensboard, shutter and all 
may obviate the helix, but provides another route for dirt to get into the camera. 
Of the 35mrn stereo cameras most .frequently seen, KinDar moves the lensboard and 
avoids a helix, Owla and Belplasca have a helix but the lensboard is stationary. 
Verascope F-40 has both a helix and a movable lensboard, so they missed the trade
off. 
INTEGRAL FOCUSING BY MOVING THE FOCAL PLANE 
Electing to move the focal plane instead of the lens simplifies the lensboard but 
adds the complication of a linkage to operate the focal plane. Stereo Realist, 
Stereo Vivid, Revere/Wollensak~ and Iloca Rapid/ Realist 45 went this route. It 
makes for a nice tight camera box,but involves some tricky methods for getting the 
two lenses into focus together. Realist didn't really solve the problem until they 
put.individual adjusting screws in the focal plane. Revere and Wollensak had them 
initially as did Stereo Vivid. lloca Rapid has individual adjustments but they are 
difficult to work with, especially on the rangefinder models. 
FRONT ELEMENT FOCUSING 
Some study of optica·l theory reveals that one can greatly reduce the mechanical 
movement necessary to focus a lens by moving just the front element. The reason for 
this is that the front element, considered by itself, has much more "power" than the 
whole lens, whose second element is typically a strong negative lens. Ue are talk
ing here about a Cooke triplet, which is the equipment on over 90% of all 35mm 
stereo cameras. The more power an element has, the less one needs to move it to 
accomplish a given change in focus. The focusing scale which would apply to the 
front element of a triplet is the same scale as would apply to a camera lens of that 
power. For example a 35nm triplet has a front element of l(}nm focal length, and one 
can focus the camera from INF to 3ft by moving the·10mm front lens the amount which 
would be required if the camera had a lOmm wide angle lens. Front element focusing 
can be done by turning the front element less than one full turn on an inexpensive 
single thread screw (not a multiple thread helix). This method was elected by Kodak, 
Stereo Colorist, Edixa, Iloca I & II.· Adjusting the focus on such a camera is a 
simple matter of loosening the setscrews which secure the focus control to the front 
element and rotating the element a small amount. For the technically inclined,front 
element focusing has another advantaqe, namely the f/ ·number of the lens does not 
change as it is focused, as is the case with integrally focused lenses. 
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 
Front element focusing tends to disturb the optical correction of the lens design, 
but any kind of focusing deviates from the theoretical in a lens designed to work 
best at INF focus. Hore important from a practical point of view is that the need 
to rotate the front of the lens barrel to focus interferes with the use of a push-on 
polarizer, which must then be reset after each change of focus. The same consider
ation applies if one needs to rotate the lens barrel to set aperture, as for example 
on the Realist. 
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:sTEREO PROJECTION FOR LARGE AUDIENCES 
The stereo chainnan for a convention agonizes over the problem of lighting a large 
enough screen for an audience of several hundred. At the same time the stereo purist 
deplores the lack of ortho stereo in most projection. The fonner says, "Why is ster
eo projection so dim compared with 35mm?' The latter says, "Projected stereo will 
never equal hand viewed stereo. 11 Hhile there is some validity in both positions, all 
is not lost. Reasonably ortho stereo can be shown to 300 people. 
ROOM PREPfR/.TION AND PROCEDURES . 
For a large stereo audience, get the room as dark as possible. The light on a soft 
drink machine or a men's room light can be significant; even the light coming under 
a door. A fully dark adapted audience can make much more use of the limited light 
available. After you have darkened the room, allow two minutes for the audience to 
get dark adapted before projecting. Play music or make announcements, but don't do 
it with a light burning at the lectern. 
SCREENS 
There are many types of screens, but without going into a lot of technicalities, let 
me make a simple statement: For a large stereo audience, make sure you have a metal
lized plastic film screen (called a silver screen)~ and make sure it is not tarnished. 

·If your screen doesn't reflect two or three times as much light as white paper, you 
need a better (or newer) screen. Remember that a 50% loss in screen reflectivity is 
the difference between 1 ighti.ng a 7ft screen and 1 ighting a !Oft screen. 
PRC\JECTORS 
The most common projector used for stereo shows in U.S. is probably the TDC 750 watt 
or a TDC 500 with 750 watt 1 amps.. The 1 a tter doesn't heat s 1 ides any more than the 
fonner, because both projectors have the same fan. However, using 750 watt lamps in 
the 500 does tend to crack condensers (which are not as well heat sinked), and burn 
up sockets (which are bakelite rather than ceramic). Unfortunately this projector 
will only light a 6ft screen really adequately, and 1000 watt lamps won't help. 
THE BEST J\V .L'.I LABLE PROOE CTOR 
For most clubs the only solution to the large audience problem , using conmercially 
available equipment, is the Realist 1000 watt projector, model 82. When combined 
with a 12ft_silver screen in good condition, it will provide for 200 people comfort- _ 
ably, and the front one third of the audience will be seeing ortho stereo. The im
provement over the TDC will be so dramatic, you will never want to go back to it. 
OPTICS OF THE REALIST 82 
The optical system of the model 82 is unique, and totally unlike that of the 81, or 
the TDC, or Triad. Instead of the usual triplet, having 3 elements close together 
about 4 inches from the slide, the 82's lens resembles the old Papid Rectilinear cam
era lens, with a field flattener nearly touching the slide. The· aperture of this 
combination is f/2.3. An f/2.3 transmits more than twice as much light as an f/3.5. 
PROBLEMS WITH THE REALIST PROJECTOR 
Operating the Realist projector is no lead pipe cinch. It needs to be played like a 
violin. The changer, which accepts slides right-side-up, and flips them 180° to pro
jection position, must be operated with skill and care, and kept clean and lubed. If 
the operating lever is not depressed smoothly, slowly, and positively, erratic index
ing can result. The picture controls are not especially easy to operate, and not 
easily adaptable to cable. The Pealist can be used with smaller lamps for smaller 
audiences, but the. TDC is preferable to avoid the mechanical hassle. The Realist 
carrier, in common with most qthers, is not designed for 7 sprocket slides. 

GLASSES 
For a large audience, ~ake sure your glasses are in good condition. New glasses do 
make a difference. 
THE BOTTOM LINE Get a Realist 82 and watch your membership grow!! 
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SOME PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS ABOUT PROJECTOR ADJUSTMENTS 
If some of what we say this month sounds familiar, you may have read it in #12, sev
eral years ago At that time, to show that I am not the only stereographer who 
thinks adjusting is overdone, I quoted three eminent authorities now passed away, 
Herbert Mckay, Conrad Hodnik, and Dorothea va Westrienen. What has triggered this 

· 
11 outburst 11 was a recent Club Meeting at which I, and several people nearby, were 
greatly disturbed by the amount and manner of projector adjustment. 
THE PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTS 

·The human eye can adapt to a certain amount of image discrepancy and still retain 
stereo fusion. The adjustment takes a second or so, and is thereafter unnoticed, 
unless it was close to the maximum tolerance for that particular individual. While 
a projectionist assistant is moving the controls, every member of the audience is 
readjusting his eyeballs to ''track" what the adjuster is doing, and keep the chips 
fused. Each movement forward or backward on either the vertical or horizontal con
trol is just as annoying to the viewer as an eyeball adjustment for a mismounted 
slide. What does all this say? 
DON'T ADJUST EXCEPT WHEN NECESSARY 
To minimize audience discomfort, the adjuster should forgo seeing the show in stereo 
by not wearing glasses, so he can estimate the amount of misalignment of each slide, 
and decide whether to tamper with the controls. An error which is within the capa
bility of the average viewer to fuse should not be corrected. The correction will 
cause him more trauma than the temporary muscular accommodation for that slide. 
HOW MUCH IS TOO MUCH? 
A skilled adjuster knows that the human eye can tolerate more horizontal misalign
ment than vertical, so he corrects for fairly small vertical errors, but lets fair
ly large horizontal errars go unadjusted. Some judgment is involved, and the audi
ence must be considered. An experienced stereo audience will tolerate larger errors 
than the "general public". As a rule of thumb, anyone can tolerate about· as much 
horizontal misalignment as is represented by the parallax in an acceptable slide, 
let's say the difference between the 8 foot foreground images, assuming the infini
ty images were brought together. This is the amount the person has to adjust his 
eye muscles just to view the slide. Most people feel uncomfortable with a vertical 

.error any more than perhaps a fifth of this amount. 
WHICH WAY TO GO 
The skilled adjuster remembers which way he adjusted for a bad slide, and is pre
pared to back out the correction, part of it even before the next slide comes on. 
i~othing is more annoying than an adjuster who always starts by aggravating the error 
before correcting it, often by taking three· passes across the correct point before 
zeroing in on it. It is not necessary that the adjustment be perfect, and the audi
ence is suffering all the time the control is moving!!! 
WHAT ABOUT GHOSTING 
For a slide with a lot of contrast, particularly in the foreground, the skilled 
adjuster converges the high contrast object to within the range acceptable to an 
average viewer. This doesn't mean the images have to be in exact coincidence. 
There is some tolerance, which the skilled adjuster has learned. If there is no 
high contrast material, there is no ghosting .to worry about. 
HAND LI NG FOCUS 
It is perhaps on focus adjusting that we ordinarily encounter the most diddling by 
the person at the control. He realizes that focus should be near perfect, but he 
can't see the screen as well as the judges, who are way up front. To be sure he is 
on, tie goes back and forth, back and forth, and usually stops a little off center. 
A solution. I have used, even for home shows, where the projector is only 20 or 30 
feet from the screen, could be even more useful at the Club. In the box with my 
projector is a cheapie pair of folding opera glasses, which I use to verify setup, 
before the audience is seated. 
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PHOTOGRAPHING THE MOON IN STEREO: (1) SCOPING THE PROBLEM 
The moon is 240,000 miles away. A suitable stereo baseline to photograph it would be 
8000 miles, which is the diameter of the earth. Thus one possibility is to shoot 
the full moon just after sunset, and again just before sunrise, as was pointed out in 
#11. However, the really interesting detail on the moon is visible only near the 
terminator where the shadows are, t:nd this can not be photographed by the sunset to 
sunrise method, for two reasons. First, you can only photograph the moon when it is 
well above the horizon, and the sun is well below the horizon, but this interval gets 
shorter and shorter the further you are away from the time of the ful 1 moon. Second, 
and more significant, the tenninator moves far enough in a half hour to begin inter
fering with stereo fusion. Terminator discrepancy is the problem with most of the 
1900 vintage moon stereos which show the terminator at all. 
L.!BRATION 
How then is it possible to photograph the moon in all phases, not just at full phase? 
The answer is that the muon does not always face directly toward the earth, due to 
what the astronomers call libration (lie BRAY shun). To see how this comes about it 
is necessary to understand the geometry of the sun-earth-moon system. The earth 
rotates on its axis and orbits sun in a path called the ecliptic, but the north pole 
of the earth and the north pole of the ecliptic are about 1~ degrees apart, \'lhich is 
why we have seasons. Similarly the moon rotates on its axis and orbits the earth in 
an elliptical path, and again the north pole of the moon and the north oole of its 
orbit do not coincide. Because of these facts an observer on the earth is able to 
see over the north pole of the moon, and under the south pole. This is libration in 
latitude. See Fig.1. 
Libration in longitude is a bit more.difficult to explain, but is due to the ellip
ticity of the moon's orbit. According to Kepler's third law, the moon moves so that 
its radius vector to the earth sweeps out equal areas in equal times. Thus it moves 

,_, quite a bit faster at perigee than at apogee. However, its rotation on its axis re
mains constant, because there is nothing to change its angular momentum - the first 
law of thermodynamics. Thus while the moon presents the same average face to the 
earth, its instantaneous aspect oscillates back and forth according to its position 
in orbit. See Fig. 2. This is libration in longitude. One can take advantage of 
libration to produce, to a high degree of approximation, the same effect as if one 
were able to move back and forth along a baseline. The combination of latitude and 
longitude libration determines the total effective stereo parallax at·a given moment. 

,... 

THE TERMINATOR 
Another point we must mention is the location of the terminator, which depends on the 
relation of the moon to the sun. As seen from the moon, the sun's latitude varies 
plus or minus 1~ degrees, so the terminator can 11tilt 11 back and forth by.this amount, 
enough to spoil the old stereos. 
STEREO PARALLAX 
To make a 11 good 11 stereogram one needs to have enough, but not too much,_parallax. 
For our purposes 3 to 5 degrees is optimum. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR .A PROPER STEREO PAIR 0 The sun's selenographic longitude must be the same in both shots to within 1/~ . 
The sun's selenographic latitude must be the same in both shots to within 1/4 . 
The sun must be at least a half hour below the horizon 
The moon must be at least a half hour above the horizon 
The net libration must be between about 3 and about 5 degrees 
The horizontal direction on the stereogram must be the direction of the parallax 
The two images must be the same size. 

Apogee: the moon's farthest point from earth; Ecliptic: the plane of the earth's orbit 
Perigee; the moon's nearest point to earth; Terminator: the line of light and shadow 
on the moon; Selenographic: as seen from the moon 
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PHOTOGRAPHING THE MOON IN STEREO: (2) OUTLINE OF A PROCEDURE 
What fo~lows in this month's column is intended to give you the reader the benefit of 
the research I have done over a period of several years in three areas: 1) where to 
get the astronomical data for predicting a stereo pair, 2) how best to produce a 
solution to the problem defined at the end of the last installment, and 3) some pre
liminary comments on equipment. 
It is clear that one must seek two moon apparitions in which the terminator is in 
exactly the same position on the moon's surface, but with libration differences be
tween the two apparitions of a just sufficient amount to provide a projectable pair. 
It is also clear that the two apparitions must belong to two different lunations. 
DATA SOURCES 
Two data sources which I have used are the Astronomical Almanac, fonnerly called the 
American Ephemeris, and the NASA Ephemeris of the moon. The fonner tabulates data 
on 24 hour intervals, and has all the parameters you will need, but accurate interpo
lation is a little involved. 'ihe latter lacks data on some parameters you will need, 
out tabulates selenographic latitudes and longitudes every four hours, and has graphs 
of the behavior of these parameters for each month. 
WHERE TO LOOK FOR A POSSIBLE STEREO PAIR 
A little study of the Astronomical Almanac will quickly convince vou that a random 
search for two times to photograph the moon and get a stereo pair has an essentially 
zero chance of success. Without going into a lot of detail, I will give you what I 
have concluded is the only useful solution. One lunar month is about 29~ days, which 
means that a phase of the moon which occurred at midnight in March, will occur at 
noon in April, orviously not a solution. However in May the same phase will occur 
within an hour or two of midnight. Of course in two months most of the other para
meters wi 11 have changed. Most importantly the sun's selenographi c latitude will 
usually be quite a bit different, i.e.the terminator will have tilted. But we note 
that this parameter goes through an ~ssentially sinusoi~al variation of about 3.2 
degrees peak to peak. Therefore if we can find two apparitions a little before and 
a little after a max or min point we can get a pair within ~ or ~degree as required 
for good stereo. In 1985 the good pairs will be in June and August, and again in 
December and February (1986). · These dates change s 1 owly from year to year. 
h PROCEDURE 
Hence the following procedure: 

1) Detennine from the AA when the next max or min in the sun's selenographic lati
tude will occur. 

2).For the three month period centered on this max or min calculate the time of 
sunrise/sunset/moonrise/moonset for each day 

3) For each pair of days 59 apart, determine a preliminary window which will be 
either from moonrise to sunrise, or from sunset to moonset, depending on whether it 
is before or after full moon of that lunation 

4) From the AA pages entitled Ephemeris for Physical Observation of the Moon, de
termine the sun's selenographic longitude for the beginning. and end of the prelimin
ary window~ for both days of the pair. Since two lunations does not exactly equal 
59 days, the two longitudes (terminator positions) at the beginning of the prelimin
ary window will not be the same. The actual window cannot begin until both appari
tions have reached the same longitude. Suppose on Mar 14, 1981 the sun's long. at 
the start of the preliminary window is· 70.46 degs,. and on Mey 12 the figure is 70.50 
degrees. and the two corresponding times are 1828 hrs and 1915 hrs. The useful win
dow begins at the times when both longituaes are at 70.46 since the longitude always 
decreases. This starting time on March 14 is the 1828 hrs, and on May 12 it is de
termined by' interpolation to be 1920 hrs 
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S) Using the values for earth's selenographic latitude (latitude libration), and 

earth's selenographic longitude (longitude libration), taken from the moon ephemeris, 
determine the total libration, which is the stereo separation available, and its 
direction, which is the stereo angle for use in orienting the camera. 

6) To determine at what angle to orient the camera on the telescope, take the 
moon's position angle from the ephemeris and combine it with the above determined 
ster~o angle by addition (or subtraction). 

7) Select pairs of evenings with good stereo separation (i.e. neither too small nor 
too large) and set up for photography. 

8) To get final sizes to be exactly the same you will need to copy the originals 
with some adjustment in magnification to compensate for the fact that the moon was 
not exactly the same distance away at the time the two shots were made. 
EQUIPMENT 
Looking at the most commonly available amateur telescopes, the Celestron series, 
the image size of the moon at prime focus is about right for 35 mm cameras using the 
8 inch Celestron, and for 2~ x 2~ cameras is about right using the 14 inch Celestroi1. 
All of your editor's work has been done on an 8 inch Celestron using either an Exakta 
body or an Olympus OM-1 body at prime focus. The Olympus is better, as it causes 
less vibration. 
Some people have done moon work (not in stereo) using a Hasselblad with leaf shutter 
at the prime focus of a 14 inch Celestron • 
The films recommended for this work are Panatomic X and Technical Pan. The latter 
can be had at a few stores in Hollywood 
To orient the camera to get the stereo separation to be horizontal on the film, 
I designed and had built a special fixture with a protractor, at a cost of about 
$100 (1980 costs). 

In subsequent installments I will go into all the details needed for this work. 
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PHOTOGRAPHING THE MOON IN STEREO (3) Sun/Moon/Rise/Set 
A QUICK REVIEW 

INST ALLME.'JT # 101 

We now begin executing the procedure outlined in #100 for detennining when the next 
set of favorable Moon apparitions will occur. We wish to make a series of stereo
grams covering the whole range of Moon phases, from New through Full to New. We 
shall need the Astronomical Almanac (AA) for both 1985 and 1986, because the two 
stereo 11 mates 11 \tJill be in late 1985 and early 1986. The preliminary window for ob
servation is that period on any day, during which the Sun is sufficiently below the 
horizon to provide some degree of darkness, and the Moon is sufficiently above the 
horizon to be out of the ground haze. We have taken a half hour as the necessary mar
gin in both cases. The data which we need for this calculation are found in section 
A of the AA for 1985 and 1986. 
FIND THE TURNING POINT IN SUN'S LATITUDE 
To determine which pages of the AA to photocopy and take home from the library if you 
don't have your own copy of AA, look first at section D, Ephemeris for Physical Ob
servation of the Moon. You see on pD7 of 1986 AA that the Sun's selenographic lati
tude bottoms out at -1.560 1986 Jan 23, 
DEFINE THE USEFUL INTERVAL 
More specifically, if we establish .so as the allowable discrepancy in Sun's seleno
graphic latitude for stereo mates, we seek the interval in which the limit is met. 
On 1985/12/09 the Sun's latitude is -.99, and 59 d(\}'s later on 1986/02/06 it is -1.49. 
These dates are the start of the favorable interval for the two mates •. On 1986/01/12 
and 1986/03/12 the figures are approximately reversed, namely -1.51 and -1.02. These 
are the end dates. So we need data for the first mate from Dec. 9, 1985 to Jan. 12, 
1986, and for the second mate, from Feb. 2, 1986 to Mar. 12, 1986 
DETERMINE THE PRELIMINARY WINDOW 
All the data we need on Sunrise/Sunset are on pages A20 of 1985 AA and A14 of 1986 AA. 
All the data we need on Moonrise/Moonset are on pages A76 of 1985 AA and pages A46, 
A48, and A50 of 1986 AA. We are looking at the Moon over 34 days, or slightly more 
than one complete lunation. 
A SAMPLE CALCULATION 
As an example we shall calculate a preliminary window for Los Angeles CA. We use as 
coordinates for Los Angeles the coordinates of Griffith Observatory shown in Section 
J of the AA, namely longitude 118018.l' (118.3°), which is equal to 118.3/15 hours, 
or 7h53m from Greenwich; and latitude 34°06.8' (34.10). To calculate the preliminary 
Moon observation .window for 1985/12/19-20 we.note on p A76 that the Moon rises about 
noon and sets about midnight. Therefore our window will be from Sunset to Moonset. 
INTERPOLATE FOR SUNSET 
For Sunset we interpolate the information on p A20 of the AA: 

. +300 +350 +34.10 
Uec 16 17:02 16:50 16:52 The interpolation factor for 
Dec 20 17:04 16:52 16:54 34.lo is (34.1 - 30)/5 = .82. 

For Sunset on the 19th the interpolation factor is (19 - 16)/4 to correct the date, 
plus 118.3/1440 to correct for longitude, there being 360 x 4 = 1440° of longitude 
between Dec 16 and Dec 20. This total interpolation factor is .83. So Sunset in 
Los Angeles on Dec 19 is at 16:54 local mean time. To correct to Greenwich time we 
add 7h53m corresponding to LA's longitude, and subtract 8 hours because LA clocks 
are 8 hours behind Greenwich. This amounts to a net correction of - 7m, which applies 
to all Los Angeles conversions from local time to clock time. So clock· time of Sun
set on 1985/12/19 is 16:46 hours or 4:46 PM. The observation window begins a half 
hour later at 5:16 PM. 
INTERPOLATE FOR MOONSET 
Let us now determine the time of Moonset on Dec 19/20. On p A76 of AA we estimate 
Moonset in Greenwich time at 34.10 as follows: 
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Greenwich Dec 20 00:44 The interpolation factor for LA is 118.3/360, 
Greenwich Dec 21 01:40 or .33. (1:40 - :44) x .33 = 18m. 
Los Angeles Dec 20 01:02 :44 + :18 = 1:02. 

As before the correction to clock time in LA is 7m so the clock time of Moonset is 
00:55 = 01:02 - :07. Allowing a half hour before Moonset for ground haze we have 
as the end of the window 00:25 hours, or 12:25 AM on the 20th. 
SUMMARY 
To locate all the favorable stereo pairs in the period we have selected, we must 
determine the preliminary observation window for every pair of dates 59 days apart 
beginning from December 9, 1985 to January 12, 1986, and ending from February 2, 1986 
to March 12, 1986. Thus the above calculation must be done 68 times. A tabular 
procedure using accounting paper is recommended, or if you are ambitious and want to 
make a career out of Moon stereo, you might want to program it on your computer. 
~ut don't start programming until you have seen the rest of the procedure to be 
explained in later issues. 
SAMPLES OF THE AA PAGES REFERENCED 

Date A1e 

~ J.an".. d -
10 29.0 
II o.s 
12 t.5 
13 2.5 
14 3 . .5 

15 4 . .5 
16 5.5 
17 6.5 
18 7.5 
19 8.5 

20 9.5 
21 10.5 
22 11 . .5 
23 12..5 
24 13.5 

25 14.5 
26 15.S 
27 16.5 
28 17.5 
29 18.5 

~b 4 24.S 
. - s 25.5 

6 26.S 
7 27.5 
8 28.5 
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. . . . 

+2.976 +6.036 - .5+16+20 2.59.9.5 -1.49 3.53.878 St.34 
4.380 6.SOt 4 16 21 272.14 t.SO 348.249 295 . .54 
S.495 6.549 4 15 22 284.33 I.St 343.730 267.19 
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-0.578 3.1.54 14 6 20 33.84 1.56 3.50.361 260.57 
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2.947 S.224 16 s 20 .58.12 1.56 359.978 274.75 
3.8ll S.945 18 4 20 70.25 1.56 5.192 284.83 

-4.420 -6.394 -19+ 4+20 82.38 -1.56 10.194 301.M 
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PHOTOGRAPHING THE MOON IN ST~REO ( 4) THE "MISSION WINDOW" 
SYNOPSIS· 

INSTALLMENT #102 

In previous installments we have outlined the requirements for a successful stereo of 
the Moon and given a procedure for detennining the preliminary window for photography. 
The preliminary window is t~e period during which the Moon is well above the horizon 
and darkness prevails. The actual useful window is that part, if any, of two prelim
inary windows during which identical Moon terminator positions occur. Exactly what 
this means will become clear as we continue with our exe.n1ple. 
SECOND PRELIMINARY WINDOW 
In Installment #101 we determined that the first preliminary window on the night of 
Dec. 19/20 1985 was from 5:17 PM to 12:25 AM. A simi.lar calculation will show that 
the second preliminary window for the night 59 days later on Feb. 16/17 1986 wi 11 
be from 6:07 PM to 12:49 AM. 
THE OVERLAP OF PRELIMINARY WINDOW3 
We must now determine during what part of these intervals, Dec. 20/21 from 5:17 PM 
to 12:25 AM and Feb. 16/17. from 6:07 PM to 12:49 AM the Moon's terminator is at the 
same position for a stereo pair. 
SUN'S LONGITUDE DETERMINES MATCHING OF CHIPS 
The factor which detennines where the terminator is located is the Sun's longitude as 
seen from the Moon, found in the Astronomical Almanac Section D, Ephemeris for Phy
sical Observations of the Moon.· The figure which is tabulated in the AA is the com
plement of the longitude, called colongitude (900- longitude or 450°- longitude), so 
we shall ~se colongitude. Entering the 1985 AA on page 021 ~'e need the Sun's seleno
graphic colongitude at 5:17 PM Los Angeles time Dec 19, which is 8 hours later Green
wich time, or 01:17 AM Dec 20. Linear interpolation gives 5.45°. Similarly the 
Sun's colongitude at 12:25 AM Los Angeles time on Dec 20 (08:25 Greenwich time) is 
9.07°. The Sun's colongitude for the beginning and end of the preliminary window the 
night of Feb 16/17, Greenwich time 0207 and 0849 are 3.310 and 6.71°. 
THE USEFUL OVERLAP 
Thus we see that the useful overla.p is from colongitude 5.45C to 6.110. Interpola
tion establishes that 6.71° colongitude the night of Dec 19 is reached at 8:14 PM. 
On Feb 16 5.450 colongitude is reached at lO:ZO PM. 
THE "MISSION WINDOW" 
Therefore the mission window for this stereo pair is from 5:45 PM to 8:14 PM on 
Dec 19 and from 10:20 PM to 12:49 AM on Feb 16/17, a total interval of 2 hr 29 min, 
and the difference in clock time for the two dates to get an exact match is 4 hr 
35 min. Any chip shot on the first night w~ll mate with a chip shot 4 hr 35 min 
later on the second night. A discrepancy of 30 min will give an acceptable error. 
~e should therefore make a series of shots Dec 19 beginning at 5:45 PM and ending at 
about 8:45 PM, and a series of shots Feb 16 beginning about 9:50 and ending 12:50 AM. 
i"tote that we are taking advantage of the ~hr allowable error· when it would result 
in better "seeing. 
STEREO ORIENTATION 
Next time we shall discuss how to determine the libration in direction and magnitude 
and hence the orientation of the stereo parallax. We wish to have the parallax in 
the horizontal direction on the final stereo pair. The libration is the Earth's 
latitude and longitude as seen from the Moon. 
A LOOK AT THE MOON EPHEMERIS 
Now that the Moon Ephemeris has been introduced it is possible to discuss the ratio- . 
nale for selecting the 2 month interval for a stereo 11 base 11

• For a matching stereo 
pair the columns 11 Sun 1 s selenographic colong. and lat. 11 must agree· for: the two chips 
to about~ degree. The colong. figures repeat about every two months while the lat 
figures go through an annual cycle, with slow changes near the turning points. 
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THE TECHNICAL PAGE CHARLES PIPER, EDITOR 
PHOTOGRAPHING THE MOON IN STEREO - CONCLUSION 
SUMMARY 

INSTALLMENT #103 

Beginning with #99 we have outlined the problem,and ·identified the shortest interval 
over which one can f_ind 5ui:able stereo pairs. (Assuming one must make all the obser
vations from the same pc·int on the Earth) We have also ·rr.•n through a sample calcu
lation for Sunset, Sunrise, Moonrise, arid Moonset, and a sample calculation for deter
mining the useful overlap in Moon configurations for two dates. Thus far these cal
culations have involved nothin~ more than linear interpolation of tabular data from 
the Astronomical Almanac. ~··~ now address the problem of combining observations on 
two evenings to create a stereo oair in which the two chips show the Moon the same 
side up, and exhibit stereo oarallax in the horizontal direction on the slide. 
CREATING A STEREO PAIR 
Clearly one must orient the camera body. about the telescope optic axis for each shot, 
so that when the two shots are combined, a stereogram will result. This will involve 
some kind of scale on the adapter which attaches the camera to the telescope, and a 
calculation of how to orient the camera body for each shot of the pair. The first of 
these problems was solved by having a local machine shop attach a 360° circular 
drafting protractor to surround the camera adapter. The second problem we address 
for the rest of this issue. 
ORIENT FOR THE MIDDLE OF THE MISSION WINDOW 
We shall calculate orientations only for the middle of the mission window, rather 
than for each instant, because the configurations don't change too rapidly, and minor 
rotational adjustments can always be made on the final slide, as is usually required 
on airplane hypers, for example. The middle of the mission window for the first 
observation (see #102) would be half way· between Sun's colongitude 5.45° and colon
gitude 6.110, or about 6.u8o. 
INTERPOLATION 
We now refer to page D21 of the AA for 1985 and interpolate for the Earth's Selena~ 
graphic Longitude and Latitude corresponding to Sun's colongitude 6.080. These are 
the principal components of the observed libration. We ignore the observer's loca
tion on Earth, and the columns marked physical libration in the AA. Note that the 
event occurs early on the 20th of December Greenwich time, because Greenwich clocks 
are 8 hours ahead of Los Angeles clocks. The interpolation is shown below. 

Earth's 
Long. 

Dec 20 5.682 
5.555 

Dec 21 4.461 

Earth• s 
Lat. 
3.298 
3.164 
2.012 

Sun '.s 
Col ong. 
4.81 
6.08 Interpolation factor= .104 

16.96 
Similarly we calculate the Earth 1 s Selenographic latitude and longitude for the Sun's 
colongitude of 6.080 for Feb 17, 1986 on page 09 of the AA for 1986 

Earth 1 s 
Long. 

Feb 17 - .333 
.308 

Feb 18 1. 694 
STEREO SEPARATION 

Earth's 
Lat. 
3.045 
3.407 
4.190 

We now subtract vectorially the 
Long. Lat. 

Dec 20 5.555 3.164 
Feb 17 .308 3.407 
Diff. 5.247 - .243 

Sun's 
Co long. 
2.24 
6.08 I.F. = .316 

14.41 

libration data for the two dates 

J (5.247) 2 + (.243)2 = 5.253° 
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Therefore the available stereo separation for this pair of observations is 5.25°, 
about the upper limit for a good stereo, but s~ill usable, because a Moon image does 
not have any corners, which is where distortions are most evident. 
PARALLAX ANGLE 
Next we note the parallax angle, which is calculat~d from the formula 

arctan(LatB - LatA)/(LongB - LongA) 
To be strictly correct we should solve a spherical triangle, but the above approx
imation is adequate for our purposes. Putting in the numbers we get 

arctan(3.407 - 3.164)/(.308 - 5.555) = -2.650 
Because the stereo separation is almost all in longitude, the parallax direction is 
nearly parallel to the Moon's equator. The Man in the Moon will be right side up. 
Finally we note the position ·angle of the Moon's axis for the 6.08° mid window 
selenographic colongitude of the Sun. The position angle of the axis as shown in the 
AA means the orientation of the Moon's north pole with respect to the hour circle at 
that point of the sky (i.e. the north - south direction), the Moon's center. The 
same interpolation factors used previously _apply here also. We have for the Dec 20 
apparition 338.30, and for the Feb 17 apparition 350.30. 
CAMERA ANGLE 
Thus the camera angle for Dec 19/20 is 338.3 - 2.65 = 336°, and for Feb 16/17 it is 
350. 3 - 2. bS = 3480. ~~ote that o0 means the camera vertical is the hour circle · : 
direction, so 336° means turn the camera to the left 24°. We note incidentally that 
the fraction of the Moon illuminated is about 60%, and the age of the Moon about 8 
days. This completes the example for a stereo pair based upon using Moon apparitions 
two months apart, located near the turning point of the Sun's selenographic latitude. 
SIX MONTH STEREO PAIRS 
Another possibi.lity, which involves more time overall is to make two observations 6 
months apart, at points where the Sun's selenographic latitude is passing through 
zero, but in opposite directions at the two observations. The latitude is changing 
at its maximum rate at these points, so the number of successive days on which pairs 
may be made is limited. In 1986 the period which should yield some good pairs using 
the 6 month scheme is Apr 14 to Apr 27 and Oct 08 to Oc~ 21. 
UPCOMING TWO MONTH STEREO PAIRS 
In the middle of the above interval there is again a chance to look for 2 month pairs 
in tne periods June 06 to June 30 and Aug 04 to Aug 28. 
OTHER SCHEMES FOR A STEREO PAIR 
If you have a partner located half way around the Earth in longitude, the two of you 
can prepare a stereogram in one month at about the turning point in Sun's latitude. 
Of course there may be many stereo pairs the members of which are located years apart 
but these can only be identified if ephemerides are available far in advance of the 
first event. The AA is published only a year or so ahead. To work over long periods 
you would have to get the equations from JPL and make your own e~hemeris. This is 
perhaps what an 11 expert 11 at Li ck Observatory had in mind some years ago when he to 1 d 
Paul Wing anyone would be "crazy" to want to make a stereo of the Moon. Perhaps the 
expert was not aware that there are many stereo pairs two months and six months apart. 
that is if you know how to find them. 
If any of you readers intend to try to shoot the Moon in stereo, I'd like to hear 
from you. My work was interrupted in mid stream when my wife was in her last illness. 
and I haven't yet got around to completing it. 
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Date Ap 

Dec. 1 18.4 
2 19.4 
3 20.4 
4 21.4 
5 I 22.4 

I 
6 I 23.4 
7 I 24.4 
8 25.4 
9 26.4 

10 27.4 

11 28.4 
12 29.4 
13 1.0 
14 2.0 
15 3.0 

16 4.0 
17 5.0 
18 6.0 
19 7.0 
20 8.0 

21 9.0 
22 10.0 
23 11.0 
24 12.0 
25 I 13.0 

om. Ap 

d 
Feb. IS 6.0 

16 7.0 
17 8.0 
18 9.0 
19 10.0 

20 11.0 
21 12.0 
22 13.0 
23 14.0 
24 lS.O 

CHARLES PIPER, tDITOR 

MOON, 1985 

EPHEMERIS FOR PHYSICAL OBSERVATIONS 

FOR Ob DYNAMICAL TIME 

The F.arth'• 

~== 
The Sun'1 Pa.it.ion Ancle of Selenoenphic Selenographie 

Lansitwle Latitude tc. LL P.A. Colons. Lat. Am 

-5.320 -6.274 0+11 +20 133.52 -0.80 8.103 
6.064 6.657 - 1 10 20 145.66 0.82 12.738 
6.589 6.i25 1 10 20 157.81 0.84 16.627 

I 
6.862 6.458 2 11 19 169.96 0.87 19.567 
6.848 5.849 

I 
2 11 19 182.12 0.89 21.465 

I -6.515 -4.908 - 2+12+19 194.29 -0.92 22.289 
5.835 3.649 - 1 13 19 206.46 0.94 22.033 
4.799 2.139 0 14 19 218.63 0.96 20.673 
3.424 -0.456 +l 15 20 230.82 0.99 18.154 

-1.762 + 1.289 2 16 20 243.00 1.01 14.418 

I +0.092 +2.965 + 4+17 +21 255.19 -1.04 9.485 
2.006 4.437 5 17 22 267.39 1.06 3.584 

I 3.822 5.590 6 18 22 279.58 1.08 357.240 

I 5.387 6.350 7 17 23 291.77 1.11 351.174 
6.572 6.687 . 8 17 23 303.96 1.13 346.025 

i 
I +7.298 +6.617 + 8+16+24 316.14 -1.15 342.135 

i.536 6.182 8 15 24 328.32 1.17 339.546 

I 7.304 
5.443 7 14 23 340.49 1.18 338.134 

.6.660 4.461 6 13 .23 352.65 1.20 337.731 
5.682 3.298 4 12 22 4.81 1.22 338.198 

16.96 -1.24 339.445 I +u61 +2.012 + 3+11+22 I 3.089 +0.656 + 1 11 21 29.11 1.25 341.432 I 

1.653 -0.718 - 1 10 21 41.25 1.27 344.151 
: +0.232 2.061 3 9 20 53.39 1.28 347.602 

!-1.107 3.319 4 8 20 65.52 1.30 351.758 

MOON, 1986 

EPHEMERIS FOR PHYSICAL OBSERVATIONS 

FOR flt DYNAMICAL TIME 

I 

=t 
91.45 
98.16 

103.90 
108.51 
111.87 

113.88 
114.41 
113.26 
110.11 
104.17 

92.32 
13.79 

285.38 
271.02 
262.08 

255.61 
251.04 
248.10 
246.59 
246.35 

247.33 
249.54 
253.09 
258.23 
265.67 

The Eanb'• Physical The Sa'• PCllilioa Allp ol 
Sclcaopapllic Libr&tioa ~ 

Loqicade Lamude I+ I.I. P.A. Colon .. La&. ADI -Drips 
Limb 

. . (Cl'001) 
. . . . 

+2.392 -0.413 -18+ 8+20 337.90 -1.45 342.239 2S0.'5 
+t.060 1.771 19 7 20 350.07 1.44 345.221 253.49 
-0.333 3.045 21 6 20 2.24 l.43 348.919 257.59 

l.694 4.190 22 5 20 14.41 l.42 353.277 262.77 
2.930 5.163 23 4 20 26.57 l.41 358.159 268.89 

-J.961 -S.920 -24+ 3+20 38.72 -1.39 3.322 275.74 
4.723 6.416 25 3 20 50.87 1.38 8.422 283.10 
5.173 6.612 26 3 20 63.01 1.36 13.077 290.98 
5.297 6.474 26 2 19 75.IS 1.34 16.951 300.44 
5.108 5.984 26 2 19 87.29 l.32 19.821 320.41 
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DEPTH OF FIELD AND ALLOWABLE SUBJECT DEPTH 
In our discussion of the Ten Times Rule #47 we noted that for the selected shooting 
and viewing criteria, the DOF and ASD are identically equal if the baseline is 10 
times the absolute aperture. This month we delve deeper into thi·s area of similarity 
and define a new tenn, Hyperparallactic Distance. 

DEPTH OF FIELD 
It is established in optical texts* that if a camera is focused on distance D, the 
allowable circle of confusion subtend~ angle Q, and the absolute aperture is A, 
a 11 j s sharp o2/ {A/8 + D) ahead and D't./ {A/a - D) behind D. Ca 11 i ng A/Q the hyper
foca 1 distance h, these expressions become o2/(h + D) and o2/(h - D). When one is 
fccus~d at h, everything is sharp from h/2 to INF .. If w~ for.u·s on a fraction 1/k of 
the hyperfocal distance, the near point is h/(k + 1), the focus point is h/k, and 
the far point is h/(k - 1). Thus if we construct a table of distances h/k, where k 
takes on the values 0, 1, 2, .. and focus on any one of these ·distances,"the adja
cent tabular entries will be the near and far points of sharpness. 
Let us construct such a tdble for the Stereo Realist using the Aperture A= f/5 
= 35/5 = 7mm, and taking Q as 1/1000. The hyperfocal distance is then A/Q = 7000mm 
or 22.97', and our table becomes: 

h/0 h/l h/2 h/3 h/4 h/5 h/6 h/7 h/8 

INF 22.97' 11.48' 7.66' 5.74' 4.59 1 3.83' 3.28' 2.87' 
Most Realists carry a hyperfocal table on the lens cover which gives has 22' at:5.6. 
~f we focus on h/4, everything is sharp from h/3 to h/5, and so forth. 
ALLOWABLE SUBJECT DEPTH 
In #54 we published a table of distances, using the Realist baseline 70nm as the unit 
of measure, having the same properties for ASD as the above tab 1 e has. for DOF, i.e. , 
any two values two spaces apart represent the near and far points for parallax. 

INF 100 50 33 25 20 16.7 14.3 12.5 
If we convert these val •Jes to feet, remembering that the baseline was 70nm, we get 
exactly the above DOF table. To· complete the similarity between DOF and ASD we de
fine the value 100 baselines or 23' as the Hyperparallactic Distance for the Stereo 
Realist . We may also define the distance whose parallax is midway between the two 
limiting v~lues as the Mid Parallax, which becomes the analog of focus point in DOF. 
Now we can say: if one selects any tabular value as the Mid Parallax point for a shot 
the two adjacent values are the fore and aft limits for his subject." 
A WORD ABOUT CRITERIA 
The value selected for the circle of confusion of course affects the hyperfocal dis
tance one comes up with. Similarly, the allowable parallax affects the hyperparal
lactic distanr.P For our examples we have selected g = 1/1000 for circle of con
fusion, and .35mm as the maximum deviation from Mid rarallax, a.value suitable for 
projection. For hand viewing· one could use about 50% more parallax. 
If one were shooting with a long focus lens one might wish to use 1/1500 or 1/2000 
for 9, likewise, if all .viewing were to be by projection, one could take Q = 1/750 
or 1/500. If all viewing were to be in hand viewers, one might wish to use ±.5nun 
for parallax. A nice point to operate is where the hyperfocal distance for the lens 
is equal to the hyperparallactic distance. Note that doubling the focal length will 
double both hyperfocal and hyperparallactic distances. If the total parallax allow
ed on the chip is p, Hyperparallactic distance H = 2f/p baselines. Hyperfocal dis
tance h = A/Q. When H = h, b/A = p/2fQ, which for our case is (0.1)(1000)/(2)(35) 
= 10. 
* for example Rudolph Kingslake: Lenses in Photography 

-
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SELECTION OF f/ NUMBER AND BASELINE FOR SLIDE BAR AND TWO CAMERA STEREOGRAMS 
Now that :iiost of you have pocket calculators and know how to use them, it is time to 
give you the full treatment on stereo planning. When you nave prepared a set-up and 
have your image composed on the ground glass of your SLR, what aperture and baseline 
should you use? If computtng is not your cup of tea, use the charts in #65. 
CIRCLE OF CONFUSION, FARALLAX 
The criteria controlling your selection are the allowable parallax measured on the 
chip, ana the allowable circle of confusion on the chip. The usual 35mm stereo cam
era provides a 11 ··.lindow 11 at 7 feet or 30 times the camera baseline, which amounts to 
a para 11 ax of 1. lrrm. rhi s co 1 umn has recommended keeping the subject safely beyo!ld 
the 7 ft window and has suggested 50 baselines for inexperienced stereographers. 
Fifty baselines corresponds to .7mm parallax, an amount which won.'t bother even a 
non-stereo audience. 
For depth of field the Tech Page has used a circle of confusion subtending 1/1000 of 
a radian, equal to a 1-cent piece at 62 feet, ~1hich is the minimum a typical judge 
can resolve in a hand viewer. I am aware that some stereographers can tolerate much 
more than .7mm parallax in a hand viewer, and that some will accept more than 1/1000 
circle of confusion, ~specially when projected. 
THE NEAR AND FAR POINTS 
The stereo-graphic properties of a subject derive from the sum, difference, and pro
duct 0f the near point and far point distances to the camera. This means the front· 
edge of the flower, and the cardboard backstop, respectively. A common error is -to 
ignore the backstop on the theory that it will be out of focus. ~RONG!! Out of -
focus or not, it must be considered part of the subject. 
uEFI1HTIONS 
Let s1 = near point of subject F = focus setting of taking lens 

s2 = far point of subject h = hyperfocal distance of taking lens 
Q = angle subtended by circle A = absolute aperture of taking lens 

of confusion (1/1000) N = f/ number of taking lens* 
p = parallax measured on the chip(.7)* If the taking lens is appreciably ex-
f2 = e.f.l. of viewing lens (JSrrm) tended, use lens-to-film distance 

rather than e.f.l., and correct for the 
f 1 = e.f.l.* of taking lens extension when setting f/ number. 

THE ANSWERS It~s in parentheses are standard. 

These values will produce a stereogram which is sharp overall 
will project without pulling out a neophyte's eyeballs. 

in a hand viewer, and 

Focus setting F = 2s1s2;(s1 + s2) 
Hyperfocal distance h = 2S1S2/(S2 - S1) 
Absolute aperture A= f2Qh/f 1 
Effective f / number N = f~/f2Qh = f 1/A 
Baseline b = ph/2f1 

EXAMPLE 
Let us take the following values for an 

s1 = 10" = 254mm 

S2 = 12" = 304.Bnm 

f 1 = 50mm 

example: 

f 2 = 35mm 
g = 1/1000 

p = • 7mm 

(. 035h/f 1) 

(f~/( .035h)) 

(.35h/f1) 
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We have F = (2)(254)(304.8)/(304.8 + 254) = 277.lmm = 10.9" 
h = (2) (254) (304.8)/(304.8 - 254) = 3048mm = 120". 
A= (35)(3048)/(1000)(50) = 2.13nm 
N = 50/2.13 = f/23.4 
b = (.7)(3048)/(2)(50) = 21.34mm 

One would use f/22 as the nearest approximation to 23.4. If the 50mm lens won't 
stop down to f/22, you should back off a couple of inches and rearrange your subject 
matter to recompose the frame. Or, you may be able to limit the depth to 1. 5 11

• 

PROOF OF THE ABOVE 
Refer to the first table in #104. We wish to make the near point, the focJs point, 
and the far point look iike three successive tabular entries. Thus we place 

s1 = h/(n + 1) and s2 = h/(n - 1) 
Solving these equations simu1taneously we get 

h = 2S1S2/(S2 - S1) and n = (51 + Sz)/(Sz - 51) 
The focus setting is h/n = 25152/(51 + S2) 
By definition h = A/Q, but if we are shooting with fi and viewing with f 2, we must 
take h = (A/9)/(f1Jf2), i. e. with a 2X telephoto we need to double h. 
Rearranging, h = f 29h/f1 = f1/N, and ~ = f1/A. 
To establish the parallax measured on the chip, we read from the diagram 

A/b = (s1 + f)/S1 and B/b = (s2 + f)/Sz, and noting that p = A - B 
we have b = (p/f1)(s1s2)/(S2 - s1) = ph/2f1 

Tf ~=TT"-=::::::::::::::::::::::::---
A B b 

l~~_L~~.~-
' 
I ------1 f~~-·~.~---------s_. __ --_-_-_--s~--------~~-----~~--~- I -·-,-

Editor's Note 
This material, and that which follows in #106 was triggered by conments I received 
from Dr. Paul Milligan. He shoots most of his Salon subjects with two cameras using 
fairly long lenses, and could not get proper results with rules prepared for use 
with standard cameras, such as the infonnation in #54, (and in #65 as originally pub-
1 ished). I have expanded what was in_.#65 to cover long lenses, and Dr. Milligan has 

.bought a programmable pocket computer and prograrrmed it to read out all of the an
swers to the equations given here in #106. He says he now has no problems, so you 
might wish to try it yourself. 

1 

-
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SOME OTHER WAYS TO USE THE GENERAL STEREO EQUATION 
In #105 we defined the parameters in a stereo situation and worked an example keep
ing all dimensions in mm. We now address 1) use of other units. and 2) different 
given parameters. A recap of the definitions: 

s1 = near point of subject F = focus setting of taking lens 
52 = far point of subject h = hyperfocal dist~nce of taking lens 
Q = circle of confusion A = aperture diameter of taking lens 
p = parallax on the cnip N = f/ number of taking lens 
f 1 = focal length of taking lens b = baseline 
f 2 = focal length of viewing lens d = aepth = 52 - s1 

USE OF OTHER UNITS 
Any consistent set of units may be used, subject to two conditions: 1) 51, s2, F, b., 
d, h, A must all be in the same units, such as incnes, feet, or meters. 
2) f , f , and p must be in the same units, such as 11111, cm, or inches. However, you 
must1use2caution in calculating I~, which involves both sets of units. If you have 
~alculated ~ 1 , S~ etc ~n feet, the expressions for A and h_will come out.in feet. 
so be sure in catculating N that you have all the numbers in the same units. 
VARIOUS STARTING CONSTRAINTS 

Given s1, s2 
Given s1, b 

b = ps1s2;f1(s2 - s1) = ph/2f1 (used in #105) 

s2 = bf 1S1/(bf 1 - pS1) (fixed baseline) 

Given s2, b s1 = bf 1S2/(bf 1 + pS2) (= bf1/p if s2 is INF) (1/50 rule) 

Given d, b s1 = J(d/2) 2 + bf 1d/p - d/2 

For all the above cas~s N = f~/f29h = f1/A, but make sure to change h or A to the 
same units as f 1 and f 2 if they are different. Note also that if you are shooting 
a hyperstereo, the formulas for A and N will tell you that you could use an aperture 
much larger than you have available, because of the Ten Times Rule that says depth 
of field and picture depth will be reached simultaneously when baseline is ten times 
aperture diameter, or in other words, when aperture diameter is one tenth of base-
1 ine. In hyperstereo, ·depth of field will not be a problem; you may shoot wide open 
if you wish. · 
REWORKING THE 'EXAMPLE FOR THE VARIOUS STARTING CONDITIONS AND UNITS 
In #105 we used an example in which s1 was 10 inches, s2 was 12 inches, f 1 was 50rrrn, 
f 2 was 35mm, Q was 1/1000, and p was .71lD'n, and used the first of the above formulas 
to come up· with a baseline of 21.34mm. With our new found freedom to use inches for 
distances, we get b = (.7)(10)(12)/(50)(12 - 10) = .84 inches, h = 2(10)(12)/(12 - 10) 
= 120 inches, A= (35)(120)/(1000)(50) = .084 inches. To get N, we must put A into 

mm viz. {.084)(25.4) = 2.13mm. Then N = 50/2.13 = 23.4 as before. 
For the case where we have two cameras bolted bottom to bottom, thus fixing b, we 
wish to know how close the backstop must be to avoid excessive parallax in the shot. 
Using the second of the above formulas and assuming we are shooting a chipmunk at 
60 11 1f'lith a 135mm lens, two cameras 3" apart, and allowing .7mm parallax we have 

s2 = (3)(135)(60)/( {3)(135) - (.7)·(60)) = 66.94 11 

In other words, the allowable subject depth at 5 feet with 135mm lenses is 7 inches, 
if you are going to use conservative parallax. By allowing 1.lmm parallax, the 

... depth could be a foot. 
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BACK TO BASICS 
At the conclusion of the January meeting I was approached by a Member with the ques
tion,11How did you like tonight's slides?" I had to admit that far too many w~re bad
ly mounted, and several pulled my eyeballs. Also, one was pseudo mounted, ana one 
had t\'/O "lefts", and so no stereo. Upon later reflection it came to me that the Men
ber was really asking, 11 Are ~ doing enough to steer the new Members in tne right 
direction?" Perhaps not. TlfiS- month , after a year of addressing advanced subjects, 
we return to what the new Members need most, a discussion of fundamentals in terms 
they can understand. 
HOW DO TWO APPARENTLY IDENTICAL FLAT PICTURES CREATE A 3-D ILLUSION? 
If you look at one chip of a stereo pair, you can 1 t tell whether it is a left or a 
right. But there must be a difference, because if you interchange the two chips, 
the stereo illusior:l'Va'nishes, and depths become reversed. The effect is now "pseudo
scopic" rather than "stereoscopic". Take a landscape slide, and using a hand viewer, 
look at some nearby object with your left eye. Note its relation to the background. 
Now look at the same object with your right eye, and note that the background has 
shifted a little to the right. This shift, technically known as parallax, is mainly 
responsible for the stereo illusion. Note also that the shift is minuscule, perhaps 
3% or 4% of the width of the slide. 
HOW MUCH·PARALLAX? 
The parallax must be there, otherwise there is no stereo, and it must be in the right 
direction or the stereo becomes pseudo. But it must be strictly limited, otherwise 
you will have difficulty in "fusing" the two views into a 3-D illusion. Five per 
cent of the width of the slide is about the maximum tolerable, and corresponds to· 
foreground at 7 feet and background at infinity. One can't m2ke a good landscape 
with foreground at 4 or 5 feet, which is what some of you are trying to do. Stop
ping down to f/16 or f/22 may get everything sharp, but it won't change the parallax. 
Until you are more skilled, use 10 feet minimum. 
HOW DO YOU KNOW YOU HAVE ACCEPTABLE PARALLAX? 
To make sure you have not exceeded the 5% use your depth of field scale.* Note the 
foreground distance and background distance on the DOF scale. If the foreground and 
background are farther apart than the space between the two fiS.6 marks, you are in 
trouble. Reduce your subject depth. 
VERTICAL MOUNTING ERRORS 
Mounting problems can result both from incorrect vertical alignment, and from too 
much subject depth, or use of the wrong mask. To check for vertical error, look at 
the bottom edge of the slide with one eye, and identify some object. Now look at the 
same. object with the other eye and see if it is the same distance from the bottom. 
Correct the error by moving one chip up, or the other down. 
HORIZONTAL MOUNTING ERRORS (WINDOW ERRORS) 
A landscape should be mounted in a DISTANT or NORMAL mask, a group subject in a 
MEDIUM mask, and a close-up in a CLOSE-UP mask. In any properly mounted stereogram 
you should be able .to see further to the right in the left chip, and vice versa. 
If you are seeing more at the right in the right chip, your subject is "coming through 
the window 11

• Separate the chips until the subject is behind the window. CAUTION: 
In any slide shot with too much parallax, separating the chips will get the foreground 
behind the window, but won 1 t correct the excessive parallax. A shot made with too 
much parallax is usually scrap; get rid of it before you get attached to it. Above 
all DON'T enter it in competition~ 
SCSC HAS COME A LONG WAY 
When I joined the Club, one cf the Officers had attempted to make stereo slides out of 
his vacation postcards by copying them twice onto stereo fonnat. I expect any of 
lQJ! who have been to 3 meetings to understand why this doesn't work. DO YOU? 
* If your early model Realist lacks a DOF scale, I can put one on it . 

-I 
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GLOSSARY 
ALLOWABLE SUBJECT DEPTH (ASD) The maximum depth for an easily viewable stereogram 
BASELINE the distance between lens centers used in making a stereogram 
COMPOSITION The physical arrangement of masses, or of color, in a picture 
CONDENSER The strong positive lens used to concentrate light in. a projector 
COOKE TRIPLET A 3-element lens invented by Harold Dennis Taylor 
CROPPING Restricting the limits, e.g. to improve composition 
DEPTH OF FIELD (DOF) The maximum depth over which a picture is acceptably sharp 
DEPOLARIZATION Loss of polarization by some screens and some plastic materials 
FIFTIETH RULE Don't use a baseline more than l/50th of the subject distance 
FREE VIEWING Viewing and perceiving a stereogram without use of a stereoscope 
HORIZONTAL ERROR Horizontal misregistration in a stereogram or on a screen 
HYPERSTEREO Stereo made with more than 212 11 (63mm) baseline 
HYPOSTEREO Stereo made with less than 212 11 (63mn) baseline 
INFINITY Any distance more than 1000 times the aperture of the lens 
INTEROCULAR Distance between lenses in a stereoscope, nonnally 2~11 (63mrn) 
LEFT/RIGHT WITNESS MARKS Identification marks made on the film by stereo cameras 
MASK The metal or cardboard frame which outlines the limits of a picture 
MOUNTING GAUGE Transparent template with scribed lines for checking alignment 
NEWTON'S RINGS Irregular rainbows caused by film touching the cover glass 
ORTHOSTEREOSCOPY Stereoscopy in which parallax and perspective are preserved 
PARALLAX The difference between views taken from two separated points 
PEPAX A discredited theory that changes in perspective and parallax compensate 
PERSPECTIVE The apparent sizes and shapes of objects, dependent on viewpoint 
POLARIZATION The separation of light into components, used for stereo projection 
PROGRESSION The arrangement of frames on film in a stereo camera 
PSEUDOSCOPIC The effect of exchanging left and right frames in a stereogram 
RANGEFINDER A device to permit ~ camera to estimate distances 
REDEYE The effect produced by looking directly at the flash mounted on a camera 
ROTATION ERROR Misregistration caused by rotation of one or both frames 
SANDWICH A slide made by superposing two or more transparencies 
SLIDE BAR A device for sliding a camera sideways to create a stereo baseline 
STEREOGRAPHY The art and science of creating a 3-dimensional picture 
STEREOGRAM, also STEREOGRAPH A pictorial representation in three dimensions 
STEREOSCOPE A device for viewing stereo pairs of prints or transparenctes 
STEREOSCOPY The art ·and science of 3-dimensional photography 
STROBE An electronic flash gun capable of very short exposures 
TELEPHOTO DISTORTION Foreshortening due to use of a very long focus lens . 
TEN TIMES RULE When the base 1 i ne is 10 time·s the 1 ens aperture, the a 11owab1 e 

subject depth (ASD) is equal to the depth of field (DOF) 
TESSAR LENS A 4-element lens invented by Dr. Paul Rudolph of Zeiss 
TOE-IN Turning the camera toward the center of the baseline (not recommended) 
TRIPLET LENS See Cooke triplet 
TWIST ERROR See rotation error 
VERTICAL ERROR Vertical misalignment of a stereo pair of pictures 
VIGNETTING Darkening or cutting off at the corners of a picture 
WALLPAPER PH~NOMENON The possible variations in perceived size and distance when 

free viewing a repeated pattern using different left and right fixations 
WIDE ANGLE DISTORTION Depth exaggeration caused by use of a very short lens 
WINDOW The conceptual aperture through which one views a properly mounted stereo 
WITNESS MARKS See left/right witness marks 
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THE TECHNICAL PAGE: INDEX TO INSTALLMENTS 1 - 107 INDEX 1 
The index is divided into eight general categories. All references are to Installment 
STEREO CAMERAS 1,18,19,20,28,41,48, Stereo Cameo 60 
60,66,82 Stereo Colorist 48,60 
Adams 60 Stereo Graphic 48 ,60 
Anschutz 60 Stereo Instantograph 60 
Belplasca 1,18,60,77 Stereo Kodak Model 1 20 
Co lmont 60 Stereo Panoramic 60 
Contura 60 Stereo Realist 1,19,28,48,60,62 
Cornu 60 Stereo Vivid 48,60,71 
Dumont 60 Stereo-Tach 53 
Duplex 60 ,65 Stereotar 53 
Edixa 48,60 Stitz 53 
Edison Kinetograph 82 Tenax 82 
Ernemann 60 Tessa r 1 ens 19 
Eureka 60 Tourist Multiple 82 
European 60, 77 Tower see I 1 oca I I 
Gaumont 60 Trip 1 et lens 19 
History 1,60,82 Transport progression 18,60,78 
Homeos 1,18,60,82 Verascope F-e..c 1,18,60,77 
Hyponar 17 ,47 ,5"3,72,93 Viewmaster 78 
lea 60 Vignetting 19,41,53 
Ihaoee 60· Voigtlander 60 
Iioca II 48,60 Wide format 77 
Iioca Rapid 48,60 Window, creation of 18,72 
Iloca 7-P 1,18,60,77 Witness marks 5,16,19,24,50,73 
Kindar for Exakta 17,47,53,72,93 Wollensak 41,48 
Kindar 60 THEORY AND PERCEPTION OF STEREO ~,11,13, 
Kodak 20,48,60 24,32,37,47,49,57,64,68,88 
Korona 60 Baseline 3,11,15,26,32,42,43,45,49,54,57, 
Leader 60 104,105,106 
Left/right witness marks 5,19:~4,50, Clues, visual 32 
73 , Convergence 14,32,42,43 
Leica 24,50,82 Distortion 3,8,13,26,49,57 
Leroy 60 Eye vs camera 14,37,42,43,49 
Lizar 60 Focal length and baseline 57,65,88,104, 
Maintenance 28,62,84 105,106 
Minigraph 82 Hyperstereo 32,63,65,67,104-106 
Nettel 60 Hypostereo 3,15,17,32,45,53,63,65,86,104, 
Nimslo 85 105,106 · 
Number made 66 Orthostereoscopy 32, 57 
No. 2 Stereo Kodak 20 Parallax 32,40,42,43,47,49,54,65,86,104, 
Ontoscope 60 105, 106 
Owl a 60 Pepax 32 
Phototank 82 Perceived size 11,40 ,86 
Plaubel 60 Perspective 8,13,14,37,42,43,57 
Realist Macro 47,93 Pseudostereo 4 
Realist 11 45 11 48,60 Rationale and goals 32,33 
Regis tra ti on 89 Shape perception 42 ,43 ,88 
Revere 41,60 Stereo effect 14 ,37 
Robot 65,82 Subject depth 47,54,65,104-106 
Royal Ruby 60 Ten tir.ies rule 47 ,65 
Selection 48 Window 18,21,24,39,42,43 
Simplex 82 MOUNTING 2,5,10,16,25,26,33,36,39,46,50, 
Soho 60 53,54,55,61,68,75 
Stei nhei 1 60 Accurate f!10l!nti nn defined 50 
Stemar 53 Alignment 4,25,26 
Stereall 48,60 Cardboard slides remounting 2 

... 
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MOUNTING (cont'd) 
Conmercial 1,2,68 
Cropping 10,21,33,46,36 
Curl, film 5,7,24,50 
Errors 4,7,25,33,55,56 
Frames, metal 2,5 
Gauge 4,5,6,10,55 
Glass 2 
Labels 2,5,24 
Left/right identification, see 
witness marks under Stereo Cameras 
Masks 2,5,7,16,21,46,50,72 
Newton's rings 5,7 
Parallax 47,55,56,65, 
Subject depth 1,54,65,104-106 
Pseudo 4 
Reverse rolling 5 
Rotation error 7,16,55 
Spotting, projection 5,24 
Tips 36 
Titling 24 
Tools 2,5 
Twist error, see rotation 
Ultra close-up mask 53 
Window 4,39,55 
Witness marks 5,16,19,24,50,73 
PROJECTION 8,9,12,23,25,87,97,98 
Adjustments 8,9,98 
Alignment 8,9,23 
Audience fatigue 12,25,98 
Condensers 8 
Depolarization 8 
Parallax 47 
Perspective 8 
Polarization 8 
Precautions 33 
Principles 8 
Projectability 33,47,61,65,104-106 
Projectors 8 
Realist 82 Projector 97 
Screens 8 
Shimming 12 
TDC Projector 87,97 
Triad Projector 97 
CAMERA TECHNIQUE 1,3,11,38,48,61,65, 
76 
Composing 38 
Cropping, planning for 36 
Depth and parallax tables 54,65 
Depth of field 1,24,26,33,37 
Film selection 3,30,31 
Foregrounds, annoying 38 
Hand holding 38 
Horizons 1,68 
Leveling 1,24 
Lighting 3 ,29 
Loading 1,62 

INDEX 2 
Nearest subject 26,32,39,54,61,104-106 
Party pictures 83 
Portraits 8,57,58,59 
Projectability 1,26,32,33,47,54,58,59, 
61,65,104-106 
Shutter operation 1,6 
Slide bar 3,15,16,22,24,26,33,34,42,43, 
45,54 
Strobes 29 
Subject depth 1,15,17,21,26;32,42,43,45, 
47,53,54,58,59,61,~5,104-106 
Ten times rule 47 
Tips 36 
Toe-in 3,15,22,26,55,56 
Unipod 36 
NON-STANDARD STEREO 3,11,15,16,17,32,40, 
45,47,51,52,53,54,58,59,61,63,67,104ff 
Aquarium pictures 17 
Auxiliary lenses for KinDar 53 
Baseline 3,15,24,26,32,45,54,57,58,59, 
104-106 
Close-ups 3,15,16,17,42,43,44,45,53 
Cropping 10,21,33,36,46 
Depth and parallax tables 54,65 
Flash bracket 17 
Hyperstereo 11,32,40,63,65 
Hypostereo 3,15,32,63,65 
Lens focal length 15,22,42,43,45,49,51, 
52,57,65,104-106 
Lens matching 67 
Perceived size 11,32,40,51,52,53,57,58, 
59,86 
Perspective 32,37,42,43,49 
Rotation error 16,25,33,50,55,56 
Single lens reflex SLR 3,15 
Slide bar 3,15,16,33 
Space control 40 
Test mask 16 
Toe-in 3,15,16,55,56,64 
Variable close-up attachment 53 
NAMES IN STEREO 
Adams & Co. 60 
Audobard, P. 82 
Auer 60 
Baradat, C. 82 
Barnack, Oskar 18,82 
Bull, Lucien 82 
Butcher, W. & Sons 60 
Coe, Brian 82 
Colardeau, L.J.E. 1,18,71,82 
Dancer, J.B. 60 
da Vinci, Leonardo 1,64 
Debrie, Andre 82 
Dietz, Paul 82 
Dickson, W.K.L. 82 
Darer, Albrecht 64 
Franke & Heidecke 60 
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NAMES IN STEREO (cont'd) 
Gauss, Karl Friederich 44 
Godowsky, Leopold 30 
Goerz, C.P. 60 
Gundlach 60 
Hodriik, Conrad 12 
Kershaw 60 
Klinefelter, Lee 86 
Kurz, Karl 66, 71 
Lancaster, J. & Son 60 
Levy-Roth 60 
Lothrop, Eaton 82 
Mannes, Leopold 30 
McKay, Herbert C. 12, 32 
Naylor, Thunnan (jack) 82 
Newton, Isaac 44 
Ninet 60 
Ottewill, Thomas & Co. 60 
Pickard, A.G. 60 

. Richard, Jules 1,18,60,82 
Rochwite, Seton I. 1,18,60 
Rouch, W.W 60 
Rudolph, Paul {Tessar lens) 19 
Sawyer's 60 
Sieg, Albert 30 
Smith, Gordon N. 60,71,78 
Stereocraft Engineering 60 
Symons, Kenneth C.M. 60 
Thornton-Pickard Mfg. Co. 60 
Thornton, John Edward 60 
Taylor, Harold Dennis (Cooke Triplet) 
19,20,41 
van Westrienen, Dorothea 12 
Watson, W. 60 
Wi rg·i n Bros. 48 
Witt, Wilhelm 48,60 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Afocal attachments 94,95 
Autostereo prints 85 
Camera maintenance 28,62,84 
Film 1,3,30,31,38,82 
Focusing 96 
Free viewing 27,35,74,76 
How many Realist fonnat cameras 66 
How photography really works 64 
Insect photography 93 
Moon photography 99-103 
Optical theory 44,45 
Photography, invention of 1,60,64 
Polarizers 19,28,48,79,87 
Quiz on stereo 6,7,22,23,34,35,42,43 
51,52,58,59,69,70,80,81 
Registration problems · 89 

MISCELLAN~OUS (cont'd) 
Supplementary lenses 92 
Wallpaper phenomenon 27 

INDEX 3 


